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"Amorphous Fast Ion Conducting Systems" (Part 1)
and

"Structure and Properties of Mid and Far IR Transmitting Materials" (Part 2)

INTRODUCTION

The research supported under contract No. N00014-84-K-0289 was commenced in

1984 with the aim of developing understanding of solid electrolyte systems, of which

those selected for particular study were the fast ion-conducting glassy systems. Since

work in this laboratory in this general area was already being supported by the

Department of Energy, a specialization was selected for the ONR program. This

specialization involved the study of mechanical manifestations of the same fast ion

jumping process responsible for the fast ion conduction. At the commencement of

research, very little information was available on fast ion conducting systems with

respect to mechanical relaxation although considerable information was available for

the classical alkali silicate and borate glasses. Our program was to utilize the

rheovibron instrument already in our laboratory to study the mechanical loss in fast ion

glasses over the whole temperature range from the glass transition temperature down

to and beyond the region in which electrical relaxation had been earlier observed.

While this was the principal focus of research in the years 1984-1987, the program

later took a new turn in order to include the stud, of the popular "salt-in-polymer"

electrolytes which had not been investigated in our laboratory under any previous

program. This seemed appropriate in view of the detailed knowledge of liquid

relaxation processes developed in this group over many years under fundamental

research support, coupled with the fact that the migration mechanism for ions in

polymer systems is essentially liquid-like in nature. This work continued until 1989
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when the study of fast ion conducting systems was discontinued by the ONR Chemistry

Division.

The research effort under this contract was, however, continued under a separate

program in which optical materials were the focus of interest, and this laboratory's

expertise in the study of fluoride glasses was to be used to advantage. Under the new

direction, we developed computer simulation methods for calculating the vibrational

spectra of fluoride crystals and glasses based on expertise in computer simulation

developed in this laboratory over a long period (It was, in fact, this laboratory which

published the first simulation work on fluoride glasses). Under this new direction we

also took up the study of some chalcogenide systems previously investigated under an

ONR Physics Division grant which had been joint with Prof. S. M. Undsay of Arizona

State University to which institute the principal investigator moved in 1989. The details

of the research accomplishments are summarized in the next section in which

reference wil! be made to the published documents at appropriate points. The overall

impact of this research can be measured by the number of invitations to present

keynote or plenary lectures at international conferences which have resulted. These

will be mentioned in the following accomplishments sections. Partly as a result of the

work supported by ONR, the P.I. has been honored by being the successful nominee

of the George Morey award of the American Ceramic Society Glass Division in 1990

and the Neville Mott award from the Joumal of Non-Crystalline Solids in 1992.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Mechanical Relaxation and Relation to Electrical Relaxation in Fast

Ion-Conducting Glasses

An earlier accomplishment under this grant was the identification of glassforming

composition ranges in extremely simple molten salt mixtures, mainly those containing

only alkali metal and group 1 b cations and monovalent anions, e.g. AgCI-CSI. The

conductivity of these systems at room temperature was the highest measured to date

although the systems were actually above their glass transition temperatures under

ambient temperatures. The discovery was reported in Materials Research Bulletin

(see the first entry in the Bibliography following). The correlation of mechanical

relaxation with electrical relaxation times in these systems was reported in Bib. No. 2,

and a broader report on this type of system was made at the Lake Tahoe 7th

International Conference on Solid State Ionics in 1986, see Bib. No. 3. At this

conference, a plenary lecture on the subject of recent developments in fast ion-

transporting glassy and polymer systems was given and acknowledged our ONR

support, see Bib. No. 4. At this conference, we also described a new type of fast ion

conductor based on plastic crystal principles, see Bib. No. 5. Similar

acknowledgements were given for the preparation of a state of the art review invited

for a workshop in Bangalore, India, in 1986, see Bib. No. 6.

The importance of the problem of correlating mechanical and electrical relaxation

phenomenon was recognized by an invitation to make the subject a topic in a special

issue of Materials Chemistry and Physic devoted to glassy fast ion conductors under

the special editorship of T. Minami in 1989, see Bib. No. 7. The last experimental

contribution made under this ONR-supported work was the study of the effect of

'A
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pressure on the fast ion-conduction process in silver ion-conducting systems reported

in bibliography No. 8. A review was solicited by the editor of Chemical Reviews for a

special issue dealing with the dynamics of processes in condensed matter in 1990,

see Bib. No. 10.

2. Salt/Polymer Fast Ion-Conducting Systems

Our first excursion into the polymer/salt systems commenced in collaboration with Prof.

L. M. Torell of Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden, when we took the

concept of the decoupling index (which we had used as a figure of merit in discussion

of fast ion conduction in glasses) and applied it to the case of salt/polymer systems.

The essential point was the salt/polymer systems worked for a completely different

reason than that underlying the success of fast ion-conducting glass systems and

indeed had decoupling indexes in the opposite sense from them. This exposition

became the opening article in the proceedings of the First International Conference on

Polymer Electrolytes held in St. Andrews, Scotland, in 1987 and published in the

British Polymer Journal in 1988 (see Bib. No. 11). This work was followed by a letter to

Journal of Physical Chemistry analyzing the comparisons of salt and polymer systems

in a different light and listed here as Bib. No. 12. Our final contribution in the

salt/polymer arena is the paper listed as Bib. No. 13 in which a more detailed study of

the conductivity and viscosity of two model salt/polymer systems was given, relating

the observations to the spectroscopic ion-pairing studies performed in Prof. Torell's

laboratory in Sweden. We note that though ONR support of this research was

withdrawn in 1988, its continuation under D.O.E. auspices has resulted in the

development of a new and unusual type of rubbery solid electrolyte which is being

patented at this time.
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3. Structure and Relaxation in Optical Materials

Under the final phase of this contract, research effort was diverted to the study of

glassy systems suitable as infrared transmitting materials. The work consisted of two

parts, one dealing with the visible-range-transparent fluoride glasses, and the other

with the visibly-opaque but infrared-transparent systems based on chalcogenide

mixtures. The first type of glassy system was investigated primarily by computer

simulation techniques, a paper discussing "structural motifs" in zirconium fluoride-

containing glasses being given by the author and student, Carol Phifer, at the

Japanese 4th International Symposium on Fluoride Glasses in 1990. This work was

followed by two papers, one of which gave a detailed analysis, based on experimental

findings including new experimental results on certain fluoride crystals, which allowed

one to systematically assess all of the structural features affecting the IR and Raman

absorption frequencies in fluoride crystals and glasses. Such an analysis, which was

made largely at the initiative of student Carol C. Phifer (now at Sandia Labs) was

urgently necessary in order to resolve some of the misconceptions and consequent

structural misinterpretations which had been made by other authors over the previous

decade. A final work was the publication of a study of vibrational spectra in fluoride

glasses and included an investigation of beryllium fluoride subjected to very large

pressures which collapsed the structure from a tetrahedral network to an octahedrally-

coordinated structure. It is presented here as Bib. No. 16.

The final phase of this work, in which the important chalcogenide glasses were

subjected to experimental study and theoretical analysis using the concept of rigidity

percolation due to Phillips and Thorpe, is documented by Bib. Nos. 17-20. In the first

of these, it was demonstrated in a Physical Review Letter that the simple three-

component system Ge-As-Se exhibited most of the phenomena common to the whole
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field of glassforming systems and that these could be "tuned in" by relatively minor

changes of composition. The key to this behavior is the random cross-linking of Se

chains which takes the system up to and through the rigidity percolation threshold.

Subsequent studies (Bib. Nos. 18-20) showed that not only the "fragility" (i.e. viscosity

vs. temperature) behavior correlates with the connectivity through the Phillips-Thorpe

analysis, but so also does the "departure from exponential relaxation" which has been

receiving so much attention from the glass community in recent years, under the

stimulus of K. L. Ngai of the NRL. These correlations have since been expanded to

embrace most glassforming systems and are making a major contribution to the

systemization of phenomenology in glassforming systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Significant and well-recognized contributions in three distinct areas of Energy and

Glass science have been made during the 10-year tenure of ONR support. These

contributions in the fields of fast ion-conducting glasses, polymer salt electrolytes and

infrared optical materials have resulted in a number of conference lecture honors and

scientific honors culminating in the recently announced Neville Mott award for 1992. It

may be concluded that the ONR funding of this work has been justified.
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SILVER ALKALI HALIDE GLASSES AN;D A VITREOUS ANALOG
OF THE RbAg 4 I 5 SUPERIONIC CONDUCTOR

C. Liu, H. G. K. Sundar and C. A. Angell
Department of Chemistry
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West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

(Received March 6, 1985; Communicated by R. A. Huggins)

ABSTRACT

We report the existence of silver halide-rich glasses of a type not
previously recognized. These contain only monovalent halides and
represent perhaps the simplest ionic glasses yet realized. Despite
the lack of the usual oxyanion matrix the new glasses show room tem-

perature conductances which equal or exceed those of the best Ag+

glasses yet reported. Cu+ analogues have also been prepared. At the
high conducting extreme apparently lies a vitreous state analog of
the well-known crystalline conductor RbAg4Is. A crystalline analog
of the latter FIC, CsAg4(ID.4sClO.s5 )s forms metastably on careful
devitrification of the glass. Like its prototype, it has a very high
conductivity and exhibits a sharp CD anomaly at low temperatures,
-77'C, in the vicinity of which the activation energy for conductance

changes abruptly.

Introduction

Most of the halide-containing fast ion conducting glasses prepared to
date have been based on the incorporation of the halide into a matrix of some
oxyanion glass containing a high charge radius species such as B[III] (1),
P[V] (2), As[V] (3,4), Se[VI] (5), Mo[VI]-(6) or W[VI] (7). The one instance
in which an alternative route-based on mixing of a large mole fraction of LiI
with a glass-forming diluent of "weaker" cations-was attempted, met with
complete failure (8). It might have been expected from the latter experience
that the mixing of Ag< cations-which are quite acid in the Lewis sense-with
large alkali cationewould likewise result in the locking up of Ag+ as com-
plexes with a consequent diminution of conductivity. However, at least at
high AgX contents, this proves not to be the case as we show in the present

paper.

We report here a selection of results from a auite extensive study of the

properties of glasses formed when molten mixtures of silver halides and alkali

525
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halides are quenched to room temperature or below. The conductivities of some
of these are exceptionally high although the content of AgI itself never ex-
ceeds 50 mol%. Initial experiments showed that glass formation in quaternary
systems of the type AgCI-AgI-RbCl-CsCl, and their Cu+ analogs is extensive.
To isolate the principal features of these systems we focus attention on the
ternary system AgCI-AgI-CsCI.

The glass-forming region for ternary AgCI-AgI-CsCI glasses formed by
quenching 2-3 gm melt samples between metal blocks is shown in Figure l(a).
The mixtures made up from pure compounds fuse easily (the ternary eutectic
in AgX-rich compositions lies at ~173*C) in pyrex glass tubes to give melts of
very high fluidity. DSC scans of representative glasses are exemplified in
Figure 1(b). These show that T increases rapidly with increasing XCsCI at
constant XAgX, and weakly with increasing XAgI at constant XCsC1, as shown in
Figure 1(c). The latter result is a little surprising since anion mass and
electric field intensity factors would lead to the opposite expectation.
Ease of 2lass formation and stability against recrystallization are given by
the inde:es, (Tc-Tg)/Tg marked in Figure 1.

Classes in the center of the glass-forming region are almost colorless,
and are quite resistant to photoivtic discoloration (yellowing). They remain
far-IR transparent in thick sections to below 400 cm- 1. Thus, the optical
window is the widest yet reported in the IR visible range.

D.C. conductivities a were determined by complex impedance plots of data
in the frequency range 0.012-100 kHz obtained using a GenRad 1689 impedance
bridge programmed by a HP 9836 microcomputer to both scan in frequency and set
temperature, averaging 20 readings at each frequency to improve precision as
described elsewhere (9). One of the samples was measured in standard disc
form. Silver paint electrodes were used because Tg was too low for electrode
sputtering to be achieved without devitrification. For the best conductors
.uch samples were unsatisfactory. In these cases the disc sample obtained by
quenching was cut when T = Tg . R.T. to yield a strip sample on which copper
foil electrodes were wrapped as indicated in Figure 2 insert, and secured by
clamping between plexiglass plates. The cell constant for such samples was

0 A9 4g 0
3

:sCj AIC. -'.0

j -- 045A90 02A91035csCl
FT.1035Agj044g! 025C CO '0 9

FIG. 19

Z 80
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Arrhenius plots of various glasses in Effect of devitrification of
the AgI-AgCl-CsCl system. Glass tran- CsAg4(0.45C1.551)s glass on conduc-
sition temperatures are marked on the tivity and thermal behavior: upper
plots, curve is for first devitrification
Insert (a) sample + electrode configu- product described under insert (a).
ration used for high-conducting Insert (a) DSC scan (vs. I/T as for
samples. loga), for the transparent crystalline
Insert (b) AgX-dependence of room tem- sample produced by crystallization at
perature conductivity, compared with 25*C of a sample initially fast
data on AgI + AgPO3 (2) and AgI + quenched to far below its Tg.
AgPO 3 + i/3(Ag 3As0) glasses (4). Insert (b): curve (i): DSC scan on
Insert (c) anion dependence of 025C linear T scale showing exothermic
at fixed X Ag X  change at 70*C to low conductivity

phase. Curve (ii) shows that low T
anomaly remains in low a phase.

larger by a factor of -100 for the disc configuration.

Conductivity Results

The results for different compositions are shown as an Arrhenius function
of temperature in Figure 2. Problems with electrode contact, sample geome-
tries, and the possibility of undetectable submicroscopic partial devitrifica-
tion products during room temperature handling (at higher AgX contents), com-
bine to diminish the data precision in comparison with our usual capabilities.
For the highest-conducting glass, X = 0.80 in Figure 2, the complex impedance
plots for temperatures in the vicinity of 200 K were abnormal and unsatis-
factory for a determination , possibly due to microphase behavior related to
the order-disorder anomalies seen in the crystallized samples (see below).
No data are reported for this range, though a values from higher and lower
temperatures are compatible. Despite such experimental problems, the overall
pattern of behavior for the system is clear. Arrhenius plots are consistent
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with a single-valued pre-exponent A. = 102.2 in the expression

0 = Aoexp(-Ea /RT) (i)

as seen in earlier work (10), though best fit plots of the present data would
show some scatter about this value. The activation energies Ea depend mainly
on CsCl content, and the smallest value observed is 21 kJ mol-

1
. The composi-

tion dependence of the d.c. conductivity at 25'C as a function of total silver
halide content (but constant XAgI = 0.40) is shown as insert (b). Comparison
is made with data from the 'classic' system AgI + AgPO 3 (2), and data from
the recently reported wide composition range AgI-AgPO 3-l/3(Ag3AsO4)

glasses (4).

Discussion

We first comment on the anion dependence of the conductivity, since all
fast Ag -conducting glass systems have previously involved only AgI. Figure 2
insert (b) shows that a 25C conductivity 4.7 X 10-2q-:cm

- 
above the best

on record (11) can be achieved with a 'glass' (12) containing only 40 mol%
AgI provided additional Ag+ is present as chloride. Furthermore, the rate at
which a is increasing with total AgX, at constant XA g, is such that the 25*C
conductivity of pure a-AgI (extrapolated from above 149°C) would be exceeded
while XAgX is well below 1.0. Actually, the conductivity seems to be satur-
ating near XA$X = 0.8 . Presumably the explanation for such behavior is not
to be sought in the existence of m-AgI-like clusters as has seemed the best
interpretation of previous AgI-containing glasses (3-5,13,14). We should
note, however, that the conductivity at constant XAgX , is favored by increase
of I-/CI- [Figure 2 insert (c)].

The nature of the vitreous state substructure responsible for the high
conductivity is strongly suggested by the results of devitrification studies
shown in Figure 3. Here the conductivity of the glass obtained by quenching
melts of composition 0.2 CsCl-0.35 AgCI-0.45 AgI [i.e. ~CsAg4 (ICl)s/2] to the
low temperature vitreous state (with pause at ambient temperature to cut a
strip sample) are compared with the conductivities of their possible devitri-
fication products. If the quenched glass is devitrified slowly at room tem-
perature, a transparent crystalline product is obtained. The transparency is
presumably due to a homogeneous nucleation process which, due to the slow
growth rate, produces such a high concentration of crystallites that none
approach the 1 vim size needed to scatter light. The crystallization at RT is
accompanied by a half order of magnitude increase in conductivity, see
Figure 3, to a value which is stable at least on the time scale of days.

This crystallized material has two features of interest. The first is a
region in the logU vs T-

1 
plot around -100C where a rapid but continuous

increase in activation energy, which is reproducible, occurs on cooling. The
second is the appearance, in a DSC scan, of a sharp heat capacity spike in the
same temperature range. This is shown in Figure 3 inserts displaced to -77

0
C:

its position and magnitude seem to depend somewhat on history. Similat
features are found in the behavior of the much-studied and utilized RbAg4Is
FIC around -64°C, and at lower temperatures in analog compounds (15,16). It
may be concluded that this first devitrification product which, by the
Ostwald step rule, is the crystalline structure most similar in energy and
topology to the glass, is a mixed (and disordered) anion analogue of the same
structure.

That this high conductivity crystalline structure is metastable is shown
by the effect of heating the sample to T > 70'C. DSC studies [Figure 3
insert, curve (i)] show a further exothermic event, which could be a further
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crystallization/decomposition or even mere grain-coarsening, and which yields
a product with a much lower condcutivity (by two orders of magnitude at R.T.).
This product, however, still possesses a low temperature transition [starting
at -84*C on either heating or cooling-see Figure 3, insert (b)] but sample
fracturing prevented characterization of the conductivity in this lower tem-
perature region. A further product of even lower conductivity which lacks
any trace of the -77'C transition, is obtained by relatively slow cooling of
the melt. Conductivity data for this material are shown in Figure 3, lower
curve, which exhibitis no anomalies. It presumably contains free AgI partly
substituted with CI- because of a large transition during heating is found
starting at 130*C (c.f. -AgI <-> aAgI at 147*C). The crystal chemistry of
this system is evidently complex and we have not pursued it.

We conclude that the high conductivities of the glasses produced in this
study are due to the development, with increasing XA X , of RbAg4 s-like topol-
ogies, in which Ag+ ions move easily through tetrahedral halide channels
possessing many equivalent Ag+ sites.

Results for analogous Cu+-containing systems, which have glass transition
temperatures uniformly higher by some 40°C, will be reported separately.
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MECHANICAL RELAXATION BY MOBILE IONS (Cu" AND Ag*) IN FAST ION
CONDUCTING GLASSES

C. LIU zkND C.A. ANGELL

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN 47907, U.S.A.

Abstract - The dissipation of mechanical energy in glasses of the "fast ion
conductor" type (AgI-AgPO3 , AgI-AgBO2 and AgCl-CsI) has been studied using a
Rheovibron mechanical analyzer in the temperature range -190 to 200*C. In most
cases a single loss peak at low temperature is found for fixed-frequency scans.
The peak temperature almost coincides with that for electrical conductivity re-
laxation but is much broader. The loss magnitude does not correlate with peak
temperature but depends on glass constitution. Where loss is small, the relaxa-
tion time follows Arrhenius Law with To = i/27fo,where fo is found from far IR
spectra. For large loss glasses, important non-Arrhenius behavior is found.

INTRODUCTION

Although the technological need for solid electrolytes has led to an explosive in-
crease in the number of conductivity studies in crystalline and vitreous ionic mater-
ials, there has been relatively little attention given to the response of the mobile
ions to mechanical, as opposed to electrical, stresses. Apart from classic studies
focussed on normal oxide glasses, there has only been the ultrasonics study of Carini
and colleagues on AgI-Ag 20-B203 glasses /l/. This is unfortunate because the mechan-
ical response is qualitatively different from the electrical response insofar as the
real part of the modulus remains finite at low frequencies. An electrical stress
acting on the same ions will be completely dissipated by the unimpeded motion of the
ions across the sample. Furthermore, the mechanical response is a secondary relaxa-
tion, the primary relaxation being that which leads to the glass transition.

For the classical (weakly-conducting) glasses, the investigation of mobile ion
motion is tedious because of the small magnitude of thr loss. For fast ion conduc-
tors, on the other hand, the losses are much greater, and less-sensitive instruments
such as a Rheovibron (Toyo Instruments Inc.) may be employed with a resultant in-
crease in rate of data acquisition of at least one order of magnitude.

In this report we describe essential features of the mechanical response of
three types of fast ion conductors over wide temperature ranges.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The principles of the measurement are illustrated in Fig. 1. Two sample configura-
tions are in common use. The first utilizes a fiber which is held between stainless
steel jaws connected to the frequency generating and stress/strain detecting elements
of the Rheovibron. A sinusoidal strain al is applied, and the lag of the stress C12
behind the strain is recorded as the loss tangent illustrated in the lower part of
the figure. The second, from which the same information can be acquired, uses the
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Fig. 1 - Principles of measurement. Fig. 2 - Loss scans for AgI-AgPO3 glasses.

flexure configuration illustrated in the center section of Fig. 1. The jaw/sample
assembly is enclosed in a variable temperature metal block, and the loss tangent and
dynamic modulus at constant frequency are read at frequent intervals during a slow
temperature scan from -200 to + 200°C (as needed).

RESULTS

Complete scans, from the low temperature regime where the "mobile ion" loss is re-
corded, up to the high temperature limit where the viscoelastic relaxation occurs
(large loss with sample stretching) is illustrated in Fig. 2. Two compositions in
the system AgPO3- AgI are represented. The agreement of the viscoelastic loss tem-
perature with the usual (DSC) ,tlass temperature Tg, is shown in the insert. Details
of the low temerature peak of interest to this work are shown in Fig. 3. Some data
for the system Cu20"P2Os-Cu(I or Cl) are shown in Fig. 4.

The storage and loss data are combined to give the real and imaginary parts of
the tensile modulus, E' and E" respectively, in Fig. 5. Results are shown for two
frequencies, although the frequency dependence of the response is only clearly seen
in the imaginary part.

Comparison with electrical responses is made in Fir. 6 for a composition in the
Agl-AgPO 3 system using an inverse temperature scale to cast the data in a form simi-
lar to that obtained for frequency scans at constant temperature. The latter are
shown, in the insert, for the electrical modulus, M" (M* = I/E*). Fig. 6 brings out
the important fact that, while both responses show maxima in their loss curves at

Fig. .3 - Loss "spectra" due to 0 03 Cuo 
4 cuO 

0 3P 0

mobile ions in AgI-P0 3 glasses. 003_ -O4C C OS6CuPO,

X06 0 0

Oo3- 058 . 0 Tg

104 --

0 03

10-1 W 20 -2 -40 0 40 W3 120 ISO 200so 0
Temperoture T*C

01 0

Fig. 4 - Loss vs. T for some

-- I'o CuI-Cu phosphate glasses.0o _ 130 --20 -80 -4'0o-
T(IC)
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Fig. 5 - Real and imaginary parts of Fig. 6 - Comparison of electrical and mechan-
complex tensile modulus. (E' is dis- ical loss moduli plotted vs. lI/T to give same
crepant at 35 Hz). Sample is 0.6 shape as isothermal spectra shown in insert.

Agl.O.4(Ag20.2B20 3 ).

approximately the same temperature (i.e. the most probable relaxation time is not
very different) the mechanical response is much broader, particularly on the high
temperature (low frequency) side. Indeed, there are temperatures at which the elec-

trical loss has almost vanished while the mechanical loss is still half its maximum
value. The electrical relaxation is described by e(t) = exp-[(t/t)]with 

= 
0.45

A comparison of loss peaks amongst systems of different constitution, including
the recently developed all-halide glasses of the type AgI-AgCl-CsCl, is made in
Fig. 7. This figure brings out the important point that systems of comparable re-

laxation time may have very different loss magnitudes (implying that different frac-
tional rodulus changes are not correlated with the ionic mobility).

DISCUSSION

The outstanding feature of the present findings are (1) the mag..itude of the loss in

some but not all cases compared to previous glass studies, (2) the fact that most
probable times for electrical and mechanical relaxation are closely similar while the
spectral widths are very different and (3) the fact that despite the different widths
(which could be taken to indicate different activation energy distributions /i/) the

i-tivation enprgies for the two types of relaxation are indistinguishable. We dis-
cuss these in turn.

Data for a single system, e.g. AgI-AgPO3 , Fig. 3, would suggest that the loss,
which is proportional to the fractional change in modulus due to relaxation, scales
with the log of the relaxation time. However, the new data for the all-halide sys-

tem shou this is not so. Thus, attention must be redirected from the mobility of
the silver ions towards the nature of the matrix within which they move. We note
there are no asymmetric anions in the case of the halide glass while there are tri-

angular (BO3) groups in the very lossy borate compared with tetrahedral (PO) groups
in the phosphate glass.

In considering the meaning of the much greater spectral width for mechanical

compared with electrical relaxation we note again the qualitative difference between
the two responses. Given time, the electrical response completely relaxes an applied
stress, i.e. there is no zero-frequency electrical modulus. By contrast, the mechan-
ical response relaxes the modulus to a zero-frequency value just 5-15% less than the
high frequency value. Furthermore, the mechanical relaxation, unlike the electrical,

is secondary in nature, the primary relaxation having been that which is observed at
the glass transition. The electrical relaxation is well described by the Fourier
transform of the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KUW) relation e(t) - exp-[(t/T)j],with B
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Fig. 7 -Comparison of loss peaks for Fig. 8 - Electrical and mechanical relaxa-
different glasses. tion times and relation to IR spectrum.

in the range 0.45-0.50 for all cases. The adequacy of the 10WA form for the mechani-
cal spectra has not yet been properly evaluated due to lack of sufficient measuring
frequency range and precision. However, should this form be appropriate, then the
peak halfwidths imply 6 values as small as 0.2 which will have to be rationalized by
theory. Comparable widths in l/T have been found in the ultrasonic range /1/,
though, by GHz frequencies, a remarkable narrowing to give single relaxation time
behavior has very recently been observed /2/.

Finally, we examine the temperature dependence of the relaxation process. The
relaxation times i/2Tf are plotted vs. the l/T values at which the loss maxima are
found, in Fig. 8, for all the Ag+ systems discussed in this paper. Fig. 8 shows
that the least lossy glass exhibits Arrhenius behavior for both conductivity and
mechanical relaxations with a simple extrapolation to the Ag+ quasi-lattice "rat-
tling" time (l/2rfo) observable in the far IR (Fig. 8 insert). The more lossy
glasses show regions of non-Arrhenius behavior. For the borate glass, extended-range
mechanical relaxation studies /1,2/ permit characterization down to T = 10-1 1 sec ,
see Fig. 8. These data support extrapolations of the nonlinear Arrhenius plots to
the same far IR frequency. These results are analyzed in more detail elsewhere /3/.
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ALL-HALIDE SUPERIONIC GLASSES

Changle LIU, H.G.K. SUNDAR and C.A. ANGELL

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

To date all the highest-conducting Ag + and alkali cation glasses have involved admixture of a

halide, usually the iodide, with some oxyanion salt of the same cation. In this paper we report cases

where the oxyanion can be omitted. Instead, a second cation (Cs + or Rb + ) is introduced to pro-

vide, together with a mixture of anions, the immobile quasi-lattice through which the mobile

cations, Ag+ or Cu+. can migrate. The materials are evidently vitreous state analogs of the well-

known superionic crystals CsAg415 and RbCu4 15 . In these new systems, conductivities at 250C can

reach record values. Glass transition temperatures, however, are lower than for oxyanion- contain-

ing glasses of the same conductivity. Since they contain only heavy monovalent ions, the far IR

transparency of the new glasses is unprecedented. The characteristics of stress relaxation for both

electrical and mechanical stresses are studied and are compared with those of the oxyanion + halide

glasses. The all-halide glasses show less exponential relaxation (broader distributions of relaxation

times) despite equivalence of all Ag .They nevertheless show smaller deviations from the Arrhenius

law in their temperature dependences.

1. INTRODUCTION behavior which are related to mixed mobility proper-

This laboratory recently reported the existence ties.

and characteristics of fast ion conducting glasses in In the present article we extend the study of

which no oxyanions or other complex species are glasses of allkhalide type to the Cu + analogs, and

present. 1 The glasses contained only monovalent examine the a.c. conductivity as well as the d.c. con-

cations and anions, the anions being chloride and ductivity characteristics. We will also introduce

iodide and the cations being silver and cesium. comparisons with mechanical relaxation studies, and

Although these glasses are generally characterized by with the known properties of oxyanion-based silver

low glass transition temperatures, they are of interest halide glasses.

(a) because of their simple constitution, (b) because

those richest in silver salts give the highest electrical

conductivity so far measured at room temperature,

and (c) because, in contrast to previous Ag oxysalt + 2. EXPERIMENTAL

Ag halide systems, it is reasonable to suppose all the Chemicals used were all high purity substances

Ag + ions present to be equally mobile. Comparison obtained from Merck, and Alfa, and Chemical

of properties with those of the oxysalt-halide glasses Cos.The lowest purity level was 99.8% for CuCI.

may therefore throw light on those features of the Glassforming regions in the various tertiary and

0 167-2738/86/S 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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quaternary systems, e.g., AgCI-AgI-CsCI, CuCI-Cul- 1.2 0 0

RbCl, and CuCl-CuI-RbCI-KCl, were identified 0 0

by quenching weighed mi,:ures melted in Pyrex glass 00

tubes at 500 - 600°C, between cold metal plates. In 0

favorable cases thick pellets of glass could be formed V -,
by natural cooling on the metal plate. 2 , , 10

Discs formed by quenching were coated on each 0 .6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3

3.4
side with a standard area of silver paint, and their I

electrical conductivities were determined using a stan-

dard two terminal arrangement. The temperature .=-3c,

range -1700C to room temperature, was covered by 0 00

allowing slow temperature rise from an initial liquid -'0

nitrogen environment in a Dewar flask, readings over X L . 10 ,

the frequency range 12-100.000 Hz being taken .7 3.4

automatically by a computer controlled GENRAD F {

digibridge model 1689 in the manner described by

Martin and Angell. For the highest temperature I

ranges the conductivities were too high for the (low r-

cell constant) disc arrangement to be satisfactory. 000

For these cases linear strip samples were cut from the 0 x 10 J

discs, and copper foil electrodes pressed in contact at 2 3 4 5

the ends as indicated in the inset to Fig. 4. d.c. con- z

ductivities were determined using the complex
impedance plots shown in Fig. 1. The diagram shows Fig. I. Complex impedance plots for linear strip sam-

ple of AgI-AgCI-CsCl glass at various temperatures
the extreme temperature ranges of data obtained with showing definition of adc.

linear strip samples.

For the disc configuration samples, in which mechanical stresses at frequencies overlapping those of

fringing effects are absent. the real and imaginary the electrical measurements, linear strip samples cut

parts of the complex impedance contain information from the initial discs were mounted in a stirrup

on the kinetics of electrical relaxation in the bulk configuration illustrated in Fig. 7 below and subjected

vitreous material. The relaxation of electrical stress to sinusoidal flexural deformations using a Toyo

in vitreous media is not exponential, and the depar- Instruments Rheovibron. The instrument reads out

ture from exponentiality is currently generating con- the ratio of the imaginary to real parts of the complex

siderable interest among chemical physicists. 3 Since tensile modulus E* as the loss tangent, tan 6. This

the present system shows greater departures from can be determined continuously during slow tempera-

exponential relaxation than ever previously observed ture rise from -160°C. Results for the present and pre-

for ionic conduction processes we present some of the vious 4 ' 5 systems show that tan 6 for fast-ion con-

data in form suitable for further analysis in Fig. 2. ducting glasses rises to a maximum value at some

Fig. 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the corn- temperature determined by the chemical constitution

plex electrical modulus, M*= M' + iM, = 1/ c* We of the glass, before going off scale as T approaches Tg.

discuss these data further below. To determine the attempt frequency for the fun-

To obtain some information on the relaxation of damental barrier crossing step involved in the
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0.9900relaxation processes, and to evaluate the IR tran-
E. 12sparency, infrared spectra were obtained using a Per-

'r ~kin Elmer Model 567 for the range > 200 cm . Far
9.86MIR .pectra have been obtained on AgI - AgPO 3 and

L Cul - cuPO 3 glasses, but not, so far, on the all-halide

XX glasses due to difficulties associated with the low T

values.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The glassforming regions for several Ag +and
0. a GeeCu + - based ternary ind quaternary systems are

/ shown in Fig. 3. Glasses high in CuCI have particu-

larly low glass temperatures, which may be raised by

PhCI additions. The T values for glasses rich in

7 RbCI or CsCI are quite high ,comparable with those

8.~ I observed in mixed Ca2  /K± nitrate glasses6 .Nt
Iethat a line of glasses across the middle of the ternary

system AgCI-Agl-CsCl corresponds to compositions in

Fig. 2. Real and imaginary parts of the complex the simple binary system AgCI-CsI. A number of
electrical modulus 0.35Agl10.30.-\CIO .35C'sCl, glass compositions that we have studied in detail

obtaned sin dis samle.correspond to compositions in this binary system and

will be referred to as such in the text and figures.

-0AqC n4.%q C30',C

5 03C.1 030 0b

-0 0 20 40 , 1

- - --- N 10-0., 0X-

50, rs 0.0 -
* 30 10 '0 30 '5 70CWA W-C Cl -KCIbCl.,

%A9'.Agi 60..,~ -40 -cc.-o

70/ -30. 02%806C.Ci

206 -'0 bC

rqI I 20 30 40 300 700 0 E 2C W0* 0 00 8

%CCl -

Fig. 3(b). Glassforming composition regions and glass
transition temperatures for four types of CuCl-based

Fig. 3(a). Glassforming composition region and glass lialide glass systemns. For key to T ideci!ification, see
transition temperatures in AgCI-Agl-CsCI ternary sys- legend. Half-filied symbols indicat4 mixed glass and
tems. DSC scans are shown above for some cases. c rystal from quench.
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The d.c. conductivities for various compositions The conductivities of the Cu + halide glasses at+ .. +

in the Ag -containirg and Cu -containing glasses of low temperatures are considerably greater than those+

Fig. 3 have been extracted from Figure 1 type data of the best Cu -conducting glasses previously

representaticns and are shown in Figs. 4 and .5 respec- reported 10 (Cul + CuPO 3 ). However, due to their

tively. Not :;urprisingly. the highest conductivities low glass transition temperatures, the highest-

are obtained with the highest Ag + and Cu+ con- conducting compositions cannot be studied at room

tents. For the silver systems, the trend with composi- temperature.

thin at constant AgCl. or constant AgI, contents Fig. 5 contains, as the highest- conducting sam-

respectivel., are shown in the inset, pie, an interesting material obtained by controlled

The conductivities for the silver halides are crystallization of an initially glassy material contain-

extremely high. Comparisons with the best silver ing 14% PbC 2 . The glass itself has a low glass tran-

ion-conducting glasses known from previous work 7 '  sition temperature, 10 C, and crystallization occurs

are made in the inset to Fig. 4. Unfortunately, these over a period of 2 hrs at room temperature. The

remarkable conductivities are obtained at the expense material produced, however, retains its transparent

of rather low glass transition temperatures. Data on character though the conductivity increases consider-

systems in which the all-halide glasses are incor- ably as a consequence of the crystallization. This

porated progressively in oxyanion matrices (by anal- material also retains considerable mechanical strength

ogy with the previously studied Agl-AgPO3 , and AgI- and is immune to attack by atmospheric moisture. It

AgBO, systems) will be described in separate publica- is potentially a very interesting material for both con-

tions. g"  ductivity and infrared transmission purposes.

Turning now to the spectroscopic characteristics

of the electrical response we note that in Fig. 2 the

full width at half-height, FWHH, is much greater than

3"\ O;L;, ,L HRLEICE CC'PER(I) GLOSS

-t Transparent crystal in IR
5\ \ . . / I O l u 044CUCI l

2.OI 01 2 PbC O.O8RbCKI

-3 Ot4PbCl Ot4RbCt
. 50  

-416

7 -+.0,76cuC. o2cul o.Cc,
. -2CuCI r "O3ReC

':"C sa' ' O:'7t :C 'Cl-7.3- 04 RbC, u ..

-10-
.. 63 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8

1000,-. (K 
1
) 1g00 /T(K')

Fig 4. Arrhenius plot of conductivity for AgCl - AgI Fig. 5. .rrhnius plot of CuCl - based glasses. Note
('sl glasses. Insert: composition dependence of that the highest - conducting case is a devitrified

atbient temperature conductivity. tuetastable crystal containing PbC oI.
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ELECTRICAL MODULUS OF DIFFERENT GLASS SYSTEMS
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Fig. 6. Comparison of electrical loss spectra for Iari-
ous AgCl-Csl. AgI -Ag oxyvanion glasses and CuCI-l.65 a -
CuI-RbCl. F\VHHs marked on diagram. 2 . 0. 3C I
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for Debye relaxation, as is almost always the case for Fig. 7. fan - plots at 110 Hz vs 1/T (to give fre-

ionic conduction in glasses. The FNNHMs we obser%-r, quency spectrum form). Insert: Comparison of electr-
ical and mechanical loss scans at 100 Hz.

however, are exceptional. We compare M" spectra for

several glasses of the present and previous study in

Fig. 6 and note the existence of FWHHs generally iun: -_cru the sample, a mechanical stress will not.

greater than two decades and approaching three Rather a deformation to a limiting value characteris-

decades in the case of 0.6AgC 0.4CsI. This tic of the stressed state will occur. Since the mechani-

implies a value of the exponent 3 in the Kohlrausch- cal measurements are limited in their frequency range

Williams-Watts relaxation expression 1 1 . 1 2  we present the observations as scans in temperature

0(t) at fixed frequency. They are shown in Fig. 7 plotted

vs l/T so that the same form as in Fig. 3 will be
of 0.36, the smallest yet recorded for electrical relaxa- obtained. (This is rigorous if the F\VHH is constant

tion. We find also a weak tendency to broaden as with T, and the Arrhenius Law is obeyed, as is

temperature decreases for a given glass, the opposite approximately true in the present case). We include

behavior from that found in silicate glasses. 1 3 The data for other Ag - containing systems with different
breadth of the spectra in these exceptionally high con- oxyanions, for comparison. Data for Cu + - containing

ductivity glasses continues a trend noted in a recent oxyanion glasses showing similar features are pub-
2study by Martin and Angell which correlates decreas- lished elsewhere. 5

ing 3 with increasing conductivity at fixed tempera- It is notable that the all-halide glasses, besides

ture. having their loss peaks at the lowest temperatures

It is of interest to compare the electrical relaxa- (expected from their higher conductivities), have spec-

tion with that observed for mechanical stresses. Note tra very much broadened at low temperatures. This

that where an electrical stress (instantaneous field indicates the presence of a high density of fast-

created by placing opposite charges on either side of a relaxing modes, and is the opposite of what might

sample) will be completely dissipated by movement of have been expected of a system in which all silver ions
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may be presumed equivalent. Certainly this finding ALL HALIDE GLASS OF AGI-AGCL-CSCL

must raise much doubt about the possibility of attri- -"0-.5 
"

buting spectral width in oxysalt-halide glasses to -2 WAVE N0.tc.)

14 100 60 200

populations of different intrinsic mobility . Because -4

of the equivalence of form, a FWHH in 1/T can be -5

converted to an approximate FWHH in frequency. -6

The value implied is an extraordinary 8 decades. A -e o9, r.,1z2rt,-

comparison with the electrical relaxation is made in -> 0 E -Iat~c

th e in se rt to F ig . 7 w h e re e lec tric a l m o d u lu s N " d a ta_- l 
0_ " . 4 W1j.'*~ x 2 9P4" 'CL c-..3 9C5o -

are shown scanned in temperatures at fixed frequency. -12 - 0]V .3RAG1..3?RG,:.3CSCL.

The mechanical spectrum is strikingly broader at -3 0.6 Agl-o.4 (AC2 0-2 2 3 )

lower temperatures (high frequency) implying mechan- -14 ,

ically excitable modes which have no dipole moment 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 18

associated with them. It is probable that this sample 
IM/T K

has suffered partial crystallisation during preparation. Fig. 8. Arrhenius plot of electrical and mechanical

Therefore some spectral distortion could be due to relaxation times, showing extrapolation to infra-red

nucleus-matrix surface modes and further study will absorption frequency. Included are mechanical data

for an Agl-Acr 0-21 0 glass.
be needed to decide whether the exceptional behavior o 02 2 3 .

observed is intrinsic to the glass. The width of the

more crystallisation - resistant mixed system

AgPO 3 + (halide glass) seen in Fig. 6, suggests that it parison (see Borgesson and Torell, this proceedings).

is. In this case, unusual behavior may be expected in Although the M" spectra are the broadest yet

the cryogenic range where anomalous specific heat and observed, the relaxation times show very little of the

thermal conductivity properties are generally found. deviation from Arrhenius behavior seen frequently for

Some interesting features are observed in the the iodide - oxyanion glasses
1 6

electrical modulus behavior in partially crystallised An advantage of the all-halide systems is that

samples. Fig. 7 (insert) shows the presence of a bump they are non-corrosive and low-melting hence lend

at low I/T corresponding to a second and slower themselves to precision measurements in the mobile

electrical relaxation such as may be seen in electrolyte liquid state. We are currently extending the study of

solutionS . This phenomenon will be analysed in the dynamics of these systems to temperatures where

more detail in a separate publication 
9 . the limiting high conductivity will be closely

Finally, we combine all the relaxation time data approached in order to complete the "map" presented

available for these glasses into a single Arrhenius plot in Fig. 8 and in addition, to show how the decoupling

(Fig. 8) to show how both mechanical and electrical of electrical and primary structural relaxation occurs

relaxations have a common origin in the quasi-lattice as T is approached from the liquid state.

vibrational modes seen in the Far IR. In the case of

the all-halide glass the absorption centered at t-100 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

cm " (which causes the IR cut-off for thick sections at

_300 cm "1 shown in the insert) is the only IR absorp- This work has been supported primarily by the Office
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN FAST ION TRANSPORT IN

GLASSY AND AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

C. A. ANGELL

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

We review new developments in the expanding phenomenology of amorphous solid electrolytes.
We consider separately (a) the vitreous materials in which the charge carriers are highly decoupled
from the supporting matrix, and (b) the polymer-electrolyte solutions, in which the charge carriers
are coupled to, and move cooperatively with, a locally fluid (though globally elastic) matrix. To
these we add briefly some observations on orientationally amorphous solids (plastic crystals in their
interesting temperature range) which show some potential for combining the best features of both
(a) and (b) above.

In the vitreous cases, new methods of preparation, including vapor deposition and sol-gel
processes, are allowing exploration of compositions in previously inaccessible regions - also of new
vitreous -states" within known composition regions. Use of new heavy element oxide chalcogenide
matrixes has revealed some new and pleasing fast-conducting compo§tions. A.pong conventionally
prepared glasses, the highest conductivities are still obtained with Ag " and Cu r containing glasses.
New Ag glasses containing only halide anions yield a o = 4.7 x 10 l 1 cm 1 , even higher
than for the Agl + oxyanion-containin_ _ecord-holders. F-ast anion-conducting (F', CI'), and possi-
bly fast divalent cation-conducting, (Pb 2  ) glasses have been developed.

We emphasize the importance of studyirg the fast ion motions by mechanical response, in addi-
tion to electrical response, measurements. Data on several systems are now available from low fre-
quency tensile, ultrasonic, and hypersonic (Brillouin light scattering) techniques covering in all ten
decades of frequency. These show that the mechanical response has the same average time constant
as the electrical response, and the same activation energy but quite different spectral widths (relaxa-
tion time dislibutions). Furthermore, the greatest widths are found for a case where only one
"type" of Ag is present suggesting that the spectral widths do not simply reflect the mobile ion
site distributions. Of importance is the observation that the change in mechanical modulus due to
relaxation of the fast ions decreases with increasing temperature. This seems incompatible with the
weak electrolyte models, which require the displaceable ion concentration to increase with increasing
temperature.

In the polymer electrolyte solution field, new polymeric solvents with more flexible backbones,
hence lower "local" viscosities at ambient temperatures, have been developed. The "solid" electro-
lytes based on these show behavior which is predictable from models developed for ordinary concen-
trated electrolyte solutions.Comparisons are made with the properties of low temperature "plicfics".

1. INTRODUCTION of intended application e.g. ambient to 100C.

In reviewing developments in the field of amor- The only materials which can be used below their

phous solid electrolytes two years ago I distinguished TV obviously, are those in which a fraction of the

two distinct classes of substances which were under charged species in the material can move indepen-

investigation. The distinction, illustrated in Fig. 1, dently of those species whose motions are being frozen

lay in the position of the glass transition temperature out at T . If the conductivity were to be determined

T of the material relative to the temperature range by species whose motions are being frozen at TV then

0 167-2738/86/S 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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T9 in which r is known for T > T., the decoupling

< INORGANIC index is found to decrease with T > Tg approaching

V GLASSES unity in the highly fluid state (see Fig. I of ref. 1).

I (a) POLYMER- The conductivity at ambient temperatures in decou-

Tg N J SALTs pled systems depends jointly on the decoupling index,

APPLICATION j and on the interval of temperatures between T and

RANGE (b)0DC ambient. For equal R r, the ambient temperature con-
Figure 1. ductivity will always be greater for the glass with T

Classes of amorphous fast ion conductors dis- g
tinguished by relation Of T to temperature range of closest to ambient. In coupled systems, the ambient
application. (ODC - oriernationally disordered cry- temperature conductivity depends on the interval of
stal), temperature (ambient - Tg, and on the 'fragility' of

it is easily shown that the conductivity could not be the solution 4 (which determines the da/dt characteris-

greater than 10" 1 4 'cm "  at Tg* , and would tics).

become rapidly smaller at lower temperatures. Since In this review I will discuss first, and in most

T. stands as the temperature above which amorphous detail, the glassy (decoupled) systems, noting new

solids can flow, a conducting glass ceases to be a vitreous electrolyte preparation methods, and new sys-

"solid" electrolyte above T unless it has special tems, followed by new investigations of the conduc-

structural features such as semi-infinite polymer tance mechanism. I will then put these in perspective

chains, or a centre-of-mass ordered lattice structure by overviewing development in the polymer-

(as in the case of "glassy crystal" materials). If a con- electrolyte solutions (coupled systems) and PLICFIC

ducting material has either of the latter characteris- (coupling characteristics not yet clarified) research

tics, then its possiblitities as a component of a solid areas.

state ionic system are greatly expanded since its d.c. So much new work has been done that any
conductivity is no longer dependent on the decoupling review will necessarily fall short of noting all the

of ion and matrix motions. An ideal system would important developments. The author apologises to

combine a decoupling of motions of the constituent investigators whose work has escaped his attention

particles, with a resistance to flow above T . So far through ignorance or inadvertance. In general, we

such a material has not been clearly identified. have not referenced FIC studies prior to the '83

The extent to which the conducting ion motions Grenoble SSI Congress. It is also the prerogative of a

are decoupled from those of the surrounding matrix plenary speaker to emphasize those developments with

can be described by a decoupling index defined by the which he is most familiar, viz., those from his own

relation of the structural relaxation time r to the laboratory, and this imbalance should be borne in

conductivity relaxation time r,. The latter can be mind by the critical reader.

obtained directly fom the d.c. conductivity,

7 =- (xeo/WdO / sec (1) 2 GLASSY SOLID ELECTROLYTES (Sub-T

= 8.5 x 10" 14 Fcm l 1 12: for details see ref. materials)

1), while rs is 200 see at T 2,3 and is usually not 2.1 New Preparation Methodsg
known at other temperatures. The best vitreous con- Most glasses are formed by cooling the liquid

duetors have 1r values of order 101 at T. For cases melt to the glassy state at some moderately fast cool-

* We kn,,% this from the combination of Stokes-Einstein and Nernst-Einstein equations
which shows or _x viscosity 1 , and the viscosity increases bv 15 orders of magnitude
betw een the temperature of -normal- viscosity, where a = 1 0:lem'1, and T.
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ing rate. Compositions which may be explored for With such techniques available, the range of com-

superionic properties by conventional means are there- positions which cannot now be vitrified is enormously

fore limited by the resistance to crystallization of the reduced. Glasses nominally beyond the orthoborate

supercooled liquid. Although very wide ranges of composition have been produced by Kasper et al 13 , in

composition can in some cases be covered using ordi- the svstem a, O-B03 though in this case glass for-

nary melt-quenching techniques, the indications of mation was assisted by the presence of carbonate

wide composition range studies are that the composi- anions residual from the starting materials. Also, a

tion of maximum conductivity usually falls outside wide range of Li2 O-BaO-Nb 205 have been prepared

the normal glass-fo':ming composition region. This by the roller quenching technique, and studied by

finding focuses attention on means of accessing the Tsumisago et al'8

most favorable composition range by unconventional Several workers have bypassed the liquid state by

methods. choosing evaporation or spluttering type methods to

Three methods of extending the normal composi- obtain glass formation. Such methods are of interest

tion range of glass formation are currently being because of the very thin films which are automatically

applied. The first of these simply speeds up the rate of produced. This method of amorphous solid electrolyte

cooling from the liquid state by use of techniques of preparation was described at the last SSI Congress by

various sophistications, and, in its most recent appli- Levasseur and co-workers 14 , and new work has been

cation by Minami and colleagues , has produced reported by Ito et al1 and by Minami and

vitreous forms of even such high-melting and stable Kaneko 16. Ito et al produced U90-B203 films up to

compounds as lithium orthosilicate. It is argued that 85 mole percent Li,0 and observed continuous

this requires quenching rates of 10Ks'l. The remain- increases in conductivity with increasing Li 2 0 up to

ing two methods avoid the liquid state entirely, in one 80% - Li2.0. Interestingly enough, the conductivities

case by using vapor phase techniques to condense thin at chosen temperatures, e.g. 15O°C, fell below rather

films, and in the other producing the glass by a sol-gel than above the values for normally prepared glasses of
process10 the same composition in overlapping composition

24
Fast quenching methods for producing glasses ranges . This contrasts with the agreement of bulk

have been in vogue since the early work on metallic and thi n film conductivities found by Levasseur et

glasses, but have only been applied to the fast ion al 4 . Minarni and Kaneko 17 , on the other hand,

conduction problem rather recently. Twin roller tech- found increased conductivities for flash evaporated

niques pioneered for this application by Nassau and films in the systems Agl-Ag2 MoO 4 and Agl-Ag2 0-

colleagues 1 1 have now been combined with a fast- 1303. Radio-frequency sputtered films were found to

melting technique using a thermal imaging device by be amorphous to x-ray diffraction but the transport+

Tatsumisago et al, 6 who have used it to prepare number of Ag was only 0.9. They concluded that

interesting glasses involving mixtures of orthoborate flash-evaporation was the most promising technique

and orthosilicate ions which show a conductivity for amorphous film preparation important for thin

maximum (mixed anion effect). Glass transitions for film batteries.

Li200-SiO glasses up to and including the orthosili- Finally we note that attempts are being made to

cate composition have been determined for the produce alkali-conducting glasses by the popular sol-

vitrified products, and show systematic variations, T gel technique. Initial results have been reported by
0 C1 fo h rhsliae ihu 10

falling to 190 °C for the orthosfliate . Lithium sili- Ravaine and colleagues 1 , who have also reported a

cates have also been roller quenched by Tomazawa new family of organically modified silicates which are

and coworkers 12. also alkali ion conductors i. The application of such
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techniques to yield a wide range of unconventional based glasses2 2 has been reported. As pointed out byS 23
and perhaps exceptional amorphous materials is Souquet in an earlier review , the silicon-containing
awaited with interest. glasses always have the higher conductivities at con-

2.2 New Systems stant molar ratio of other components. A rationaliza-

Rather than extending the composition range of tion for this observation in micro-structural terms has

glass formation in known systems, various workers now been offered by and Martin and Angell . An

have investigated, and reported, novel systems which interesting mixed anion effect has been observed in
are glassforming at normal cooling rates. Some of AgI-Ag2SeO 4 "Ag2MoO 4

these have interesting, and in some cases exceptional, A new type of system in which conventional

ionic conductivities. A wide range of conventionally glass-forming species such as P(V), Si(l,, and B(II)
prepared glasses has been reviewed by Minami 19, who are omitted, and which contain none of the usual oxy-

has himself contributed new systems based on the log- anions (MoO 4
2 , etc.) has been described by Liu et al

+26 +27ical extension of previous studies incorporating chal- for the case of Ag and Cu ion conductors.

cogenide elements into the glass structure. Data for The latter are being reported for the first time at this

such new systems as Agl-AgSe-PoSe . are compared congress. Liu et al show that the vitreous analogs of

with previously reported glasses in Fig. 2 which is well-known crystalline conductors such as RbAg4l5

taken from Minami's paper and modified by addition and RbCu 4 5 can be produced if the anion consti-

of new systems to be mentioned below. An extensive tuents are mixed. Although these materials have very

study, achieving near record conductances but seeing low glass transition temperatures relative to the

no mixed anion effect, in Agl-AgO -AsO--PO. has oxvanion-containing systems, their conductivities at

been reported by Martin and Schiraldi?"; they also ambient temperatures are exceptionally high. Data

offer a theoretical account of their observations, for one of these are included in Fig. (2a) for compari-

Further work on Lil-Li 2 S-B 2 S3 21, and Li S-SiS2  sion. Thin films of these glasses can be devitrified to

t ' t ( C )
500 200 100 50 25 -20 -50 200 100 25 -25 -50

TO, ~ Ft61
rC ("-.-. r- .LI t2 0 ic)

[ 10
"

S 20 25 30 35 ,'o ,5 2 25 3 40 3'5 40 2 -.5

00010 () 10001T (K")

Figure 2. + +

:\rrhenius plot of cjduetlvities of various Ag and Li conducting sys-
tems (after Nlirmi ' ) (including t'~o recent high conducting systems (one
of them an Na conductor.) See dashed lines.
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produce materials of even higher conductivity, some- T I. . .I

times with improvements in mechanical and moisture- 0
rit6 + 40No 2O 108203 StS02

resist ance properties"

OP' MiZEC C0ND,.,T1PSAmong sodium ion conductors, it has been -2-2 . ----------------------
found that even in conventional oxide type glassy sys- E -
tems, conductivities of the order 10- 3fYCm- at room -3 -
temperature can be obtained. Kim, working in the
author's laboratory , has found that with heavy el(-
ment oxides, TeOO and V0 5 as mixed glass formers. --

the system SO NaO • 50 [(TeO)0..(V 204)0.3] yields the -6
condudtivities included in part (b) of Fig. 2 (for com-
parison with the best Li + conductors). Further
improvements with additions of sulfide and halide 00 0 120

5060 70 80 90 'M 0 12
ions might be anticipated. These glasses are mixed EQ / kJ mol-1
ionic electronic conductors in which ionic conductance Figure 3.
dominates at high alkali contents, see Section 2.6). Correlation of conductivity at T with activation

At the time of the last congress no attempts had energy 3 r a variety of glasses.(.fter Hunter andIngram
been made to find glasses in which divalent cations
are mobile (in the way Pb+ ,for instance, is mobile 2.3 Mode Decoupling
in o3- alumina20 and Zn2 + is mobile in Li 2SO 4

3 0). In With the new data in hand we are now in a posi-
the interim, two attempts to rectify this situation tion to examine the question of decoupling of cationic
have been made, both of which are being reported at and matrix modes which occurs in the liquid state and
this congress. Johnson 3 1 has now described a very which is essential for the existence of fast ion conduct-
low conductivity in l'bO - Bo0 - Pbl2 glasses, while glasses. Fig. 3. reproduced from the work of

-3 ing gass i.3 erdcdfo h oko

Sundar, Martin and the author 3 have found quite 35unter and Ingram 3 . shows how the conductivity
high conductivity and low activation energy in measured at T varies systematically with the

P'b(l'0 I-PhI lase of high Pb~lr content. obeve3 2 - Pber2  2  observed activation energy for conductivity. Since theThe activation energy is only 2/3 that of the anionic relaxation time for the total structure is -200s at T
crystal conductor PbIr 2. However Pb2 + mobility we can use Eq. 1 to assess the decoupling index for

has not yet been confirmed. Sundar et al concluded these glasses and for additional cases for which new
that at least in the PbCI2-Pb(P0 3 )2 glasses the con- data have now been presented. Table 1 lists the con-
ductivity was probably mainly anionic, in which case ductivities at 250 C and at Tg, the conductivity relax-
these glasses had almost the best anionic conductivity ation time T at Tg. and the g
yet reported. (a (2000 C1 = > 1 x 10"  -cm- a g 9 r

compared ,%ith previous high values of 3 x 10-6  a representative selection ofsystems.

for PbF -PbO-SiO2
33a and most recently 2 x We see that the the highest values of R r are

-5" 1 
- x obtained in glasses high in familiar oxide glassformer10 0l"1 em for a fluorosilicate glass studied by 0

Shelby 3 3 
. A substantial improvement in anionic content (B203 and SI). The meaning of this high

c a34  decoupling ratio is illustrated most succinctly in Fig. 4Conduction has since been achieved by Kulkarni34  also taken from a work of Ingram 36 which plots theworking in this laboratory, by using high PbF9 con- conductivity of FIC Agl-silver borate glass on the
tent glasses. A glass with 85PbF ,. 5 NnFo . 10s - same scale as the conductivity for a familiar molten
A( 00 )3 shoss a adoduativite of 1.1 t 10-4  da-t foa 3)3h( salt, KNO 3 and compares these with the data for a
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T/ C of cooperative relaxation. The precise reason the

800 300 0o 0 silver borate and NaSiglass quasi-lattices provide a

K N03 fle't supporting structure for such low barrier pathways is
at this time still not clear.

X The other point to be reiterated is that the most

- -2 decoupled systems are not necessarily or even often

gloss the best ambient temperature conductors. The AgI -

AgO - B2 0 3 and NaSiglass cases which head the

SNoZ 3decoupling index list in Table I are poorer conductors
-6 g s -6 at 250 C then the best of the all-halide glasses. This is

a direct consequence of the higher glass transition
2 3 4 5 5 temperatures of the former.

103/T It may be possible to gain some insight into this

+ Figure 4. problem through studies at constant glass composition
Comparison of Ag fast ion conducting glass with in which the glass transition temperature is changed
liquid state conductivity of a common molten salt, by the application of pressure on the liquid before
KNO3 And behavior of a classic glass system
(Ingram3). passing into the glassy state. Several studies of the

effect of pressure on the glass, after it has been

.tandard sodium silicate glass. The point to observe formed at normal pressure, have been reported, but

is that in the FIC there is no suggestion that the then this tests a different aspect of the problem. The

silver ions have become aware of the cooperative latter measurements show interesting and contrary

processes which are leading the matrix (within which characteristics. In some cases, increase of the pressure
37they move) into the typical non-Arrhenius regime in decreases the conductivity (Li 2 0 - B2 03  , and low

whith rapidly increasing relaxation times lead to temperature Agl-Ag 2MoO 4  ) while the latter glass at

vitrification at temperatures not far below the onset ambient temperatures shows an initial increase and a

Table 1. Decoupling indexes Rr = rs/r
for various fast ion conducting glasses at their Tg.

No. System C2 5  Tg cT a(9Tg)

fn" cm"  K I cm sec.

1 75 AgI 25 Ag,MoO 4  13-6x 10"3  325 2.8x10 2  3.8.10 1 1  5.3x 101

2 73 AgI20 Ag2MoO 4 7 Ag 2 MoO 7  22.4 xl0
- 4  344 9.08X10

2  7 
12  i13

3 20 Agl80 (Ag0-B2 03) 1.5.10
5  603 2.2 x 10

2  4.73x 10'
1 1  4 23x101

4 80 Ag1"20(Ag20"B20 3) 3.110
2  

483 380 10
"2  2-8 x 10

" 1 2  7-15 xl013

5 66.7 AgI 25 Ag,0 8-3P 20 5 :(AgI- 1.5x10- 323 247xi0
- 2  430Ai0

"I  4"x 1012

Ag orthophosphate)

6 65 Agi'23'3 AgO 11.7 P 2 05 2.0x10
"2  321 2-96x10 "2 3 -59x10'1 1  5-5 7 x1 12

(Agi-Ag pyrophosphate)

7 50 AgI25 Ag025 P20.5 (Agl-Ag 5.0X10 3  337 125x102 8' x 1011 235 1012

metaphonphatel
35 AgCI45 Agl20 CsCI 47, 10-

2  259 126x 10 2 844,0
1 1  237 10

1 2

9 36 GeS2,24 LiS-40 Lil 1.0,10"  
499 18.51.10 "2  5-74 10"12 3-48 10

10 NaSiglass
(Na.l 7 .Zr 1 Si, S Pn 50O n ,

"3 j nl . A f "1 I -..U. In-] 2 .I-n' ln 14
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39maximum

Hunter and Ingram 3 5 have shown that the
activation energy for conductance, which they (1-x)AgP0 3 - xAgX
correlate with the conductivity at Tg, Fig. 3, can be x 0.40

predicted with good reliability from the optical basi-

city of the glass which in turn can be calculated from A I

tabulated quantities for the constituent elements (elec- " / A, l

tronegativities, polarisabilities). The more basic the /

glass, the lower is E a. This offers another, and supris- J

ingly non-structural, approach to understanding the /
FIC problem. /

C AgBr

_c/1 \ .. ,
2.4 Structure-Related Studies / AgCl ,

The outstanding structural questions which we . *- / AgP9 3

must seek to resolve may be classed as follows: short " -

range order where we seek to understand local coor- 200 100

dination characteristics and, in particular, whether or AL [cm-']

not distinct environments for mobile and immobile
cations can be distinguished; intermediate range

order where information on second and third nearest
Figure .5.neighbor relationships is sought; and finally, cluster- Reduced Raman spectra of Ag halide - Ag mitaphos-

ing or microheterogeneity, where a tendency of phate glasses at (after Malugani and Mercier a).

multicomponent glasses to contain distinct microre-

gions of the a-Ag!, or Li-halide type structures is
suspected, and is in urgent need of verification, are useful.

To answer the first question, techniques such as Raman spectra of Ag halide - Ag oxysalt and
x-ray and neutron diffraction, vibrational spectros- thiosalt glasses have been reported by Malugani and

40acopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, EXTAS, and corn- Mercier , and give evidence of distinct Ag halide,
puter simulation, are being applied. Solid state (high and Ag oxysalt- like environments (see Fig. 5). Low
resolution) NfR studies are awaited with impatience. frequency Raman spectra have also been reported 40b;
Results of such studies, in which resolution compar- application of Martin-Brenig theory leads to the con-
able with liquid state NMR is achieved by "magic clusion that structual correlations increase with AgI
angle" spinning, will be critical in resolving the con- content with correlation lengths of order 1OA. Thin
troversies concerning chemical environments and film mid-IR studies have been made of sodium borate,
mobile ion fractions. The second question lies in a and Ag! - AgPO 3 type glasses by Liu in this labors-
grey area where experimental techniques are lacking - tory 4 1 and of Agl-Ag20-GeO 2 and Agl-Ag 2MoO 4 by
except perhaps for isotope replacement difference Minami 19 . In the first case, as in ref 40b, results
neutron scattering and anomalous x-ray and neutron show variable populations of three and four-
scattering techniques - but in which computer coordinated boron, and composition-dependent cage
simulation offers promise. For the third question, tech- "rattling" modes for the mobile cations, of which
niques such as small angle neutron or x-ray scattering more is said below. Similar observations have been
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4.000.

iI ' ".'>

10. 54e 3.40. oos

Figure 7.
4-9 .c2 ! '2

reasonable to hope that some assistance in the

idntfiato of clsern tednce i-n:- Ag --'-_ Fiur 7

salts may be forthcoming from extensions of these

latter studies. Fig. 6 shows the way in which these

simulations can help identify different structural

motifs in fast ion conducting glasses. The existence of
.CC I two distinct Si distances with two of the four Si

.00 2.00, .coo 6.000
:I.J) (ANSSTROMS) neighbors at each distance (Fig. 6b.),imnplies that both

5L:- _Z .' 51LICON corner-linking and edge-linking of ISiS 4] tetrahedra

Figure 6. may be equally probable in these glasses.
Radial distribution functions and coordination
numbers for Si about Si in Li 2 Si S7 glass from com- The question of clustering has been addressed by
puter simulation stud'. Note evidence for both corner small angle neutron scattering studies of which only

- sharing and edge - sharing tetrahedra. preliminary reports are available . Distinct excess

scattering consistent with the presence of density
42reported by Button et al . Short range structural inhomogeneities with correlation lengths of order 20 A

information on AgI-Ag oxysalt glasses from EXAFS have been observed (see Fig. 7).
and inelastic neutron scattering studies are given in

this volume 43' 4 4.

NWfR measurements, which give information pri- 2.5 Mobile ion transport mechanism

marily on the motion of mobile cations but which An understanding of the mechanism of conduc-

have been interpreted in terms of mobile and immo- tion in fast ion conductors demands an understanding
bile cation fractions, have been reported by several of both long- and short-time aspects of the ion motion45-47
groups in the past two years, most recently by within the vitreous quasi-lattice and the relationship

47Martin et a] . The latter suggest that at high, but between them, and an appreciation of how these are

not at low, temperatures all Ag + ions are mobile on determined by the chemical characteristics of the glass
the \-\IR time scale. as a whole. The extremes of the motion are illus-
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trated in Fig. 8, which is the projection onto one side

of the "computational box- of the lithium ion motions f : ,'.

in a computer simulated vitreous lithium thiosilicate E2 0 .
18 The short-time motions are essentially the

C1 . -
anharmonic rattling of an ion in a potential well from.
%%hich it is at least temporarily unable to escape: the o
motion is manifested by the absorptin of infra-red z ,
photons in the far IR region of the electromagnetic _x -

spectrum. An example due to Liu 4 1 for a sodium
0

borate glass is given in Fig. 9. The long-time aspects 7oo-

of the particle motion are the diffusive drifts between
-. 600 -

potential wells following a local thermal fluctuation 0:
0

(activation) and these are the motions which deter- .

inine the d.c. conductivity, see Fig. 8. 400-
z

The absorption coefficients for the alkali cation 300-

ratthng motion, which are proportional to the infra- (L
. 1 2 0

red electrical conductivities have been measured
for sodium borate glass films of different thicknesses 03

0+
as a function of Na content and found to vary

0 2 30 40 t0 60 70linearly, see Fig. 9. This contrasts with the depen- rnol% Noc

dence of a7 dc on composition, which is usually
exponential. The distinction is, of course, because the Apparent absorption coefficients form variabl
IR conductivity represents the limiting high value thickness thin film far IR absorption spectra of
,.%hen all ion motions are conductive, and this om is Na."O-B,O glasses. Insert: raw far IR spectra.max
reduced by the Boltzmann probability exp(-Ea/RT)

that any given cage transit will result in escape

(diffusion).

O*(f) The connection between the d.c. conductivity
LONG ' -k, . 4 and the infra-red conductivity can be seen in a fre-
TIME 2

MOg DE, -) Fig. 10 for the sodium borate case using the new

LI 0 Ai- quantitative IR conductivity data. The correspon-

dence of the IR conductivity with the fully activated

SHORT limit represented by a Fulcher-type extrapolation to
TIME , . I/T = 0 in the case of liquid 35 Na,0 - 65 BO 3
MODES(supported b data for liquid LiCI). is shown i200 400 (suporte byis i th2 (cm - ) oerlay Arrhenius plot in Fig. 10.

Attention must now be turned to the region

Figure 8. bet%%een the d.c. limit and the IR limit. This is the
Limiting modes of motion, and their experimental domain of "relaxation spectroscopy- which has been
manifestation, based on projected trajectories of con- iven relatively little attention in the discussion of
puter simiulaed Li9 Si,,S 7 glass, fin mo tion in te iscfreiontlf

fast ion motion in solids to date. It is frequently
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these is the so-called KWW expression which, in the

logio (f/Hz) time domain, takes the form

0 3 6 9 12 6(t) = e - /r), (2)

70% Experimentally, the exponent of Eq. 2 is foundf 10 -e@-LiCI "
TE 10 '"5clto be highest in those glasses which have the highest

1 ~ 35% 24 0T 0-- - RT room temperature conductivity Since all determina-

3 Tg tions of data are being carried out in roughly the

b same frequency regime (10 - 106 Hz) the latter obser-

Ia-
0000
-5  

ration can be recast in the form that 3 is smaller the
2 ,-o950 C0o00 lower the temperature at which the measurements

0 OlOOoooo 35% from which it is determined are carried out. This

0-9r 4 00Coo N02 0 would be consistent with the observations from

- mechanical spectroscopy (referred to below) that the
1.0 2.0 3.0

103 K/T spectrum of relaxation times narrows up dramatically
as the frequency of the perturbing stress is increased

to hypersonic values ' 3 . The latter measurements will

Figure 10. be referred to below but first it is appropriate to note,
Connection between dc co-ductivity and Far IR con- by inspection of Fig. 10, that activation energies for
ductikitv and the relation of Far IR conductivity to o

the high temperature limiting value (Na2O - B0. conductivit measured at constant frequency will
- undergo a rapid decrease as the measuring frequency

is taken from the low frequency d.c. regime to the
assumed that whe- the state of equilibrium of a con- high frequency a.c. regime, or if a transition between
densed material is disturbed by some external force the two regimes is effected during temperature change.
the system, will return to equilibrium exponentially. If the measurement is made at constant frequency,
In this case the departure from the d.c. conductivity therefore, the high temperature results will yield a
regim,.. Fig. 10. would have a predictable form which. larger activation energy than the low temperature
however, is not found in practice. Rather, the results. This is the same behavior seen in NMR. stu-
upward bend in a'a with increasing f seen in Fig. 10 dies of the spin lattice relaxation time measured in T
is smeared out over a wider frequency range than is scans at different fixed field frequencies. "

' For
predicted by single relaxation time theory. Further- 'Li NMR, for instance, a f-independent regime at T

more, .%here only a single relaxation process is > TiT gives the same Ea as E.50a Pre-
involved, a sigmoid curve with a high-frequency pla- exponents for the microscopic rs also concur. The
teau xould be predicted in place of the continuously whole T curve can be modelled using EQ. 20 or its
rising form seen in Fig. 10. There is thus much to be nearest equivalent. Opposite results (Ea = Ea at
undhr, ood in the observed behavior, low Ts) vere obtained 46 using the Hendrickson-Bray

Phenomenologically, one can interpret the obser- equation, which is therefore suspect. The motion of

vations breplacing the exponential response to per- cations has also been studied by neutron quasi-elastic

turbations by a non-exponential response, effectively scattering and an Ea for diffusion compatible with

introducing a "spectrum of relaxation times". Partic- that for a has been obtained

ular forms of this spectrum have been found to give a
good description of the observations, at least in the It is important to compare findings from electri-

region ,,r initt increase (51.52). The most popular of cal response measurements with those from responses
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to mechanical stresses. The latter can be examined at the loss can be fitted with a single relaxation time

very low frequency using such techniques as the tor- equation. Evidently a dramatic narrowing occurs in

sion pendulum or the dynamic modulus measurement the frequency range 10 6-10 Hz. As pointed out ear-
54.55 at Mllz frequencies by the use of ultrasonic lier, this can also be interpreted in terms of the

attenuation ' 57, and at Gtz frequencies by the Bril- change in temperature which is made when the cen-

bouin scattering technique 3 . A preliminary corn- troid of the relaxation is to be observed at different

parison of mechanical and electrical relaxations in fast frequencies. A proper explanation of this narrowing

ion conducting glasses due to Liu was given in this remains to be provided, since it seems to have

review in 1983, since which time considerable work in different characteristics for mechanical and electrical

this area has been performed. A number of ultrasonic responses, as do the spectral forms. Electrical

studies are now available 57'60 64, particularly from responses seem to be of the KWW form, whereas the

the work of Carini and colleagues, but the direct mechanical response seems to be more symmetrical,

comparison of mechanical and electrical spectral possibly log gaussian 59-64

widths has still only been made for low frequency The activati-n energ" for the mechanical and

spectra. An example of recent findings is shown in electrical responses can now be observed over a relax-
Fig. 6 of the paper by Liu et al in this volume. More ation time range of some 10 decades. The values are

complete comparisons are made in ref. 58. The shown in Fig. 11 (taken from ref.59 . and the pattern
mechanical response is strikingly broader in the I/T observed is a simple one. included in Fig. 11 are data

plot of constant frequency, variable temperature for other glasses in which the frequency range of

scans, which implies that the width in a constant mechanical studies is not as extensive as in the iodide

temperature, variable frequency scan would likewise - borate case. Fig. 11 includes arn insert for the far IR

be much greater. Evidently there are both fast and spectrum of the iodide-borate glass. and it is noted

slow motions which are excited by mechanical stresses that, while data for the differeitt glases appear to

and which are not affected by electrical stresses. The converge on this point, they require different degrees

nature of these electrically neutral modes has yet to of departure from Arrhenius behaviour at high tem-
60-61 o eatr rmAreisbhvora ihtm

be determined. Carini and colleagues argue for a peratures for the convergence.

Gaussian distribution of activation energies as an

explanation of the mechanical spectrum width.

Surprisingly, the spectral width is greatest for the all-

halide glasses described by Liu et al, this volume, in ..

%hich equivalence of silver sites would seem more .

probable than in AgI-Ag oxysalts.

The most probable value of the response time for -

the two types of stresses, however, is closely similar,

and the activation energy for this most probable time -'2C-

is the same within experimental uncertainty. For one

case, 60 Agl - 40 Ag0"2BO2 0 3 . mechanical relaxation

data are also available in the ultrasonic range6 0 and - 'C 2C 30 4D 5 . 7C ac 9C C 0.

recently (this volume, Torell and co-workers) in the lOOO1T(K

hypersonic range. The ultrasonic relaxation has only Figure 11.

a slightly smaller width than the subaudio relaxa- Conductivity and mechanical relaxation times for

tion 59 .63, but in the hypersonic range it is found that various FIC glasses, showing extrapolation to Far IR
quasi-lattice vibration time.
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The matter of non-Arrhenius behavior in low T (i.e. a strong electrolyte model would be more

superionic glasses is of considerable interest but has consistent with the observations.)

only been subject to thorough study in one case,

described by Ingram et a165 . These workers observed

that the non-Arrhenius character could be annealed 2.6 Models and theories.

out, and it remains to be seen if this is a general Space restrictions have dictated that this review
finding. It may be significant that the all-halide concentrate on phenomenology', and we give onth very
glasses ,which are self-annealing at room temperature, brief mention to the types of models and theories

show the smallest degree of non-Arrhenius behavior in currently being discussed. These fall into different

Fig. 11. categories.

Another feature of mechanical relaxation spec- In the pictorial model category, representations of

troscopy of fast ion glasses is that, in contrast with t l
the local structure based on the spectroscopic evidence

the electrical response, the modulus remains finite on have been presented by Minami 19  et al and

the low frequency side of the relaxation. In this Schiraldi 6 6  Less pictorial, and more directed at

respect, the response is like that of a polar liquid to quantitative interpretation of mixed cation

an electric field. The relaxing part of the modulus is
phenomenolog7, has been the special pair interstitialcy

a thermodynamic quantity. If the mechanical stress is model of Ingram 67
, and its refinements 6 8 (the most

isotropic and of low frequency, it reflects (inversely) recent is in this volume). Ingram, Moynihan and co-
the change in isothermal compressibilty of the glass s have in essence extended the original

due to the displaceable cations. If the number of dis- weak electrolyte" model of Ravaine and Souquet 1

placeable cations falls by orders of magnitude with to make quantitative predictions of transport behavior
deres in (eatitti) A-1itin confn trnsor consantviorra

decrease in (e.g.) Agl content at constant tempera- in dilute solutions and provide a more microscopic

,ares. or with dec.ease in temperature at fixed compo- basis for the model. An attempt to show the relation

sition as weak electrolytes models suggest, then the between the weak electrolyte and the Anderson -magnitude the weak eleltroiyt modlu shou changen
magnitude of the relaxing modulus should change Stuart strong electrolyte models, and simultaneously
accordingly. In fact, the relaxation strength seems to to account qualitatively for the difference in conduc-
be greatest at low temperatures and only weakly tivities of borate, silicate, and phosphate FICs, has

dependent on AgI contents, (see Borgesson et al, this been given by Martin and the author 24
volume and Liu and Anell58). The position isl

n 0  features can be seen in the article by Martin in this
obscured by the fact that the pure compressive volume.

modulus is usually not obtained, though it is possiblea More formal theories for hopping and multiple
to obtain it from combination of shear and longitudi- trapping transport in disordered systems have been

nal wave data in ultrasonic measurements.h72e bee
described by Movaghar et al72 and Dyre73 . DyreThe change in compressibility can crudely beThe hane incomressbilty cn cudel be gives an interesting argument to the effect that in

described by a two-state model in which there is an

incremental volume change for each ion that is dis- amorphous materials the conductance process should

placed. One way to rationalize an increasing AKT assume a one-dimensional character due to the rela-

with decreasing temperature within the WE model tive paucity of Iinks in the "Scher-lax lattice". The

would be to suppose that the "volume of excitation" preferred path idea goes back to Miller and Abrams 74 .
increases exponentially with decreasing T. However, This suggested the relevance of a suitable percolation
this veems improbable. The conclusion would seem to theory for the frequency dependence of the conduc-

be that all ions contribute to the relaxation at all tivity, an example of which has been given by Bottger

temperattures but that the response time is longer at et al7", who obtained a relationship consistent with
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the behavior of o (f) in Fig. 10.

2. 7 Mixed ionic-electronic conductors
For dectrode materials it is often desirable to 350, 'E

/
have a material in which both electron and ions are Li Criflote /
mobile. Certain glasses have the ability to accept In PPO /

large changes in redoxstate by accepting charge con- ' A, triflate// o
pensating alkali ions into the structure. Such materi- In / I

als, whose potential has been described by Pagnier et M Tg

a]'' are of much interest an~d deserve more
detailed work. The relative transport numbers of LiBF4PLICFIC2

electrons and ions. the mechanism of electron conduc- 700asL-F I 2

tion (which usually does not conform to the extant 200 , - -

theories) represent a challenge. Kim and the author - o-

have observed that the mechanical relaxation strength g

in such glasses is a strong function of alkali content, 150-Tg IOI,1BF4  X

(electron hopping is not expected to give rise to large L

volume or shear relaxations, buth that the mechanical Li trifleIn PPO

relaxation time can predict the high temperature 100
electrical relaxation time even at quite small alkali mol 0 SALT

contents implying ion transport dominance of the

conductivity at higher temperatures in most of the
Figure 12.

composition range. Glass transition temperatures for polymer salt solu-
tions and PLICFICs, and conductivity versus salt con-
tent relations. The origin and position of maxima are

3. POLYMER ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS discussed in the text.
AND PLICFICS (Super- T Materials)g
3.1 New systems: polymer-salts

Despite a great deal of activity in this promising mer of 158K compared with 212K for polyprop ,:ene

class of "solid" electrolytes since the pioneering work
80n - 8 2 ,  oxide, which has been, to date, the most favorable

offull amorphous polymer case described in the open
there had been no dram .tic improvements on the flyaoposplmrcs ecie nteoe

literature (PEO-salt complexes which give better con-

early" findings until the very recent announcement by
Shivr nd¢oorer

83 ofaplpopaiebc- ductivity, are largely crystalline). While very little

Shriver and coworkers8  of a polyphosphazine back- . ..
imformation on the new systems is available, some

bone polymer to which ion-solvating groups had been0 pertinent observations and comparisons may be made.
grafted. The polyphosphazine backbone provides the For these we refer to Fig. 12 which compares data for

low - stiffness requirement which was imperative for Ag CF SO (Ag trifate) in MEEP (the solvating

improved polymer electrolyte systems in order to d o
derivative of polydichlorophosphazene) with data for

increase the temperature interval [T(application) - TLt

which enters the transport equation as exp(T-Tof 1  Li triflate in PPo1 '8 2  at 70°C. It appears that the

where T n- 0.8T g . Li triflate and MEEP solution would fall about a fac-
tor of 3 below the data for the A3 case i.e. still a

The new system has a T for the salt-free poly- great improvement on the PPO-based system. The
g
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maximum in the conductivity is predicted by the systems is actually less than unity; in fact, R. - 3 1 ,

configurational entropy theory for solution implying that in polymer-salt systems the ions are

conductance 8 4 which leads to coupled not only to the solvent but also to themselves

(i.e. associated). This problem will have to be dealt

a = A N exp(-B/Q(N0 -N) (3) with before truly satisfactory conductivities can be

obtained. In the meantime, efforts to keep T of the

solution as low as possible must be continued.

This equation was first derived 84 for the description It is interesting ,with respect to the last remark,

of conductance in concentrated aqueous solutions 8 4 .8 5  to note the line marked LiBF 4 PLICFIC in Fig. 12.

but should apply equally well to systems with polym- This represents the glass transition of the liquid (not

eric solvents. In EQ. 3 N is the charge concentration, plastic crystal) state of a system described elsewhere

Q is the concentration dependence of Tg. and No is in this volume9 2 for its potential as an alternative to

the concentration at which T, extrapolates to the polymer salt "solid" electrolytes. Frequently plastic

temperature of the isotherm. A and B are constants. crystals and their liquid states have similar TgS and
the point in Fig. 6 therefore emphasizes the potential

Finding that T. was more linear in mol ,% salt than
in charge conce8tration, Angell and Bresse modified of the PLICFIC (PLastIc Crystal Fast Ion Conductor)

EQ. 4 to the form type system. We deal with this in the next section.

a = AXexp[-B/Q(X.-X)j (4)
remans u3.2 New Systems: PLICFICs.

but the physics remains unchanged. Angell and 32
Bressel used EQ. 4 (which is derived from the Adam In this volume, Cooper and the author9 2 intro-
Gibbs entropy theory for transport processes in duce some low temperature analogs of the. ; • 90"
glassformig lquids ) to correlate temperature and orientationally amorphous crystal fast ion conductors,
composition dependence of transport in electrolyte and point out that they have much in common with
solutions and correctly to predict the position of thecondctace aximm osered n thse ystms, polymer salt systems in-so-far as most of the liquid-conductance maximum observed in these systems.
The maximum originates in the competition between like degrees of freedom are excited, and as their

simple buildup of the charge carrier concentration domain of high conductivity is above the "glassy cry-

(pre-exponential N, X) and the fact that increase in stal" T . The organic salt which is companion to sol-
concentration in general raises the glass transistion vent for the active salt LiBF 4 can have a lower Tg
temperature hence decreases the ion mobility. This than the best pure polymer solvent. Performance,
physics applies equally well to polymer salt solutions, however, depends on the existence of a favorable low
indeed the same line of thought was adopted by temperature disordering transition in the double salt.
Papke et al191 in their recent treatment of polymer- tmeauedsreigtasto ntedul at
Papke tapot i teirent tDetails are given elsewhere in this volume.
salt transport properties.

There is much room for further research in thisIt can be seen that EQs 3 and 4 predict the max-
area. One point of encouragement is the evidence,

imurn to lie at smaller salt contents the greater the are o e po ouaent is th evdne
dependence of T on salt content, and that relation- provided for the prototype PLICFIC Li2 SO 4 by

ship is borne out by the data in Fig. 12. To describe Borgesson and Torell,9 3 that the coupling characteris-

the behavior of lithium triflate-in-MEEP solution in tics in PLICFICS can be much more favorable than in

the vicinity of the conductance maximum, a value of polymer salt solutions. By Raman line broadening

X = so in EQ. 4 would be needed according to Fig. measurements, the latter authors showed that the
0 anion reorientation time (which plays the role of the

12. It is immaterial that the system with 80% salt solvent reorganization time in polymer salt solutions
could in practice not be formed. W\e will show else- sletrognzto iei oye atsltoswheldiratie decoupln de x f. te pilol e-l was of the order of 1.0 ps under conditions where thewhere that the decoupling index for the polymer-salt
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conductivity was of the order of Iff I cm"1 . This Liu, S. W. Nartin and H. G. K. Sundar for permis-

means r 1.0 ps, implying that at least R. 1 is sion to quote certain of their results in advance of

possible for these systems which is a marked improve- publication, and for many stimulating discussions. He

ment over the polymer-salt solution case. We note also thanks Hemlata Senapati for assistance with data

that R 1 is consistent with the -paddlewheel" analysis.

mechanism (93). It is possible that there will be cases

where the conduction is not determined (and limited)

by this mechinism so that more favorable decouplings
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AMBIENT TEMPERATURE PLASTIC CRYSTAL FAST ION CONDUCTORS (PLICFICS)

E. I. COOPER * and C.A. ANGELL

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

Polymer-salt type solid electrolytes are currently in favor because the electrolyte can change

shape under mechanical stress without failure. A disadvantage, however, is that anion transport

numbers are not zero. We think the former advantage can be had without the latter disadvantage by

using an appropriate anion rotator phase in which the cation, or one of the cations, is mobile. Li 2 SO 4

is the prototype material of this type but is limited to high temperature applications. NWe describe a

low temperature material - a double salt of LiBF 4 and methoxyethyldimethyl ethyl ammonium -

fluoroborate - which may conduct by the same mechanism as Li 2 SO 4 since it exhibits a strong disord-

ering transition at -90°C, ard a relatively small entropy of fusion. At 75 0 C this substance conducts

almost as well as the best polyethylene oxide + Li salt combination reported to date. Some variants

on the structural theme and their properties and performance will also be described.

INTRODUCTION

A requirement of the electrolyte in a solid state of relatively free rotation are of a fraction of the con-

battery, which is as important as its d.c. conductivity, stituent particles, gives both a low elastic modulus

is its ability to adhere to and maintain good ohmic and an ability to distort by local plastic flow involving

contact with the electrode materials. It is primarily molecular diffusion. It is therefore natural that effort

this property which has led to the choice of polymer be expended to find plastic crystalline materials in

solvent + salt solutions for developmental solid state which ions of electrochemical interest such as Li+ are

battery systems, 1 '2 despite their rather poor ambient rapidly diffusing. Such materials merit the acronym

temperature conductances. 3  PLICFIC (Plastic Crystalline Fast Ionic Conductor).

Polymeric materials can distort easily and recov- One of the most impressive of the known PLICF-

erably because of the existence of many liquid-like ICs is Li 2 so4 in which the conductivity in the region

degrees of freedom which allow their constituent par- immediately below the fusion point is of order I ohm "1

ticles to rearrange locally under deforming stresses. cm' 1 and in which fusion is actually accompanied by

Larger scale plastic flow is inhibited by polymer chain a decrease in conductivity. This compound, exten-

entanglements. Another type of solid which is charac- sively studied by the Chalmers group 4 -6 and recently

terized by the existence of many liquid- like degrees of examined in molecular detail by molecular dynamics

freedom is the plastic crystal. In these, the presence methods, 7 is thought to conduct via a coupled anion

rotation-cation diffusion ("paddle wheel" or "revolving

*Present address: IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, door") mechanism. 4 - 6 The material is remarkable for

P.O. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 the number of liquid-like degrees of freedom which it

0 167-2738/86/S 03.50 0 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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manifests, the center-or-mass order of the anion sub- ful applications in solid state electrochemical devices.
lattice being the only crystalline structural charac-

teri,ti, wkhich it retains.

The Li2SO4 FIC phase unfortunately becomes EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

unstable below 700 0 C. and in any case, its conduc- Materials
tivity extrapolated to the interesting temperature LiBF 4 was obtained 98% pure from Alfa Inor-
range O-100°C is not of special interest 10" ohm 1  ganics. Since water was the main impurity it was
cn'l). Clearly %hat is desirable is a low temperature dried in vacuo at 100 , under a BF 3 partial pressure
analogue of this type of material, slightly exceeding its own, which was supplied by a

The appropriate route to such a material evi- "sacrificial- portion of LiBF4 (previously dried with
dently %ill involve a reduction in the cohesive forces, slight decomposition) held at ca. 1300.

hence a reduction in the anion charge. Indeed, consid- The various quaternary ammonium salts detailed
erable effort has be,'n expended in the study of com- below (Table 1) wvere prepared in 2 or 3 steps, follow-

pounds such as LilCl4 8.9 with this aim in mind. ing largely standard procedures:
Phases %%ith rotationally excited states of the a) Conversion of the commercially available
tptrahedral anion appear to exist in LiA.ICI 4 and chloroethvl methyl ether (or chloroalkane) into the

LiFeCI4 near the respective fusion points but are iodide by refluxing with NaI in acetone.
unstable at lower temperatures. (b) Reaction of the organic iodide (or of the original

Further reductions in cohesive forces may be organic chloride) with a tertiary amine (NNe 3 ,
expected if large organic cations are introduced into N.MeEt), in acetonitrile, in a pressure bottle (or,
the structure. An attractive possibility in such com- when the chloride was chloromethyl methyl ether - in
pounds is that plasticity may be enhanced by dry ether with cooling), to form the quaternary
teniperature-induced rotational disorder of quasi- ammonium halide. This was subsequently recrystal-
ellipsoidal organic cations. We have described else- lized from acetonitrile, ethanol or acetone by addition

where several tetraalklammonium salts which of anhydrous tetrahydrofuran or ether.
exhibit the thermnodynamic characteristics of plastic (c) Preparation of the quaternary ammonium
cr. stals. We have also found that Li salts frequently tetrafluoroborate by addition of a stoichiometric

form 1.1 compounds with tetraalkylammonium salts, amount of AgBF 4 (Ozark-Mahoning, 99%) as its 10%
We were therefore quite prepared to find our first solution in acetone to a solution of the halide in
low-temperature "PLICFIC" among thpse compounds, acetonitrile or acetone. If solid at T < 500 C, the pro-
although its discovery was somewhat accidental, duct was recrystallized from acetone or
While in\estigating the conductivity of a supercooled dichloromethane by addition of tetrahydrofuran or

liquid in the system LiBF 4  + chloroform. Liquid salts were redissolved several

CII3 OCYI 2CII9 N + \e 2EtBF 4
", the sample froze times in dry tetrahydrofuran which was then eva-

unnoticed and the conductivity measured was found porated in vacuo by rotary evaporator. Repeated

surprisingly to be only slightly Ioner than that of the extractions with chloroform were found helpful in the
liquid. Our attention naturally turned to the 1:1 com- removal of most remaining halide from the liquid and
pound in this sysle. which was the main phase in lower-melting salts. A similar procedure, lead per-
the frozen mixture. In this paper we describe this chlorate in aqueous acetone replacing the silver salt,
compound (and a few others closely related to it) and was followed to obtain the perchlorate ( 3 in Table 1).
express the hope that it may be the forerunner of a Purity of the products was checked by elemental
family of such materials, some of which may" have use- analysis; in several cases the virtual absence of water
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was ascertained by Karl-Fischer titration. (The ele- are included in Table 1. Attempts were also made to

mental analysis of compounds 7 , 12 and 14 in Table prepare tetrachioroalurninates and tetrachlorogallate

1 must be considered less than satisfactory, but DSC double salts of the same type (see Discussion).

runs leave no doubt as to the distinct character of the Thermal characterization.
compounds.) The tetrafluoroborate salts had the melt- The various phase transitions and melting points
in-, points included in Table 1. of the substances under study were determined using

To obtain the double salts with lithium -10 mg samples contained in sealed aluminum pans
tetrafluoroborate, perchlorate, or iodide, weighed using the Perkin-E'Imer DSC-4 differential scanning
quantities of the components were fused in a dry box calorimeter. All runs were conducted at 200 min-
at 120-1-50 0C. The melting points of the double salts

Table 1. Phase transitions of tetraalkylammoniurn salts

and their lithium salt complexes.

No. Compound Tg9a~b /oC T /C(.1 H r)c T m(A, H m)c

I 1 eCICHN+E~ BF4  -98 -13(21.7)

2 MeOCH.CH9)N EtMe9) BF 4LiBF 4 -79 -79(3.Q);G2(1.7) 98(5.6)

3 NMeOCH 2 CH 2 N +EtMe 2 CIO04  -go0 2 (14.7)

4 NMeOCH 2 CH9 N +EtMe 2 CIO 4 *LiCIO 4  - 2G(0 .8);4 0(1 .'_))d 124(6.6)

5 NMeOCH 2 CH2NEtMe 2 r -52 -47

6 NMeOCI-I 2CH"N + EtMer I Lil -6 -104(4.4)

7 NMeOCHOCH N Me3 BF 4  -53(0.5) 64(20.9)

8 \IeOCH CH N +Me 3 BF 4 *LiBF4  -61 -110(0.5)-;-78(2.1) 106(10.0)

9 Mix ture 75% - of 2 - 25%- of 1 -74 -107(1) 83(7.0)

10 Mixture 50% of 2 - 50% of 8 -71 -133 83

11 Mixture 25% of 2 - 75% of 8 -65 -95(p) 89(8.4)

12~ e MeOCI 2 N +Etle 2 BF 4  -115 -- 16(16.1)

13 MeOCH 9N +EtMe 2 'LiBF 4  - -8-5(0.4);-22(0.7) 90(4.2)

- 10(0.9);27(0.8) -

14 NleOCI-oN + Me3 BF4  46(12.6)

15 NleOClH12 N Me 3 'LiBF 4  -68 -18; 12(1.2);40(1.1) 66(1.9)
16 CH3(H23N+ -teB 4' -6S(0.7);38(1.7) 158(3.6)

17 CH 3 (H 2 )N +EtMe BF4 LiBF4  -139(1.5);-45(0.2); 165(8.2)

1 - - - 34(0.8);79(. -5) _ _ _ _ _ _

a - degrees 0C;1 b - glass transition temperature (vitrification by liquid N2, quench except for No. 6
w. hich 'itrifies in DSC at 3200/min); c - enthalpirr of transition and of melting in cal/g; d - this com-
pound also shows a complex pattern of low-temperature phase transitions, very history-dependent; e -
the cation of this salt is apparently reported here for the first time.
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heating rates. The heats of transformation were RESULTS

determined using the Perkin-Elmer software on the The double salts prepared as described above in

data station, using indium as a reference. Melting most cases appeared as translucent masses which,

points are believed correct to ±20C, and transition however, were not as soft to mechanical probing as

enthalpies to ±5c. might have been expected from the magnitude of the

Eleclrical conductivity, thermal transitions reported below. After passa,-

The electrical conductivities were determined on through the phase transitions at low temperatures, the

samples which %%ere crystallized in a conductivity cell translucence was lost, but could be regenerated by

the design of %hich has been described elsewhere 1 1. refusion and crystallization. Microscopic examination

The cell constant was 0.327, the distance between the of a sample of 2 inside the transparent conductivity

platitnized electrodes ( 0.5 cm) prevented trapping of cell revealed that the stress caused by the shrinkage

air bubbles between them. The state of the sample on slow cooling from the melt did not result in separa-

could be observed periodically since the cell is of tion between the sample and either the electrodes or

Pyrex glass. The conductance was measured using a the glass walls.of the cell, but rather in formation of

GENRAD Model 1689 Digibridge. operating in the what seem to be thin, elongated bubbles. Since gas

frequency range 12 -105 Hz. Some problems were bubbles were practically absent from the melt, their

encountered with crystal-electrode contact which rounded contours seem to testify to relatively rapid

could be partly lost after quick cooling, especially dur- crack healing and partial sintering along grain boun-

ing the initial crystallization from the melt. For com- daries formed during freezing. This is precisely the

pound 2 (see Table 1), cooling from 1000 melt to R.T. behavior expected from a mass of plastic crystals, and

at 15°/hr yielded results reproducible to within 5% it is also consistent with the positive drift of conduc-

at R.T. on second use. At lower temperatures, the tivity with time. A sample of the analogous per-

annealing effects were more pronounced and the con- chlorate complex (compound 4 ) displayed a similar

ductivities drifted upward; e.g., after cooling to -24°C appearance. By contrast, a sample of 17 (in which

the conductivity changed from 0.77 x 10-7 to 1.15 x the methoxyethyl group is replaced by the butyl

10' ohm " ctn over a period of 10 hrs. Frequency group which is similar in size and shape but much

dependence of conductivity was negligible at and more restricted in motion), shows a pattern of sharp,

above room temperature. Although this study is prel- unhealed cracks and straight grain boundaries; it is

iminary in nature we believe the conductivities of this also more hard and brittle and has a very low conduc-

salt to be correct to within .5%, which is satisfactory tivity.

given the number of steps involved in the total As seen in Table 1, there are significant

synthetic-purification-m easurement series, differences in melting points between the

Reproducibility of conductivity results was tetrafluoroborates and iodides. Since the volume

poorer for the other salts (e.g., for 4 , a drifted excluded by BF - and r are only a little different, and

upward by 20% at R.T. over a month period) and the since the packing in the salts must be determined pri-

frequency dependence of conductivity was significant. marily by the bulky cations, it would seem that the

Cole-Cole plots showed clearly the presence of difference in melting points reflects differences in

extraneous effects (electrode contacts, grain boun- polarization energies rather than coulomb energies.

d a ris). The wealth of solid-solid phase transitions in the

tetrafluoroborates and perchlorates, as opposed to the
iodides, is probably related to the non-spherical sym-

metry of the BF - and CIO - anions.
4 4
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Fig. 1. DSC heating curves of some of the double 2 impure
salts listed in Table 1. All runs were performed after -6- 3

quenching from the melt at -320 0/min. Note that
only the double iodide 6 is glass-forming at this cool-
ing rate, so only one glass transition is seen in Fig. 1. /
For the other compounds, except the perchlorate 3 , -7 ,
the heating curves of the quenched samples are similar 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 34 35 3.6 3.7
to those of slow-cooled ones (not shown). Note that IOC'T (K-')

only the tetrafluoroborate 2 has a large net endoth-
ermic transition below room temperature.

Fig. 2. Comparison of conductivities of some com-

pounds described in this work with the best conduc-
The results of thermal characterization studies tors published in the class of lithium salt-polymer

are shown in Figure 1. The important feature to be complexes.

noted is the magnitude of the low temperature solid- o- MeOCH 2 CH 2 N+EtMe2 BF4 LiBF4 (compound 2),

solid transition enthalpies compared to the subsequent preliminary results

fusion enthalpies. Since the transitions are well 0 - same, purified sample (< 0.05% H20)

separated in temperature, the entropy change in the 2, 3, 11 - compound numbers from Table 1

low temperature transition is relatively more impor- a - ref 3.: b - ref I.; the high conductivity of this sam-

tant than the enthalpy change, indeed AS for the low pIe was not reproduced and may have been due to partial

temperature transition in 2 is greater than the decomposition (M. Armand, private communication).

entropy of fusion. "9PPO" 9 monomeric units of poly(propylene oxide)
'8PEO" 8 monomeric units of poly(etbylene oxide)

Results of the conductivity studies are presented The arrows show the chronological order of measure-

in Fig. 2 in the form of an Arrhenius plot which con- ments (heating from room temperature - left-hand segment

tains also various data points from earlier studies of - was done first).

materials of comparable technological interest.

DISCUSSION favorably with the best polymer-salt electrolytes avail-

Until the recent announcement of able. Data published by Armand and co-workers on

polyphosphazine-based polymer-salt "solid" different occasions iii the development of the polyether

electrolytes 3b . the present conductivities compared solvent based systems 1 ' 3 are included in Figure 2.
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We note that only one case, that of polyethylene monium tetrafluoroborate based double salt 2 which

oxide + lithium iodide, has a superior conductivity, was the first prepared in this study. We have sought

The activation energies are comparable, as are the to increase the solid-solid transition enthalpy, with
electrochemical stabilities. so that the relative merits the possibility of both thermodynamical and kinetic

of the to lithium-conducting systems must be improvements in mind. Thermodynamically, a higher
decided on other issues. In this respect the following AHtr is likely to result in a increased entropic stabili-

a(hantages of the IPLIC'IC-type of solid electrolyte zation of the plastic phase, hence a higher melting

should be empha.,ized. point, thus widening the useful temperature range of

Because the anions are located on the points of a the PLICFIC. Kinetically, one would expect the
crystal lattice 12 , their diffusivity is necessarily small lower melting enthalpy to be accompanied by higher

compared .%ith that of the disordered Li + species, so solid state plasticity and faster ion reorientation rates

the transport number of Li + should be close to unity, at ambient temperature, hence improved conductivity.

This compares favorably with the situation in the To this end we have followed three lines of investiga-

polymer electrolytes in which estimates of the tran- tion. none of which have so far yielded the sought-

sport numbers of the anions range between 0.1 and after results.

0 .6, but in no instance are zero. Finite transport (a) In the first place we have reduced the asym-

numbers for the anions lead to a distinct decrease in metry of the head group by replacing the ethyl side
electrochemical efficiency, and thus it is probable that chain byv a third methyl in the hope of improving the

the PLICFIC-type electrolyte is preferable in princi- rotational freedom of the cation, (to which it is rea-

pie. We should, however, make the cautionary note sonable to expect the rotational freedom of the anion
that anion mobility has been observed in crystalline to be related). This was done using two different tail
quaternarv anmonium bro s13, though the con- groups. methoxy-methyl and the original methoxv-

ductivities remain some three orders of magnitude ethyl. The size-reduction of the organic ion by one or
below the present values at the comparable tempera- two CH!2 groups was expected to raise the melting

tures. Also it seems unlikely that an asymmetric ion point. In all these cases, however and also for some

like BF - could diffuse with the ease of a bromide mixtures of the compounds, the low-temperature tran-4
anion. sitions were smaller in magnitude and no significant

The principal advantage of polymer-based svs- gain in melting point was obtained. Lower melting

tems is their ability to deform under mechanical enthalpies '%ere obtained in two cases, 13 and 15

st ress, and thus to adjust to changes in electrode however, and these compounds merit further work.

volume. Although the plasticity of the solid electro- 15 in particular should be pursued since the entropy

lvtes we describe here has not been quantitatively of fusion is characteristic of a true "plastic" crystal.

evaluated at this time, the expectation is that in The conductivity of a mixture of two compounds

optir;zed cases, the ability to deform under stress will entry 11 in Table 1 was measured and found to be

approach or exceed that of lithium sulfate in its FIC almost an order of magnitude lower than that of our

phase which is almost wvaxy, in its behavior. The best compound.

rheological properties of Li 2SO 4 have been studied (b) As a second variation we retained the origi-

using penetration viscometry techniques , and these nal head group but replaced the methyloxyethyl tail

mietl~ods will be applied to the present systems in group by an equally long alkane group ( 17 in Table

future work. 1). This also led to a decreased conductivity. It

The question now becomes one of improving on seerns probable that the ether group plays a role in
the properties of the methoxy-eth.l dimethyl ethylam- the easy migration of the Li +

, possibly by providing
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INTRODUCTION

Three major classes of materials are currently under consideration as possible solutions " the problem of
developing suitable ion conducting membranes for use in solid state electrochemical technology. They are (i)
crystalline solids (ii) glassy solids and (iii) high-polymer + salt solutions. The following lectures are devoted to
the discussion of the second of these classes. We give a review of the features which lead to high ionic conduc-
tivities in the glassy state and describe some characteristics of the conduction mechanism in such materials.

1. Glass Formation and the Glassy State

To have a suitable basis for the discussion of the phenomenon of fast ion conduction in disordered solids
it is first necessary to have an understanding of the nature of the glassy state itself and how it is produced.

There are many ways of obtaining amorphous solids and only sometimes do the products deserve
classification as "glasses". The most general of manner of producing glassy solids is by the cooling of the liquid
state under conditions where crystallization does not occur. 1"2) When the interparticle forces are sufficiently
large, the viscosity of such a liquid will increase to such large values before room temperature is reached that a
material which is mechanically in the solid state is obtained. The transition from the liquid to the glassy state is
generally considered to occur when the time for relaxation of a mechanical stress becomes of the order of
minutes or greater. This condition corresponds to viscosities of 1011 poise or greater.

The transition from the liquid to the glassy state is not a sharp phenomenon, since the process is a relaxa-
tion controlled by the kinetics of diffusion. The "glass transition" is characterized by a decrease in thermo-
dynamic intensive properties (such as the heat capacity or thermal expansivity) occurring over a temperature
interval of some 20 -50 degrees depending on the particular structural characteristics of the liquid. The
phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 1 of which part (a) shows the glass transition for the popular fast ion conduct-
ing glass 6OAgL4OAg 2 W0 4 . Part (b) compares the phenomenon for a variety of glasses of different structure
type using a cal/K/g atom basis for the y-axis and the temperature of the glass transition as a scaling parameter
for the temperature-axis. 3) Clearly the relative change of heat capacity can vary greatly from one substance to
another.

The same phenomenon may be observed for many amorphous materials which have been deposited from
the vapor state. Depending on the particular chemicals involved the glass transition observed for vapor deposits
may be found at the same temperature as for the melt cooled glasses or at some lower temperature reflecting the
more molecular nature of some deposits. In the latter cases the glass transition can usually be observed to return
to its normal value on sufficient annealing. (4) Vapor deposition or sputtering offers a means of obtaining amor-
phous solids in composition regions where the kinetics of crystallization are too fast to permit glass formation by
the normal melt cooling method.

2. Mobility Decoupling and Fast Ion Glasses

Fortunately for the field of solid electrolytes not all the particles in the material suffer this great decrease
of mobility as temperature is decreased. In many cases a subset of the ions, which may be either cations or
anions depending on the system under consideration, may show much smaller temperature coefficients of their
mobility. When the glass transition temperature is reached, may still be diffusing only one or two orders of
magnitude less rapidly than they were in the mobile liquid state. This behavior is at variance with the expecta-
tions from one of the best known equations for describing the diffusivity of one molecular species moving in the
medium of itself or some solution containing it, viz. the Stokes-Einstein equation

Di = kT/61qrj
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Figure 1. The glass transition phenomenon, according to specific heat measurements (a) for 6OAgI4OAg 2WO4 (b) com-
parison of different systems.

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of species i, ri is its radius, and I is the liquid viscosity. The Stokes Ein-
stein equation is based on the notion that the frictional force impeding the movement of a particle in the liquid
state is a viscous force established by all of its neighbors. For a solid electrolyte to be interesting as a potential
battery component, the Stokes-Einstein equation must fail by some 12 orders of magnitude between the high
temperature region and the glass transition.

A way of demonstrating the progressive breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein equation is to compare the
relaxatioin times for shear and electrical stresses on the medium over a wide range of temperature. The relaxa-
tion times may be defined, following Maxwell, as the ratio of the common transport parameters viscosity and dc
conductivity, to the respective elastic properties of the immobile medium namely, the high frequency shear
modulus G., and the M. the the inverse of the high frequency dielectric constant, Z..a better known quantity.
The latter two quantities are known from experimental studies of the glassy state at almost any frequency, and
from high frequency studies in the liquid state. Without devoting further detail to these quantities we show in
Fig. 2 the temperature dependence of the shear and conductivity relaxation times for two substances where
sufficient data in the liquid, as well as glassy states are available. One of these is 35 Na20-65B20 3, one of the
classical oxide glasses, in which the sodium ion is relatively mobile in the glassy state. The other is a recently
developed all-halide glass in which the silver ions are highly mobile. Fig. 2 shows how the relaxation time for
electrical stresses retains its high temperature characteristics irrespective of the highly non-Arrhenius behavior of
the viscosity which leads the system into the glassy state at 3500C and 20C, respectively.

The ratio of the shear relaxation time to the conductivity relaxation time at the glass transition can be
taken as a measure of the extent to which the fast ion diffusive modes are decoupled from the viscous modes at
the temperature where the glass structure is arrested.( ) This ration or decoupling index can vary from unity for
some glasses which are not of interest to this study, to values as high as 1014.7 Clearly a high decoupling
index is a requirement of a good solid electrolyte glass. In Table 1 we summarize our relevant data for a
variety of different glass compositions.sp
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Figure 2. Demonstration of the decoupling of conducting from viscous modes by comparison of relaxation times for electri-
cal and shear stresses.

Table 1. Decoupling indexes Rc = T/1 1r
for various fast ion conducting glasses at their T

0 25  T9 aCTg " o(Tg) P(rg)

No. system 0-1 cm
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l K a,- M-1 Sec.
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"
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"2  
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NaSiglass

Solid Electrolyte Systems

An enormous number of different inorganic, and some organic, glassy systems have been found to exhibit
high to very high electrical conductivity in the glassy state. We will not attempt to review them all here.
Rather, some examples illustrating the chemical principles involved will be used.

The most extensive observations have been made on the classical alkali oxide + glassforming oxide
(SiOa, B20 3. P20s, GeO 2) which have been under study for many decades. Except for peculiarities near the pure
glass former composition (particularly in the cases of B2O% and GeO 2) the general observation is that the ionic
conductivity increases exponentially with mole fraction of alkali oxide. The highest conductivities are almost
always encountered at the limit of glass formation on the alkali-rich side of the binary system.
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Increases beyond the limits of binary oxides can be obtained in several ways. The most successful is to
add an alkali halide to one of the stronger glassforming compositions in the binary system. A widely studied
system of this type is Li20-2B20 3 + Li halide. The second route to increasing the conductivity is to replace
some or all of the oxide ions with sulfide ions. (8) The more polarizable sulfide ions apparently provide low
energy pathways for the migration of alkali ions. The largest alkali ion conductivity so far reported has been
made in the system combining both these principle viz. Li2P2S7 + Lil studied by Malugani et al.(9) An important
function of these latter chemical substitutions seems to be the lowering of the glass transition temperature to
values closer to room temperature. For instance, the system with the largest cation matrix decoupling index on
record, NaSiglass, '24) is actually only a moderately good conductor at room temperature because the glass tran-
sition temperature is so high. Thus high conductivity requires a combination of mobility decoupling at T., and
low Ts. Some of these relationships are depicted in Fig. 3.

800 300 100 0 -10

0

2_1

SNo 2 , 3S,0 2  -6

1 2 3 4 5 6

T03/T

Figure 3. Comparison of Ag + fast ion conducting glass and liquid states with corresponding behavior of classic alkali oxide
glass system.

Even higher conductivities may be found in glassy solids if alkali ions are replaced with the more polariz-
able group IA atoms, Ag and Cu. (10'11)

A new type of superionic glass in which there are no Lewis acid cations (highly charged species) such as
Si(IV) P(V), has recently been described by Liu and Sundar0 from the author's laboratory. In these, the frame-
work supporting the motion of the fast cation is based on the large-ion combination Cs + I-. These systems are
vitreous analogs of the well known crystalline conductor RbAg4I s and would be very interesting materials except
for the low glass transition temperatures they exhibit.

The relative merits of these different systems are summarized in Fig. 4 taken from a recent review paper
based on data accumulated by Minami." °  Greater detail on these systems and their properties may be found in
references 7 and 12.
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Figure 5. Arrhenius plot of d.c. conductivity of fluoride ion conducting glasses specified in legend. Insert shows typical
complex impedance plots from which CF was obtained.

Some very recent studies have shown that conductivities rivalling the alkali conductivities described above
can be obtained in fluoride-based systems. In these the conductivity is due to mobile fluoride ions. The best
examples appear to be those containing high mole fractions of lead fluoride, 3,1 ) but the studies are too recent
for al the promising possibilities to have been examined. Some results from the author's laboratory are
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contained in Fig. 5. The consequent possibility of producing glass forming systems in which the main current
carrier changes from anion to cation with composition changes has been demonstrated in studies by Sun etal,t s5
and Kulkarni.tI6

4. Conductivity Mechanisms and Structure
The fact that the fast ion conducting glasses in a majority of cases exhibit Arrhenius temperature depen-

dences with attempt frequencies on the vibrational timescale (discussed further in the next paper) suggests that
the conductivity process can be interpreted in terms of a simple "rattle and jump" mechanism. The question of
interest concerns the nature of the medium in which the jumps are occurring. On this matter there are different
schools of thought. The most general belief, expressed for glasses containing large mole fractions of halide
salts, is that the conduction pathways occur within microregions enriched in the halide 17 .'a)- a type of incipient
liquid-liquid phase separation. Small angle scattering studies(9 ) have in fact indicated the presence of
n-icroheterogeneities of the order of 20A in diameter. This seems reasonable since it is known that at
sufficiently large halide contents the liquids become immiscible. At the metastable miscibility gap edge,
presumably, thihenomenon of clustering must occur. This is a question which should be answerable by solid
state NMR on Ag.

Some insight into the behavior of simpler systems has been gained from studies using the techniques of
computer simulation. Ion dynamics studies have been carried out on several compositions e.g. Na 20.3SiOf °)
and LiSiS' l) and "Ag2O.B 20 3". 2) These results show that in the alkali silicate case the conduction pathways
are limited in number and occur along the lines of high concentrations of nonbridging oxygens.S °  Studies in
which the mass of the vibrating particles has been artifically manipulated suggested that the barriers in migration
are determined by the bridging rather than by the nonbridging oxygens. A model incorporating this observation
and distinguishing between the energy barriers discriptive of strong electrolyte versus weak electrolyte conduc-
tivity behavior has recently been given by Martin and the author.(23) The main ideas are conveyed by Fig. 6
taken from the latter article.

In the case in which all the anions are nonbridging in character, the number of pathways is greatly
increased and the conduction mechanism becomes more closely akin to that described to the system AgI by
investigators of crystalline state conductors. Again the mechanism involves high frequency attempts resulting in
strong absorption in the far IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum (see next paper) but in this case no
specific channel structure is observed. Rather, conduction can occur at all points in the structure.

Computer simulation studies, unfortunately, can only describe the behavior at extremely high ion mobility
conditions which are usually only encountered in the liquid state of these materials. However there is reason to
believe the laboratory glass mechanisms are closely akin to those revealed by simulation studies.

For greater detail on the conduction mechanisms in the experimental substances it is necessary to extend
the study of conduction process to include frequency dependent investigations. These and related studies are
reviewed in the next paper. (abstract only - see refs 6. and 7.)
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CORRELATION OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL RELAXATION
PHENOMENA IN SUPERIONIC CONDUCTING GLASSES

C.A. ANGELL

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907 (U.S.A)

ABSTRACT

The phenomenon of mechanical and electrical relaxation due to fast diffusing ions in

glasses is placed in the context of relaxing dipolar and ionic liquids, and observations made

at constant temperature are compared with those made at constant frequency. With this

background several questions provoked by the apparent relation between mechanical and

electrical responses are posed and answered within the limitations of currently available

experimental data. Comparisons of average relaxation times, and of widths and shapes of

relaxation spectra, are made. Finally, we present unifying plots which relate relaxational to

vibrational responses for both electrical and mechanical stresses, the latter, we believe, for

the first time.

INTRODUCTION

Fast ion conduction in certain glassy materials is made possible by the decoupling,

during vitrification, of the diffusive motions of a subset of ionic particles from those of the

majority species which freeze out at T, [ll. In the absence of decoupling, electrical and

mechanical relaxation phenomena, which depend on diffusive motions, occur on almost the

same timescale as seen in Figs. 1 and 2 which we discuss briefly by way of introduction.

In dipolar liquids such as glycerol (illustrated in Fig. I) the quantities to be compared

am the complex dielectric susceptibility e" and the complex isothermal compressibility )CT

(it; = 1/K, K is the bulk modulus) since both have finite values above and below the

0254-0584/89/S3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the dispersion in temperature of the mechanical susceptibility
(bulk compressibility ') measured at constant frequency for the case of liquid glycerol. X"
is the static (or liquid-like) compressibility and K, the glass-like compressibility.
(b) Difference between static and high frequency compressibility for glycerol showing its
disappearance at the glass transition temperature, and comparison of the imaginary part of
the compressibility and dielectric susceptibility (reduced by the respective dispersions, AK
and AE).

relaxation 121. Figure la show!s [3] the dispersion in the compressibility K4(the real part of

1c) which increases as the system becomes mobile enough, with increasing temperature, to

follow the cyclic compressional stress. This is the high frequency mechanical analog of

the increase in (zero frequency) heat capacity (thermal response) observed on heating

through the glass transition. Figure lb shows the corresponding zero frequency behavior

of the compressibility increment AxT, and the imaginary (out of phase) part of the

compressibility KT" which shows a maximum corresponding with the rise in the real part.

The corresponding electrical quantity, the dielectric loss E", shows a maximum at essen-
tially the same temperature (3], (see Fig. I). The relaxation time (most probable value) is

given by

t = I/2xf (1)

where f is the frequency of maximum loss in Hz. Ax (= 1-K.) and Ae (= Eo--) measure

the extent to which the liquid polarizes (displaces) in response to unit applied field.

In the case of a conducting liquid in which the ionic motions remain fully coupled to
the viscous modes, the same correlation of electrical and mechanical relaxations may be

observed, except that the data must now be cast in the electrical modulus formalism

M" = 1IE* in order to avoid dominance of e" by the DC conductivity at low frequencies [4]
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(or at high temperatures for a constant frequency scan). The correct mechanical analog is

now the complex shear modulus G* the real part of which, like the real part of the electri-

cal modulus, vanishes above the relaxation. An example is the case of lithium chloride in

water illustrated in Fig. 2 [5, 6]. In such cases the moduli measured under static conditions

during continuous cooling will both increase to glasslike values in the same temperature

interval about T. as the system becomes non-ergodic. The expectation for the static shear

modulus (which has only been measured at a constant 88 MI-lz, see Fig. 2) during cooling

at 10 deg/min is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 2. The imaginary part G" is not available

for comparison with the electrical loss in M" at the same frequency (as in the case of gly-

cerol, Fig. 1) but the temperature at which the maximum in G" measured at 1 MHz would

be reached can be estimated closely from the known shear relaxation time ;s vs. tempera-

ture relation [61, and is shown as an arrow. (fm(o,)= 106). It is clear that the two processes

bear a close relationship as in the case of glycerol.

M'

02-004- o -0

001 MHz0.10.02 
M. 88MHZ G

Go
tCMHZ (mech)

Static(eltc)

00 - G M
Go .,. -_00" "-o

-140 -120 -100 -80 -60
T/*c

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the electrical modulus
measured at 1 MHz (thick lines) [51 compared with the values of the normalized shear
modulus measured at 88 MHz [61. Also shown are the electrical modulus at 0.01 MHz, and
an estimated plot for both shear and electrical moduli measured statically during continuous
cooling at 10 deg/min. To show the close relation of mechanical and electrical moduli in
this system, the point in temperature at which the maximum in G" measured at 1 MI-Iz
would occur is shown by an arrow.

In contrast with the above, when one of the ionic species is relatively mobile, the real

part of the electrical modulus M' during cooling remains zero in the region of temperature

in which the shear modulus G' increases to a glass-like value. M' instead exhibits its

increase at a lower temperature which is determined by the condition that the electrical

relaxation time becomes comparable with the cooling rate. At this temperature a further

dispersion in the mechanical modulus is seen [7, 81, due to the fact that stress can be relaxed

within the glassy matrix by a local relocation of the mobile ions, see Fig. 3. The loss of

this relaxation leads to the additional - 10% increase in the shear modulus in the case of

Na20-3SiO2 glass seen in Fig. 3. This is the first of a number of instances we will show
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Fig. 3. Shear modulus and electrical modulus for sodium trisilicate glass from the liquid
down through the region of the mobile ion (Na +) relaxation, showing the second step in the
mechanical modulus, and its coincidence with the primary electrical modulus increase.
(Based on data from Day [8] for G' and Provenzano et. al. [28] for M', reproduced by permis-
sion).

of the correspondence in timnescales of mechanical and electrical phenomena within the

glassy state.

In glasses the type of mechanical modulus that is measured varies from experiment to

experiment. The torsion pendulum measurement follows the shear modulus G0 directly,

while the Rheovibron measures Young's modulus (the tensile modulus) E" and ultrasonic

and hypersonic (by Brillouin scattering) absorption and dispersion studies follow either G°

or the longitudinal modulus Mt" depending on the cut of the exciting crystal. E" and M,"

are analyzable as different combinations of the fundamental moduli bulk and shear K" and
G according to the relations

4M G [3K-" (2)

M" = K"+ 4/3 G" (3)

It can be seen from eqns. (I) and (2) that in the liquid state where the shear modulus G'

vanishes M'1 will remain finite but E" will also vanish.

The questions that are of interest in this phenomenology are:

(I) Is there always a mechanical relaxation to be observed in the temperature range where

the electrical modulus becomes finite?

(2) Is the mechanical relaxation when observed always found at the same temperature as

the electrical relaxation?
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(3) Is the width of the mechanical relaxation, irrespective of the position of its center fre-

quency with respect to that of the electrical relaxation, greater than, equal to, or less than

the width of the electrical relaxation?

(4) If the widths are different, then are the shapes the same or not?

(5) What characteristics change when the phenomenon is followed over very wide ranges

of temperature, and relaxation time, particularly towards the short time limit?

(6) Is there something which distinguishes fast ion conducting glasses from other glasses,

and if so what can we learn about the nature of the electrical relaxation in superionic

glasses from the study of the mechanical relaxation?

It should be noted at the outset that there is an intrinsic difference between the electri-

cal and mechanical phenomena [9]. The electrical relaxation is a primary relaxation, insofar

as it is the first phenomenon by which the system acquires a finite modulus, (i.e. ability to

store rather than completely dissipate the energy of the perturbing field). The mechanical

relaxation, on the other hand, is a secondary relaxation insofar as the system has already

lost its ability to flow at the glass transition since this is where the shear modulus increases

from zero to finite values, see Fig. 3. As expected for a secondary relaxation [2], its tem-

perature dependence is much smaller than for the primary relaxation, and it is usually

Arrhenius in character.

REAL AND IMAGINIARY PARTS OF THE MODULI IN CONSTANT FREQUENCY

AND CONSTANT TEMPERATURE SCANS

In Fig. 3 we displayed the behavior of the real parts of the electrical and mechanical

moduli as temperature is lowered from above the glass transition temperature. We now

focus on the behavior of the system at temperatures well below T. and consider the obser-

vations under conditions of constant temperature as is usually the situation for electrical

measurements, and under constant frequency which is the usual condition of experimenta-

tion in the more restricted mechanical relaxation studies.

Figure 4(a) and (b) shows the real M' and imaginary M" parts of the complex electri-

cal modulus for the well studied case of the superionic glass 0.6 AgI -0.4 (Ag 2B40) 110-131

as frequency is scanned from 12 Hz to 105 Hz. We observe that the real part of the

modulus, which is zero at low frequencies (where there is time for the mobile ions to com-

pletely dissipate the field acting on the system) increases to a value which is only slowing

varying with frequency at high frequencies (where the system is acting as a slightly lossy

insulator). In the ideal case where only a single relaxation process was being observed the

modulus would become constant at high frequencies and M" would be symmetrical

(Lorentzian). (We will discuss later the connection between the continued high frequency

losses and the global picture of ionic motions in a glassy solid.) In Fig. 4(c) we show the
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Fig. 4. (a) Real parts of the electrical modulus for the superionic glass 0.6AgI.0.4
(Ag 2B40 7) measured at -110 and -125*C.
(b) Imaginary part of the electrical modulus for the same system measured at I 10C. Note
maximum loss at I04 Hz where T = 1 10C. for Hz.
(c) Real and imaginary parts of the electrical modulus for the same system at constant fre-
quency of 104 Hz measured as a function of temperature.
(d) Real and imaginary parts of the electrical modulus for the same system plotted vs.
reciprocal temperature. Note identical shape of M" in parts (b) and (d).

corresponding 'spectra' observed when the frequency is held constant at 103 Hz and the

observations are recorded during a scan in temperature. We see that the situation of Fig.

4(a) is reversed, the quasi-insulating behavior now being seen at the left-hand (low tem-

perature) end of the diagram. The shape of the spectrum seen in Fig. 4(b) can now be

entirely recovered by plotting the moduli vs. reciprocal temperature as is shown in Fig.

4(d). The conditions which must be met for the spectral shape to be fully recovered are

that (a) the temperature-dependence of the most probable relaxation time be Arrhenius in

character and (b) the relaxation spectrum be independent of temperature, i.e. all elements

of the spectrum have the same activation energy. These two conditions are frequently met

in the study of glassy solids.

While there are a few instances reported of mechanical relaxation studies over a wide

range of frequencies [ 14-161, the more common studies of mechanical relaxation involve the
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use of a single frequency 18, 9) or a narrow range of frequencies [ 11, 17-191, and results are

then reported in the form of Fig. 4(c). Examples are provided in Fig. 5 for the case of Agl-

AgPO3 glasses [191. Where more detailed studies are available it has been found (see later)

that, for mechanical relaxation due to mobile ions, the relaxation spectrum is also not very

dependent on temperature [12] though it is not of identical shape to that of the conductivity

relaxation spectrum. To the extent that this is the general case the shape of the relaxation

spectrum, and consequently the parameters describing the departure from exponential relax-

ation, can be obtained by casting the data in the form of Fig. 4(d).

Although the case chosen for illustration in Fig. 4 is one in which the frequency

ranges used in mechanical and electrical studies overlap [121, a frequent problem encoun-

tered in comparing electrical and mechanical responses is that the mechanical studies are

made at a rather low frequency (e.g. by - 0.5 Hz torsion pendulum measurements) which

is outside the range of commercial electrical admittance bridges (typically 12 - 100,000

I/z). So long as the two conditions of frequency independent spectral shapes and

Arrhenius temperature-dependence are met, however, the failure of experimental time

scales to overlap is not a big problem, and shifts of spectra along the frequency axis allow

direct comparisons of the mechanical and electrical responses to be made. It is on this

basis that many of the comparisons to be made below are possible.

MAGNITUDE OF MODULUS DISPERSIONS DUE TO MOBILE ION MOTION

In the remainder of this paper we will deal sequentially with the questions raised in

the introduction. The first of these questions dealt with the extent to which mechanical

counterparts of electrical relaxations (which can always be measured when the DC conduc-

tivity can be measured) exist. The answer to this question seems to be in the affirmative

but is limited by the smaller sensitivity of experiments capable of detecting the mechanical

response. As Day and Stevels [181 noted long ago, the magnitude of the mechanical loss,

determined in many experiments as the internal friction Q seems to scale with the DC con-

ductivity at some reference temperature, e.g. 298 K. This means that for insulating glasses

the internal friction is so small that it cannot be detected by most existing techniques. For

alkali silicate glasses the torsion pendulum, which can detect mechanical losses correspond-

ing to phase angles, tan 8, as low as 0.001, is effective and, as Fig. 3 shows there is indeed

a mechanical response complimentary to the electrical one. In fact it seems that the

weaker the response the closer the relationship between electrical and mechanical

phenomena (see, for instance, the subsequent discussion of Fig. 1).

The manner in which composition changes which increase the conductivity also

increase the peak value of the imaginary part of the mechanical modulus (and how,
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Fig. 5. Real and imaginary parts of the complex tensile modulus E" for AgI-AgPO 3
glasses, showing increase of E",,, with increasing AgI content and increasing conduc-
tivity. The dispersion in the tensile modulus due to the mobile cation relaxation is shown
at midpoint of the relaxation for the case XAgl = 0.4 (from Ref. 19, by permission).

correspondingly, the temperature at which the dispersion in the real part E' is observed

increases) is shown in Fig. 5 using a series of AgI-AgPO3 glasses [19]. These show much

greater magnitudes of the dispersion than in the case of silicate glasses and are con-

veniently studied with simply operated mechanical spectrometers of the type used by poly-

mer chemists, e.g. the Rheovibron, with which the data in Fig. 5 were recorded.

At the limit of low conductivity when conducting and viscous modes are fully cou-

nied, the response to the electrical field comes into the same time range as the viscous

response to a mechanical stress and the conductivity relaxation overlaps the primary

mechanical relaxation. Correspondingly, the secondary mechanical relaxation due to the

conducting ions merges with the primary relaxation which constitutes the glass transition,

as in Fig. 2. To the best of the author's understanding there is no such thing as an electri-

cal relaxation which is slower than the primary mechanical relaxation in inorganic glasses,

though this is the common observation in polymer salt electrolytes [201. In this latter case

the conductivity response is slower because the ions are distributed in the solvent largely in

the form of interacting ion pairs or multiplets and decoupling of these aggregates must

occur before the 'free' ions can relax (on the same time scale as the solvent medium). In

this case, no separate mechanical relaxation associated with the electrical relaxation can be

observed since the viscous liquid dissipates a shear stress acting on the system before any

response due to the conducting ions can be detected.
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RELATION OF MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL RELAXATION TIMES

In the cases illustrated so far, which have been for cation conducting glasses, the rela-

tionship between the relaxation time for conductivity and that for mechanical relaxation is

a close one, to judge by the similar temperatures at which the step changes in moduli (Fig.

3) or the maxima in loss (see Fig. Z below for the AgI-AgPO3 system) occur for tempera-

ture scans at constant frequency. This is also the case for a fluoride anion cniducting glass

of conductivity comparable to the sodium silicate glass of Fig. 3, according to data recently

presented by Mai and co-workers [16] for the case of the fluoride ion conducting glass

ZrF4-BaF 2 -LaF 3 , which are reproduced in Fig. 6.

That a correspondence of electrical and mechanical relaxation times need not always

occur is made very clear by the data for systems in which more than one type of alkali

cation is present. Here the so-called mixed alkali effect results in the elimination of the

low-temperature (at constant frequency) fast cation mechanical relaxation peak and its

replacement with a much stronger 'mixed alkali' peak at higher temperatures (implying a

much slower relaxation process) [8]. Although it is well-known that the conductivity of a

mixed alkali glass is much lower than that of the corresponding single alkali glasses stu-

died at the same temperature, the slowing down of the condu,.dng modes is evidently much

less pronounced than that of the modes dominating mechanical relaxation. This may be

seen from Fig. 7 in which the results of mechanical and electrical relaxations are, for the

same composition, displayed on the same diagram. In this constant temperature plot (in
which the extended frequency range representation of the mechanical relaxation is obtained

by a reduction of data of smaller frequency range from a number of different temperatures

assuming constant shape), it appears that the conductivity relaxation is occurring by means

X
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Fig. 6. Comparison of mechanical and electrical losses for heavy metal fluoride glass (an
anion conductor) data were taken isothermally over at least three orders of magnitude and
are presented normalized to the loss maximum at each temperature. Superposition of data
points establishes constancy of spectral shapes. Note difference in spectral form at fre-
quencies below f,,. For weak relaxations, the form of tan 8 is indistinguishable from the
form of G (from Ref. 17, by permission).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of electrical and mechanical relaxations in the reciprocal temperature
representation showing similarity of temperature of maximum loss, but major differences in
"1spectral" halfwidths. Inset shows the thermal behavior of electrical relaxation with which
the equivalent halfwidths in the I/T "spectra" were calibrated. (from Ref. 19, by pernmis-
sion).

of the highest frequency components of the very broad mechanical relaxation. The fact

that the spectra are of temperature independent shape implies that the activation energy for

conductivity and mechanical relaxation should be the same, as indeed is found to be the

case 1 15 1.
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Most of the systems characterized by superionic conductivity consist of a single

mobite species so that major differences in conductivity and mechanical relaxation times

such as those observed in Fig. 7 are not to be expected. On the other hand, many fast ion

conducting systems in which the high conductivity is obtained by the addition of silver

iodide to glassforming hosts such as silver metaphosphate [ 19, 21 ] or silver molybdate [221 are

expected to have different environments for different fractions of the Ag ions. Then it

might be expected that electrical relaxation times, which would be determined by the

fastest moving species, would be shorter than mechanical relaxation times which on aver-

age should be determined by the slowest moving species (since the system polarizes to

mechanical stresses, and all modes should be active). Indeed, such a difference in the nost

probable time is observed 1191 as shown in Fig. 8 by the larger lI/T value for the peak of

M" (elec) compared to that for tanS (mech) for the composition (AgI) 0A (AgPO 3)0.6 in Fig.

8. However, the reverse is the case for anion-conducting glasses in the system

PbF 2-MnF 2-AJ(P0 3 )3 [231. What is surprising is that, in both cases, not only the longest

relaxation times but also the shortest times (those elements still active at the lowest tem-

peratures) are those associated with the mechanical relaxation process. The former feature

is more pronounced than the latter. What we are actually observing and what in one sense

explains the above statements, is that the frequency spectrum for mechanical relaxation is

much broader than that for electrical relaxation. The generality of this observation and the

associated discussion of differences in spectral shape, is addressed in the next section.

RELATIVE WIDTHS AND SHAPES OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL RELAX-

ATIONS

It was observed in the last section that in at least two cases, the mixed alkali case and

the Ag* conducting superionic glass case, the relaxation spectrum for mechanical stresses is

much broader than that for electrical stresses. In the AgI-AgPO3 case, this was inferred

from the comparison of reciprocal temperature plots at constant frequency. Since we con-

sider this matter in detail in the present section, it will be better if the comparisons, as far

as possible, are put on a variable frequency scale. In the absence of broad frequency range

spectra, this is best done by taking advantage of the evidence that spectral shapes are con-

stant and relaxation times are in general of Arrhenius temperature dependence to utilize the

possibility of converting temperature scan data to their frequency scan equivalent (as

implied by the comparisons in Fig. 4(b) and (d)). This can formally be done by plotting

the moduli as a function of on where co is the fixed angular frequency and ' is the relaxa-

tion time (most probable value) obtained from an Arrhenius plot. The slope of the

Arrhenius plot must be obtained either from data obtained at at least two different mechan-

ical stress frequencies, or by assuming that the activation energy is the same as that meas-
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Fig. 9. Frequency dependence of the normalized moduli M"e and M",,h, mechanical
data for mechanical and electrical relaxations are obtained at fixed frequency and spectral
form is obtained by plotting moduli Ls. t, where t, is the temperature-dependent electr-
ical relaxation time. Blowup of N" for mechanical relaxation shows clearly the very large
halfwidth for mechanical relaxation. (Reproduced from Ref 19 by permission).

ured for the DC conductivity (or for the conductivity relaxation time). The results

corresponding to the data in Fig. 8 are presented in Fig. 9 1171.

Figure 9 shows that, as observed for the mixed alkali glass, the mechanical relaxation

spectrum is decades broader than that for electrical relaxation though, in the superionic

glass case, the most probable relaxation times are in fairly close proximity. It also appears

from Fig. 9 that the shape of the spectrum for mechanical relaxation is different from that

for electrical relaxation in the sense of being more symmetrical despite its increased width.

The same shape and width are found in independent studies made in the ultrasonic

regime 1241.

The electrical relaxation is found, particularly in poorly conducting glasses, to be well

fitted to at least one decade above the frequency of maximum loss by an appropriate

Fourier transform of the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched exponential func-

tion,

O(t) =e -<")' , O< 3< 1 (4)

which seems to describe a great many time-dependent processes in amorphous materi-

als [2, 25, 261. This implies that the mechanical relaxation is not always well described by this

otherwise seemingly ubiquitous relaxation form. This is not always the case, however. The

system 0.6 AgI - 0.4 Ag 2B20 7 which has been studied at low frequencies by the

Rheovibron [171 and in the MHz range by ultrasonics [II] shows a spectrum in the I/T

representation (Fig. 10) which is as well represented by the KWW function (with P3 values

of 0.29 and 0.35 respectively (solid lines through points) as by the alternative function sug-

gested by the original authors [II]. The mechanical relaxation, however, is much broader

than the corresponding electrical relaxation, for which data at the same frequency, 110 Hz,

are included in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Reciprocal temperature display of imaginary parts of the electrical and mechanical
relaxation for the case of 0.6AgI-0.4Ag2 B4 0 7 , showing displacement of the temperature of
maximum loss for the two different stresses in the presence of similarity of spectral form.
Solid curve through points for mechanical relaxation is the KWW function with P = 0.29.
Electrical relaxations are well described by the same form with j3 = 0.48. An equivalent
frequency scale is displayed for the mechanical relaxation centered at the peak frequency.
The same scale size applies to the electrical relaxations since the activation energies for
each process are essentially the same.

The contrasting findings of Figs. 9 and 10 leave the question of spectral shapes for

mechanical relaxation unsettled. Since we have so far only examined superionic glass

mechanical relaxations it is therefore of interest to examine the behavior of the mechanical

relaxation relative to that for electrical relaxation under conditions where the relaxation is

relatively weak.

Weak mechanical relaxations cannot be studied with the convenient Rheovibron

instrument used to acquire much of the data given in the foregoing figures. Fortunately,

there has been a recent study of mechanical and electrical relaxation in poorly conducting

systems by Mai and colleagues [161. They used a sensitive wide frequency range mechani-

cal spectrometer [271 to study anion-conducting glasses in the system ZrF4 -BaF 2 -LaF 3 .
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Fig. 11. (a) Comparison of electrical relaxation at l03 Hz and mechanical relaxation 0.4
Hz for Na20"3SiO 2 glass during temperature scans.
(b) Reciprocal temperature representation of the data of part (a) to permit comparison of
spectral shapes and halfwidths. Both electrical and mechanical spectra show KWW form
though mechanical spectrum is considerably broader.
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Their findings, which allow us to compare mechanical and electrical spectral shapes under

rather stringent conditions, have already been displayed in Fig. 6. It would appear from

Fig. 6 that when the relaxation is weak (implying either that the total number of ions able

to relocate under mechanical stress is small or that the displacement per ion is small) the

spectral widths for the two response functions are similar. The shapes, however, are clearly

different in the same respect as seen already for AgI-AgPO 3 glasses in Figs. 8 and 9. An

analysis, shown in Fig. 11, of temperature scans at 0.4 Hz for the single alkali silicate

glasses Na 2O'3SiO2 given by Day [8], suggests that poorly conducting alkali conductors also

have narrower mechanical relaxation spectra than the superionics, though they are not as

narrow as for the fluorozirconate glass. This is consistent with their-order-of-magnitude

higher conductivities and a factor of two higher mechanical loss maxima [8, 16]. In Fig. 11,

we compare electrical 1281 and mechanical [81 relaxations for Na2O,3SiO, glass in both T and

1/T representations and see that the shape in l/T of the mechanical relaxation is quite simi-

lar to that for electrical relaxation while being broader, as in the case of the more highly

conducting glass of Fig. 10.
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Fig. 1,. Relaxation in F- anion conducting glasses. Imaginary part of the electrical
modu: s, M", versus reduced frequency for 7jPbF2"I0MnF 2"15A(PO3)3 glass at 100C.
(b) M 'M', = tanb, (solid line, LH scale) and M"/M', = N" (dashed line, RH scale) as a

function of I/T at 110 Hz. Scales are chosen so that spectral halfwidth remains the same
in each. plot to facilitate comparisons with tensile modulus plots (part c). (c) Dissipative
part of the complex tensile glass, E" (LH scale) and normalized tensile modulus

NP'* = E"/TAE', versus l/T with same l/T scale as for part b. Note the greatly increased
half width and lower N" relative to the conductivity relaxation, and the displacement of the

peak of the mechanical spectrum to lower T (or higher frequency). (by permission).
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Thus we have the interesting situation in which a poor conductor (the fluorozirconate

glass) and a superionic conductor (AgI-AgPO 3) have mechanical relaxation spectra which

are non-KWW while being of very different widths, and a poor conductor (Na 20-3SiO2)

and a superionic conductor (AgI-Ag 2B207) which are KWW in form, and have mechanical

spectra of comparable widths (- 3.5 decades). As mentioned above, all electrical relaxa-

tions so far studied are approximately KWW in form. As a final indication of the com-

plexity of this situation we present, in Fig. 12, data for the recently developed fast fluoride

ion conducting glass, 75 PbF 2. 1OMnF 2-15A(PO3)3 [231. This is the case mentioned earlier

in which the electrical relaxation has the longer most probable relaxation time. We see in

Fig. 12 that the electrical relaxation is quite narrow (actually narrower than for the more

poorly conducting fluorozirconate glass) while the mechanical relaxation is again 3.5

decades in width and non-KWW.

All that can be said at this time is that when the mechanical relaxation differs from

the KWW form it does so by adding extra strength at low frequencies.

Since some of the above comparisons are based on the liT representation of single

frequency studies there is a possibility of confusion due to the presence of temperature

dependent spectral shapes in some cases and experimental inconsistencies, even artifacts, in

others. Detailed consideration of the variations in shapes should therefore probably be

deferred until wider frequency range studies of mechanical relaxation become more gen-

erally available. Limits on shape variations can, however, be placed in one case where the

mechanical relaxation has been studied over an exceptionally wide frequency range. We

consider this in the next section.

EXTENDED RELAXATION TIME - FREQUENCY RANGE MECHANICAL STUDIES

In all of the above-mentioned work the frequency of the mechanical relaxation studies

has not exceeded the 100 MHz range provided by ultrasonics. It is also possible to make

mechanical relaxation studies at extremely high frequencies in the GHz range by inelastic

light scattering techniques. A visible light beam, for instance, will interact with the natural

density fluctuations in the material to produce or annihilate acoustic phonons and yield a

scattered beam, the Brillouin line, which gives information on the frequency, velocity, and

damping of these phonons. The damping is reflected by the halfwidth of the scattered light

beam. Such scattering techniques have been very valuable in the study of viscous

liquids (281 and may be applied to the study of mechanical relaxation in fast conducting

solids if the strength of the associated relaxation is large enough. A couple of cases which

satisfy this condition have recently been reported in the literature [12, 13, 29] and we briefly

summarize the value of such studies here.
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Fig 13. Billouin spectra for 0.6AgI-0.4"Ag2B407 glass at 499K, showing frequency shift

from central exciting line and Brillouin halfwidth. Lower portion shows absorption
coefficients at different temperatures obtained from the Billouin linewidths of the upper

portion. Solid line is fitted using a single exponential relaxation equation with activation
energy obtained from ultrasonic data of Ref. 11.

The first case in question is the AgI-Ag2B407 system in which there already existed

extensive data at lower frequencies covering the range 1-110 Hz (by dynamic mechanical

studies discussed earlier f 191, see Fig. 10) and by ultrasonic studies (I I]. The relaxation in

this glass is one which satisfies the two conditions, high relaxation strength and exception-

ally short relaxation time at T, which are necessary for the observation of GHz phonon

damping at temperatures below the glass transition tem-,,erature.

Figure 13 shows, in the upper portion, the basic experimental observation, viz., the

scattered Brillouin peak in relation to the central exciting line, and (in the lower portion)

the important relaxation data in the form of absorption coefficients obtained at each ter-

perature from the width of the Brillouin line. We see in Fig. 13 how the absorption

coefficient passes through a maximum at a temperature, 500C, some 180C below the

glass transition temperature for this system. Similar results have since been observed for a

range of glasses in the sae AgI-Ag2BO407 system and also in the alkali halide contain-

ing system LiCI-LiB207i3 ° l.

These data can be put in the reciprocal temperature form and displayed informatively

with the results of the lower frequency experiments as shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of normalized moduli for mechanical relaxation over wide tempera-
ture and frequency regimes using I/T representation of spectral form. Note that the spec-
trum at 5 MHz (from Ref. 11) and 11 Hz are approximately the same in shape while high
temperature high frequency spectrum is narrow. Dotted lines show predicted shapes at
GHz and low frequencies according to Gaussian activation energy distribution model of
Ref. 11. The frequency scales attached to the 5 MHz and 110Hz plots are based on the
equivalence of 1/T and log f discussed earlier under Fig. 4. Each scale has its origin fixed
such that the peak of the modulus plot falls at the appropriate fixed frequency, 5MHz or
110Hz.

Since the evidence from both electrical conductivity and low frequency mechanical

relaxation is that the activation energy for the mobile ion relaxation is inCe.pendent of tem-

perature, we can assume that the data displayed in Fig. 14 reflect the spectral form of the

relaxation as discussed using Fig. 4. In this case, we may make the important observation

from Fig. 14 that the departure from exponential relaxation which is so pronounced at low

temperatures is greatly reduced in the high frequency short relaxation time range explored

by the Brillouin scattering technique. Indeed the width of the relaxation in liT can be

accounted for almost quantitatively under the assumption of a single relaxation time. This

appears also to be the case for the lithium cation motion in the LiCI-LiB2O7. system [301,

hence is probably of general validity.

With this extended frequency/relaxation time data now in mind, it is helpful to make a

summary representation of the variations of relaxation time with temperature which have

been observed in different systems. Figure 15 shows a relaxation time map for the system

AgI-AgPO 3 and includes some short longitudinal relaxation time data obtained by Bril-

louin scattering in the liquid state [311, in addition to the various glassy state data discussed

in earlier papers. Figure 15 shows three important features which we note again here.

In the first place it shows that for both electrical and mechanical relaxation the activa-

tion energy changes systematically with composition in such a way that the slope of the

least rapidly relaxing compositions tends towards the (much greater) slope of the viscoelas-

tic relaxation.
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Fig. 15. Relaxation "map" for mechanical and electrical relaxation in AgI-AgPO3 glasses.
See text for details. High temperature conductivity data from Ref. (23) have been con-
verted to electrical relaxation times (t,), assuming a high frequency dielectric constant of
15 for all cases. Inset: Low frequency portion of thin film transmission IR spectra for 0.5
AgI-0.5AgPO 3 glass. Note coincidence of far IR peaks (quasi-lattice vibration modes) with
attempt frequency for relaxation modes. (From Ref. 19 by permission).

Secondly, we note that the most rapidly relaxing compositions showed distinct depar-

tures from Arrhenius behavior in both electrical and mechanical relaxation. Whether or not

this can be associated, as for viscous liquids [321, with measurable contributions to the ther-

modynamic properties (heat capacity, compressibility, etc.) from configurational degrees of

freedom which are localized so as to be dissociated from the main viscoelastic relaxation,

is not known at this time.

Thirdly, all modes (including some secondary mechanical relaxation modes not associ-

ated with mobile cations which we have not discussed) appear to be extrapolating towards

a high temperature limit which is broadly consistent with the 'quasi-lattice' vibrational

times observable by far infrared spectroscopy on these systems (331.

Figure 16 shows the relaxation times for the mobile ion modes alone for three

different fast ion conducting systems and establishes that the very fast relaxing systems are

not necessarily associated with departures from Arrhenius behavior. Indeed the one

detailed study of this curvature in the literature 1341 suggests that it is a strong function of

thermal treatment and indeed disappears after the glass has been properly annealed.
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tures for the fast ion conducting system 0.6 AgI-0.4((Ag 2O.2B20 3), (part (a)) and tempera-
ture dependence (Arrhenius plot) (part (b)), showing near equivalence of limiting high fre-
quency conductivity, obtained from the far IR quasilattice absorption, and limiting high
temperature conductivity of the liquid state. Note changeover from a first power frequency
dependence of AC conductivity in most of the range to an to2 dependence near the quasi-
lattice resonance absorption region.
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Finally we show, in Figs. 17 and 18, connections between relaxational and vibrational

modes associated with electrical and mechanical fast ion relaxation. Figure 17 shows how

the temperature dependence and the frequency dependence of the conductivity can be

related to the absorption of energy from the oscillating electrical field, an absorption

which reaches its maximum at frequencies in the far infrared region of the electromagnetic

spectrum i.e. for frequencies characteristic of the quasi-lattice vibrations. The (a.c.) con-

ductivity at these frequencies is very high since every charged particle in the system is

contributing in proportion to its charge as it vibrates at thermal velocities, creating an

instantaneous fluctuating current. This conductivity can be measured by determining the

loss of energy from a far infrared light beam as the electromagnetic wave couples to the

oscillating atomic field and is absorbed [33].

The relation is given by

a(w) = a(w)/e. c n(co) (5)
where e, is the permittivity of free space, c is the velocity of light, and n(a)) is the

frequency-dependent refractive index which, in a disordered transparent material, varies

only weakly about the higher frequency value fixed by the electronic motions. Figure 17

has a conductivity scale on the left and the equivalent optical absorption coefficient scale

on the right. Note how, as the temperature increases, the d.c. conductivity -- hence also

the low frequency absorption coefficient -- rises towards a limit set by the absorption due

to the vibrating ions in the quasilattice. The latter has been measured quite accurately for

sodium borate glasses [331 but iz less certain for the present case (see error bar in Fig. 17)

because the film thickness of the blown silver ion glass film was only crudely measured [33].

It would appear, from Fig. 17, to be a measure of the limiting high d.c. conductivity

obtainable in an ionic system. There is a need for more quantitative evaluation of far IR

absorptivities in relation to temperature and composition in order that the physical picture

given in Fig. 17 can be fully completed and confirmed.

Figure 17 gives the picture unifying vibrational and relaxational modes responding to

electrical stresses and shows how they merge at the high temperature high frequency

extreme. Since this article attempts to correlate mechanical and electrical phenomena it is

reasonable to ask if there is an equivalent unifying relationship between short time and

longer time mechanical modes. No such relationship has so far appeared in the literature

to the best of the writer's knowledge.

Since the mechanical relaxation is one which leads to a thermodynamic state of polar-

ization we cannot expect the equivalent of Fig. 17 for mechanical motions to have

frequency-independent plateau as in Fig. 17 (though this would be the case for shear relax-

ation in liquids). Rather, the nearest equivalent would be the relaxation of a polar liquid.

Data connecting dielectric relaxation and IR absorption were recently published for the
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Fig. 18. Analog of Fig. 17 for absorption of mechanical energy in the same system, based
on limited ultrasonic [IlI and Brillouin scattering [31] data. For comparison, data for absorp-
tion of electromagnetic waves by a relaxing dipolar fluid, propane diol [47] over the same
frequency range are included. Both seem to have similar ct - f" backgrounds over the
major part of the frequency range. An Arrhenius temperature dependence for the acoustic
absorption coefficient (at the frequency of the loss maximum) is a novel observation to the
best of our knowledge.

case of propane diol [351 and are reproduced in Fig. 18, lower curves, to provide a basis for
comparison with the mechanical analogue which we now discuss.

We choose for our example the case of one of the silver superionic glasses, 0.6AgI

O.4(Ag 202B20 3) for which some data are available. Figure 13, for example shows that

the peak absorption in the GHz range 3.1 x 10' Np m-1 at 499 K [13]. Figure 14 includes

data from the ultrasonic study of Carini et al. [I11]. At the ultrasonic frequencies the peak
values prove to be smaller in direct proportion to the lower frequency of the measurement,
hence behave Like their dielectric equivalent. These peak absorption data are entered in
Fig. 18 as functions of frequency part (a) and of reciprocal temperature in part (b), as in
Fig. 17. A few off peak absorptions at different ultrasonic frequencies allow us to estimate
the form of the acoustic absorption 'waves' at different temperatures. We do not have the
equivalent of a far infrared absorption coefficient for the mechanical modes but we do

know that longitudinal acoustic excitations with the normal velocity of sound are observ-
able in some glasses by neutron scattering in the equivalent of the second Brillouin zone at
wave vectors for which the wave length is of order 10 A [36]. Furthermore, these excita-
tions [37] are not observable at large wave vectors in liquid or glassy states implying over-
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damping. Therefore, we can write, for the smallest physically meaningful wave length

, which is the interatomic spacing,

aX > 1 (6)

which implies that the wave is completely damped in a simple wavelength. Furthermore

this limiting high absorption coefficient will occur at a frequency given by

Xmi f. = v , (7)

where a is the velocity of sound. Substituting v= 2 X 10' cm sec 1 [Ill] and X,,, = 2 X 10-

cm we find from eqns. (6) and (7) that a,..- = 5x107 cm-I at f = lxlO13 Hz. Entering this

value in Fig. 18 and making the most natural connections to the variable temperature

curves passing through lower frequency points [12] we recover a pattern quite similar to that

for dielectric relaxation. The main difference is a more prominent peak absorption. This

is due partly to the greater broadness of the mechanical relaxation which diminishes the

maximum absorptivity of the lower frequency peaks, and partly we suppose to the different

physics involved in the two highest frequency peaks. By different physics we mean that

the wavelength of the excitation being damped at the mechanical absorption peak is quite

different from that of the optical mode which is being excited at the center of the glassy

state equivalent of the crystalline state Brillouin zone. The latter is strongly, but not com-

pletely, absorbed.

We find it of interest that, despite the different physics, there should be as much simi-

larity as there is in the two cases. In particular it appears that there is a mechanical

equivalent of the source of constant loss per unit wavelength at frequencies well above the

relaxation peak. This is the contribution which is responsible for the failure of both simple

Debye and non-exponential relaxation theories for dielectric relaxation, which both predict

steps in the loga vs. logf plot rather than the o = f' (with a = 1) relationship extending up

to the infrared which is found experimentally [2]. (We should note, however, that Funke and

coworkers have recently reported the observation of short steps in the AC conductivity just

below the far IR resonance absorption region in the case of certain model molten salt and

solid electrolyte systems, as anticipated by their jump relaxation model [38]. It will be neces-

sary to resolve the origin of these experimental differences and, if steps are confirmed,

examine why their mechanical equivalent is not seen in Fig. 18 in the same (microwave

frequency) region).

DISCUSSION

In seeking physical origins for differences in the electrical and mechanical relaxation

responses due to mobile ion motion in glasses, two possibilities come to mind.
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The first and most obvious is the fact that the electrical relaxation in a conducting

glass is a non-polarizing response 12]. By this we mean that when ions move in response to

the electrical field they are capable of completely relaxing any perturbation due to an

instantaneously created field e.g. a field produced by sudden application of a charge on one

side of the conducting sample. This contrasts with the response of a dielectric fluid which

polarizes to a well-defined time-independent terminal state. Likewise, the mechanical

response, in the case of a substance which is already in the glassy state, is a polarizing

response; the displaced ions can only move so far, and the stress be relaxed by a

corresponding amount, before a resistance to further polarization is met. The implication is

that in the latter case all the modes of motion which can relax the stress in this frequency

range will be activated before the final state of polarization is achieved whereas in a non-

polarizing response, certain modes of the same character, but characterized by longer relax-

ation times* will not be explored because of the easier route to stress relaxation offered by

the lower barrier pathway. In this light, it would be reasonable to expect, for mechanical

relaxation, a broader relaxation spectrum particularly at low frequencies.

It may well be that, if cluster models gain acceptance [38], the distinction between

mechanical and electrical relaxations will become a valuable tool for characterizing the

relation between 'tissue' and 'cluster' properties. Differences in the spectral shapes, for

instance, could indicate the presence of clustering (which would not generally be related to

whether the system is superionic or not) while a similarity of form (both relaxations being

KWW in form but differing in width) could indicate a more homogeneous microtopology.

Of particular importance in this respect would be a combination of these studies with more

micros63pic relaxation probes such as NMR [40] or probe ion electronic spectroscopy [421 so

that te sort of sites associated with excess slow mechanical energy absorption can be

charicterized. A greater temperature dependence for the broader mechanical spectra may

also be a characteristic of clustered systems. It should be mentioned here, however, that

computer simulations of superionic systems 143], like the LiCI-Li2B4 ,7 system 131, 43, 44], do

not show any evidence of clustering, according to 3D images of the structure. Furthermore,

the calculations show that these solutions evidently form with a significant decrease in

energy and with negative deviations from ideal mixing volume laws, i.e. they tend to order

rather than to cluster. Neutron scattering patterns on AgI-containing glasses show a

remarkable pre-peaks [451 implying some sort of longer range ordering occurs but it is not

clear at this time whether that is due to ordering or to clustering, and the lithium chloro-

borate glasses do not show a similar peak (451.

$ (e.g., relaxation within the clusters of various glass theories, in particular the 'cluster
bypass' model of Ingram 1391 described in this volume (which has elements in coamon with
the 'diffusion pathway' myiel of Minami [401.
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The second possibility for interpreting the difference in electrical and mechanical

relaxation characteristics is that the difference is related to the different nature of the stress

fields and the manner in which they couple to mobile elements of the structure. The

mechanical stress couples through the repulsive potential which mostly determines the

steric arrangements of particles in the glass, while the electrical stress couples through a

longer range coulomb interaction. It is perhaps surprising that there is as much similarity

in the response functions as there is. Indeed the similarity may reflect the degree of res-

triction on the manner in which any stress irrespective of coupling mechanism, can be

relieved in a glassy material.

CONCLUSIONS

In this review we have concentrated on presenting a systematic account of
phenomenology of mechanical and electrical relaxation processes due to mobile ions in

glassy structures, at the expense of theoretical interpretation. We believe that, with the

recent acquisition of short time mechanical relaxation data on the systems

LiCl-Li2B407 [311, a system which can be computer simulated with adequate pairwise addi-

tive rigid ion potentials in the same time scale range [43], some rapid progress in under-

standing of structures and relaxation mechanisms in superionic glasses will be possible.

We therefore defer evaluation of theoretical models [46-51] until the new information allows

the mechanistic basis of fast ion motion in glasses to be better established. Clearly this is

a research area with challenging problems in an era of rapid development.
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To observe whether pressure acting on the liquid state of a fast ion coi. ,-mieg solid electrolyte has a very different
effect from pressure acting on the fixed structure vitreous state, measurements have been performed on (Agl) 40 (AgPO3 )60 over
a range of pressures and temperatures. Below T.. conductivity decreases according to classic transition state theory expressions
with volume of activation close to the mobile ion volume. Pressure applied near and above T. has only a slightly different effect
than the same pressure applied well below T. below, in contrast to the strong pressure effect on viscosity above T. An explanation
links weak pressure effects to previously known weak quenching (fictive temperature) effects, through the high decoupling index.

1. Introduction 2. Experimental aspects

While there have been a great many studies of Samples of AgI-AgPO 3 glass nominally of com-

electrical conductivity in glassy phases containing position 40 mol% AgI were prepared by fusion of

silver and other mobile cations [ 1-3] very few have weiged quantities of analytical grade AgI and
dealt with the effects of pressure. Those that have AgNO3 and (NH 4 )3PO4. The second sample ap-
[4-7 ]. have in all cases considered only the effect of pears, from the lower conductivity data, to have lost

pressure on the glassy state of the substance under some iodide by air oxidation during melting (which

investigation, leaving uninvestigated the effects of is not of importance to the main points of this study).

pressure on a fast ion structure which can rearrange The melt was poured into the twin electrode cell of

in response to the pressure. In such stuties both de- design shown in fig. 1, so as to cover the electrodes

creases of conductivity [4,5,71 and also rather large to a depth of at least 2 mm. The depth was chosen

increases [6 ] in conductivity have been observed, so as to avoid interference of the miniscus with the

depending on the temperature of study and the type conductance path while maintaining the sample small

of cell construction employed. We felt that if in fact enough to minimize the danger of sample cracking.

conductivity increases with pressure are obtainable This cell plus sample was immersed in oil in the in-

then the possibility of freezing in the structures which terior of a steel pressure bomb described elsewhere

are responsible (by vitrifying the liquid while under 110], and subjected to pressure and temperature

pressure) should be explored. We have therefore variations as described below.

chosen the much studied system AgI +AgPO 3 [1- The cell constant was determined with N/ 10 KCI

3,8,9] for a trial investigation of this phenomenol- solution, and was found to be 0.50 cm-1.

ogy. The AgPO 3-based glass has the advantage that The conductivity was measured using a GenRad

at high AgI contents the glass transition temperature Digibridge Model No. 1689 with frequency varying

is sufficiently low that oil in contact with the sample between 5 and 10' Hz, in two sequences, as follows.

can be used as the pressure-transmitting medium. In the first series data were taken during increasing
and decreasing pressure at room temperature to a
limit of 1600 bar with the first sample, and up to 1400
bar with the second. In the second series, and using

0 167-2738/89/$ 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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the second sample, a cyclic path was followed with The values of AVobtained from the slopes of the fig.

the object of separating liquid-like from glass-like ef- la plots are 2.6 and 3.8 cm-/mole respectively which

fects of pressure on the conductivity. Starting at room compare reasonably well with the volume of a mole
temperature the temperature was raised until the of silver ions of radius 0.95 A. Vm=2.6 cm 3/mole.
value 57.5-C (somewhat below T, so that thermal Hamann [4] found AV=3.5±0.3 cm3/mol for Na+

annealing and crystallisation would be avoided) was conducting in sodium silicate glass (rN., =0.95 A).
reached, at which point the pressure of 1500 bar was In each case the activation volume is a little greater
applied. After waiting for a sufficient period for than the ionic volume, though this would be re-

complete structural equilibrium to be reached, the versed if we used the Goldschmidt radius for Ag + .

conductivity was measured during steadily decreas- If we assign rAg. = 1.26 A. for instance, the ionic vol-
ing temperature back to room temperature. At this ume becomes 5.0 cc/mole. The smaller activation

point pressure was released resulting in a solid-like volume would in this case need to be explained in

decompression and an increase of conductivity. The terms of the higher polarisability of the Ag ' ion. The

conductivity was then measured while the temper- larger Van der Waals attraction for I- anions makes
ature again raised until T. was passed and the fro- possible a closer approach in the transition state.
zen-in compression from run 2 was released result- The results of principal interest for this study,
ing in a further conductivity increase. The however, are contained in fig. Ib. where we compare

temperature was then lowered to verify that the the effects of pressure on solid and liquid states of
starting conductivity at I atmosphere pressure and
room temperature could be re-established. S

--2.2

3. Results -24
b SAMPLE 2, 338*c

The results of the two series of measurements are a 26 500 0 500-2 500 ,ooo 1500
shown in figs. la and b. The solid circle in fig. la is pressure/bar
from the earlier ambient pressure study of Malugani ...1
et al. [ 8 . (b)¢: ,,,

There is a substantial difference between the con- -20 - MGM

ductivities of the two samples, which is probably due
to air oxidation of iodide in the melt in the second
case. However, the interest of the present study lies _U
in variations of the conductivity with pressure at dif- -,,:, RUN 3

ferent temperatures, and the absolute accuracy of the b -25 -FINAL

measurements is not of great importance. It can be Run 1 1 bar

seen that the pressure dependence of the conductiv- Run 2 1000 bar RUN 2 RUN I

ity is very similar in the two cases. Run 3 1 bar

I I , .

2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4
4. Discussion OOO K/T

Fig. I. (a) Effect of pressure on two 4Agl.6AgPO3 glasses, far

The effect of pressure on the glass at temperatures below T.. (0) increasing pressure, (A ) decreasing pressure. (0)
far below the glass transition is as might be expected datum from ref. [81; (b) temperature dependence ofconductiv-
from previous studies [ 4,5 ]. The slope of the fig. I a ity of sample 2 of part (a) under ambient pressure (run I ) after

plot can be converted to a volume of activation AV compression to 1000 bar at 551C close to T. (run 2) and after
decompression at room temperature, (run 3). Note restoration

using the standard transition state expression of original conductivity on relaxation above 55'C. Insert: The 4

d log cr,'dP= - AT l/RT. ) mm cell. and twin electrode suspension leads are shown inside a
section of the pressure bomb.
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the sample. For instance, the compression at 57.5 °C, [13 ] have emphasized, the coiductivity at T, can be
at the limit of run 1 shows the combined effect of related to the difference in the E parameters of the
elastic (solid-like) and relaxational (liquid-like) Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher equaton for transport
compression on the conductivity, properties

Decompression at room temperature at the end of a, ip',D/T=Aexp-(BJ(T-TO)
run 2. on the other hand. shows only the contribu-
tion of elastic compression to the conductivity since where A,, B, and To are constants, since this differ-
no configurational change can occur at 600 below T, ence will determine the decoupling index T,/T, at T
on a short time scale. The effect of temperature on [2]. It might therefore be anticipated that the mag-
the conductivity of a glass with frozen-in configu- nitude of the configurational (liquid-like) compres-
rational compression is seen in fig. I run 3. The sion effects on the conductivity will reflect the mag-
depression of conductivity due to the frozen-in com- nitude of decoupling of conductivity from structure.
pressed state Aa (conf) is released at the end of path hence that Atronf/Aa~oaj for a given pressure, will be
3 as the temperature approaches the glass transition proportional to the ratio Bo/B,. We note that
temperature: the restoration of the original I at- Kawamura and Shimoji have suggested this ratio as
mosphere pressure conductivity at high temperature a quality index for superionic conductors. For the
is obser,,ed satisfactorily. This is confirmed by the liquid states of superionic conductors B, is much
conductivity of the same sample on return to am- smaller than B, [13.14]. Unfortunately, there is cur-
bient temperature, as shown by the filled symbol at rently a lack of information on the viscosity of the
the end. Evidently the configurational contribution liquid state of fast ion conducting glasses, so the cor-
to the conductivity is relatively small. rectness of the anticipated relationship cannot be

It is striking that the elastic effect is much larger checked at this time.
than the relaxation (or configurational) effect. In-
deed. in some preliminary experiments conducted at This work was supported by the Office of Naval
constant temperature above T. it appeared that (in Research under Agreement No. N00014-84-K-2089.
disaccord with the fig. l b result) the effect of pres-
sure on the liquid was actually smaller than that on References
the glass. In neither case. however, was there any
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ABSTRACT

In this contribution we discuss the potential of glassy solids to solve the prob-
lem of solid electrolyte requirements for electrical power systems. We commence
with a comparison of the rival amorphous systems, the fast ion glasses and the ion
conducting polymer electrolyte solutions. Both can be related to the familiar aque-
ous electrolyte systems by concentration on the one hand and by solvent polymeri-
zation on the other. Essential difference between the physics of electrical conduc-
tion in the two cases will be discussed.

We will then concentrate on the vitreous electrolytes, considering how they are
formed from the liquid state and the origin of the decoupling of conducting from
viscous modes which must occur during the cooling process in order for fast ion
conduction to be possible. With this phenomenology established, we will consider
the different chemical factors which lead a given type of vitreous system to have
superionic conducting properties. We consider cases of cation, proton, and anion
conduction and give examples of the current best performing systems in each class.

Finally, we consider wider aspects of the problem by discussing other physical
manifestations of the presence of mobile ions in the glassy structure and will specu-
late on the existence and character of a subsidiary mobile ion "glass transition"
which must occur at lower temperatures. Finally, we consider models for conduct-
ing glasses and for the conduction mechanism and discuss some controversial issues
associated with each of these areas. The application of computer simulation tech-
niques to this problem will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing demands are being placed on glasses with energy device potential
as applications extend to remote power and communications in hostile cold and
high vacuum conditions in polar and space applications. These have generated the
need for electrochemical devices which contain no crystallizing or vaporizing
materials to replace the usual liquid electrolyte devices. The high conductivity of
aqueous electrolyte solutions has been the primary reason that so many battery sys-
tems have used them as the electrolytic part of the circuit. The reason that aqueous
solutions are so satisfactory in this respect is that they combine the conditions of
high dielectric constant (necessary to ensure separation of ionic species as
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individual ions) with a low solvent viscosity which ensures that the drag exerted on

the moving ions is minimized.

Any attempt to produce solid electrolytes must deal with the problem of main-

taining, to the maximum extent, these latter two conditions. There are a few quite

different approaches to accomplishing this aim.(1"4) One is to substitute for the
aqueous environment a polymeric solvent. When the solvating groups are joined
together into a macromolecule the vapor pressure of the solvent falls to zero.
Further, if the polymer is of the appropriate structure, it is unabie to undergo a cry-
stallization process, thereby guaranteeing that the modes of motion necessary for

migration of ions are maintained down to the much lower glass transition tempera-
ture T.. When the polymer chains are sufficiently long another objective is simul-
taneously met; the chain entanglement phenomenon leads to the acquisition of a
shear rigidity for the electrolyte solution so that the ability to flow disappears. (5 (at

a temperature well above Tg). In this respect, a "solid" is produced, although

microscopically the motion of the polymer chain segments continues to resemble
that of a liquid, thus making possible the continued migration of the ions down to
Tg.

The interaction between the ions and the solvating groups remains strong (as
in water) so that the ion migration is coupled to the solvent relaxation. (6) If the tem-
perature is lowered enough for the polymer to undergo the so-called glass transition
where the chain segment rearrangement motion ceases, the electrical conductivity
simultaneously vanishes. This is not the case in the alternative route to solid state
electrolytes on which we will concentrate in this article. The alternative route we
consider is that by which we obtain a vitreous phase as a result of systematic remo-
val of the solvent species,e.g., by evaporation.

Under certain circumstances, the less highly charged ions in aqueous solution
of certain salt mixtures can retain their mobility in the liquid while the solution is
being concentrated indeed they can remain mobile in the absence of any solvent at
all. This happens if a structuring of the complex ionic mixture occurs which leaves
certain ions occupying channels in the structure along which migration can occur
with relatively little resistance from the remainder. In practice such structures are
produced by fusing the appropriate mixture of salts and cooling into the glassy
state. (7) In the liquid state of such systems, all ions migrate at roughly comparable
rates. As the liquid is cooled down, however, the rate at which the majority of the

species slow down greatly exceeds the rate at which a minority of mobile, or
decoupled, ions slow down. The result is that the glassy state may be entered while
a fraction of the ions remains almost as free to move as in the hot liquid. Such dis-
tinctions may be revealed by comparing the "activation energies" for conductivity
with those for viscosity in the same melts.09 )
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The above points are illustrated by the set of activation energies displayed in
Fig. 1 for aqueous electrolyte solutions, polymer electrolyte solutions and a molten
salt which vitrifies to a fast ion conducting glass. All of the systems show compar-
able viscosity activation energy/temperature relations which are typical of ionic
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Tg-scaled temperature dependences of activation energies for
conductivity and viscosity in three liquids: a salt-in-polymer solution, a salt-in-water solu-
tion, and molten salt mixture. The viscosities for all systems, and the conductivities of the
solutions, behave the same strongly temperature dependent way. The low, and weakly tem-
perature dependent, barrier for the molten salt conductivity results in a superionic conduct-
ing glassy state.
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glassforming materials(7 ) and show an activation energy which diverges as the glass
transition is approached. In the aqueous solution and polymer solution cases, the
electrical conductivity activation energy shows the same behavior but in the glassy
electrolyte the latter remains small at all temperatures. The ratio of viscosity to
electrical conductivity activation energy can serve as an index of the quality of the
system as a solid electrolyte(s ) which is in some ways superior to the "decoupling
index" used frequently for this purpose in the past (2). The advantage of the activa-
tion energy ratio is that it remains constant over considerable ranges of temperature
(e.g. in the high temperature Vogel-Fulcher region of the liquid, and in the low
temperature Arrhenius region) while the "decoupling index", which is a ratio of
relaxation times for shear and electrical stresses, varies continuously.
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Figure 2. Arrhenius plots of conductivity data for glasses of different Tg and different
decoupling indices showing how both factors play a role in determining the ambient tem-
perature conductivity (part a). Part (b) shows how the relative decoupling in different cases
can be displayed by a T.-scaled Arrhenius plot'
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The latter, on the other hand, gives a direct indication of the extent to which the
conductivity can proceed independent of the viscous processes in the medium. As
will be seen, the decoupling index can reach values as high as l14. Another use-
ful way of comparing the effectiveness of the mobile ion decoupling from the
majority motions in a glassforming system is to put the conductivity data in a
reduced form using the ratio T./T in place of the reciprocal temperature of the nor-
mal Arrhenius plot. A set of data for different fast ion glass systems is shown in
Fig. 2. In the best cases it can be seen that passage through the glass transition at
Tg/T = 1.0 has almost no effect on the conductivity of the material.

It is clearly of interest to examine the chemical factors which lead to behavior
of this type. We do this in the following section.

SYSTEMS YIELDING FAST CATION AND FAST ANION CONDUCTING
GLASSES

Cationic Conductors

The most studied of the cationic fast conducting glasses have been those in
which the component AgI ib dissolved in an oxide glass consisting of Ag 2O and
ore of the common Lewis acid glassformers. (9) The two most widely studied cases
are those in which the Lewis acid is P20 5 or B20 3, the latter system being particu-
larly interesting not only because of the apparently high decoupling indexes but also
because of the high glass transition temperatures which it exhibits even at a mole
fraction of silver iodide as high as 0.7(0O). Not only have the glassforming regions
and the conductivities in these regions been determined for this system, but a range
of mechanical relaxation studies extending over 10 orders of magnitude in fre-
quency have n conducted. Some of these we will discuss in more detail later
on.

Glasses with high conductivities can also be formed with the Lewis acids
GeO 2

(11 ) and no doubt Bi 20 3, TeO2, etc., but these have been less studied. The
thio-analogs of such systems have also been broadly investigated and, although
more difficult to work with because of their tendency to oxidize and to absorb
water, they bestow the advantage of lower glass transition temperatures and thus
higher conductivities, see Fig. 3. The highest ambient temperature conductivity yet
reported is found in the system AgI-Ag 2S-B 2S 3.

(2 13 ).

Slightly less complex in character are the related glasses in which silver iodide
is mixed with an oxysalt of silver, such as Ag 2MoO 4 or Ag 2CrO4. These are spe-

cial cases of the first group in which the Lewis acid base reaction has been taken to
the last stage when all Lr'-O-L' bridges (L " is the Lewis acid cation e.g.
B3+, P5', Cr6) have been broken. They provide outstanding examples of the
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breakdown of the Zachariasen rules for glassforming systems. Presumably, their
glassforming ability is a consequence of the low lattice energies of their crystalline
forms which causes them to melt at temperatures where the interionic interactions
are still strong relative to kT. The result is a high viscosity at the liquidus tempera-
ture hence slow crystallisation kinetics. An interesting exception to the latter gen-
eralisation is the system AgI-Ag 2SO4 which, despite exceptionally low liquidus
temperatures, can only be vitrified by extremely fast quenching. There appear to be
anomalously high nucleation rates in this system, perhaps associated with the
nucleation of superionic anion-disordered crystals of entropy almost as high as those
of the liquid from which they form.(1 4) Some interesting behavior is found in ter-
nary systems in which the oxyanion shape is maintained constant, but the size is
varied by changing the atom at the tetrahedron center from a small Se(VI) to the
larger W(VI). ( 14 ) The (AgI-Ag 2M[Vl]0 4 ) systems are characterized by low glass
transition temperatures which, according to Fig. 2a, favors high ambient temperature
conductivity, even when the decoupling indices are not exceptionally high.

The thio-analogs of these systems have so far not been studied to the best of
the writer's knowledge. It seems reasonable, in view of the favorable effects of
sulfide incorporation in oxide systems studied to date, to expect favorable conse-
quences though it is also possible that the glass transition temperatures will become
too low to be practical.

More recent and interesting amongst the cation-conducting superionic glass
discoveries are those in which the maximum conductivity is not conditioned by the
maximum content of ac-AgI or its analog. There are two cases, each based on Ag +

conductivity, in which the best conducting composition is a glass close in C-3mposi-
tion, and probably therefore similar in microstructure, to a superionic crystal of
structure related to AgI. The crystal structures in question are RbAg 4I5 and Ag3SI.
A vitreous phase analogous to the first of these was reported by Liu, et. al.(15 ) in the
ternary system AgI-AgCl-CsCI, and presumably owes its existence to the disorder
associated with the mixing of anions. The glass related to Ag 3SI is a composition
almost identical to the crystal compound itself, but one which is stabilized in the
glassy state (i.e., the crystallization kinetics slowed down in the liquid) by addition
of a relatively small amount of a third component.(06 ) Sun et. al.( 16) found that
As2S3 and Sb 2S3 were satisfactory but a number of others will probably also serve.
Using twin roller quenching, the glassforming region can be pushed almost to the
AgI-Ag2 S boundary. The possibility that mixing halide ions at the AgX-Ag2S
stoichiometry might as in the first case, promote glass formation, has not yet been
investigated. The glass transition temperatures in each of these cases are very low
and the ambient temperature conductivity of 0.9Ag 3SI..lAs2 S3 is among the
highest yet recorded (16).
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Most of the efforts to interpret the high conductivity of glasses in the AgI-Ag
oxysalt systems have involved the assumption that some form of clustering of Agi
is occurring with intercluster connections allowing for fast Ag + diffusion throughout
the sample. Indeed, many of the properties in the pseudo-binary systems with AgI
as one component tend to the behavior of c-AgI (the high temperature superionic
phase of the pure compound) with increasing AgI content, (17) see Fig. 3. On the
other hand, such a postulate flies in the face of one of the very few thermodynamic
studies of solutions in this type of system (18 ) which showed clearly that the mixing
of AgI with the second component (in this case AgPO3) proceeded with the release
of energy. Exothermic mixing implies a tendency to chemically order rather than
to cluster, hence the AgI cluster hypothesis is not supported. We will discuss this
important question in considerable detail in a later section with particular reference
to the corresponding alkali halide + oxyanion systems.

0g 3 25T a-Agitcr),

" AgPO,-Agl AQWCM.Ag I _--

0 L

.

.12 -.

20 40 60 80 100
tool % (Li O, Li2S, AgIO

Figure 3. Variation of log conductivity of AgI-containing glasses indicating extrapolaion to
values for the fast conducting phase of crystalline silver iodide.

The superionic glasses with compositions essentially those of known
superionic crystals are clearly disordered systems imitating the structures of the
ordered phase. This implies that the decoupling which occurs during cooling is a
reflection of the way in which increasingly well-formed amorphous phase versions
of the open channel crystal structure can be generated as the configurational degen-
eracy of the hot liquid is reduced on cooling. In general, it must then be expected
that the conductivity of glasses of these compositions will fall below those of the
parent crystals, (a relation which is by no means general among ion conducting sys-
tems: vitrification may produce a conducting phase from an insulating crystalline
material, as in the case of the lithium niobate glasses obtained by roller quenching).
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All of the above Ag+-conducting systems presumably have analogs in which

the fast ion is Cu+ , or in some cases I1r. We will not discuss these here except to

note that an attempt to obtain glasses with properties approaching the exceptional

conductivity of the crystal RbCu415, was not successful.(19 )

More important for high energy solid state batteries are the glasses in which
the mobile cation is an alkali metal. Academically, these are also interesting

because of the greater fidelity with which their behavior can be simulated by the
methods of molecular dynamics due to the simpler forms of the pair interaction

potentials which are appropriate for the inert gas structure cations.

Most of the principles governing the formation of silver ion-conducting glases

apply to the alkali containing systems. Thus the best ambient temperature alkali

conducting glass is a low Tg system containing an alkali iodide, LiI, in large mole

fraction in a thio analog of an oxysalt viz. Li4P 2S 7
2°a) or Li2S'B 2S 3.20b) On the

other hand, the equivalent of the AgI-Ag oxysalt and the AgI-CsCl type glasses are

not yet known.

The most studied of these systems are the cases LiI-LiPO3 and LiI- LiP2S7.

The glasses, however, are hygroscopic and relatively difficult to work with, and for

many purposes the less hygroscopic chloroborate systems have been preferred. A
system on which a great deal of work has recently been performed is the system

LiC1-Li20-B 20 3 described initially by Button, et. aL(21). Again, the highest con-

ductivities are found at the edge of the glassforming range at the maximum LiCl
content. The LiCl solubility in Li2O-nB2O 3 (n=1,2,3) is significantly higher than

that of LiBr or Lii so the LiCl-based system has the highest conductivity. We will

discuss this system, with respect to structural insights from computer simulation stu-

dies, later on. For the moment we only note the existence of the naturally occur-
ring compound boracite, the composition of which is 2LiC1.2Li2O3B20 3, and the

implication that a chemical ordering of LiCI in the glass may be involved in its

favorable conductivity.

Again, as in the case of the silver containing systems, there are similar systems

based on other Lewis acid oxides, GeO2, P 20 5, TeO2, etc., and also there are higher

conducting thio-analogs. A notable feature of the latter systems is that the
glassforming range always extends to higher alkali in the case of thio rather than

oxy compounds, e.g. where the orthosilicate glasses can only be obtained under

extreme quenching conditions,(22) it is easy to obtain thio-based analog glasses at

compositions even exceeding the ortho-thio-silicate composition. (23) Oddly enough it

does not appear that the conductivity is as strongly favored by high basiccy in these
systems as in the oxides.

Among the more practical alkali conducting glasses, although certainly not the

highest conducting at ambient temperatures, are the "Nasiglass" type compositions
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described by Susman, CL al.(24) These are glassy analogs of the complex zirconium
phosphosilicate "Nasicon" type fast ion conducting crystals, and owe their proper-
ties to the open network structure characteristic of the latter compound. These are
systems with high glass transition temperatures and almost complete decoupling, see
Fig. 2b. The decoupling index for Nasiglass at its Tg, for instance, is 1014.

Anion-Conducting Glasses

Although fluoride anion conducting glasses such as the lead fluorosilicates (25)

have been known for a long time, it is only recently that concerted efforts to obtain
really high fluoride ion-conducting glasses have been made. The best cases so far
reported have been those with high PbF2 contents. These glasses are not obtained
in the system which first comes to mind (PbF 2 + Pb(P0 3)2 ) which only vitrifies at
high Pb(P0 3)2 contents (26). However, it turns out that either a replacement of
Pb(P0 3) 2 by Al(PO3)3

(27) or addition of a third component such as MnF 2 to the all-

lead cation system,(28) gives easy vitrification at lead fluoride contents as high as 80
mole percent. While by no means rivalling the silver or alkali cation conducting
glasses, these latter anion-conducting systems and some B20 3-based analogs(29)

reach conductivities of 10-4 QO'cm - at 2000C, comparable with Na20-2B20 3.
Some data are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Arrhenius plots of data for high fluoride ion conductivity glasses. Comparisons
are made with crystalline V$-PbF 2 and PbSnF4, the best fluoride ion solid electrolytes
known. (from ref. 27, reproduced by permission).
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The best crystalline fluoride ion conductor is the compound PbSnF4 which shows a
remarkable 10-t l- 1cn - 1 at ambient temperature (see Fig. 4). Attempts to imitate
this structure within the glassy state by addition of SnF2 to the PbF2+Pb(PO3)2 sys-
tem, however, failed due to unsatisfactory glassforming ability. It now appears that
extremely high fluoride ion conductivity may be obtained in a stannous fluoride-rich
composition based on the binary SnF2+Sn(PO 3)2 described by Tick, et- al.(3 )

Details have yet to be published. Mixed Anion-Cation Conducting Glasses

Since the system PbF2-AI(P0O 3)3 when rich in PbF2 is a good fluoride ion con-
ducting system and since one of the more startling early discoveries of high alkali
conducting glasses was the LiF-AI(PO3)3 glass rich in LiF, it is reasonable to
inquire about the possibility of pseudo-binary glasses cutting across the
PbF 2-LiF-Al(PO 3)3 system in which there is a transition from anion conduction to
cation conduction. A hint that interesting phenomenology in such systems would
be found was given by the study of Reau, et. al.(31) on the effect of LiF additions to
a fluorozirconate anion-conducting glass. These authors showed that a sharp
minimum in the ionic conductivity occurred at 20% added LiF where they supposed
the transition from anion to cation conduction occurred.

A detailed study of the more straight-forward ternary system,
LiF-PbF2-AI(PO 3)3 at constant 20 mole % AI(P0 3)3 has allowed some clarification
of this interesting situation. In brief, Kulkarni and the author(28 b) concluded that the
conductivity minimum is not due to a mobility crossover but is instead just a
reflection of a minimum in the glass transition temperature and, more important, in
the decoupling index. Their best estimate was that the changeover from anionic to
cationic conductivity occurred at a higher LiF content of about 50 mol % and was
indicated by a maximum in the dispersion of the electrical modulus. A resolution
of this problem should be available through suitable pulsed-gradient diffusion
coefficient measurements since both Li and F are very favorable nuclei for NMR
studies.

COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDIES OF FAST ION CONDUCTING
GLASSES

The power of computer simulation to give detailed molecular level information
on particle dynamics and structure in condensed phases has so far been little applied
to the problem of fast ion motion in glassy solids. Some introductory results, whici,
were limited by the short simulation runs feasible at the time, were reported for a
classical alkali silicate system (32) and also a fluoride anion conductor (33) in this
laboratory in 1981-2. Cheeseman(34) has since produced and circulated p c udo-3D
movies of sodium silicate and lithium chloroborate glasses. However, no detailed
studies have yet appeared. A new study by Syed et. al. (35 ) goes some way towards
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filling this gap.

Although the most interesting and structurally most controversial fast ion con-
ducting systems are those involving silver iodide dissolved in various oxyanion
matrices, these are the most difficult to simulate realistically because of the com-
plexity of the potentials needed to properly represent the highly polarizable Ag4 and
I- species. More feasible to simulate among the candidate materials for solid elec-
trolyte applications are the mixed alkali chloride-alkali borate glasses since pair
potentials of the Born-Mayer-Huggins type have long been known to permit realis-
tic simulations of the properties of alkali halides.(36.37) Furthermore good agreement
has been obtained 8' ,39) with the observed properties of B20 3 and alkali borosilicate
systems using potentials of the same type. We have simulated several composi-
tions, including the end members LiCl and Li20.2B20 3 , in both liquid and glassy
states. Details are reported elsewhere( 5) and we give here only some key findings.

In all compositions studied B3 " and 02- are slow-moving species with very
similar diffusivities while Li and Cl- are more mobile. Thus, during cooling, the
system becomes non-ergodic (fails to properly sample its configuration space, hence
enters the "glassy" state(4° )) first with respect to the structure of the strongly bonded
boron-oxygen network (perhaps better described as a trellis in this case) which
weaves through all the binary melts in this system. Plots of the mean squared dis-
placement of oxygen (which is the majority species in the composition
0.419(LiCI) 2"0.581(Li2O-2B 20 3 ) at the edge of the experimental glass-forming
range) show that below 2000K diffusion of oxygen has effectively ceased on the
time scale accessible to our simulation, hence the system has "vitrified." As
expected this occurs at a much higher temperature than Tg of the laboratory glass (-
770K). At the same temperature the Li4 species is still freely moving, though the
effective rigidification of the boron-oxygen network causes a pronounced change in
the temperature dependence of the Li' diffusivity. This is seen in Fig. 5 which
shows the behavior of all diffusing species in the above composition (except boron
which is omitted for clarity.) What is surprising and unexpected in Fig. 5 is that the
diffusivity of the chloride ion in the glassy state remains the same proportion of the
lithium ion diffusivity that it was in the liquid state. It is possible that this high
mobility of a large species, which would suggest "micro-pools" of liquid LiC in the
vitreous structure, is a consequence of the higher fictive temperature for the present
system and would not be found in the laboratory glass, but it certainly stimulates an
interest in determining experimentally whether Cl- is in fact mobile in the chloro-
borate glasses. In computing the electrical conductivity in the glassy states of our
system it is clearly necessary to take into account the chloride ion contribution.
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Nernst-Einstein equation to convert individual Li and Cl diffusion coefficients D i

into partial conductivities, ai according to

i = nizieDi/kBT

where n i is the number density of species i, zie is its charge (in coulombs), and the

results are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5. Temperatue-dependence of computed diffusivities as Arrhenius plots for all
species in the system Li202B203 + 41.9%(LiIC)2. Note how both Li+ and C- remain
mobile in the glass.

The agreement of the computed conductivity of lithium chloride with the clas-
sic results of van Atsdalen and Jaffe(4 1) is extremely good although this must be
partly fortuitous because we have neglected coulomb drag or ion pair migration
effects which cause the ~ 25% deviations from the Nernst-Einstein equation found
in laboratory studies. (42) The high temperature extensions of the experimental data
made possible by this calculation give an improved indication of the limiting high
conductivity for ionic systems and compare well with the values calculated from the
far infrared absorptivities of alkali glasses. (43) The much lower value of the high
temperature liquid conductivity for the chloroborate is misleading since the conduc-
tivity was calculated only from the lithium and chloride diffusivities. This is valid
for the glassy state but clearly underestimates the liquid state conductivity to which
contributions must be made from the (now rapidly rearranging) boroxy ZZ com-

ponent.
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The computed glassy conductivities for 4l.9(LiCl).58.l(Li20.2B20 3) are com-
pared with the experimental values in Fig. 6, open and filledcircles, respectively.
The simulated values are higher, and have a smaller activation energy. However,
this is expected since the very high fictive temperature of the computer glass leaves
the mobile species unusually free to move in comparison with the experimental sys-
tem. The fact that the difference is as small as it is at the experimental Tg in our
opinion enhances the possibility that chloride mobility will be found in the experi-
mental system. (The simulations suggest that the chloride diffusivity at the experi-
mental T. would be just within range of pulsed gradient NMR diffusion measure-
ments. Since these can now be studied at high temperatures, there is a reasonable
prospect that the simulation prediction can be checked in the near future.)

2
LiCI

- Simulohon
a experiment

0-

7: -I- , .lm ,

S-2- e
(enr)

4 49(L-C) 2 58 tLiz028 2 03 ) c
0Simulation (X L" + XCI-)

* Experiment

6 0 20 30
10' K/T

Figure 6. Arrhenius plots of calculated conductivity in liquid and glass states of
Li2 O'2B20 3 + 41.9% (LiCI)2, and liquid state of LiCl, compared with experimental data
for each case. Note-the excellent agreement in the case of liquid LiCl for which the simu-
lated system is in full equilibrium. The deviation from experiment for the glass is in the
direction expected from the high fictive temperature of the simulated glass.

A further comparison with experiment can be made using the light scattering
based observations by Borjesson and Torell(4 ) that a maximum damping of - 28
GHz phonons in the glass 41.9 (LiCl)2 -59.(Li2O-2B20 3 ) occurs at 2500C. This
was attributed to damping of the sound waves by Li diffusion on a time scale of
(2it(28x10 9)]-ls, or 5.6x10-12s. We may make a crude estimate of the expected
relaxation time from the Einstein equation D = 12/6t. If we assume the i+ ions
relax the stress by jumping an ionic radius (0.66 A) from their initial sites then we
can identify 'ru. with the t of the Einstein equation. Then, with Dki. at 523 K of -
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lx0 4-6 cm2 sec-1, we obtain 'U .= 7.3x10"12s. The agreement is closer than should

be expected, probably due to compensating fictive temperature and assumed jump

distance errors.

The structure of the glass responsible for this behavior is, of course, of interest

but space does not permit its discussion here. The reader is referred to a more

detailed description given elsewhere. (45)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The combination of laboratory and computer simulation studies of the same
systems is a frutiful one and deserves further development of particular interest in
the case of Nasiglas(24 ) in which extremely decoupled (2) Na+ motion is obtained
without resort to the addition of chloride or other low field anions. We will hope to
report on such studies at a future workshop.
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2 years as a lecturer in -hemical metallurgy he came back to the
I. Introduction United States as a Research Associate with D. M. Gruen at Ar-

gonne National Laooratory. In 1966 he joined Purdue University
The field of dynamic processes occurring within the as an Assistant Professor, becoming full Prqfessor in 1971. He

has profited from one-semester sabbatical leaves in Hollandglassy state of matter is too broad to be dealt with in (University of Amsterdam) in 1970, Australia (The National Univ-
a single article. There is, for instance, an enormous ersity) in 1975, and France (Inst Laue Langevin in 1979 and Ecoie
literature on the subject of tunneling modes (two-level de Physique et Chemie, Paris, in 1983). His research interests
systems) which leads glassy solids systematically to spread from water through aqueous and polyme'ic solutions to

molten salts, glassy solid electrolytes, and glassy solids in general.violate the Debe T law for the low-temperature heat w particular emphasis on the motion of particles and the time
capacity of solids To this must be added a relevant and scales on which stresses imposed on liquid and glassy systems are
rapidly growing literature on the "hole-burning" phe- relaxed. Recently he has become involved in geochemistry via his
nomenon. There is an even larger literature on sec- computer simulation and laboratory studies of liquid silicates and
ondary, tertiary, and quaternary relaxations in poly- in the properties of liquids at negative pressures. In 1989 he

m accepted a posti in the Department of Chemistry, Arizona Statemeric glasses, the understanding of which is of great .,University. where he is pursuing several new lines of research in
importance for many technological applications of cokaxation with ASU scientists specialized in high-pessure and
polymeric materials. Both of these research fields lie !nkroscience techniques.
outside this reviewer's area of interest and competence. ..
We will, accordingly, restrict out attention to a sub- Almost all liquids, when cooled either fast enough or
section of the broader subject and focus most of our in small enough sample sizes, will fail to find the
attention on the phenomenology of dynamic processes channel in phase space leading to the crystalline state.2
in ionic glasses at temperatures well above 0 K. How- Then as the particle kinetic energies become too small
ever, we will give an initial minireview section (section to permit diffusion, the viscosity diverges and the sys-
II) to locating the problem area that we will review tern becomes locked into the amorphous state as a glass.
within the broader subject. " Liquids as simple and familiar as toluene are easily
,< While the author knows of no previous review that vitrified in bulk, and even benzene may be vitrified on
attempts to cover the same range of subject matter from normal time scales when in the form of 2-300-A dro-
the same approach, there are a number of important plets in microemulsions. 3,4

articles, which review in greater depth than we can here, - . To many workers, the process of slowing down -)f the
various individual aspects of the subject. We assemble viscous -nodes, which is currently the subject of a great
these references, several of which appear in a current deal of experimental and theoretical activity, is one
thematic issue of Materials Chemistry and Physics aspect of glassy dynamics, and the absence of a detailed
(Vol. 23, nos. 1/2), in ref Ia. We will, however, refer discussion of the subject in this article may seem to be
to the most relevant articles individually in the text. a serious if not glaring omission. However, while slow-
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ing down in liquids is an area of great interest to this
author, it is his view that the behavior of an amorphous *.o., - ,, ,
phase in metastable equilibrium (i.e., when the sample 1.2 ...

under study is in internal equilibrium both before and -A.-
after it is probed by the experimentalist) belongs to the it s -. ', "
field of liquid state, not glassy state, studies. Thus the
many studies on dielectric relaxation, ultrasonic and Io, ; -

hypersonic relaxation, NMR, and ac heat capacity in P,
viscous liquids s will be excluded from the review. ,c0- ".
Rather, the review will focus on those modes of motion - .
that remain active in the temperature (or pressure) 10
regime that lies below tor above) the glass transition
temperature (or pressure), i.e., in the state in which the c 5

majority of the particles in the system are "frozen" into
a fixed configuration. The actual configuration is, of
course, not unique, and much of the behavior that we 0 0 C.2 C 06 1C .2 a

will review will in fact be determined by the manner in
which the system passes initially into the glassy" (i.e., Figure 1. Dependence of glass density on quenching rate q using
nonergodic) state. Let us thus first examine ae process reduced variables. For methylc.-ciohexane q = -10 K/min. whilefor 1.J argon q = -10-2 Kiruin 1 by- computer simulation). Cor-of vitrification, responding states are states o. equal diffusivities. D = 10't cm2

s'1. Reprinted from ref 10: cop-'ight 1981 New York Academy
II. Vitrification, Primary and Secondary of Sciences.
Relaxation Processes in Amorphous Systems, different cooling or compression rates. It is smallest for

systems that have very large temperature dependences
Vitrification occurs because of the crossing of the of their relaxation times in the region where equilibrium

intrinsic liquid relaxation time scale and the external, is being lost and that also have only narrow distribu-
experimentalist-controlled, observation time scale. Let tions of relaxation times. Since distributions tend to
us consider cooling as a series of stepwrise decreases in be narrowed under conditions where the temperature
temperature followed by short (isothermal) equilibra- dependence is smaller 6e... I, -strong". as opposed to
tion periods. Initially, when the liquid relaxation time "fragile', 9 liquids being vitrified on normal time scales
is very short, the equilibration time At is quite sufficient or (ii) fragile liquids being vitrified on short. as opposed
for the system to explore its full configuration space to long, time scales). these effects are somewhat related.
before the next drop in temperature AT occurs. How- However. it is not of greaz importance for the purpose
ever, because the relaxation time - is increasing with of this review that the relationships be analyzed. It is
decreasing temperature (at a rate that depends on the important, however, to emphasize the differences in
liquid -fragility'; see below) at some point during the density of the vitrified material that may result from
cooling, a temperature must be reached at which the differences in the rate of cooling through the glass
liquid will not be fully equilibrated (ergodic) before the transformation range. since the packing in the glass may
next AT decreaz, irn temperature occurs. Since, after be expected to play an important role in the dynamics
this next AT, the mismatch of - and At will be worse, of processes occurring in the glassy structure.
so the degree of equilibration achieved in the next (and Figure 1 shows, in reduced units, an extreme case l °

in each subsequent) AT, will rapidly diminish-and will where we compare the densities of two van der Waals
soon become undetectable (see Figure 5 of ref 6). At glasses, one (methylcyclohexane) produced by ordinary
this point the liquid configuration (its "structure") has laboratory time scale cooling and the other (Lennard-
become fixed except for minor adjustments due to de- Jones argon) produced by the very fast quenching
creasing vibrational anharmonicity and to more or less procedure employed (faute de mieux) in molecular dy-
localized, low energy barrier, configurational namics computer simulation -experiments". The cor-
adjustments-the so-called secondary relaxations on responding states used in the reduction (which are ex-
which this review will be focused. The substance is said plained in the original publication6" 0 ) were chosen as
to be "vitreous" and textbooks describe it as a "frozen the states exhibiting liquid diffusion coefficients of 10- 1
liquid". As we shall see, it is in fact alive with irre- cm 2 s-1. Figure 1 (from ref 10) shows that the slower
versible motions of different types. These motions can cooled system achieves a density approximately 5%
be so free as to lead, in some cases, to glassy materials greater than that of the hyperquenched system. It can
that exhibit ambient temperature electrical conductiv- readily be imagined that the residual dynamics in the
ities not much below that of batter, acid and, in others, glass' state can be generally affected by such a differ-
to glasses with the ability to absorb large amounts of ence in packing densities.
mechanical energy on very short time scales-e.g., in The presence of residual looseness in glassy phases
high impact strength polymers, implies that the system should exhibit an anelastic re-

The temperature range over which the liquid passes sponse to mechanical stres-es. This is because the local
from the fully ergodic metastable state into the glassy displacement of particles at loose spots in the overall
state (called the "glass transformation range') is ef- jammed structure can serve to relax the applied stress,
fectively the temperature change needed to change the in a reversible manner. Cer.tainly. such elastic responses
relaxation time by about 2 orders of magnitude across (which were predicLed to be a universal feature of the
the experimental cooling time scale.f- 8 This tempera- glassy state in a classic paper by Goldstein "1 ) are very
ture range is different for different systems and also for generally (though no, universally) observed. -' If the
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Figure 2. (a) Comparison of average shear and electical relaxation times, reflecting slow and fast processes for liquid and glassy states
of ionic 3AgCI.2CsI solution (reprinted from ref 22; copyright 1988 American Chemical Society). (bi Comparison of average shear
and electrical relaxation times, reflecting slow and fast processes for liquid and glassy 31NOr2Ca(NO 3)2 solution (reprinted from ref
24a; copyright 1974 American Chemical Society). (c) Comparison of most probable dielectric relaxation times for slow (primary) and
fast (secondary) relaxation processes in cis-decalin + 17.2% chlorobenzene solution.' Dashed line shows approximate behavior of
the average relaxation time for the secondary process. (d) Comparison of most probable dielectric relaxation times for slow (primary)
dielectric and mechanical relaxation times7 2and fast (secondary) dielectric relaxation times for poly(propylene oxide)." (Secondary
relaxation data taken from ref 15).

local displacement involves a change of dipole moment, proaches to the slowing-down problem in liquids, viz.,
such relaxations can also be detected by electrical field the mode coupling theory - ° (which is developed in
relaxation or dielectric relaxation methods. In fact, the elegant detail by Goetze in a recent lecture series 2).

majority of studies of such localized relaxation processes It seems that there are at least two distinct classes
in simple molecular glasses have been made by using of dynamic -processes residual in glasses to be consid-
dielectric relaxation techniques.1' -4 16  ered: (i) short-time relaxation processes due to decou-

The existence of anelastic processes detectable by pled delocalized motion of a minority species in ionic
frequency-dependent or time-dependent techniques glasses, and (ii) short-time processes due to strictly
implies the presence of at least one additional time scale localized motions that are predominant in organic and
in the dynamics of amorphous systems-a time scale polymer glasses but are also present in inorganic glasses,
that is short with respect to that of the viscoelastic including the ionic cases. Metallic glasses may be close
process that leads to the glass transition. It is important in nature to the ionic case insofar as a fraction of the
in introducing this subject that the relation of these particles may retain considerable long-range mobility
time scales be established. This is particularly so since in the frozen vitreous state.2'
the existence of a shorter time scale is a clear prediction We depict the relationship of long- and short-time
of one of the most activity researched theoretical ap- processes for four cases in Figure 2. In Figure 2a, which
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shows relaxation time data for the system 3AgCI-2CsI .)02(and a related composition) in both liquid and vitreous 0.020-- ----- --

states,' the Ag ion motions are highly decoupled from . c , V
the remainder. Because Ag* is a charge carrier, the fast -... : ,
relaxation process is easily monitored via the electrical ooio - • . , % ',.

relaxation time (.r,). (-o) here is a Maxwell-like re- , o,,' '._.-
laxation time defined by the relation2-. - -

(ca) "1 = M. (7 9)/e 0  (1) °°°°.oJ ., , o oo
M-(reouency 0-000

where the electrical modulus, M-,3 is the inverse of the Freuency kHz

dielectric constant measured at frequencies much higher W 5
than (2r(r,)) -1 , eo is the permittivity of free space
(=8.85 X 10- ' F cm-). and ad, is the dc electrical con-
ductivity. r, is written as an average value because, 4

when studied as a function of frequency, the electrical
relaxation process is found to be nonexponential in 1 123 .9;

nature; i.e., it cannot be characterized by a single time .2 . i-

constant (see below). The important observations in .

Figure 2a are (a) that the short-time process is always - - -.
distinguishable in time scale ((-)) from the longer, 2-."-2.9

iscoelastic (or structural relaxation) process ((-,)) and . , .53
(b the time scale ratio (t,)/(r.), which was first ex- 2 S 6
amined by Moynihan and -colleagues24 and is now 10C r
known as the decoupling index, R.25 increases contin- Figure 3. Contrast between secondary electrical relaxation
uously with decreasing temperature. In this case R, spectra in (a) ionic 3Agl-2Ag.]E,OO and (b) molecular poly.
reaches very large values, - 10 ', at the glass transition (propylene oxide)" systems. In the ionic case all relaxation spectra
temperature T., though the system is exceptional (it is have identical shapes, well described by a KWW function (eq 1)
characteristic of the so-called ;superionic" glasses which with 6 = 0.55. In the molecular cases the best description is open

have liquid-like conductivities (a _ 10-2 SI1 cm - 1) at to debate (see text).

their glass transition temperature-2). More generally, co-workers have provided exidence that this is the case
as shown for the much-studied molten nitrate system for some molecular,13 polymeric,13 and covalent glasses.28
in Figure 2b, the electrical relaxation process in ionic The contrast between the two secondary relaxations
systems is similar in time scale to the viscoelastic pro- in Figure 2c,d illustrates a point of some dispute among
cess when the temperature is high relative to T. but workers in this area. The issue in dispute is whether
progressively decouples from it as T falls below - the secondary process should be viewed as colliding with
1 3T 2 Both show non-Arrhenius behavior initially but or merging with the primary process. A difficulty in the
the faster process frequently returns to Arrhenius be- path of resolving this issue is raised by another major
havior well before T, is reached. At Tg the plot abruptly difference between ionic and nonionic cases-a differ-
changes slope as the glassy state is entered and the ence that is not evident in Figure 2. This difference
overall structure freezes. The temperature dependence concerns the width and temperature dependence of the
of the dc conductivity usually remains strictly Arrhenius secondary relaxations in the two cases. In the ionic
in the glassy state though exceptions exist (see below), cases the width of the electrical relaxation (whether or
At lower temperatures, where the relaxation process not considered as a single process2' or as a combination
occurs on time scales accessible to regular admittance of conductivity and ion-pair dipolar relaxation pro-
bridges, more detailed studies of the process may be cesses,29) is as narrow as the primary viscoelastic re-
made via variable-frequency studies. These will be laxation. In the nonionic cases, however, the relaxation
discussed in the body of the review to follow, not only is much broader but is usually also strongly

To contrast with the ionic glass formers, Figure 2c temperature dependent- This important distinction,
shows the behavior observed in simple molecular li- which involves one of the fundamental issues of disor-
quids, while Figure 2d shows data for a chain polymer dered-phase dynamics (viz., the origin of nonexponen-
system. 42  In the case of molecular glasses, most in- tial relaxation kinetics), is illustrated in Figure 3.
formation on the faster process (usually called the Figure 3a shows that the "loss spectra", i.e., the
secondary relaxation) has been acquired by dielectric out-of-phase, or imaginary", part of the complex elec-
relaxation studies." - 15  While the overall trical modulus discussed below, for the fast ion con-
appearance-Arrhenius behavior of the faster process ducting glass 3AgI-2Ag2 B4O have a temperature-inde-
below T. with a tendency for it to join the primary pendent shape, in marked contrast with the case of the
relaxation in the liquid state-is similar to that seen in polymer poly(propylene oxide) (PPO). The rapidly
Figure 2a,b, there are distinct differences. The main changing shape of the spectra for PPO is typical of the
difference, if we accept the data and extrapolations of observations for molecular and polymer glasses.12- 14

the reporting authors, is that the secondary relaxations The rapidly changing shape in these cases means that
in the molecular systems are insensitive to the struc- the average relaxation time will have a different (larger)
tural arrest occurring at the glass transition. An in- temperature dependence than the most probable value
sensitivity to structural arrest implies that the fre- plotted in Figure 2d and so will show less tendency to
quency of maximum loss would not change on annealing intersect the primary relaxation. The broad spectra,
(as the liquid relaxes to lower volumes), and Johari and the difficulty of separating out the contributions of the
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primary process and background losses from those due consider the sort of experiments that are commonly
to the secondary process, and the fact that the total carried out and the manner in which the results are
polarization associated with the secondary relaxation presented.
decreases with decreasing temperature, 2 - 4 introduce What is common to all the measurements we will
an ambiguity into the relation between primary and discuss is that a system in an initial state is perturbed
secondary relaxations in the nonionic cases that is not by some externa! force and the response is monitored.
present in the ionic cases. This ambiguity presents a What is different is the nature of the perturbing stress
challenge for future workers since it has been forcefully and the way the stress is applied and the response ob-
argued3 ° that the secondary relaxations in molecular served. While it is conceptually simpler to produce an
glasses are actually the source and necessary precursor instantaneous perturbation of the system and monitor
of the primary relaxation which receives most of the its decay in time, this is not the way most experiments
theoretical as well as experimental attention. in this field are performed. Rather, experiments are

In any event, Figure 2 now allows us to define the conducted in the frequency domain because details of
scope of this review in relation to the broader scheme the relaxation kinetics are in most cases more accurately
of relaxation dynamics in amorphous systems. Rather acquired by frequency-domain techniques. Thus we
than examining in detail all of the phenomena plotted will be considering mostly electrical perturbations that
in Figure 2 (not to mention the additional widely re- are applied sinusoidally at variable frequencies in a
searched area of relaxation phenomena found at cryo- constant-temperature experiment and mechanical or
genic temperatures (the so-called two-level systems)), magnetic perturbations that are applied sinusoidally
we will concentrate on the behavior of the subset of at fixed frequency at varying temperatures. The dif-
processes that may be detected below T, in ionic sys- ferences are due to the exigencies of the experiment:
tems like those of figure 2a.b, i.e., secondary relaxations it is much simpler to produce a wide range of frequen-
due to mobile ions in ionic glasses. Many of the sys- cies in electrical experiments than in mechanical or
tematic aspects of the observations we will discuss will magnetic (NMR) experiments.
probably be found applicable to the organic systems Responses of the system are measured as real and
when the detailed studies necessary to discuss the issues imaginary parts of complex electrical or mechanical
are performed. Many detailed studies of the type we moduli
will discuss for ionic systems have in fact already been
performed on polymeric systems. These, however, M* = M' + iM"= 2)
constitute an entire research field of their own which - '" E" + E" 2

is complicated by the presence of tertiary and quater- or the corresponding susceptibilities c*, depending on
nary (y, 5) relaxations and which we make no attempt the formalism employed in the analysis. Opinions vary
to enter. The interested reader may consult a rather on which formalism is the more appropriate to use for
exhaustive review of -relaxation maps" for polymer a given set of measurements.2-- '33 It must be re-
systems given by T6rmild.3' membered, however, that the characteristic relaxation

While the scope of our review may seem rather lim- time of a process extracted from a given set of data
ited, we will, in fact, be examining results of a wide depends somewhat on the formalism employed in the
range of experiments covering 18 orders of magnitude analysis. The relationship isa '

in time scale and 1000 K in temperature. From the (susceptibiity formalism) t _

overview- provided, a number of useful unifying pat- (3)
terns, and suggestions for future experimental and r(modulus formalism) , M0
theoretical studies, will emerge.

There are three major problem areas to be addressed. Comparisons of response times for different processes
They are as follows: should therefore always be made for data analyzed by

(1) What is the response function for the fast process, the same formalism. Because the zero-frequency elec-
and how is it related to perturbing stress on the one trical modulus is always zero for electrically conducting
hand and to the glass stucture on the other? systems such as the ionic glasses of this review, we will

(2) What determines the value of the average relax- analyze all data in the modulus formalism. In ordinary
ation time for the fast process at some reference tem- circumstances, i.e., when the system reaches a ther-
perature, e.g., the glass transition temperature at which modynarnic state of polarization as a long-time response
slow processes have a common relaxation time (-102 to the perturbation, it is preferable to compare different
s). In other words, what determines the extent of de- responses in the susceptibility formalism. This avoids
coupling of fast from slow processes. the possibility of differences in response times to dif-

(3) How are the fast processes related to the even ferent perturbations, which result from analysis for-
faster degrees of freedom involved in the vibrational malism rather than to real differences at the molecular
modes of the amorphous phase? level.

We will deal with these questions in this order but A typical set of data for an electrical relaxation ex-
must first provide background material concerning the periment on ionic glasses is that shown in Figure 4 for
most appropriate manner of acquiring and presenting Na 2 0-3SiO2.

3' The upper portion shows how the real
the desired information, part of the electrical modulus rises from its low-fre-

quency value of zero toward a high-frequency limit, the
III. Relaxation Functions, Complex Moduli, and dispersion region moving to high frequencies as the

Constant T vs Constant f Experiments temperature of the experiment is increased. The lower
portion shows the imaginary part of the modulus, which

Before examining in detail the observations on re- is related to the energy dissipation taking place in the
laxation processes in ionic glasses, it is necessary to irreversibie conduction process. The relaxation process
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A dielectric component. By contrast, the single KWWA
A), function used by earlier authors leaves a high-frequency

component of the observed modulus spectrum unac-
counted for. The improved fit is, of course, obtained

A / iat the expense of introducing additional adjustable
parameters, and the procedure should therefore be

SC * 0 shown to have predictive value to warrant the loss of
/ simplicity involved in adopting it.

One prediction pointed out in ref 29 was that, at low
temperatures. the single spectrum normally seen would
be resolved into two if the dipolar and conductivity
relaxation processes were distinguished by different

e 1 s t activation energies, as would seem reasonable. Con-
FRE OUENCY (MI) ductivity relaxation measurements on insulating glasses

_ _ _,__ are not easy to perform, so this possibility has yet to
(a) be fully checked out. At the limit of lightly doped silica,

.04 Simmons and Simmons have observed a single-expo-
nentia relaxation and, so far. the broadest M" peak

/ "seems to be correlated with the largest conductivitiesand largest decoupling indexes (see below). The fact
.02 that most M"spectra, for both normal and superionic

glasses, have shapes that are almost temperature in-
~L / / ' /x dependent53- means that if separate conductivity and

dipolar processes do exist, then. they mostly involve the
_same energy barriers (unless variations in dAt/dT and16", 1 o ,10 IC ,eo" tp ,-e d -/dT happen to compensate so as to maintain con-

FREC^UENC ̂Y() stant shape). Therefore, until some unambiguous

Figure 4. Electrical relaxation in a typical ionic glass. (A) Real, means of demonstrating their separate existence can be
M" and (B) imaginary. Y, parts of the complex electrical modulus found, we will adopt the convenience of treating them
for Na2O.3SiO. glass over a range of temperatures below T - (a) as a single coupled process and will seek correlations
-1, (b) 20.8, (C) 52.3, (d) 81.4. (e) 110.2, (f) 137.3, and (g) 163.4
*C. The spectra are well fitted by a Williams-Watts function between the parameters describing the electrical mo-
(eq 1) with 0 - 0.7. Reprinted from ref 34; copyright 1972 Am- dulus dispersion and loss spectrum and other responses
erican Ceramic Society. of the same systems to distinguishable stresses, e.g.,

not mechanical and magnetic. We must, however, keep
is o exponential, ewed. since the spectrum is not a open the possibility that these modulus parameters
pooryonuctin g sske apleaist, w e prn te f may, in the future, need to be modified if the case for
poorly conducting glasses at least, by the appropriate separating dielectric and conductivity responses be-
Laplace transform of the Kohlrausch decay' function comes compelling.

¢(t) =e -1 ,'?1, 0 < 6 < 1 (4) In the latter respect, particular attention should be
(where 0(t) is normalized by its value at t = 0) as was drawn to the recent work of Hyde and Tomazawa.41
first recognized for ionic glasses by Moynihan et al.-* These authors use the conventional approach to extract
and which has been abundantly documented for these a static dielectric constant, which they interpret as due
and other systems by Ngai and co-workers'" (see in to alkali diffusion-induced composition changes (as
particular ref 16b, which gives an exceptionally detailed opposed to dipole relaxation) and, using an electrical
account of this phenomenology and its relation to analogue of Zener's anelasticity theory, relate to the
primary relaxations). The most probable relaxation (frozen-in) composition fluctuations associated with
time r, is obtained from the frequency at maximum loss nonideal mixing. Indeed, they show rather persuasive
by r, (2s'f,)-' It is found to vary with temperature correlations of the derived dielectric dispersion param-
according to the Arrhenius law. eters with the known tendencies to phase separation in

Before going any further, we should discuss the recent the three (Li, Na, K) alkali silicates and support the
suggestion of Johari and Pathmanathan29 that the M" correlations with observations on the nonideality-sup-
spectra for ionic glasses are actually a combination of pressing effects of A10 3 additions. This treatment
an exponential conductivity relaxation spectrum (a leaves open the question of dielectric (or modulus)
Lorentzian) and an ion-pair dipole relaxation and that dispersion in ideally mixing or single-component con-
the former snould be subtracted out before the latter ducting glasses. No information on the form of the loss
is analyzed. ,ks the authors point out, this is a new spectrum and its dependence on composition was given.
application of the idea common to the earlier studies Returning to the use of electrical modulus spectra and
of glasses3: in which the more common susceptibility their comparison with corresponding responses to other
formalism 32 was used for data analysis and a dc con- perturbations, we note the special convenience of the
tribution to the observed dielectric loss was subtracted finding (typified by Figures 3a and 4) that the spectra
out before the residual loss was analyzed (as has always have a constant shape and that the I,, value is Ar-
been the practice in dielectric relaxation studies). Jo- rhenius in temperature It means that the shape of the
hari and Pathmanathan show that the M" spectra can isothermal relaxation spectra (on which theoretical
be quantitatively fitted under this assumption using a models are tested) can be reproduced from a con-
Kohlrausch-Williarns-Watts (KWW) function for the stant-freouency, variable-temperature experiment by
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Figure 5. (a) Real part.; of the electrical modulus for the su-
perionic glass 0.6AgI.O.4Ag 2BO- measured at -110 and -125 OC. It can be seen from eqs 5 and 6 that in the liquid state,
(b) Imaginary part of the electrical modulus for the same system where the shear modulus G* vanishes, M1 ' will remain
measured at -110 "C. Note maximum loss at 10' Hz for T = -110
*C. (c) Real and imaginary parts of the electrical modulus for finite but E' will also vanish. The electrical modulus
the same system at a constant frequency of 104 Hz measured as M' vanishes at a temperature well below T. in all ex-
a function of temperature. (d) Real and imaginary parts of the cept insulating glasses. These relationships are illus-
electrical modulus for the same system plotted vs reciprocal trated for the case of Na2O-3SiO2 in Figure 6 for elec-
temperature. Note identical shape of M" in parts b and d. The trical and mechanical measurements made at a common
scale factor converting 1/T units to log f units isE.J/230R, where
E. is the activation energy for the relaxation process. constant frequency of 0.4 Hz. Figure 6 also shows why

it is acceptable, in comparing the results of mechanical
plotting M" vs IT. This is because such a plot is with electrical relaxation data, to use the quantity tan
effectively a plot of M" vs log (wr) with w constant and 6 (tan b = E "IE' or G "/ G ) which is given directly by

= To exp(E,/RT): the scaling coefficient between log the experiment (rather than to make the extra mea-
f and 1/T scales is therefore Ea/R. Its utility is dem- surements needed to obtain E', in order to obtain E"
onstrated directly by the alternative plots of data for separately). The reason is that G'and E'only change
the superionic glass 3AgI.2Ag 2B407  shown in Figure by 10% or less through the dispersion region, so the
5. The equivalence of constant-T and constant-fre- distortion of the spectrum introduced by use of tan 6
quency data representations shown by Figure 5 means instead of E" etc. is not serious.
that mechanical relaxation processes, which can only
be studied in narrow frequency ranges in most labora- IV. Dependence of Glassy Dynamics on
tories, can be compared with electrical relaxation pro- Thermal History
cesses in the same system using 1/ T data representa-
tions ' and the differences then related to probable In Figure 1 we illustrated the effect that thermal
differences in isothermal relaxational functions. history can have on the state of a molecular glass as

Before testing the usefulness of this observation (see indicated by its density. It is easy to imagine that such
section IV), it is necessary to comment on the different a density difference in an ionic glass could have a pro-
types of mechanical relaxation measurements corn- found effect on the ability of small loosely bound par-
monly made, since the modulus whose relaxation is ticles to migrate through the structure: hence, the av-
being monitored varies from experiment to experiment. erage relaxation time for a glassy-state relaxation
The torsion pendulum measurement follows the shear should depend on the thermal history. We have already
modulus G* directly, the Rheovibron measures Young's seen in Figure 4 that in a glass, Le, an amorphous phase
modulus (the tensile modulus) E', and ultrasonic and of fixed structure, the relaxation function for electical
hypersonic (by Brillouin scattering) absorption and stresses is independent of temperature. But is this
dispersion studies follow either G* or the longitudinal function dependent on the particular structure frozen
modulus Ml*, depending on the cut of the exciting in, and hence on the thermal history? Such a question
crystal (ultrasonic) or the particular phonon studied is surely one of the first that should be answered con-
(Brillouin scattering). E" and MI* are analyzable as cerning glassy dynamics.
different combinations of the fundamental moduli, bulk It is interesting, in this respect, to examine how the
and shear, K* and G*, according to the relations relaxation function for a fast process, the electrical re-

laxation, varies with changing structure in the meta-
E = [ ' G stable liquid (ergodic) state as opposed to the non-

K* - G* J ergodic glassy state. Since a glass is frequently char-
acterized by its fictive temperature (i.e., by the tem-

-= K, + 3G * (6) perature at which some property, e.g., the enthalpy, is
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'og t / iz parameter for (fast) electrical relaxation and (slow) mechanical
relaxation processes for the sys tem 3KN0 3 -2Ca(N0 3 )h from variousFigure 7. Comparison o! loss spectra and their temperature data sources.o*'lA b

dependences for electrical and mechanical relaxations in liquid
3KN03 .2Ca(NO 2. .Note that (il at the same temperature, 102
'C, electrical relaxation is shorter (peak frequency nigher) than the charge-charge interactions which may be the source
the mechanical relaxation and (ii) the electrical relaxation Of the nonexponentiality of the conductivity relaxa-
spectrum narrows with decreasing temperature while the me- in4

chancaI elaxtionbroaens.The dependence of conductivity" relaxation on fictive

0h.21a reartonor~aes

temperature in the ionic glasses may be compared with
the value for the ergodic state), it seems likely that the the effect of aging on secondary relaxation in molecular

variations to be observed in the liquid will be those glasses.' In the latter, the reduction in the number ofapplying to the different frozen-in structures. Unfor- mobile units participating in the relaxation causes a

tunatel, there are relativel few studies of electrical decrease in . rather than in the relaxation time or
and/or mechanical relaxation in the ionic liquid state nonexponentiality.
to serve as guidance. However, those that exist 26 " 2  Although no annealing studies (or for that matter

are provocative and prove to have predictive value, quenching studies) have been carried out on 3KN03 .
The usual behaxior observed for the primaryc me- 2a(N03 )- to confirm or deny the suggested state de-

cha nica (structural) relax xation in the liquid state is one pendence of the spectral width of the fast process in the
of increasingly non-rthenius average relaxation time, glass some data are available for a sodium silicate glass
and increasingly nonexponential relaxation (i.e., de- studied by Boesch and Movnihan. 6 These authors
creasing B in eq 1). as temperature decreases. Typical showed that on annealing, the width of the electrical
is the behatior of the normalized liudil bos loss peak M" did indeed decrease in the manner ex-
for 3KNO.2Ca (NO depicted in Figure 7b based on pected from the above observations. Although the
ultrasonic, -h Brilouin scattering s and recen: digital change in for a 6e change in reduced fictive tern-
correlation spectroscopy data.' Since the electrical perature, quT/iTb, is much smaller in this system than
relaxation time shows a comparable temperature de- in Ca/K/NO, so is the change in itself. However, if
pendence, similar spectral width behavior might have we normalize by th ae e in c produced by the
been expected for the electrical modulus. However, at change in fictive temperature, the effects are compa-
least in the vicinity of Tl the opposite is found. ac- rable. This is consistent with a charge-charge inter-
cordsig to the study of Howell et al., t whose rets ato org fore ailnonexponentiality of the conduc-
are shown in Figure Ta. The generality of this result, tivity relaxation.
which has been correlated with aspects of the conduc- Effects in the same direction have been seen recently
tivity temperature dependence, is suggested by a by Mangion and Johari for the case of AgP 3 glass.
similar narrowing seen with decreasing temperature for in this case, however, some structure developed in the
three mineral acid glass-forming systems by Hodge and M" spectra during the annealing. This subject merit
Angell.t In each case the spectra width became fixed more attention.
for T less than T bu the results clearly suggests that The unusual behavior of the conductivity riaxation
annealing the glass to a lower fictive temperature (en- with fictive temperature naturally raises tae question

thalpy state) should result in a spectral narrowing, of whether or not the mechanical loss, whlich must be
A short extrapolation of the variation of with tern- associated with the mobile ion relaxation shows spectra]

perature in the liquid state of 3KN 3.2Ca(N0 3 ) (see width variations similar to those of te electrical re-
Figure 8) suggests a Talue of unity (exponential rela- laxation (fast process) rather tha to those of the
ation) would be achieved at a temperature of 28 °C, 301 structural relaxation (slow proc'ss). We compare
K, at which T/T = 12. in this case, T.i corresponds electrical with structural relaxatons in the same glass
to the Kauzmann temperature (if we may" judge byh in the next section.
th"/T for the compound-forming liquid BiCIy2KCI of
the same fragility as 2Ca(N 3)-3KNO 3 ). This is V. Comparison of Electrical and Mechanical
particularly intriguing since several recent studies on Relaxation Spectra
the nonexponeniality of the primary relaxation in
fragile liquids have suggested that B 0 at the Kauz- n section Ill, it was pointed out that the combination
mann temperature." Te conductivit- behavior reflects of temperature-independent spectral width and Ar-
the decreasing concentration of mobile cations in the rheni i emperature dependence of the peak frequen-
increasingly dense struture, and hence the decrease in cies found in electrical relaxation of glasses meant that
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Figure 9. (a) Mechanical loss for Na20.3Si0 2 glass at fixed 01
frequency and varving temperature. Low-temperature component .1

is due to Na ion motion. (b Comparison of -spectrum- for x.
mechanical relaxation of Na2O.3SiO2 using 1IT representation -

with equivalent electrical relaxation spectra showing small dif- -
ferences in peak loss position and large difference in half-idth. t"

the shape of the isothermal relaxation spectrum could a -2 -1 o 2

be obtained from constant-frequency measurements by
plotting the moduli vs 1 T. This implied that corn- Figure 10. Master plots for electrical and mechanical relaxation
parisons with the frequency-limited mechanical relax- in an anion-conducting (F-) heavy-metal fluoride giass. Reprinted

from ref 28; copyright 1985 Taylor & Francis Ltd.
ation functions could be made by using the 11T rep-
resentations of the data. This is done for the case of quency data using the 11T representation will be of
Na2 O.3SiO. glass in Figure 9, where mechanical (shear general utility.
modulus) data taken at 0.4 Hz over a range of tern- The heav-metal fluoride glass is an interesting case
peratures4 7 (Figure 9a) are compared in the lT rep- because the half-width of the mechanical relaxation is
resentation with isothermal electrical relaxation spectra not much greater than that of the electrical relaxation
of Figure 4. It is seen immediately that the mechanical (although the shape is clearly different). This is pos-
relaxation spectrum is considerably broader than the sibly to be correlated with the fact that the fluoride
electrical relaxation spectrum, which is itself constant glass is a rather poor ionic conductor: its decoupling
in half-width. We will see that this increased spectral index is only of the order of 106 at T compared with
width for mechanical relaxation is a recurring feature 1011 for Na2O.3SiO,. As for the case ot Na.O-3SiO2, the
of processes associated with mobile ion motion in ionic shape of the electrical relaxation spectrum is very well
glasses. Before giving more detailed consideration to fitted by the Williams-Watts function. The KWW B
the description of these shapes, we need to present value is 0.61, somewhat larger than the value of 0.55
evidence for the suggestion that the mechanical, like the fitting the Na.Q-3SiO2 data of Figzure 9 and smaller than
electrical, relaxation has a temperature-independent the value 0.74 fitting the glass state data for 3KNO-
spectrum. 2Ca(NO3 ). (see Figure 8). The order of 0 values is the

Allusion was made above to exceptions to the re- inverse of the order of decoupling indexes. This is a
- stricted frequency range of mechanical measurements. very significant correlation, which we wil1 discuss more

The development of a sensitive mechanical spectrom- quantitatively below.
eter at the Institut National des Sciences Appliqu~es It is clear from Figure 10 that the mechanical relax-
in Lvon48 has made possible the measurement of iso- ation in this fluoride glass, despite the similar half-width
thermal mechanical relaxation spectra over 3-4 orders to the electrical case, is not well described by the KWXW
of magnitude in frequency. Such measurements permit function. In fact, its asymmetry with respect to the
a check of the validity of attributing differences in IIT ideal Lorentzian form is the opposite of that for the
.spectra" (as in Figure 5) to differences in the iso- conductivity relaxation. A similar distortion was ob-4 thermal relaxation function, by showing that the shapes served by Liu and Angell for the case of AgI-AgPO3
of isothermal mechanical relaxation spectra are also glasses,s' b though in this case the mechanical spectrum
independent of temperature. This is done in Figure 10 was much broader than the electrical. On the other
for the case of a five-component heavy-metal fluoride hand, Ngai. in an exhaustive review of the older oxide
glass (based on ZrF4-BaF 2, the "ZBLAN" modification), glass literature,sb found that the mechanical spectrum
in which the mobile particles are the fluoride ions (or could always be satisfactorily fitted with a KWW
at least a fraction of them), using the data of Mai et al." function and that in at least one case,5 the 0 value
The figure presents both electrical and mechanical data decreased markedly on annealing. This is the opposite
for several different temperatures. The individual of the behavior observed for the conductivit. relaxation
isotherms have been superimposed by shifting along the and is more akin to the behavior of the slow relaxation
frequency axis so that the peaks coincide. The finding in molecular glasses.52 The mechanical spectrum for
that a single master plot can be obtained argues that these poorly conducting glasses was always much
the spectral shape is temperature independent for broader than that observed for the conductivity relax-
mechanical as well as for electrical relaxation processes ation of the same glass (and is. in fact, always broader
in this system. Since this was approximately the case than the broadest electrical relaxation observed in any
in an earlier wide frequency range study of mechanical ionic glass at all).
relaxation in a mixed-alkali silicate glass,s°0 it seems As a final example we present data for a superionic
likely that this finding will be general. as for electrical conducting system, 3AgI-2iAg,BO-.53 which has a de-
relaxation. In this case the analysis of constant-fre- coupling index of -10". Data for mechanical and
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of its strength, completely overwhelms (if not annihi-
l,u - *:-- "lates) the single-alkali peak. 4 This peak falls at a

frequency some 1.5 orders of magnitude below the
,0- , .frequency of the conductivity loss peak, whereas for

" 0.6' ,single-alkali glasss the two loss peaks have essentially
the same peak frequenc.. The mixed-alkali effect has" "been much discussed in the glass science literature, and

02- -2,-' C 2 3'> . the reader is referred to the paper by Ingram and
LOG Ya (n-.cha

13 7 I T Moynihan' for a current, if not yet generally accepted,

Figure 11. Comparison of electrical and mechanical relaxation explanation.
spectra using 1/'T representations of constant-frequency data. Several other 'mixed-ior effects have been noted,
The spectrum is well described by a KWW function (eq 3) with but their spectroscopic characterization is not vet very
6 = 0.29. The electrical relaxations, which have almost the same advanced. A mixed-anion effect that enhances rather
peak temperature for the same frequency, are also of K"WS form than depresses conductivity has been observed in cat-
but are much narrower (B 0.48). ion-conducting glasses such as GeS&-LiBr-Li,'6 and

CuI-CuBr-CuMoO,. 1 In anion conductors, on the
electrical relaxation 3t are shown in the 1/T represent- other hand, mixing of anions produces depressed con-
ation in Figure 11. It is clear from Figure 11 that the ductivities as in the mixed-alkali case.6 1"6 Finallh. in
mechanical relaxation is again much broader than the a mixed cation-anion conducting system. LiF2-Pb'F:-
electrical relaxation, though they can each be well de- AI(P0 3 )3. the conductivity is depressed on mixing at a
scribed by KI'W functions in contrast with the case of constant 200/c AI(PO 31,. In this latter case, some
Figure 10. Since other examples are known in which spectroscopic data are available'6' By contrast with the
the superionic glass mechanical relaxation is both mixed-alkali glass, the conductivity relaxation spectrum
broader and more symmetrical (non-KWW) than the broadens anomalously at mid range where the change-
electrical relaxation. it seems that at this time there are over from cation to anion dominance is expected, while
no general rules for the relationship except that the the mechanical loss decrea.es from the pure alkali glass
most probable times are similar and that the mechan- value on mixing. This is a research area where addi-
ical process is nearly always broader. We defer possible tional studies are needed and from which important and
explanations until a later section. diagnostic correlations may emerge.

For future studies, more cases are needed in which
the (fast) mechanical relaxation function is well sepa- VI. Comparison of Electrical and Nuclear
rated from the primary (slow) structural relaxation Magnetic Relaxation Data
function so that the difficulty of deciding the appro-
priate background subtraction can be reduced. It is In view of the differences observed in mobile ion glass
desirable also that the behavior with changing fictive responses to electrical and mechanical perturbations,
temperature, preferably within the liquid state as pio- it is of interest to observe what information may be
neered by Torell.' can be determined and compared obtainable on the relaxation function from nuclear
with the behavior seen in Figure 6. Favorable cases magnetic relaxation measurements. In these studies the
would seem to be the superionic systems 3Agl-2- nuclear spin system, which is only very weakly coupled
(Ag.2 O.2BO 3 )53 and "NaSi glass- (Na 3. 5ZrT1JSi1_5P0O2 - to the nuclear coordinate system, i.e., to the glass or
010.2),55 which have decoupling indexes at T. of l0 " liquid structure, is perturbed by a magnetic field, and
and 101", respectively. 24 Some sulfide glasses studied the reestablishment of the spin equilibrium is moni-
by Ribes and coileaguesW"- ' and by Kennedy and co- tored by a radiofrequency detection technique tied to
workers59 '. which have exceptionally high room tern- the precession of the active nuclei in the magnetic field.
perature conductivity and relatively high T.s may also The typical measurement. analogous to the typical
be suitable. In addition, we must note the recently mechanical spectrometrv measurement, uses a fixed
reported case of exceptional conductivity in the system probe frequency determined by the intensity of the
CuI-Cu2 O-MoO3 . Minami and Machida6 l report cr2 magnetic field in which the sample is placed and scans
values 10-20 times greater than their AgI equivalent, in temperature. The response of the system, for the
though a restricted glass-forming range limits the final case on which we focus attention. is measured as the
maximum conductivitv observable, spin-lattice relaxation time T 1. This has a minimum

To complete this section, we must refer to the dy- value when the atomic system to which the spectrom-
namic peculiarities of the mixed mobile ion glasses. i.e., eter is tuned has a decay" time for structural fluctuations
glasses in which special features develop because more -,c approximately equal to the inverse spectrometer
'.han one ionic species is free to move. The most cele- frequency, i.e.. W--, - 1.
brated case is the so-called "mixed-alkali" effect in The method is applicable for any system containing
which the mixing of two alkali oxide glasses (silicate, nuclear species with a magnetic moment but is partic-
borate, phosphate, etc.) of comparable conductivity ularlx suitable for systems with favorable (spin 112)
results in a glass of conductivity orders of magnitude nuclei such as "Na. 7Li, "F. and 1H, which happen to
lower than either."2 The width of the electrical relax- be species of special interest in ionic glass dynamics
ation in the mixed glass does not seem much affected, phenomenology.
though its peak frequency decreases greatly.6 The Until recently, most analyses of the T, temperature
mechanical spectrum, on the other hand, is greatly dependence in glasses s ' ' had been used on the Blo-
affected. From torsion pendulum studies,A a new in- embergen, Purcell, and Pound (BPP) theory," which
tense loss peak (tan 61i appears at lower frequency on assumes an exponential decay for the structural fiuc-
small additions of the second alkali and, partly because tuations involved in helping the spin system recover its
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equilibrium state. It was recognized that the shape of to Z(D) O Ao9Z 30 A,Mc. a ]
•,n* 6A 0 A910Jtl 219 OS °the log T, vs lit plot deviated from that expected from - -'Io so-, 4O,o ,,lo o, ' o

BPP theory. Although it was not obviously connected 1oo 
"v---6oAQ1.4oLA9,o Zzo

to the weakness of the theory, it was also found69 that F .NMP 1026 M

the activation energy for the plot of log T, vs 1/T was let "I"
not the same as for the dc conductivity;7 0 it had been " -,

expected that the nuclear motions involved in relaxing E . T/S

the spin system would be the same as those involved 0 T"-

in determining the dc conductivity. Furthermore, the b
prefactor found for the fluctuation correlation time, rc, .-. -
Arrhenius law was unphysically low. I_

The origin of all these discrepancies has now been |C - 10-o,

shown to lie in the inappropriateness of the BPP ex- , .- 0*
ponential relaxation assumption. G~bel et al.7' showed 0 2 6 z so

that for various alkali silicate and borate glasses the 10 K* T

asymmetric shape of the log 11T, vs 1/T plot could be Figure 12. Anrhenius plot of ac conducdviry (and relaxation times
well accounted for if the fluctuation frequency spectrum determined from it by a Maxwell relation valid only for con-
were assumed to follow the Cole-Davidson distribution. ductivity measured where WT << 1) compared with NMR corre-

lation times determined from data where wr < 1. Note that in
A more recent example, using data that extend further both cases. NMR and low-temperature conductivity, the activation
above the T minimum, is given by Pradel and Ribes."2  energy is well below the dc conductivity value, and the prefactor
Ngai -3 demonstrated that an equally good fit followed not only is unphysical but is frequency dependent. Both results
from use of the KWW function, so that NMR data are due to invalid data treatments that assume exponential re-

showed yet another example of the near-universal oc- laxation.

currence of KWW (or, as aptly named,7 4 -fractal time") bridges, it is easy to satisfy this requirement (hence
character of fluctuation decay in disordered systems. most studies of dc conductivity are made by using ac
A new example of the KWW fit, using T, data for techniques). When the jump time becomes longer than
Li2.S-S iS glass, is given by Martin7 5 in an excellent the inverse bridge frequency, a departure from the dc
account of current developments in the subject. The conductivity Arrhenius plot occurs, as shown for the
relation between constant-frequency ac conductance case of the 60AgI-40(Ag2 B407 ) superionic conductor3
and constant-frequency NMR studies, the study of in Figure 12. The temperature of the break depends,
which clarifies the origin of the depressed activation of course, on the bridge frequency held constant If we
energy and unphysical prefactor found in the NMR plot the data as apparent relaxation times using the
studies, is considered in articles by Ngai, sb.7 3b An- relationship applicable to the dc conductivity (see eq
gell, 'b.7s Angell and Martin, and Martin.1 1)

The question immediately arises, is the departure
from exponential relaxation seen in NMR closer to that = e0 /M.a (7)

for conductivity or that for mechanical relaxation? In we obtain plots (see Figure 12) that extrapolate to 1/T
both the lithium borate glass examined by Ngai 73 and = 0 at 0 values (the Arrhenius law prefactor) that are
the superionic lithium thiosilicate glass fitted by Mar- even lower (hence more unphysical) than those found
tin," it seems that the 0 value coincides with that for in the' NMR studies. However in the ac conductivity
ac conductivity. The conductivity values, which seem case the reason is well understood, following Macedo
to be much more reproducible and systematic in char- et al.,2 as a consequence of the fact that the conduc-
acter than their mechanical equivalent, would thus seem tivity (or coupled conductivity/ dielectric2) relaxation
to be the values that we should first seek to correlate is nonexponentiaL In this interpretation the (lower) ac
with other structural and relaxational features of the 'activation energy' has no meaning except as an indi-
system. This will be the subject of the next section. cator of the extent of departure from Debye relaxation.
Before passing to this section, however, we should give As a way of demonstrating that the low activation en-
brief attention to the orign and meaning of the low ergies for the BPP correlation time, 7., and the low
value of activation energy for NMR relaxation obtained prefactors obtained from the NMR studies have the
from the log T, (or log TI- as commonly plotted) vs 1/T same explanation, we include in Figure 12, as a dashed
plot below the temperature of the T, minimum, since line marked -i0' Hz NMR", a plot for NMR r. data
this is currently subject to different interpretations, interpolated from results presented for AgI-Ag2 B407

Angell2b.' S and Angell and Martin-I have argued, by glasses of compositions 50 and 70% AgI by Martin et
analogy to the much-studied case of frequency-de- al.'s The activation energy is seen to be similar to that
pendent (ac) electrical conductivity, that the low acti- for the ac conductivity. The main difference is that,
vation energy relative to that for dc conductivity is a due to the high spectrometer frequency, the onset of
straightforward consequence of the fact that measure- frequency-dependent behavior occurs at a higher tem-
ments have been made in a temperature range where perature, so the prefactor found is higher than for the

r > 1 in the presence of nonexponential relaxation. In ac conductivity.
ac conductance measurements, the activation energy In this interpretation, the plot of log 1/T vs 1/T
agrees with the value obtained from dc measurements (e.g., Figure 4, in ref 72. for the case of Li.,S-SiS%) should
only so long as the period of the ac field is long corn- be regarded as the NMR equivalent of the modulus,
pared with the ion jump time (or, more correctly, the M plots of Figures 5d and 11. (Accordingly, a plot of
conductivity relaxation time). Since low-frequency log M"vs 1/T for T above the T, minimum yields an
measurements are easily accessible with admittance activation energy close to, but still somewhat smaller
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than, the dc conductivity value. Agreement will only identified with the Kauzmann vanishing excess entropy
be quantitative when 3 = 1.) The equivalent of the temperature, TK,8' - which stands as the low-temper-
persistent high-frequency loss causing deviations from ature limit on the liquid state. According to the ex-
the form predicted by KIWW for the modulus at high periments, both processes respect the same limit, To,
frequencies (see section VIII) is the residual TI-1 corn- initially, but the conductiity has a smaller B parame-
mon!y seen in the low-temperature NMR data.'71  ter. Representing the processes by their average re-

An alternative interpretation of the low-temperature laxation times,= , and -. we see that the processes
NMR data has been given by Ngai and co-workers.8 must separate increasingly in time as temperature de-
They argue that the activation energy from T, data creases (as in Figure 2a,b). the rates of separation de-
obtained well below the T, minimum is a microscopic pending on the difference in their B parameters. Ka-
activation energy of fundamental importance to un- wamura and Shimoji86 have therefore suggested that the
derstanding glassy-state dynamics. It represents. in ratio B,/B, may serve as a temperature-independent
their view, the activation energy for a "primitive" pro- index of the decoupling of conductivity from structural
cess initiated by perturbing stress, i.e., the relaxation (viscosity) modes in a given system. This has an ob-
at very short times before a coupling to the complex vious advantage over the -decoupling index", R. =
environment acts to slow down the relaxation rate and used by Angell,2 which, in most cases of interest, has
thus to lead, in the coupling model,'' to the K4W a different value at each temperature. However, this
behavior of the complete relaxation. In support of this advantage is partly offset by the findings ' that eq 8
argument they" show a good agreement between the T, usually breaks down before the glassy state is reached,
activation energy and the quantity E, where e is the such that the two processes return to an Arrhenius
KNW exponent from electrical relaxation studies and temperature dependence while still in the liquid state.
E, is the dc conducti-ity activation energy. This Furthermore, the return to Arrhenius behavior occurs
product is the value for the -primitive" process acti- at a higher temperature for conductivity than for vis-
vation energy according to the coupling model, i.e., the cosity and is system dependent. In view of these corn-
value before -the slowng down of one primitive relaxing plications we will continue to use the decoupling index
rate w0 to w0(.wr)- '  by cooperative interactions with determined at the glass transition temperature in dis-
other ions', which seems to be ubiquitous in glasses, cussing the origin of the different e values observed for
takes over. (This work also emphasizes the sublinear conductivity relaxation in earlier sections. However,
frequency dependence observed at w- >> 1 and gives an in future work efforts should be made to develop the
interpretation that is relevant to our discussion of Kawamura-Shimoji suggestion since the B; ratio can be
connection betwen relaxation and vibrational modes given a theoretical interpretation. If a free volume
given in section VIII.) approach8 is adopted, B,/Bc is a measure of the dif-

Clearly, this research area is in a state of active de- ference in free volume requirements for conductive vs
velopment and. with variable-frequency NMR being viscous motion or, if we invoke our current preferences
actively pursued, 75 much additional insight into the for an Adam-Gibbsgs entropy-based interpretation of
dynamics of ionic processes in glasses will soon be the transport phenomena. it is a measure of the dif-
forthcoming. ference in energy barriers for rearrangement of the

The silver iodoborate case used in the above discus- minimum-size rearrangeable group involved in relaxing
sion has also been the subject of some very wide fre- an electrical stress as opposed to a mechanical stress.
quency range mechanical studies that make it of special In light of the above discussion it seems reasonable
value for anal.ses aimed at providing a unifying picture to expect the kinetic processes in the glassy state to
of the energy-dissipating processes in glassy ionic solids, reflect in some measure the extent of decoupling from
We consider these in a final section after a brief but the viscous modes achieved in the liquid before vitri-
especially important section in which spectroscopic fication. The differences among different glasses in this
observations are tied into the broader phenomenology respect may be presented, as in refs 25 and 86, by a
of slowing down in glass-forming liquids, tabulation of decoupling indices at T.. These may be

easily estimated by combining eq 1, in which we insert
VII. Correlation of Relaxation Spectra with a typical value of M. = 0.08
Decoupling Index and Structure 7. = eo/M._cdc 9 X 10- 3 /C s (9)

Having reviewed the main spectroscopic character- with the observation that, in general
istics of dynamic processes in ionic glasses, we now turn
to the important matter of correlating the findings with , (at Tg) - 2 x 102 s (10)
the broader phenomenology of viscous liquids and the
vitrification process. so that

We noted at the beginning of this review that the R, at T. = r,(Tg)/7(Tl) = 2 x 10"c7- (11)
glassy-state processes we have been characterizing are
actually spawned in the high-temperature liquid state. However. a better feeling is obtained for the extreme
It has been known for a very long time that, in molten differences that exist between different svstems by a
salts, the electrical conductivity has a characteristically graphical presentation of the conductivitiz over a wide
different temperature dependence from the shear vis- temperature range using a reduced Arrhenius plot such
cosity. Both processes, P, have been found82'm to obey that all glasses have the same structural relaxation time
the famous Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher equation at the scaling temperature. The natural choice for

P, = PO, expi[±B,/(T - T0 )] (8) scaling temperature is T.. The plot is presented in
Figure 13, which includes a dashed line to represent a

where, subject to some privisos. the constant To is system in which the conductivity and viscosity modes
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- ,*. seems to happen near the mobile ion crossover in mixed
., - , o -- -mobile ion systems, 67 or in the presence of incipient

. c phase separation, but such cases would always have a
special explanation. The rapid decrease in B at the

- -"left-hand side of the diagram (based on data in dilute

E ' I \ - alkali silicates and germanates) has been interpreted
, by Martin"h in terms of the rapid change in cation-

cation separation.
SA correlation of 0 with another system parameter that-'is as impressive as Figure 14 (though, to the present

• ' author, a little less provocative) is that described by
Ngai and Martin. 8°b These authors modify an earlier

1, :, correlationss of 6 with dc conductivity activation energy
E.* bv converting E,* to a -primitive" activation energy

0 ,08 2 1 20 24 2 E" and plotting this against 3 (actually against n
Tg/T 1 - ) and are able to superpose data from many dif-

ferent systems. While the presence of 0 on both axesFigure 13. T-scaled Arrhenius plot of conductance of systems aids the correlation somewhat, it is theoretically justi-with widely differing degrees of decoupling of conductivity from fe
structural modes. Dashed line shows behavior for fully coupled fied.
system. To interpret these observations further, one should

1 0 ask what Figure 14 implies about the structure within
10 -which the mobile ion displacements are occurring and

IK. consider this in relation to current models for nonex-
. .ponential relaxation.

It is tempting to answer this question in terms of
microheterogeneity models. - - 92 In such models it is
supposed that the viscosity and structural relaxation
are controlled by the approach to percolation of growing

04 o M 8.3.-38 clusters of dense-packed material, while the intercluster
. .37 matter, in which conductivity occurs, remains relatively

0.2 :loose and liquid-like. This picture is essentially that
OlEO.o~rncAL invoked in the -cluster bypass- model for high ionic
I x Lcrl conductivity advanced recently by Ingram.3 It is or-

0. thogonal to the widely espoused -a-AgI cluster overlap"
o 10 20 model94 which expiains the tendency of most AgI-con-

log Rt taining glasses to approach the properties of a-AgI
Figure 14. Correlation of nonexponentiality parameter 4 of crystals as AgI content increases in terms of overlap of
Kohlrausch function with decoupling index R, for a variety of growing clusters of mobile material (but which seems
ionic glasses. inconsistent with the similar behavior of Ag 2S-AgPO3

remain fully coupled over the entire temperature range. glasses95 ). This general picture emphasizing loose in-
Figure 13 is very similar to the theoretical plot of tercluster material is also consistent with recent evi-

Kawamura and ShimojiM for a system of fixed B, (eq dence that, in many, though certainly not all, fragile"
8) being vitrified at a fixed rate, with variations in the liquids, the time scales for shear relaxation and struc-
value of Be, To this writer, the figure is quite evocative. tural or enthalpy relaxation begin to separate as T. is
It would seem surprising indeed if the extremely dif- closely approached.
ferent time scales for electrical relaxation relative to a The connection to Figure 14 by models for nonex-
constant time scale for relaxation of mechanical stress ponential relaxation could then be made in at least two
were not reflected in some way in the spectroscopic ways. Both depend on the idea that in the highly de-
characteristics of the conductivity relaxation in the coupled, i.e., large R, systems, the matrix material of
glass. Thus we check in Figure 14 what seems the ob- the cluster bypass model must be particularly liquid-like
vious correlation to investigate (but one not presented and/or perhaps involve a particularly large proportion
previously), viz., correlation of the nonexponentiality of the mobile, low-charged, ions in the structure.
parameter (in the glassy state) with the decoupling (1) In the -coupling" model of Ngai and colleagues,16-7
index R, at Tg (since T. is where the bulk structure the departure from exponentiality (quantified by n =
becomes arrested). 1 - 0 in their model) is a function of the level of disorder

Despite the presence of some system-specific iregu- in the environment of the -primitive species", which
larities, Figure 14 shows a rather definite relationship: should be greater in a highly decoupled system matrix.
the more fully decoupled the conductivity at T., the We note the success of this model in explaining the
more nonexponential the relaxation. There would seem isotope effect in alkali borate glasses98-. and suggest
to be a well-defined limit for 0 in ionic conducting such experiments be repeated for the systems repre-
systems since the theoretical limit for aT is given by senting the accessible extremes of the decoupling phe-
the far-infrared conductivity, - 10 S cm-l.il" Thus the nomenon.
limiting value of R,(T,) should be - 101'", and hence (2) In the Tomazawa modeL' which is specific to the
the limit on 8 should be 0.44. Broader spectra may be behavior of ionic systems, the explanation of the greater
obtainable by overlapping independent processes, as departure from exponentiality in highly decoupled
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glasses would follow directly from the larger concen- .991
tration of mobile species in matrix material. This is also r .696 W42
the view of Martn.75b The source of their nonexpo-
nential relaxation is the well-known Debye-Falkenha- I
gen effect, which, however, can only account quantite-
tively for the first 5% increase in spectral width (hence J '-\, . /
the initial drop in 8, Figure 14) according to Lesikar and
Moynihan.* A more recent analysis by McGahav and -E I& I

Tomazawal goes some way toward removing this lir-
itation. 2 QCC

It should be very interesting, in this respect, to study Cc
the spectroscopic characteristics of conductivity in the
ultrafast quenched glasses of Tatsumisago et a1.1oo in C o
which the fraction of mobile material in the structure /
should be naixiized.M Also lacking in the present data
base are oxide glasses designed to be insulating C IL
glasses-e.g., alkali-free lead or barium silicates.

VIII. Connections between Relaxational and 5= ,,': 500 600
Vibrational Responses TE RITURE [K3

Figure 15. Brillouin spectre for 0.6AgT-0.4Ag 2B40, glass at 499In the foregoing sections we have reviewed the de- K. showing 19.1-GHz frequency shift from central exciting line
tailed kinetics of various processes that occur within the and Brillouin half-width. Lower portion shows absorption

frozen" glass structure and have attempted to connect coefficients at different temperatures obtained from Brillouin line
their characteristics to the process by which they form. widths of the upper portion.
While they are spawned in the high-temperature liquid
where all relaxation times are short, they have their own mechanical studies discussed earlier; 8 see Figure 11)
short- and long-time characteristics. Most of the studies and by ultrasonic studies.10° The relaxation in this glass
reviewed to date have been concerned with the medium is one that satisfies the two conditions, high relaxation
to long time regime. It is of considerable interest to strength and exceptionally short relaxation time at T.
investigate the behavior of the glassy-state processes, which are necessary for the observation of gigahertz
both mechanical and electrical, as the frequency range phonon damping at temperatures below the glass
of the measurement approaches the microscopic transition temperature.
short-time (vibrational) limit. Thanks to the existence Figure 15 shows, in the upper portion, the basic ex-
of some glasses in which the conductivity mode de- perimental observation viz., the scattered Brillouin peak
coupling is exceptional, it is possible to extend the in relation to the central exciting line, and (in the lower
glassy-state studies to Within three decades of the typ- portion) the important relaxation data in the form of
ical vibrational frequency. Because of the value we absorption coefficients obtained at each temperature
place on the conceptual unification that can be achieved from the width of the Brillouin line. We see in Figure
by considering vibrational and relaxationa processes 11 how the absorption coefficient passes through a
in the same scheme, we devote a final section to this maximum at a temperature. 499 K, some 180 *C below
subject. Here we follow closely the development used the glass transition temperature for this system. Similar
in a recent review article.lf(w) results have since been observed for a range of com-

In all the work reviewed so far, the frequency of the positions in the same Agl-Ag2B4O7 system' °4 and also
mechanical relaxation studies has not exceeded the in the alkali halide containing system LiCI-LiB20. 105
100-MHz range provided by ultrasonics. It is possible, These data can be put in the reciprocal temperature
though not easy, to make mechanical relaxation studies form and displayed informatively with the results of the
of glassy relaxations at extremely high frequencies in lower frequency experiments as shown in Figure 16.
the gigahertz range by inelastic light scattering tech- Since the evidence from both electrical conductivity
niques. A visible light beam, for instance, will interact and low-frequency mechanical relaxation is that the
with the natural density (refractive index) fluctuations activation energy for the mobile ion relaxation is mostly
in the material to produce or annihilate acoustic pho- independent of temperature, we can assume (remem-
nons and yield a scattered beam, the Brillouin line, bering the evidence in section V that, where studied,
which gives information on the frequency, velocity, and the spectral shape was constant with temperature) that
damping of these phonons. The damping is reflected the data displayed in Figure 16 reflect the spectral form
in the half-width of the Brillouin line. Such scattering of the relaxation as discussed using Figure 5. In this
techniques have been very valuable in the study of case, we may make the important observation from
viscous liquidsA -1 0 1 ° and may be applied to the study Figure 12 that the departure from exponential relaxa-
of mechanical relaxation in fast-conducting solids if the tion which is so pronounced a: low temperatures is
strength of the associated relaxation is large enough. greatly reduced in the high-frequency short relaxation
A couple of cases that satisfy this condition have re- time range explored by the Brillouin scattering tech-
cently been reported in the literature,3.1410s and we nique. Indeed the width of the relaxation in 1/T can
briefly summarize the value of such studies here. be accounted for almost quantitatively under the as-

The first case in question is the Agl-Ag2 B 40, system sumption of a single relaxation time. This appears also
in which there already existed extensive data at lower to be the case for the lithium cation motion in the
frequencies covering the range 1-110 Hz (by dynamic LiCI-LiBO. systemrr ' and hence is probably of general
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Figure 16. Comparison of normalized moduli for mechanical .
relaxation over wide temperature and frequency regimes using -1.0 -

11T representation of spectra form. Note that the spectra at 5
MHz (from ref 106) and 11 Hz are approximately the same in -,6c -
shape. while the high-temperature high-frequency spectrum is 00 to 20 30 '0 50 60 0 o 90 100
narrow. Dotted lines show predicted shapes at gigahertz and low 000 T/T J
frequencies according to the Gaussian activation energy distri- Figure 18. Arrhenius plot of relaxation times for mechanical and
bution model of ref 106. The frequency scales attached to the electrical mobile ion controlled processes in three different fast
5-MHz and 110-Hz plots are based on the equivalence of IT and ion conducting glass systems, one containing only halide ions.
log / discussed earlier under Figure 4. Each scale has its origin Note that the latter, which has fully annealed, shows Arrhenius
fixed such that the peak of the modulus plot falls at the appro- behavior over the whole temperature range with direct extrapo-
priate fixed frequency, 5 MHz or 110 Hz. lation to the quasi-lattice vibration time. Plot contains results

of high-frequency study of Figures 15 and 16.10°lzi
2O 30 oo C -60 - - 00 - -,6

T9 00 0 -v with composition in such a way that the slope of the

0- LOaxn tends theleast rapidly relaxing compositions tends toward the
o_ I 35mz) 0

1 
.d•.- / / 0.2 (much greater) slope of the viscoelastic relaxation.

.2I1Ck r o,--..Oo Second, we note that (in contrast with other cases
--,,.,, l'/ ,. -Mentioned above, and included in Figures 13 and 14)

03 --- " the most rapidly relaxing compositions showed distinct
Y/ departures from Arrhenius behavior in both electrical
--

-  _, and mechanical relaxation. Whether or not this can be
..- > 'associated, as for viscous liquids, with measurable

8 T" contributions to the thermodynamic properties (heat, ', j o ' T, "" ''©  capacity, compressibility, etc.) from configurational
,-,,7 degrees of freedom that are localized so as to be dis-

-10 , -f.degrees compressibilityoetc.) from t anios co ationa
I --- 00 so so ccO 20 0 sociated from the main viscoelastic relaxation, is not

-,'" - 0 o I so ' known at this time.

''lcvj : Third, all modes (including some gecondary me-
-4 chanical relaxation modes which are not associated with

10 o ,0 40 W 60 70 &o so ion mobile cations and which we have not discussed) appear
tooo/T (K ) to be extrapolating toward a high-temperatue limit

Figure 17. Relaxation 'map" for mechanical and electrical re- which is broadly consistent with the -quasi-lattice"
laxation in AgI-AgPO3 glas. High-temperature conductivity vibrational times observable by far-infrared spectros-
data from ref 110 have been converted to electrical relazation times copy on these systems.m' °

(r), assuming a high-frequency dielectric constant of 15 for all Figure 18 shows the relaxation times for the mobile
cases. Conductivity and mechanical relaxation data are now
available for the liquid states of this sytem but are omitted for ion modes alone for three different fast ion conducting
clarity. Inset: Low-frequency portion of thin-film transmission systems and establishes that the very fast relaxing
IR spectra for 0.5 AgI-0.5AgP0 3 glass. Note coincidence of far-IR systems are not necessarily associated with departures
peaks (quasi-lattice vibration modes) with attempt frequency for from Arrhenius behavior. Indeed the one detailed study
relaxation modes. Reprinted from ref 50, copyright 1980 Elsevier
Science Publishers B.V. of this curvature in the literature, performed on the

system AgI-Ag2 MoO 4
1 0 suggests that it is a strong

validity. An account of how the results of these studies function of thermal treatment and indeed disappears
can be accounted for within the coupling model has after the glass has been properly annealed. We note
been given Ngai and RendeU." 7  here that a new study on AgI-AgPO3 glasses by Malu-

With this extended frequency/relaxation time data gani and Johari, ° who used carefully annealed samples,
now in mind, it is helpful to make a summary repre- has also found Arrhenius behavior at all compositions.
sentation ofthe variations of relaxation time with tern- This question deserves more detailed study.
perature that have been observed in different systems. Finally, we show in Figures 19 and 20 connections
Figure 17 shows a relaxation time map for the system between relaxational and vibrational modes associated
Agi-AgPO 3  and includes some short longitudinal re- with electrical and mechanical fast ion relaxation.
laxation time data obtained by BriJlouin scattering in Figure 19 shows how the temperature dependence and

,the liquid state,5 ' in addition to the various glassy-state the frequency dependence of the conductivity can be
Idata discussed in earlier papers. Figure 17 shows three related to the absorption of energy from the oscillating
important features, which we note again here. electrical field, an absorption that reaches its maximum

First, it shows that for both electrical and mechanical at frequencies in the far-infrared region of the electro-
relaxation the activation energy changes systematically magnetic spectrum. i.e., at frequencies characteristic of
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..-- x. hence also the low-frequency absorption coefficient-
-- --- - rises toward a limit set by the absorption due to the

"t 0 .....______ -- ... ' vibrating ions in the quasi-latice. The latter has been
measured quite accurately for sodium borate glasses'lE

____. ..._ :--./ , but is less certain for the pre.ent case (see error bar in
-~ - ...- ' -.- Figure 19) because the film thickness of the blown silver

S ion glass film was only crudely measured. " ' It would
-' -. appear from Figure 19 to be a measure of the limiting

___ high dc conductivity obtainable in an ionic system.
There is need for more quantitative evaluation of far-IR

-, _, absorptivities in relation to temperature and compo-
sition in order that the physical picture given in Figure

2 1 6 4 : r 0 2 1- 19 can be fully completed and confirmed.
10; '- TFigure 19 gives the picture unifying vibrational and

Figure 19. Frequenc, dependence of electrical conductivity a(w) relaxational modes responding to electrical stresses. It
(left-hand ordinate) and absorption coefficient a. (right-hand shows how the absorption (per cm - 1) by relaxational
ordinate) due to fast ion motion at different temperatures for the
fast ion conducting system 0.6Agl-0.4(Ag.O-2B10 3) (part a) and modes increases continuously -ith decreasing relaxation
temperature dependence (Arrhenius plot) (part b), showing near time, until they merge at the high-temperature, high-
equivalence of limiting high-frequency conductivity of the liquid frequency extreme. The extrapolation between ad-
state. Note changeover from a first-power frequency dependence mittance bridge and far-IR absorption data in Figure
of ac conductivity in most of the range to an &; dependence near 19 may seem unacceptably speculative. However, it
the quasi-iattice resonance ausorption region.--- may be justified by reference to systems for which the

I , tooco. data are much more complete. thanks to recent gigah-
ALDIC RAD.I MICRO FIR IF; ertz bridge measurements by Sridhar on AgI-AgPO 3'E ooo ' '' : -e" glass!'2 and time-domain refiectivity measurements by

,o >-:•. Burns, Cole. and Risen." 3 In Figure 20 we add data of

lo- , the latter authors on Na,0.3SiCO to the original diagram
,-- '- 1 . from ref la(iii) to support the simple a(w) =,i.0 con-

Xi: nection we have suggested as the link between the
- [low-temperature dc and high-frequency (infrared) ac

>,4 I-c_ ~ /" conductivity regimes.
0" The origin of the implied constant loss, irrespective

,-, - s..,. of wavelength (the existence of which has been sug-
< ,AP. C -C4 gested at various times in the pasT), 35.1' 0.'  must be a' . NcO Z SzI C matter of concern. Length scale independence is, of

course, the hallmark of fraca. systems and, although

in n a ' 6 e ,n ,glasses are unquestionably Euclidean geometrical ob-
log f Ht jects, there are strong theoretical indications," s sup-

Figure 20. Dependence of ac conductivity u(f) and the related ported by molecular dyniamics simulations"' and, to an
optical absorptivity a on frequency for the cAse of Na2O-3SiO2, extent, experiment," to suggest that their dynamics
for which the most extensive data are available. Diagram shows may be fractal at least over some range. Kieffer and
connection of low-frequency dispersion region to infrared reso- Angell, for instance, recently showed by simulations on
nance absorption region via linear and quadratic dependence I •

regimes for which fractal and anharmonic dynamics, respectively, :retch-ruptured vitreous SiO AIE that the SiO2 structure

are believed responsible, remains Euclidean until the point of spinodal rupture
at - 70% of normal density and then develops a self-

the quasi-lattice vibrations. The (ac) conductivity at similar porosity with a H-ausdorff dimension that
these frequencies is very high since every charged changes systematically with density. The same struc-
particle in the system is contributing in proportion to ture exhibited the features of fractal dynamics with a
its charge as it vibrates at thermal velocities, creating fracton dimension falling a constant interval below the
an instantaneous fluctuating current. This conductivity Hausdorff dimension except in the prerupture regime.
can be measured by determining the loss of energy from In the latter regime, where the Hausdorff dimension
a far-infrared light beam as the electromagnetic wave was 3.0, the fracton dimension continued to change.
couples to the oscillating electric field and is ab- However, it remained less thcn 3.0 at normal density,
sorbed. 0 1  in accord with the Alexander-Orbach theory." 4

The relation is given by If fractal dynamics are involved in the frequency-in-

a(w) = ca()/eocn(w) (12) dependent loss in glassy systems, then it should not be
only electrical absorptivzties that reveal them. We

where e0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the ye- therefure turn to the results of ultrasonic and hyper-
locity of light, and n(w) is the frequency-dependent sonic studies to see whether similar behavior is mani-
refractive index, which, in a disordered transparent fested. Certainly it is know-' that the absorptivity in
material, varies only weakldy about the higher frequency ultrasonic studies increases very . rapidly with increasing
value fixed by the electronic motions. Figure 19 has a frequency, and this usually sets the high-frequency limit
conductivity scale on the right and the equivalent op- on ultrasonic measurements.
tical absorption coefficient scale on the left. Note how, For our example we choose the superionic glass
as the temperature increases, the dc conductivity- 3Agl-2Ag 2BO- on which both high-quality ultrasonic
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__ __ _ __ _ __ a = V (14)

I where v is the velocity of sound. Substituting u = 2 X
.0 / s 1 10' cm s '"61 and \.,, = 2 X 10-8 cm we find from eqs

j ~ c"13 and 14 that c. = 5 X 10' cm-1 at f = X 1013 Hz.
- ' This, however, must be an underestimate because the

-- ! -- sound velocity at such short wavelengths must be much
o ° ,K-§* ~smaller than the normal value. Entering this value in

'* .Figure 21 and making the most natural connections to
/ / .the isothermal curves passing through lower frequency

',', ,." --" points, we recover a pattern quite similar to that for
_ dielectric relaxation. The main difference is a more

I prominent peak absorption. This is due partly to the
-.-, greater broadness of the mechanical relaxation, which

diminishes the maximum absorptivity of the lower
... . . _1 •frequency peaks. Some difference might also be ex-

,o3/ ' T pected from the different physics involved in the re-
Figure 21. Analogue of Figure 19 for absorption of mechanical spective highest frequency peaks. By different physics
energy in the same system, based on limited ultrasonic"1 and we mean that the wavelength of the excitation being
Bri~louin scatteringe l data. For comparison, data for absorption
of electromagnetic waves by a relaxing dipolar fluid. propanediol. 7  damped at the mechanical absorption peak is quite
over the same frequency range are included. Both seem to have different from that of the optical mode that is being
similar a f 1 0 backgrounds over the major part of the frequency excited at the center of the glassy-state equivalent of
range. An Arrhenius temperature dependence for the acoustic the crystalline-state Brillouin zone. The latter is
absorption coefficient (at the frequency of the loss maximum) strongly, but not completely, absorbed.
is a novel observation to the best of our knowledge. We find it of interest that, despite the different

data' ° 6 and hypersonic data3
1
. 1

0
4 exist. Figure 15, for physics, there should be as much similarity as there is

example, shows that peak absorption in the gigahertz in the two cases. In particular, the apparent presence
range is 3.1 x I01 Np m -' at 499 K. The data are of a mechanical equivalent of the source of constant loss
plotted in Figure 21 along with additional data dis- per unit wavelength at frequencies well above the re-
cussed below. laxation peak is encouraging. This implies a common

Since the mechanical relaxation is one which leads origin and would be consistent with our speculation that
to a thermodynamic state of polarization, we cannot fracton modes may be involved as a common explana-
expect the equivalent of Figure 19 for mechanical tion. Indeed, a crossover from phonon to fracton dy-
motions to have the frequency-independent plateaus of namics in lithium borate glasses has recently been
Figure 19 (though this would be the case for shear re- suggested by Borjesson"2' to explain particular light-
laxation in liquids). Rather, the nearest equivalent scattering observations. We note again the evidence for
would be the relaxation of a polar liquid. Data con- a constant 11T1, which is equivalent to a constant loss
necting dielectric relaxation and IR absorption were in modulus spectroscopy, in the studies of low-tern-
recently published for the case of propanediol 18 and perature Li NMR spectroscopy, 7U.7 so the phenomenon
are reproduced in Figure 21 (part a lower curves) to is common to all of the dynamic probes we have con-
provide a basis for comparison with the mechanical sidered in this article.
analogue which we now discuss. From study of a variety of systems, it would appear

The peak absorption data from ultrasonic studies are that the magnitude of the constant background loss can
entered in Figure 21 as functions of frequency in part vary greatly from system to system and may be sensitive
a and of reciprocal temperature in part b, as in Figure to thermal annealing. We have observed' 2' more than
19. A few off-peak absorptivities at different ultrasonic two-decade variations from system to system with no
frequencies allow us to estimate the form of the acoustic particular pattern or correlation with glass composition
absorption shoulders at different temperatures. We do or liquid class so far emerging. It would seem to present
not have the equivalent of a far-infrared absorption a substantial challenge to future experimental and
coefficient for the mechanical modes, but we do know theoretical endeavor.
that longitudinal acoustic excitations with the normal

velocity of sound are observable in some glasses by IX. Omissions
neutron scattering in the equivalent of the second
Brillouin zone at wave vectors for which the wavelength I am well aware of, and concerned about, the fact that
is of the order of 10 A." 9 Furthermore, these excita- this review is incomplete. Most obvious by its absence
tions 12° are not observable at lower wave vectors in is any analysis of the many current theoretical inter-
liquid or glassy states. which implies overdamping. pretations of different aspects of the phenomenology
Therefore, we can write, for the smallest physically we have described. However, even some significant
meaningful wavelength Xmi, which is the interatomic aspects of the phenomenology-e.g., the effect of the
spacing pressure variable-have not been dealt with, and the

1 (13) studies by computer simulation largely from laboratory
have been omitted completely. These must await future

which implies that the wave is completely damped in reviews.
a single wavelength. Furthermore, this limiting high For the moment, we compromise by only noting the
absorption coefficient will occur at a frequency given existence of new or alternative theoretical accounts (in
by addition to those mentioned in the earlier text) of the
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Abstract: We review the effects of temperature on conductance and viscosity in the
liquid state of vitreous ionic conductors and show how differences may be best
understood by comparison of relaxation tires for electrical and mechanical stresses
acting on liquid or glassy states of the material. This leads to the definition of a
conductivity viscosity mode decoupling index. useful as a figure of merit for the solid
electrolyte. In applying the same approach to polymer electrolyte systems a
problem is encountered due to the molecular weight dependence of the viscosity.
This is resolved by deriving a 'monomer' shear relaxation time for the polymer
electrolyte solution and showing that this quantity corresponds closely with the
'local' mechanical relaxation time obtained from light scattering studies (which is a
molecular weight independent quantity for pure polypropylene oxide and other
polymers of low T.). Comparison of the electrical relaxation times of the polymer
solution with the 'local' (or 'matrix') relaxation times then shows that the
relationship found for superionic glass-forming systems is inverted in the case of
polymer electrolytes. The latter have fractional decoupling indexes which may be
interpreted in terms of serial coupling phenomena: i.e. ions must first decouple from
their partner ions (in ion pairs), or from their intramolecular solvation states, before
they can contribute to conductivity relaxation which is itself coupled to the local
polymer matrix relaxation. An extreme case is illustrated using the weak electrolyte,
lithium acetate, for which the decoupling index is - 6 x 10-".

Key words: Polymer electrolytes, relaxation, decoupling index, light scattering.
conductivity.

1 INTRODUCTION systems based on inorganic glasses to be clearly seen.
The basis that we propose for organizing observ-

In this paper we show how the combination of light ations on polymer systems should make it simpler to
scattering' and conductivity 2 data can provide a define the limiting factors on polymer electrolyte
phenomenological scheme for the discussion of performance and lead to improvements in that
conductivity in relation to polymer chain segmental performance.
motion in polymer electrolytes. This scheme permits It is generally recognized that the mechanism for
the relationship between different polymer-salt conductance in polymer-salt systems is intrinsically
systems and (the alternative) solid electrolyte different from that in fast-ion conducting glasses. In
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174 L. M. Torell, C. A. Angell

the former a highly flexible polymer backbone change on transport processes can be presented in a
structure is essential. This has the concomitant useful manner by comparing the time scales on
requirement that the glass transition phenomenon, which the system responds with the stresses which
which signals the 'bottom' of the liquid-like regime drive the processes. These response times, or
of beha-iour. lies at temperatures far below that of relaxation tines T, may be obtained directly from
the application. The polymer *solid' electrolyte then frequency-dependent studies of the conductance
owes its mechanical stability to the chain entangle- process (by a.c. admittance bridge techniques)' °

ment phenomenon, or to crosslinking in the case of and of the viscous flow process (by ultrasonic
shorter chains. On the other hand, it is obvious that absorption'' and Brillouin scattering 1 2 techniques)
in the case of fast-ion conducting glasses (which are or indirectly by the use of Maxwell relations' 3

no more than deeply supercooled ionic liquids), the
glass transition temperature must lie above the =eopdMX (1)
temperature of intended application if the electro- and
lyte is to have a fixed shape. Since a 'good'
performance in each type of system is defined by <r) = G (2)

having d.c. conductivities no less than 10- 3 Scm ' which connect liquid-like properties. d.c. resistivity
at the intended service temperature. it is clear that in Pdc, and shear viscosity ih- to solid-like properties.
the superionic glass case the mobile ion motions electrical modulus M, (.11, = 1iE : E the dielectric
must be essentially independent of the modes of constant) and shear modulus G,. and eo is the
motion which determine the glass transition. In the permittivity of free space. Equations (1) and (2) yield
polymer electrolyte case. by contrast. the two types average relaxation times <r>. while the frequency-
of motion must be closely related. Indeed, it is now dependent studies give directly the most probable
the general view that ions in polymer-salt systems value and also information on the 'distribution of
move cooperatively in some manner with the relaxation times' if the relaxation process is non-
segmental motions of the polymer. It is with the exponential.
definition and interpretation of the time scales for When the data are presented in this manner one
these processes that this contribution is concerned. It observes that at high temperatures the electrical and
will be seen that light scattering techniques applied mechanical response times, r, and T, are rather
to polymer solvents 3 -6 and recently to polymer close, suggesting comparable relaxation mechan-
solutions provide the most direct relevant probes of isms or a coupling of mechanisms. However, with
the polymer (or 'matrix') time scales.

3 0 electrical modes
2 FAST-ION CONDUCTING GLASSES a mechanical mod

For our investigation of polymer-salt solution
behaviour, it will be helpful to review briefly the -I LICo(N0 3)2 -KNO 3

related scheme that has been used to discuss fast-ion T ", ref. 10 b

conduction in liquid and glassy solids.' This scheme j -3-
takes the equilibrium liquid state as its starting 1 ,

point. -5
In the ionic liquid state, in contrast to polymer

electrolytes above T,. the electrical conductivity is -7-
extremely high. For instance, at 150 above its Tg CoN0 -KNO
the conductivity of the most simply constituted -9"ueinc "l T (B S)... I , - gCI-Agr-cscl
"superionic' glass. CsAg,(ICI)5 is 0'4 Scm- 2. (cf. \/g

- 3 AgCI-AqI , "to ,
- 10 for the best polymer electrolyte '. Between -1 -- CsCl

(T, + 150 ) and T, (at -21 C). the conductivity of <Ts- > _>
this material decreases by only some three orders of -i3

magnitude. The viscosity, however, increases by 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00
more than 15 orders of magnitude in the same T- Tg/T
rangye. Evidentl , unlike the classical Walden Fig. I. Average mechanical (shear) and electrical relaxation

t c times. <,,> and <:,). for liquid and glassy states of the fast-
coupled to the viscosity in these systems, except at ion conductor AgCI-AgI-CsCI and the poor conductor
very high temperatures. This behaviour is similar in 2Ca(NO,.. 3KNO:. In the latter case. the shear relaxation
character to that known for diffusion of gases or times coincide -ith the lonzitudinal relaxation time determined
small molecule solutes in polymer solutions. '  by Bnllouin scattering : (BS. Also note the close corre-

Such differences in the effect of temperature spondencc bct\ccn K:) and <-,,) for T> T in this case.
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decreasing temperature (and increasingly well- 2
defined short and intermediate range order of the
liquid) the two response times separate increasingly 1, o 2
(see Fig. 1). implying a progressive decoupling of the PPO 4000 PPO4000 1 -
mechanisms. The ratio of the relaxation times z iT o CFS1j

reflects the decoupling and has been called the o-
decoupling index, R., Its value at the glass transition P,--
temperature T, where the intermediate range order , .... PP0425 0
becomes frozen for all lower temperatures, has been 2 .
suggested as a figure of merit for fast-ion conducting _2
glasses. +NoCF3SO 3

We will use the same index in this paper as a figure 160

of merit for polymer-salt electrolytes, though the 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6
values of maximum merit will be seen to differ by 103 K / T
some 14 orders of magnitude from those of high Fig. 2. Viscosity data for PPO solutions of sodium triflate
performance fast-ion conducting glasses. To provide 16:1. Dashed lines are data for pure solvents from Refs 3b and
an example with which to compare polymer 16.
electrolyte behaviour, we show in Fig. 1 the relation
betveen viscosity and conductivity relaxation times temperature. At the absorption maximum the
obtained from ultrasonic.' Brillouin scattering,' 2  condition WCBT = I is satisfied so, at 107'C, we find
shear viscosity," and conductivity " o data for that the relaxation time r, for longitudinal stresses is
liquid and glassy states of two vitreous systems, 3 x 10- ' s. Based on the results for non-polymeric
using a reduced Arrhenius plot presentation with liquids -'2 ' 8 (see Fig. 1). this will also be the
T, scaling. One of the systems, AgI-AgCI-CsCI, microscopic relaxation time for shear stress at
yields a superionic glass,' while the other, hypersonic frequencies.
2Ca(NO3),. 3KNO3  yields a low-conducting To compare this longitudinal value, which we
glass. oh refer to hereafter as r , (BS) with the relaxation times

characterizing the macroscopic viscosities of Fig. 2
3 POLYMER-SALT SOLUTIONS we must use the Maxwell relation (eqn 2). Lacking

G, data for the solution at this time, we use the
3. 1 Mechanical responses values found for the pure solvents of comparable

molecular weight by Lamb and Erginsav using an
To examine the coupling relations for polymer-salt ultrasonic technique." Since the glass transition
solutions we must first clarify the relation between temperatures differ by only -- 20 K (see below) and
viscosity-based and other relaxation times. To this since G, usually scales with T", this substitution will
end we examine basic data for a fully amorphous not lead to errors in excess of 10%. As will be seen,
polymer-salt system, poly(propylene oxide) PPO- the effects of interest to us are orders of magnitude in
sodium triflate (NaCF 3SO 3), using solvents of T, so the G. choice is not an important source of
molecular weight 425 and 4000. We choose a salt uncertainty.
concentration such that the ratio R of monomer unit
[CH(CH 3)CH,O] to salt units. NaCF 3 SO 3, (written
[-O-],/[Na ]) is 16:1 in each case. This con- 26-
centration is on the high concentration side of the ,

22-conductivity maximum for this system if, as
expected, it behaves like LiClO4 in PPO.'5 Details
on the measurements are to be found in a report of _i
more extended studies being published elsewhere. 1.2 0

Figure 2 shows an Arrhenius plot of rotating
spindle viscosity data for the solutions. The data
extend over two orders of magnitude. We include
viscosity data for the pure solvents taken from the
literature.'6. 'i Figure 3 shows the results of a C 2 - 07 IC
Brillouin scattering study of the solution of polymer I o ,o iZO , 0 ,,o , 0 ,

having MW4000. Absorption coefficients o,'/n "/-C
( = refractive index) for - 5-3 GHz sound waves. Fig. 3. Absorption coefficient xdivided by refractive index n as
obtained in the manner recently described for the a function of temperature for 16:1 sodium triflate in PPO 4000.
pure PPO solvents.5 6 are plotted as a function of The peak falls at 107 C. cf. 56 C for pure PPO 4000.
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Using the expression
G =I x 10- 10+ 1.85 x 10- "(T- 180.1) (3) 2

for the polymer of MW 4000,'" and the viscosity 0!
data of Fig. 2. we obtain the average shear relaxation /
times <,> shown as open circles in Fig. 4. As -
expected these times are much longer than for the 2/
value obtained from Brillouin scattering (open
square). The latter is independent of molecular -4 -
weight for pure PPOs and appears to reflect some og<Tv>
local process, 3 - 6 while viscosities in polymers log T, /-- 6 /
increase as the first power of the molecular weight up /
to the chain entanglement point. 9  /

We now test the proposal 3 6 that the Brillouin -8 <TS,,C>

relaxation time r, (BS) is a truly microscopic .
relaxation time by comparing its value with that of a -
derived local relaxation time <T,.,> obtained by : S 45
extrapolating the molecular weight dependent shear
relaxation time back to the single repeat unit limit. -12
Since, as noted above, ,t x MV, 19 we obtain <T,.1>
from the obvious relation 04 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 .c

<s.) = .,>in (4) Tg / T
Fig. 4. Average shear relaxation times (r,) for sodium triflate

where it is the number of repeat units solutions. 16:1 in PPO 4000 (open circles) and PPO 425 (dotted
[CH(CH 3 )CHO] in the average chain, viz. 69 for line) and derived 'monomer' relaxation time (<r.,>) (filled
the 4000 PPO and 7 (including end oxygens) for 425 circles) for PPO 4000 salt solution shown in relation to the
PPO. The values of (r<T,> from the PPO 4000 longitudinal relaxation times of the solution from Brillouin
solution are plotted as filled circles in Fig. 4 where it scattering T, (BS) (open square). Longitudinal relaxation times

is seen that they fall very close to (at slightly shorter from light scattering for the pure PPO solvent of various

times than) the Brillouin value. We use a reduced molecular weights are shown as dashed line.
temperature scale in Fig. 4 in order to incorporate
< > values for other Na triflate solutions and r (BS) T =201 K as scaling parameter. Since both the
data for pure PPO. To avoid confusion in Fig. 4, we Brillouin study6 and the digital correlation spec-
do not include <T,,,> values from the 425 MW troscopy study 3 of PPOs in the MW range 400-5600
solutions, but note here that they fall systematically find only a very weak molecular weight dependence,
0-3 log units to shorter times than those from the and since T. is likewise independent of MW, the
4000MW solution. Although such a difference dashed curve in Fig. 4 is also molecular weight
would be expected in an ordinary Arrhenius plot independent, at least for pure solvents. The small
simply because, as Fig. 2 shows, q at constant displacement of the salt solution r,(BS) point
concentration is larger when the solvent molecular (square) from the pure solvent value (dashed line)
weight is larger, this effect should have been scaled may be partly due to the choice of T. value 218 K
out by the TO-reduced temperature scale of Fig. 4. (rather than 223 K-see Fig. 6) used in the tern-
Since the difference may simply be a result of using perature scaling (see below) but could also reflect
the pure solvent G, data in calculating (z,.I>, we real changes in the temperature dependence of
will not concern ourselves wth possible differences the relaxation time as the salt cations transiently
until we have obtained G, data for the actual salt crosslink the polymer chains.
solutions. On the basis of the findings in Fig. 4 we conclude

To further support the correlation of Brillouin that light scattering measurements, or chain number-
and 'monomer* shear relaxation times, we may add reduced viscosity measurements, may provide data on
data from the literature for the pure PPO solvents, local structural relaxation times in polymer electro-
The dashed line in Fig. 4 is the light-scattering-based h'tes ithich are equivalent to the <r> values with
longitudinal relaxation time T, (BS) for pure PPO t-hich the electrical relaxation time was compared in
4000 and other molecular weights taken from a the case of the liquid and glassy inorganic electrolytes
recent paper - in which short-time Brillouin scat- of Fig. 1.
tering data were combined with the longer-time It is of interest to know how large is the locally
(10-1-10-4s) digital correlation spectroscopy re- relaxing group of segments detected by the light
suits of Wang et al.3 Here T, is plotted using scattering experiment. The relative placement of the
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relaxation time with the same value as the most
probable relaxation time for the present triflate
solution at -20'C, see dashed curve. The com-

0200 -* parison makes clear that the triflate solution. at this

F -concentration at least. is complex and is character-
,-" . ized by a very broad 'spectrum of relaxation times'.

1" This is also indicated by the unusually smeared-out
oo- glass transition for this composition shown. along

+io* +24 with data for the PPO 425 triflate solution and the
-20 pure solvents, in Fig. 6. The complexity seems

peculiar to a narrow range of compositions around
0000 1 0

2  
03 0o ' R = 16 and its origin will be dealt with elsewhere.' It
f/Hz is sufficient to note here that the broad loss curves of

Fig. 5. Real .l'(rising cur\ Cs) and imaginar\ It" (curves with Fig. 5 cannot be well fitted with the usual Williams-
maxima) parts of the electrical modulus as a function of Watts function which describes well the narrower
frequency for sodium triflate solution (16:1) in PPO 4000. spectra found at higher concentrations.
Dashed line under -20 C cur\e shoxs shape of loss spectrum We now take the most probable conductivity

for exponential relaxation (single relaxation time) relaxation times from the A" peak frequencies of

Fig. 5. r, = 1irf,,,ax' and plot them in Fig. 7
points for -r,,> (MW 425). rt(BS), and <z,.,> in Fig. together with the "monomer' shear relaxation times,
4 suggests that it is larger than one PPO repeat unit, and the Brillouin relaxation time from Fig. 4. The
but perhaps smaller than seven.+ The relaxing group conductivity relaxatiun time plot may be extended
size may also depend a little on salt concentration to higher temperatures by including average conduc-
(which should have some influence on the refractive tivitv relaxation times <r,) obtained from the d.c.
index fluctuations detected by light scattering) since conductivities and eqn (1). with Af taken as the
comparison of <z,., > values for pure PPO 4000 value of M' in Fi. 6 at three decades above the .l"
solvent Inot shown in Fig. 4) with light scattering maximum.
values sho\\s a difference which is twice that seen Comparison of Fig. 7 and Fig. 1 shows that in
between -L (BS) and <-,.,> seen in Fig. 4 for the polymer electrolytes the coupling relations are the
solution data. opposite of those found in the fast-ion conducting

glass case: the electrical field is now relaxed more
3.2 Electrical relaxation times and coupling slowly by ionic migration than is local mechanical
relations stress. Quantitatively, the decoupling index R,,

which we suggest as a figure of merit, for 16:1 sodium
With a plausible measure of the relevant 'matrix* triflate in PPO 4000 is -- 2 x 10-2, independent of
relaxation time available, we now seek electrical temperature. This implies that the solvent or matrix
relaxation times for the polymer-salt electrolytes in structural rearrangements determining r,., and r,
order to compare the polymers with the Fig. 1
phenomenology. In Fig. 5 we show real M' and
imaginary Al" parts of the electrical modulus Mf* 1 425

(M* = I ir*) obtained from automated admittance 0
bridge measurements on the R = 16 sodium triflate -. 000.000
solution in PPO 4000 in the temperature range - 20 E

to + 24-C. The solution was contained in an all- T6,1,
metal cell to avoid spurious secondary dielectric o-

effects which may arise when glass containers are w If

used with low conducting solutions. Details are -2 7 -
available elsewhere.2  - 25 - s-69 -61, -55 -50 -- r

Figure 5 contains, for comparison, the M" vs
frequency plot for a system relaxing with a single

, It is interes:,in to note that the , - I condition in ultrasonic -7o -Sc -5C -_C

relaxation of the pure PPOs. although also much less dependent T/C"

on molecular weight than viscosity, occurs at much longer times Fig. 6. D.s.c. scans of the glass transition phenomenon in pure
than in Brillouin scattering and indeed at even longer times than PPO solvents of MW 425. 4000. and - 10 compared with those
the shear relaxation time for the 4000 MW.) The ultrasonic for 161 solutions of sodium triflate in PPO 425 and PPO 4000.
relaxation is also more nearly exponential than in the hyper- In the latter case the definition of the glass transition is
sonic case, and presumably pro\es a quite different process. ambiguous.
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terms of the ion-pairing phenomenon which is
2 - anticipated in low dielectric constant media, and

which has been observed spectroscopically 20 2' and
/ quantitatively evaluated in one case.-' Conductivity

0 relaxation does not occur ifa structural relaxation is
/accompanied by the displacement of a bound ion

pair because no net charge displacement occurs
(provided we restrict considerations to solutions of

Li ocetate . the 1:1 electrolytes which are of principal interest to
40:1 in solid electrolyte studies). The presence of ion pairs

log " - PP0 42 5 would, therefore, lengthen 7, relative to r,., in the
log <TS,1 > " observed manner.

•og<T.>6  / To show this effect unambiguously we include in
T. / Fig. 7 some conductivity relaxation time data2"

. ,' from a 40:1 solution of lithium acetate in PPO 425
-8 <r,>. (hl:her concentrations not being easily obtained).

... " /TI PP0425-I0,000 Due to the high charge density on the CH 3 COO-
' (from ref. 5) oxvens. lithium acetate dissociates only weakly in

-10 T (BS ,S> polymer solutions: the free ion population must be
1000 fold smaller than in the corresponding

strong electrolyte solutions (e.g. LiCIO.) since the
-12 conductivities of the respective solutions differ by

almost three orders of magnitude.5 .z32.2, The small
free ion population is then reflected in Fig. 7 by the

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 much larger. and also temperature-dependent, gap
betwen the T,., and r, curves of Fig. 7. The

Tg/T decoupling index in this case is -. 6 x I0'. It is
Fig. 7. Comparison of most probable and average conductiv- appropriate to think of such a value as a reflection of
itv relaxation times. z, and <T,). respectiveN. with average shear a serial decoupling phenomenon: in order to migrate
relaxation time <7,> and local structure relaxation times derived via a solvent-coupled mechanism, the ion must first
from light scattering -1(BS) and 'monomer' shear relaxation decouple from its ion-paired partner.
time <-,.,>. for sodium triflate solutions (16:1) in PPO 4000. Some assistance in resolving these issues may
Dashed line is light-scattering-based longitudinal relaxation
time for pure PPO from Ref. 5. Also shown are conductivity come from current spectroscopic studies of the

relaxation times for the weak electrolyte lithium acetate4(1:1 in temperature dependence of the free ion population.
PPO 425 (T, = 198 K). For comparison. the dotted line shows 7, A simple coupling ofionic mobility to local viscosity

of sodium triflate 16:1 in PPO 425. implies equal temperature dependences of r, and T,.I
(as in the typical aqueous solutions2'). Therefore

(BS), while obviouslv necessary for chargemigration changes in free ion population with temperature
to occur, are not always accompanied by charge should become evident in changes in the separation
migration. of T,., and r, curves of Fig. 7. It is obvious that the

This latter conclusion may be interpreted in curves are not parallel, and the -- 0.3 log units change
different ways. The most obvious one would be that in separation between 36 and 139C could imply a
the migrating ions 'see' a less microscopic viscosity factor of 2 decreases in free ion population between
than that seen by the locally rearranging chain 36 and 139K. A decrease of -40% has been
segments probed by Brillouin scattering (r t  observed in a current Raman spectral study of this
(BS) z.). A molecular level explanation could be solution.' Whether or not intra- vs intermolecular
that polarization clusters of chain segments form solution phenomena 26 have a role to play remains to
around dissolved ions and cause the rearrnging be seen.
group in\olved in conductivity relaxation ,o be These considerations are in a preliminary stage of
larger than the n = 1-7 group suggested above for development, and clearer correlations and interpret-
Brillouin scattering. In the absence of other factors. ations will be possible when additional experimental
the <-,. 1 >-7, gap could then serve to estimate the size data are at hand.
of the rearranging cluster. The close correspondence
of r and <-.,> for PPO 4000 (n = 69) seen in Fig. 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
might suggest a group size of 69 repeat units. which
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Contrasting Conductance/Viscosity Relations In Liquid States of Vitreous and Polymer
"Solid" Electrolytes
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In Final Form: February 22, 1988)

In order to contrast conductivity mechanisms in fast ion glassy and rubbery polymer electrolytes, the liquid states of two
prototypical cases have been studied. Viscosity and conductivity measurements have been performed on molten (as opposed
to glassy) (AgCI) 0 3 -(AgI).4-(CsC) 0.20 and on solutions of sodium triflate in low molecular weight poly(propylene oxide),
PPO (as opposed to high molecular weight, 106, rubbery solid PPO). Both types of system show non-Arrhenius viscosity
with divergent behavior near T,. The energetics of the conductivity processes, however, are very different. This is emphasized
by reduced temperature scale (TIT ) plotting of (temperature-dependent) activation energies. For the polymer salt systems,
as for normal molten salt systems and aqueous solutions, conductance and viscosity energetics are comparable at all temperatures;
hence the processes are coupled. For the liquid salt the conductivity process becomes decoupled as the glassy solid state
is approached. Using reduced temperature plots of polymer solutions and glass-forming aqueous solution data we show the
relative importance of T, and ion association factors in limiting polymer electrolyte performance.

Introduction using Plyrex glass capillary cells of high cell constant to measure
Amorphous solid conductors offer the best practical solutions the (very low) liquid resistivities, and Ubbelohde capillary vis-

to the ambient temperature solid-state electrochemical device cometers to determine the (very low) viscosities.
electrolyte problem because of their combination of high ionic We have carried out a series of measurements on two com-
conductivity and ease of fabrication into thin films. Within the positions in the system AgI-AgCI-CsCI, one of which has a very
amorphous solid family there are two contrasting subgroups, the high ambient temperature conductivity, and also a subambient
vitreous conductors and the elastomeric polymer + salt conductors. T, -11.5 °C, which is not far above that of Ts in the much studied
It is generally recognized that the mechanism of conductance in rubbery polymer electrolyte system (PPO),2 NaCF 3SO 3

7 (T s
these subgroups is different.' 2  In the polymer electrolyte case -40 oC).
good performance depends on the service temperature being far The high molecular weight polymer (MW - 106) is rubbery
above the glass-rubber transition temperature T, whereas, for rather than liquid because of the large molecular weight depen-
vitreous electrolytes, the requirements of dimensional stability and dence of the viscosity in polymer electrolytes, and the chain en-
stability against devitrification demand the reverse service tem- tanglement phenomenon.' Since we wish to compare the ener-
perature/ T. relationship. This implies that the mobile ion-vitreous getics of viscous flow and electrical migration processes and since
matrix interactions must be weak in superionic glasses, whereas the molecular weight dependence of viscosity in pure PPO poly-
it would appear that the reverse must be true in polymer elec- mers appears to reside mainly in the preexponent of the appropriate
trolytes in view of the solvation interaction on which the solubility expression for the viscosity,8 our objectives can be met by in-
of salt in polymer depends. vestigating solutions in low molecular weight solvents. Thus, to

While these distinctions seem entirely reasonable, there is a lack compare with the liquid Ag + superionic conductor system, we
of quantitative physical data on which to base them. We thought choose solutions of NaCF3SO 3 in PPO solvents of molecular
some comparative study of the two types of systems in common weights differing by one order of magnitude, viz., 425 and 4000,
regions above Ts could make a useful contribution to under- keeping the monomer/salt ratio (O/Na) constant at 16:1.
standing the respective mechanisms. So far there has only been Experimental Section
one study of conductivity in the liquid state of a superionic The Agl-AgCI-CsCI melts were prepared by weighing of
conducting glass system-the recent work of Kawamura rand analytical grade reagents from Merck and Mallinkrodt which were
Shimoji on Agl-Ag2MoO, mixtures. 3 However, the comparison used without further purification. The weighted mixtures were
we wish to make is between viscosity and conductance in the two fused and filtered into a 1.5 cm diameter test tube which was just
types of system, and no viscosity data are available for the liquid wide enough to accept a standard Pyrex capillary conductivity
state of AgI-Ag 2MoO4. Since most of the superionic conducting cell, of cell constant 574.8 (determined with 0.1 m KCI). The
systems studied to date contain oxyanions and therefore are rather test tube with contents was mounted in an aluminum block fur-
high-melting and also corrosive in the liquid state there has been nace, the temperature of which was controlled to +0.1 *C by
some reluctance to develop the techniques necessary to measure means of a Eurotherm proportional temperature controller. The
their liquid-state properties. temperature was urnform to 0.1 C over the length of the capillary

The resolution of this problem is found in the all-halide su- teMeauremas f the eng ofcte iry
perionic glass systems recently described in papers from this and cell. Measurements of the conductance and capacitance wereothe laoraoris.~ Th liuidstaes f teselowmeling made using an automated Hewlett-Packard Model 4192A ad-other laboratories."-  The liquid states of these low melting mittance bridge, and the dc conductivity was determined from
materials can be studied by conventional molten salt techniques m

a complex admittance plot. For the same liquid, the kinetic
viscosity was determined by using small-sample Ubbelohde vis-

(1) Armand. M. Solid State Ionics 1983, 9. 10. 745, cometers, of viscometer constants 0.014 44 and 0.003 978 cS/s.
(2) Angell. C. A. Solid State tonics 193, 9. 10. 3; 1986, 18. 19. 72. The viscometer was mounted in a tall aluminum block' which
(3) Kawamura, J.; Shimoji, M. J. Non-Cryst. Solids 1916, 79. 281. guaranteed that the variation of temperature across the capillary
(4) Liu. C.; Sundar, H. G. K.; Angell, C. A. Mater. Res. Bull.. 1985, 20. section of the viscometer was no more than 0.1 *C. The same

525.
(5) Liu, C.; Sundar. H. G. K.; Angell, C. A. Solid State Ionics 1986. 18.

19, 42. (8) (a) Wang. C. H.; Fytas, G.; Lilge, D.; Dorfmuller. Th. Macromolecules
(6) Nishii, J.; Kaite. Y.; Yamagishi. T. J. Non. Cryst. Solids 1985, 74. 411. 91, 14, 1363. (b) Berry. G. C.; Fox, T. G. Adv. Polym. Sci. 1968, 5. 261.
(7) Armand. M. B.; Chabagno. J. M.; Duclot. M. J. Fast Ion Transport (9) (a) Ziegler, D. C. Ph.D. Thesis. Purdue University, 1984. (b) Torch.

in Solids; North Holland: Amsterdam, 1979- p 131. L. M.; Ziegler, D. C., Angell, C. A. J. Chem, Phys. 1984, 81, 5053.
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Figure 1. Arrhenius plot of the specific resistivity, p, and viscosity, 17, for 1000,7 (K)

the molten salt mixtures 0.6AgCI.0.4 CsCI. and 0.35AgCI-0.45AgI. Figure 2. Specific conductivity of sodium triflate solutions O/Na = 16,
0.20CsCl. Note difference in resistivity and viscosity plot slopes, in PPO solutions with respective molecular weights 425 and 4000. Insert:

complex impedance plots of the 1:16 NaCF 3SO3-PPO 4000 sodium
melt which had been used in the conductivity experiment was then triflate solution at two different temperatures showing definition of the
transferred into the viscometer and readings were made at ap- dc resistivity.
proximately 10 K intervals in the temperature range from 300
°C down to a low limit of -190 °C determined by the freezing
of the supercooled liquid. 3.00

The polymer electrolytes were prepared by vacuum drying of 0 01 6 oCF3 s03 P P(425)

pure 425 and 4000 MW polymers obtained from Polyscience Corp. I

at 65 *C for 5 h and then adding measured amounts of sodium 2o0 D(I6NJCF3 SO3.PP'3J000)
trifilate dissolved in methanol. The methanol was then quanti-
tatively removed by vacuum oven drying at 65 *C. The con- 100--
ductivities of these solutions were much lower than those of the Io0--

molten salts so a low cell constant all-metal conductivity cell was - '

used. This had the advantage that the low temperature, low 0.00
conductivity range could be explored and the frequency-dependent
characteristics of the bulk electrolyte solutions determined.
Measurements were conducted in an automated system using the .1 00 r\
HP 4192 bridge in the temperature range -20 to +135 *C. Q -

Viscosities of the (higher viscosity) polymer--salt solutions were Ll''...
determined with a digital Brookfield rotating cylinder viscometer. -200'
The commerical Brookfield thermo cell containing the sample was , .
controlled to :1:0.1 *C by a Eurotherm on/off controller.

Glass transition temperatures were determined by differential 300 "

scanning calorimetry (Perkin-Elmer DSC-4) at 10 deg/min scans.

Results -400

Results of the conductivity measurements on the compositions 2o0 250 3 3o .100

0.6AgCI-0.4CsCI and 0.35AgCI-0.45AgI-0.2OCsCI are displayed 1000 T (K)
as specific resistivities in Figure I in the form of an Arrhenius Figure 3. Viscosities of the two sodium triflate solutions of Figure 2 in
plot. The corresponding viscosity data are included in Figure 1, Arrhenius plot form. Insert: DSC scans through the glass transition
using a log scale of the same division size, so that the plot slopes region for different molecular weight pure polymers and the two sodium
are proportional to the respective activation energies. The higher triflate solutions of this study.
temperature dependence of the viscosity in each case is obvious.

In Figure 2 the conductivity data for the R = 16 sodium triflate peratures were determined by differential calorimetry using a
solutions in 425 and 4000 MW PPO are displayed. The data in Perkin Elmer DSC-4 instrument and the 10 deg/min scans are
this case cover some 5 orders of magnitude in a. The values plotted shown in the insert to Figure 3.
are obtained in each case from the complex impedance plots,
examples of which are shown as an insert to Figure 2. In Figure Discussion
3 the viscosity data determined over a smaller temperature range In recent articles one of us has discussed the phenomenon of
for the same two solutions are shown. The difference in viscosity fast ion conduction in glasses in terms of the decoupling of
between the two bolutions is in part due to the molecular weight electrical modes from viscoelastic modes during cooling from the
dependence of the viscosity which is general for polymers and in high-temperature liquid state.' In the absence of suitable data
part to a molecular weight dependence of the glass transition on liquid fast ion conductors, these speculations have taken their
temperature for equal concentration electrolyte solutions which experimental support from the literature on liquid states of the
is not found for the pure polymers. The glass transition tem- classic alkali metal oxide glasses." The decoupling is demon-
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Figure 4. Ti-reduced Arrhenius plot of shear and conductivity relaxation 2 Pea C-(N)-3KN05times for the two melts of the study, including conductivity times mea- 20 .R ce r ep a t nr f ei
sured in the glassy state. The T. values are 261.5 K (3) and 298.5 K
(0). 10-

strated by converting the viscosity and conductivity data into I i g pos fr C 0 aA0.4 st oC o0 .2 0

appropriate relaxation times for shear and electrical stresses and 1.0 1.4 16 Li8 2.0 2.2 2L.4 2.6
then comparing the effect of temperature on the system in terms T / Tg
of the relat/ st behavior of these relaxation times. Average re-
laxation times -;ay be obtained from the viscosity and conductivity Figure 5. Reduced temperature plot of activation energies for resistivity
data by using 'axwell relations k hich connect the liquidlike and viscosity of the polymer solutions of this study (notation: NaTr
pwoeres thar vriscosity of andfdresistivit16/425 = sodium triflate at concentration o/Na = 16 in PPO of mol wt
properties s1 ,ear modulus %and e retricay m tod approiaione 425) compared with corresponding plots for the liquid fast ion conducting
prometiegsy sat mesures G. and eletcalmodul Ath _ n salt mixture. Figure includes data for a model molten salt system 2Ca-
relations as e (N0 3)2-3KNO3 which is a poor conductor in the glassy state (coupled

7s 7$/G-t (s) system) and a simple tetrasubstituted ammonium iodide in which both
ions are large (coupled system). Note diverging activation energies as

T, peoM. (2) T. is approached in all cases except the conductivity of the fast ion salt

where e is the permittivisy of free space. melt. Insert: Reduced Arrhenius plot of viscosities of liquids of thisstudy, excluding the PPQ 4000 solution, and selected others to indicate
The electrical modulus can be obtained, to good approximation, their position within the strong-fragile pattern for glass-forming liquids."

from the glassy state measurements of Liu et al." on the superionic T, here is chosen as the temperature of the calorimetric glass transition
glass states of the Ag-AgCI-CsC system. There are, unfortu- from 10 deg/min scanning.
nately, no frequency-dependent viscosity/shear modulus data for
this system, but a reasonable value for G. may be taken from the in the most favorable case, the conductivity relaxation time de-
results of a light-scattering study"e of the glass-forming salt system creases by only 2 orders of magnitude between the high-tem-
2Ca(N0 3) 2 3KN0 3, which has a glass transition temperature 68 perature liquid-state regime of the present study and the onset

C, not too different from that of the more viscous composition of the glassy state, implying that the decoupling is almost complete.
of the present study, 20 *C. (G usually scales with T , so the The decoupling can be quantified through the relaxation time ratio
error involved is probably no greater than 15%.) e drt u which has been called the decoupling index" Rrp, and in

The conductivity and shear relaxation times for Ag d-AgCt- the more conducting solution in the present system reaches 1011
CsCI melts are compared in Figure 4 where they are combined at T,. It is notable that, even in the highly fluid state of this system
with conductivity relaxation times in the glassy state obtained from R, explored in our measurements, the conductivity time is still
the work of Liu et. al.,4 and with an approximate shear relaxation almost an order of magnitude shorter than the shear relaxation
time at the glass transition temperature based on the known results time, though extrapolation to T p T = 0 implies that the preex-
for comparable systems."2 By using a reduced temperature scale pontent for each process is essentially the same (and corresponds
based on T, as scaling parameter, we collapse the viscosity data well with quasi-lattice vibration time found for similar systems
almost to a single curve while the electrical relaxation data show from far infrared spectroscopic studies).'
two diztinct plots which reflect the defrent extents to which the The fact that the rubbery polymer electrolytes"5 can conduct
conducting modes in these two compositions become decoupled electricity almost as well as the liquid polymer electrolytes of this
from the viscoelastic n -des during cooling. Most of the decoupling study (particularly if the comparison is made at equal T/IT.) (see
evidently occurs at low thermal excitations approaching T. where below) might at first suggest that, in polymer electrolytes, the
unfortunately measurements were precluded by crystallization, conducting modes are also highly decoupled from the matrix modes
A good idea of the conductivity behavior in this regime may be as in the glassy FIC case. However, the distinction between the
obtained from the unbroken o/ T plots seen in ref 3. We note that, two cases is made obvious if we plot the (temperature-dependent)

(13) Torell, L. M.; Angell, C. A. J. Chem. Phys., 1933, 78, 937.
(10) Shartsis. L.; Capps, W.; Spinner, S. J. Am. Ceramic Soc. 1953. 36, (14) Angell, C. A.; Liu, C.; Sundar, H. G. K. Mater. Sci. Forum 1935.

319. 6, 449.
(11) Torell, L. M.; Aronsson, R. J. Chem. Phys. 1993. 78. 1121. (15) Armand. M. B.: Chabagne, J. M.. Duclot. M. J. Fast Ion Transport
(12) Moynihan. C. T.; Sasabe, H.; Tucker, 3. C. Molten Salts; Pensler. in Solids, Vashista. P., Mundy. J. N.. Shenoy, G. K. Eds.; Elsevier: Am-

Ed.; Electrochemical Society: Pennington, NJ, 1976: p 182. sterdam, 1979: p 131.
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2r perature are sufficient to cause the macroscopic fluidity to vanish,
i.e., to impose a finite shear modulus on the system at ambient
temperature. This occurs while the energetic events which control

-2 local rearrangements of chain segments, hence ion transporting
motions, remain quite probable, indeed just as probable as in a

- Amolten salt of comparable T. (according to Figure 5).
With the energetics of conductivity in polymer electrolytes

-o'thereby established as unexceptional in character, it remains to
- 1 8 R, t, 220 discuss the origin of their relatively poor performance as elec-

trolytes compared with aqueous solutions.
-,o, * N. CF, SO, 16 PPC (4251 Z07 One factor which must be of major importance is the difference

- NoCF, SO, ,PP0(4000) 220 in the temperature at which the probability of a local ion-
- N Co, SO, 12 PPO(o1) 233(es,) transporting rearrangement becomes vanishingly small, which we

-14
/  \can associate with the glass transition, T. T, is considerably

higher for polymer solutions than for all but the most concentrated
-..6 aqueous solutions. We may scale out the effect of the effect of1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10

Tg/T the T, factor on electrolyte performance by plotting data using

Figure 6. Reduced Arrhenius plot of specific conductivity for the melts a T-reduced temperature scale, and thereby reveal other factors
and solutions of this study compared with behavior of fully coupled fully which affect the relative perfo;-r,..-e. Thus we compare, in Figure
dissociated LiCI.5H 20 system and large ion molten salt (R4NI). Data 6, the conductivity performance for the polymer electrolyte so-
from rubbery polymer PPO (106) (ref 15) are included for comparison. lutions of this study, and of Armand's rubbery polymer electrolyte,

with that of an aqueous solution, LiCI-5H20, for which data over
activation energies for both conductivity and viscosity on the same an exceptionally wide range of temperature and conductivity
diagram. This is done for both molten salt and polymer systems exist.11-24
in Figure 5, using a reduced temperature scale to remove those We include, in Figure 6, data for the tetra-substituted am-
differences at given temperatures which are due only to the monium iodide (seen in Figure 5) and its glass-forming mixture
different temperature intervals above T, Included in the figure with LiI, to show the broad view similarity of the aqueous solution
are (i) data for another molten salt system in which there are no and the anhydrous molten ammonium salt. These are two systems
"fast" ions, viz., the tetra-substituted ammonium iodide (meth- which we believe approach the condition described by the term
oxyethyltrimethylammonium iodide) prepared by Cooper as a "completely dissociated". Ionic dissociation, which is a well-defined
glass-forming solvent for Lil, t6 and (ii) data for the much studied concept for dilute solutions, requires an operational definition for
model molten salt system 2Ca(NO3 )2-3KN0 3 1

7- 19  systems as highly concentrated in ions as those under consideration
The important point of Figure 5 is the manner in which both in this paper. Noting that the relaxation times for shear and

viscosity and conductivity activity energies increase rapidly to very electrical stresses are essentially the same in the LiCI-5H 20
large values as T. is approached in all cases except the system,2 1 we assume that the behavior of the concentrated LiC1
('decoupled") conductivity of the superionic glass-former. The + H20 solution seen in Figure 6 is that of a "fully dissociated
spread of curves is of secondary importance and reflects differences system". The order of magnitude lower conductivity of the
in "fragility" amongst the different systems.2' polymer triflate solutions is therefore to be attributed to some form

Figure 5 suggests that, when the energetics of transport pro- of "ion association". We take this to mean that, relative to the
cesses are compared at equal T, polymer electrolytes and ordinary aqueous solution, ions in the polymer solutions spend as much as
molten salts have much in common. The activation energies of 90% of their time in sufficiently intimate association with ions
both the conductance process and viscous flow process are in each of the opposite charge that, when an energy fluctuation sufficient
case comparable. Thus, with respect to the fundamental mass for local structure rearrangement occurs, the oppositely charged
transporting energy fluctuation, the polymer-salt conductivity is ions move in unison, i.e., no net current flows.
not decoupled from the matrix motions. The spectroscopic signatures, though not the lifetimes, of contact

Recalling that the resistivity activation energy data for sodium and solvent-separated ion pairs and clusters in the present solutions
triflate O/Na = 12 in high molecular ,eight (106) PPO (desig- have recently been reported by Torell and co-workers,2 5 and lend
nated p NaTrI 2/106 in Figure 5) are for a rubbery solid material, semiquantitative support to the latter conclusion. In particular,
we conclude that both high molecular weight polymer electrolytes the increasing separation of aqueous and polymer curves at high
and superionic glasses are very distinct from ordinary salts and T accords with the spectroscopic evidence for increasing association
solutions, but that the origins of their distinction are quite different. at the higher temperatures.25  A study in which systematic
In superionic glasses the distinction arises because the basic en- variations in composition to fill the gap between aqueous and
ergetics of transport are very different; the energy required for polymer solvent environments are made is evidently needed to
a fast-ion diffusive step to occur is small at all temperatures due clarify this phenomenology.
to energy decoupling from structural and viscous modes as T -
T,. In rubbery "solid" polymers on the other hand, it is because Acknowledgment. We are indebted to the National Science
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Ion-Pairing Effects on Viscosity/Conductance Relations in Raman-Characterized
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Precise measurements of viscosity and conductivity have been made of the solutions of sodium triflate and lithium perchlorate
in poly(propylene oxide) of MW 4000 (PPG(4000)) studied spectroscopically by Torell and co-workers for the extent of
ion association. Viscosity, but not conductivity, data conform very well to the VTF equation and yield ideal glass transition
temperatures that track the measured glass transition temperatures as closely as in the case of glass-forming aqueous solutions.
The differences in temperature dependences of the two processes are demonstrated by using Walden rule plots. Using the
data of Torell et al. at ambient temperature as a calibration point, we show that the deviations of conductivity from
viscosity-dictated behavior predict almost quantitatively the strong temperature dependence of the free ion concentration
found by Torell et al. up to the high temperature limit of their measurements.

Introduction solutions because of the low solvent dielectric constant, eo 5.
Interest in polymer electrolytes is primarily due to their potential With such a value of t the electrical work of separating a pair

application as electrolytes for secondary batteries. These have of ions initially at contact to an infinite distance is a factor of
now been under intensive study since the pioneering work of -80/5 greater than in aqueous solutions. Hence, in molecular
Wright' and Armand. 2 However, although much progress has solutions of o: = 5 it would be expected that dissociation com-
been made in improving electrolyte performance, a detailed parable to that found in aqueous solutions would only be obtained
microscopic mechanism for ionic conduction in these materials at much higher thermal energies. However, in polymer solutions
remains elusive. The recognition that ionic conduction occurs in a further factor associated with the peculiarities of macromolecular
the amorphous phase of PEO electrolytes and that mobility was solution thermodynamics 0 , enters into consideration, and instead
controlled primarily by the temperature interval above the glass of increases in temperature causing the expected increases in
transition temperature, T, by Armand 2- marked significant dissociation, the reverse is observed.
progress toward this goal. Armand showed that the conductivity The ion-pairing phenomenology can be studied quantitatively
could be well accounted for by a modification of the Arrhenius by spectroscopic methods that can distinguish between free anions
equation generally known as the VTF equation which is applicable and anions distorted by interactions with near-neighbor cations.
to all transport processes, y (e.g.. viscosity, diffusion, conductivity) Torell and co-workers," using Raman spectral analysis, find the

percentage of free ions in NaCF3SO 3 solutions in PPG(4000), at
y = AyT 1

/
2e - DTO/(T- TO) (1) a concentration of 30 ether oxygens (--0-) per cation (designated

hereafter 1:30) to decrease from 85% at 186 K to 39% at the
where A. and Dy are constants specific to the process and To is highest temperature of their study, 360 K. In the case of the
a constant characteristic of the liquid and common to all processes. stronger electrolyte LiCIO4 the corresponding values are reported
The parameter To is dominant and, as the present work will as 96% at 200 K and 78% at 340 K. In both cases the free and
confirm, is closely related to the experimental glass transition
temperature, T7", as in the case of glass-forming nonpolymeric (1) Wright, P. V. Br. Polym. J. 1976, 7. 319.
electrolyte solutions.' This fact alone establishes that the (2) Armand, M. B.; Chabagno, J. M.; Duclot, M. J. In Fast-Ion Transport
conduction mechanism is basically a liquidlike mechanism, as in Solids; Vashisbta, P., Mundy. J. N., Shenoy, G., Eds.; North-Holland:
indeed is now generally agreed. The basic difference between Amsterdam, 1979; p 131.

(3) Berthier, C.; Gorecki, W.; Minier, M.; Armand, M. B.; Chabagno, J.
polymer and nonpolymer electrolytes, as many workers have M.; Riguad, P. Solid State Ionics 1983, II, 19.
pointed out, is that the friction on the ion motion is determined (4) Angell, C. A. J. Phys. Chem. 1966, 70, 3988.
by the microscopic rather than the macroscopic viscosity.3

,1
-

9 (5) (a) Angell, C. A.; Bressel, R. D. J. Phys. Chem. 1972, 76, 3244. (b)
Angell, C. A.; Pollard, L. J.; Strauss, W. J. Solution Chem. 1972, 1, 516.While the microscopic friction, which is involved in the glass (6) Papke, B. L.; Ratner, M. A., Shriver, D. F. J. Phys. Chem. Solids

transition, is the dominant control on this conductivity, it is 1981, 42. 493.
recognized that the conductivity is also strongly dependent on the (7) Ratner, M. A. In Polymer Electrolyte Reviews 1; MacCallum, J. R.,
proportion of the ions that are not bound up as ion pairs. Ion Vincent, C. A.. Eds.; Elsevier: New York, 1988; Chapter 7.

(8) Cameron, G. G.; Ingram, M. D.; Sormie, G. A. J. Chem. Soc.. Faradaypairing. which is a minor effect in solutions of alkali-metal salts Trans. 1 1987, 83, 3345.
in water, is expected to be much more important in polymer (9) Torell, L. M.; Angell, C. A. Br. Polym. J. 1988, 20, 173.

(10) Patterson. D. Macromolecules 1969, 2. 672.
(11) Nitzan, A.; Ratner, M. A. Syrp. Maier. Res. Soc. 1991, 210, 203.

Research contained in this paper was performed in partial fulfillment of (12) (a) Kakihana. M.; Schantz. S.; Torell, L. M. J. Chem. Phys. 1990,
the Ph.D. requirements in Physical Chemistry at Purdue University. 92, 6271. (b) Kakihana, M.; Schantz, S.; Mellander, B.-E.; Torell, L. M. In

*To whom correspondence should be addressed at Arizona State Univ- Proceedings of the 2nd International Symposium on Polymer Electrolytes;
ersity. p 23.
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ion-paired ion populations obey a van't Hoff equation with respect 40 30 16 10 8 0 

to temperature. 3  20 II 1

It is of interest to see the extent to which these spectroscopic
results arc consistent with the results of more conventional
electrochemical measurements such as the combination of solution 0 ,

conductivity and viscosity behavior embodied in the Walden rule 14  T

Ai = const (2) -20

where A is the equivalent conductivity and 17 is the shear viscosity.
This rule should hold true for a given solution studied at different
temperatures so long as the number of current carriers is constant 4

and the frictional force impeding their motion is correctly rep-
resented by the macroscopic viscosity. While it is known that the - 60 To(vicosity)

macroscopic viscosity is not a relevant quantity for ion conductivity 9

in high molecular weight polymer solutions (because the ions "see" a- /
a more local or microscopi viscosity3 7 ), this is not the case for 0 7unentangled polymers. For the molecular weights of 4000 and
less discussed in the analysis of Torell and Angell,9 the micro- 6 -
viscosity seen by the ions, and the viscosity measured in a con- -000' 0 012

ventional viscometer, are related by a simple numerical constant - 00 oo00o 0, O 12
proportional to the polymer molecular weight. Therefore, the 1
conventional viscosity and in particular its temperature dependence -120

can be expected to serve as a useful guide to the forces impeding 0.00 005 0o10 0 15 020

the motion of ions present in the solutions, and differences in the Xsalt
temperature dependence of conductivity and viscosity should be F
interpretable in terms of changing free ion populations and hence igure 1. Onset and peak glass transition temperature. T, and ideal glasstransition temperature, T0 (from VTF fits of viscosity data), versus mole
be validly comparable to the results of the spectroscopic studies, fraction salt for LCIO4 PPG(4000) solutions. Inset: best-fit D param-
On the basis of the above considerations, we have carried out a eter of the VTF equation for viscosity versus mole fraction salt for LiCIO4
detailed study of conductivity and viscosity of various alkali-metal PPG(4000) solutions.
salts in PPO(4000), and in this first report we present results for
the two solutions studied in detail by Torell and co-workers, 12 - 16  made polystyrene cooler in which dry ice was placed.
viz., NaCF 3SO3 and LiCIO4 in PPO(4000). In subsequent papers Glass transition temperatures were determined by differential
we will compare cation and anion effects on the viscosity-con- scanning calorimetry (Perkin-Elmer DSC-4) using 10 deg/min
ductance relations and will also examine the individual ion dif- scans. Although we will discuss some of our conductivity results
fusion coefficients using chronoamperometric methods. in terms of equivalent conductivities, we deemed it unnecessary

to carry out the simple but time-consuming density measurements
Experimental Section which in principle are needed for the conversion. This is because

The salts used in this work were LiCIO 4 (Aldrich reagent grade) previous worki" has shown that to within :rror limits of 3% (less
and NaCF3SO3 (Alfa reagent grade). Both were used without than are detectable on the plots as we will present here) the molar
further purification. The polymer electrolyte solutions were volumes of salt and polymer are additive. Likewise, in consid-
prepared by vacuum drying of pure PPG(4000) obtained from eration of the equivalent conductance at different temperatures,
the Polyscience Corp. at 65 *C for 5 h and then adding measured the differences in temperature dependence of specific and
amounts of dried salts dissolved in acetonitrile. The acetonitrile equivalent conductivities due to the temperature dependence of
was then quantitatively removed by vacuum oven drying until molar volume are negligible in comparison with the order of
constant mass was achieved. The final weights of the solutions magnitude changes in conductivity we are dealing with in this
were generally within I wt % of the values calculated for complete work.
removal of the acetonitrile. All samples had final masses that
were slightly less than the calculated values due to a small but Results
expected loss of the polymer itself by vaporization during the Glass transition temperatures and their dependence on salt
vacuum drying procedure. content for the LiCIO4-PPG(4000) and NaCF 3SO3-PPG(4000)

Conductivities were measured in an all-metal conductivity cell systems are shown in Figures I and 2. For these two systems,
with a low cell constant (-0.02 cm- 1). Measurements were made T. appears to only depend on salt concentration in the 1:40-1:8
using an interfaced HP4192A impedance analyzer with automated (M:O) regime. Both systems show pronounced variations, which
Eurotherm temperature controller. Dc conductivities were de- are qualitatively similar for both salts (see Figure 3), in the
termined from complex impedance plots, of which an example temperature range over which the glass transition occurs. The
is shown in the Figure 6 inset. The precision is 2%. range is reasonably narrow for the pure polymer and salt solutions

Viscosities were determined with a digital Brookfield spindle up to concentrations of 1:30, but then the range becomes very
viscometer with a precision of 0.2% of full scale and accuracy of broad at the 1:1 6 compositions. Both systems exhibit a gradual
1% of full scale. The sample was contained in a Brookfield narrowing of the range as salt content increases for more con-
Thermosel accessory controlled to 0.1 °C by a Eurotherm tern- centrated solutions.
perature controller. The apparatus was enclosed in glovebag Glass transition temperatures reported in Figures 1 and 2 are
through which dry nitrogen flowed to protect the solutions from somewhat lower (5-6 K) at 1:10 and 1:8 compositions than those
ambient moisture. Subambient temperatures to -- 20 *C were previously reported by Stevens and Schantzi for the same com-
achieved by enclosing the Thermosel attachment is an in-house- positions. It is unclear from their description if T was defined

as in our figures or in some other way. Samples of 1:30 and 1:8
(13) Schantz, S. J. Chem. Phys. 1991. 94, 6296. NaCF3SO3 PPG(4000) obtained from Schantz and measured by
(14) O'M. Bockris. J.: Reddy. A. K. N. In Modern Electrochemistry; us gave results in excellent agreement (to 0.5 OC) with those of

Plenum Press: New York. 1970: Vol. I. Chapter 4. our own samples. Thus, differences in our sample preparation
(I5) (a) Schantz, S.: Sandahl, J.; Borjesson, L.; Torell. L. M.; Stevens, J. techniques evidently are not important with respect to transport

R. Solid State Ionics 1913. 28/30, 1047. (b) Schantz. S.. Torell, L.M.; properties.
Stevens, J. R. J. Appt. Phys. 1913, 64, 2038. (c) Sandahl, J.: Schantz- S.:
Borjesson. L.: Torell, L. M.: Stevens. J. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1M9. 91. 655.

(16) Torell, L. M.; Schantz, S. In Polymer Electrolyte Reviews 2: Mac- (17) Moacanin, J.: Cuddihy. E. F. J. Polym. Sci. 1966. C14. 313.
Callum, J. R., Vincent, C. A., Eds.; Elsevier: New York. 1989: Chapter 1. (18) Stevens, J. R.; Schantz, S. Polym. Commun. 1933, 29, 330.
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(b) W atanabe. M.; Ogata, N. fir. Polym. J. 19 d, 20. 181. by the ions and tFe 7n d he nomenon in polymer solution
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d i 75 C5 I ov s by comparison of conductivity Aofrhnius plot with the fluidity,
a5o0 te os d/r), plot included in Figure for the composition 1:40

t ad t r aLiC0 4 . The fluidity data are very well described by the VTF

e n 25e equation, eq 1, and the best-fit T o values closely parallel the

0 2nt h mpeasured T values, particularly for the LiCIO4 solutions, as seen
a direct coprsonwihh petrocopcinding o rin Figures I and 2. The corresponding values of the strength

0.00 002 004 006 0Oa 010 0 12 parameter,2 D, are displayed in the insets. The parameter D
e sdetermines the departure from Arrhenius behavior exhibited by

n the liquid or solution,2' and so its composition dependence, and
Fpa 7. (top) log viscosity versus mole fraction salt for LiCo 4 PPG- in particular the differences in its composition dependence for
(4000) solutions at 25 (0), 50 (W,.75 Mv, and 100 *C (T). (bottom) different solutions, is of interest. According to the insets of Figures
log a versus mole fraction salt for LiC1O 4 PPG(4000) solutions at 25 (0). 1 and 2, the LiCIO4 solutions show a return toward Arrhenius
50 (0). 75 (V), and 100 *C (T). Also, included to show the effect of behavior as the salt content builds up whereas this is not seen in
concentration changes is the equivalent conductivity, log A versus mole the more heavily ion-paired NaCF3 SO3 case. This behavior is
fraction salt f-- LiC 4 PPG(4000) solutions at 25 (13) and 100 C (). consistent with current ideas on non-Arrhenius behavior in liI-

dynamics. We examine first the composition effects on viscosity quids 2 22
2 and the suggestions of many authors that dissolved

alone, then consider the differences in viscosity and conductance
behavior with changing composition and temperature, and finally t 20) (a) Angell. C. A. In Relaxations in Complex Systems; Ngai. K..
examine the ion-pairing problem in what seems to be the most Wripnt. G. B., Eds.; National Technical Information Servie. US Department
direct manner, through Walden plots. The latter analysis permits of Commerce: Springfield. VA, 1985; p 3. (b) Angell. C. A. J. Non-Cryst.

Solids 1991, 131-133. 13.a direct comparison with the spectroscopic findings of Torell and (2 1) At first sight it might seem that the reason for departure from Ar-
co-workers.' 12.23.13.16 rhenius behavior would lie in To o-0OK. But the departure is conditioned very'

The dominance of ion mobility over charge carrier effects in strongly by the B parameter of the unmodified VTF equation (B - DTo). so
polymer solution onductance is immediately conveyed by the large that if B is large for a given To the departure from Arrhenius behavior is small.

and omprabl vaiatons f cndutiviy ad vscosty ith In the modified form given in eq I all deviation from An'benius behavior is
and omprabl vaiatons f cndutiviy ad vscosty ith contained in the D parameter. The smaller D, the larger the departure and

temperature seen in Figures 4 and S. This is seen most clearly the closer T, lies to To,. At the limit of small D, 7'6/T0 - 1: see ret 20.
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cations act as transient cro-links in the polymer chain ma-
trix, *U-S since it is known that the closer to 3-D network con- a s BuN in PC ]a
formation a liquid becomes the more nearly Arrhenius is its2 a .30o12 m suN i PC

viscosity temperature dependence. 2' Thus, the Li* cations in 0 - 1.40 LUCIO4 PPG(4000) /, .0J 2 :30 LUC104 PPG(4000) /,1

the chains by including ether oxygcns of adjacent chains in their _o 1: l10 UiC1O PPG(40OO)I  ,

first coordination shell to provide a network structure. The [a 1 8 LaClo p4
network would be less developed in the NaCF 3SO3 case because 0 -

more of the potential cross-links are tied up instead as ion pairs. E

This would also explain the greater viscosity of the perchlorate a - I
over triflate solutions despite their essentially identical glass
transition temperatures. Unfortunately, this attractive interpre- 00 -2
tation may not hold up when other systems are examined in detail .2
since conflicting variations of D are found in the cases of NaCIO,
and NaCF3SO 3

2  Furthermore, the A parameters of eq 1, which /

range from -(1-3) x 101 P, exhibit variations complementary
to the D parameters. This aspect should be clarified by extended -, 2,3
range viscosity measurements (up to 1012 P) to be reported. - -1 C 2

To understand the return to 'fragile" behavior 2 at high salt log 1/77 (Poise
-

)

content, we must suppose that as the salt concentration reaches Figure 9. Walden plots of equivalent conductivity and viscosity for
values where the majority of cations have other cations as their LiCIO 4 solutions in the range 1:40-1:8 (M:O) in PPG(4000). Included
second nearest neighbors, the Coulomb forces become dominant in diagram are literature data on nonaqueous solutions (ref 25) which
and the fragile behavior typical of molten salts22 and hydrate behave almost ideally. Dashed line has a slope of unity.
melts' is reestablished. Again, this would not be expected in the
presence of extensive ion pairing or aggregation. .

Turning now to the conductivity data, we find immediately the - I- N*CrSS03
reason that, at a given stoichiometry, the triflate solution con- S 1 :30 N&CYs0.
ductivity is higher at the lower temperatures. According to eq 0 o V 0 11 S-"
1, for equal To values, the ion mobility will be greater at a given E 1:10 NOCFso0.

T if D is smaller (as for the triflate). On the other hand, at high 7 U :

temperatures the exponential term in eq I is less important and -2 -i
0the free ion concentration will be dominant. Hence, we can

understand that at high temperatures the triflates are poorer
conductors despite their lower viscosities. 2 -2

To be more quantitative, we consider the solution of concen- <
tration 1:30 in which the conductivities are the same at 105 0C
(see crossover in Figure 6). The viscosity of the triflate solution -

is lower by 52% at this temperature; so if the mobility of the ions
scales with the viscosity, the number of free ions in the perchlorate
would have to be greater by 52%. At this temperature we find
by a short extrapolation of the data of Torell et al.12 that the -' -3 -2 -1 0 1
percentage of free ions is 62% in the perchlorate case and only log 1/77 (Poise)
40% in the triflate case; i.e., the percentage of free ions in the
perchlorate solution is greater by 55%. Figure 10. Walden plots for sodium triflate solutions in the range

Finally, we examine the temperature dependence of ion pairing 1:40-1:8 (M:O) in PPG(4000). Dashed line has a slope of unity.
in these solutions using the Walden rule approach." For the ideal
case in which the ionic concentrations are temperature invariant temperatures in Figure 10. We include in Figure 9 some very
and the only temperature influence on the ion conductivity is precise data27 for a case in which conformity to the Walden rule
through the viscosity to which the ionic motion is fully coupled, would be expected (large ions, tert-butylammonium iodide, in low
then the plot of log a vs log 1 /71 should be a straight line of unit concentrations in an aprotic solvent, propylene carbonate), and

these data are seen to form a natural extension to lower viscositiesslope. If solutions of different concentration are to be compared, o h aafrdlt iI 4 i P.Telatsurssoe
then it is appropriate to plot equivalent conductivity against the of the data for dilute LiCio 4 in PPO. The least-squiares slopes
fluidity. Then, except for ionic interference (cation-anion friction) for the two concentrations plotted, 0.0542 and 0.3012 m, are 1.018

effects, all compositions should fall on the same line. On the other and 0.983, respectively.
hand, if ion populations change with temperature or some de- For the dilute perchlorate solutions in PPO the slope is also
coupling of conductivity from viscosity occurs, then plots of unity within experimental error, but for the higher concentrations,
different slope and position will be encountered. in which more ions are paired, the conductivity increases more

To test the behavior of the present solutions, we plot the log slowly with increasing temperature than does the fluidity (slope
equalet thndbctivitr otane from asolu re pt uig < 1). The vertical displacements with change of salt concentrationequivalent conductivities obtained from measured or using an

additive molar volume assumption (see Experimental Section for are in opposite directions for the PC and PPO solutions, but the
justification) vs log 1 /11 for LiCIO4 solutions at different tem- concentration ranges under study in each case are quite different.
peratures in Figure 9 and for NaCF3SO 3 solutions at different The deviations from unit slope are greater for triflate solutions

than for perchlorate and are greatest for high concentrations of
triflate, all of which is in accord with the findings of Torell and

(22) Angell, C. A.J. Non-Cryl. Solids 1985. 73,. co-workers.' 2 Thus, the anomalous ion dissociation temperature
(23) Elmroth. M.; Borjesson. L.; Torell. L. M. In Proceedings in Physics: dependence of the polymer solutions, which culminates in some

Static and Dynamic Properties of Liquids; Davidovic, M., Soper, A. K.. Eds.; cases in the precipitation of salt from solutionm (probably preceded
Springer-Verla$: Berlin. Vol. 4 0, p I 18.

(24) Tatsumisago, M., Halfpap, B. L. Green. J. L; Lindsay, S. M.; Angelt,
C. A. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1990, 64, 1549. (27) Castee, J.; AngeJ. J. R.; McNeely, H. B., Seas, P. G. J. Elecochem.

(25) (a) LeNest, J. F. Ph.D. Thesis, INP Grenoble, 1985. (b) Cheradame, Soc. 1975. 122. 319.
H.; LeNest. 1. F. In Polymer Electrolyte Reviews I; MacCallum, J. R.. (28) (a) Wintensgill. M. C.; Fontanella. J. J., Greenbsum. S. G.: Adamic.
Vincent, C. A.. Eds.; Elsevier: New York, 1987; Chapter 5. K. J. Br. Polym. J. 19M, 20, 195. (b) Teeters. D.; Frech, R. Solid State

(26) McLin. M. G.; Angell. C. A. Tn be published. Ionics 1986. 18/19, 271.
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Figure 11, Walden plot comparison of experimental (0) and ideal (fully Figure 12. Walden plot of experimental (0) and ideal (0) behavior for
dissociated, viscosity-dominated) behavior (0) for 1:30 LiCIO4 PPG- 1:30 NaCF 3SO3 PPG(4000). (For table, see Figure II caption.)
(4000). Numerical evaluations of conductivity-based and spectroscopi-
cally evaluated (ref 12) percent free ions are given in the inset, concentration in NaCF3SO 3 increase more rapidly with tem-

perature than in LiClO 4, the decrease in the number of charge
by liquid-liquid unmixing), is fully confirmed. carriers and the concomitant rise in ion mobility (due to the

A more quantitative verification can be made as follows, decreased number of transient cross-links) results in a larger shift
Conductivities consistent with a line of unit slope through the 25 in Anx with salt concentration in the NaCF 3SO3 system.
*C data point in the Walden plots of both 1:30 LiCIO 4 and 1:30 The consistency of spectroscopic and conductivity findings we
NaCF3SO 3 were calculated. These conductivities are appropriate have shown here must cast doubt on the interpretation of dilute
to a system in which ionic content is temperature invariant and solution conductivity studies" which invoke a ion triplet formation
conductivity and viscosity remain fully coupled. Next, these not observed spectroscopically 13 in this dilute concentration range.
conductivities were multiplied by a constant factor to raise the The only feature in Figures 9 and 10 for which we do not have
conductivity to that for a fully dissociated salt ("ideal" behavior), an immediate explanation is one also seen by Wantanabe, 19 viz.,
This factor was taken from ion pair concentrations at 25 C from the upward displacement of the Walden curves with increasing
the data of Torell and co-workers.' 2 The percentage of ions concentration. This will be considered further in a subsequent
existing as pairs at different temperatures was then calculated paper in which we will introduce extended range viscosity data
from the ratio of the experimental and calculated ideal conduc- which will assist the interpretation.
tivities. The results for 1:30 NaCF3SO3 were within 4%. and for
1:30 LiCIO4 were within 3%, of the data of Torell and co-workers'2  Conclusion
up to -75 *C, the high temperature limit of their data, and the We have shown that NaCF3SO3-PPG(4000) solutions are mor,
procedure thus provides a basis for evaluating the degree of ion ion paired than LiCIO4-PPG(4000) solutions and that ion pairing
pairing up to temperatures of 125 C. The results are summarized in these solutions increases with temperature, in agreement with
in the table insets in Figures I I and 12. The numbers marked independent spectroscopic data. In future papers we will examine
(ex) in the Torell column are based on extrapolation of their van't systematically the influence of anion and cation types on ion
Hoff plot. Our data suggest that the van't Hoff equation may pairing in polymer electrolyte solutions.
fail at high temperature, possibly becoming a power law as a
coexistence line (miscibility gap) is approached. The differences Acknowledgment. We are grateful for support of this work
in the extent of ion pairing in triflate vs perchlorate solutions are in its initial stages by the Office of Naval Research under
highlighted by the difference between the ideal and experimental Agreement No. N00014-87-K0417 and to the Department of
Walden plots in Figures 11 and 12. Energy under whose auspices (DE-FG02-89ER453S39S) it was

These findings are also consistent with the different temperature completed. We also acknowledge helpful discussions and exchange
dependences for the composition of Am,. for the LiC]O4 system of information with Prof. Lena Torell and her co-workers at
(Figure 7) and the NaCF3SO 3 system (Figure 8). In Figure 7 Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden, which
the composition of Am, for the LiCIO 4 system exhibits essentially was made possible by a National Science Foundation International
no temperature dependence between 25 and 100 *C. However, Collaboration Grant (INT8619785).
in the NaCF3S0 3 system the shift is considerable as seen in Figure
8c. The differences between the two can be explained by dif- (29) (a) MacCallum, J. R.; Tomlin, A. S.; Vincent, C. A. Eur. Polym. J.
ferences in the relative importance of charge carrier number and 1986, 22. 787. (b) Hall, P. G.; Davies, G. R.; Ward, I. M.; McIntyre, J. E.
ionic mobility with increasing temperature. Since the ion-pair Polym. Commun. 1986, 27, 100.
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ABSTRACT
We review the essential features of three complementary approaches - elastic scattering,

spectroscopy, and computer simulation - to the study of structure in glasses, and discuss the
alternative models of fluorozirconate glass structure which these approaches have suggested. A
detailed review of the structures of some 97 known crystalline fluorozirconates lends strong sup-
port to one of the models and explains the origin of possible inaccuracies in others.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the atomic-level structure of heavy metal fluoride (-MF) liquids and
glasses constitutes a challenge in the purely academic sense as well as in the practical materials
science sense. The molten heavy metal fluorides are exceptional amongst the known glassform-
ing ionic liquids, in that their liquid structural relaxation times exhibit(I,2) an extraordinary tem-
perature dependence. They fall at the opposite extreme of behavior from that represented by the
classical glassforming liquid silica and the related liquid silicates. The challenge is to under-
stand what it is about the structure of these systems which causes them to be so different from
the better-characterized silicate glasses. This is also a matter of great practical concern because
of the problems in fiber-pulling caused by the very high temperature dependence of viscosity.

The same challenge is involved in understanding the relatively poor glassforming ability of
the HMF systems. It can be argued that it is only this extremely rapid decrease in the relaxation
times with increase of temperature above T. which prevents the heavy metal fluoride glasses
from being amongst the best of glassformers, since even in the very weakly glassforming system
BaF2-ZrF4 the liquidus temperatures are unusually close to the glass transition temperatures
(TmiTg 0.59). In most systems this figure would imply a very high viscosity at the point where
the crystal becomes thermodynamically stable, hence very slow crystallization kinetics and good
glassforming ability. Because of the exceptional "fragility"(2) of the HMF liquid state, however,
the liquids are relatively fluid at the liquidus temperature, hence crystallize rapidly despite con-
siderable nucleation barriers. The proximity of Tm to T. implies that the liquid state has been
stabilized thermodynamically relative to the crystalline state,(3 ) presumably by the high degree
of configurational degeneracy. But what does this imply? Evidently, a very broad distribution
of different possible coufigurational ionic arrangements can be realized in the liquid
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fluorozirconates. Presumably this is at least in part due to the ability of Zr+ to adopt multiple
coordination states so that there can be configurational degeneracy in the nearest neighbor shell
as well as in the 2nd, 3rd, etc.

In view of the number of possible coordination states, it is not surprising that there has been
controversy surrounding the best description of the basic fluoride glass systems, BaF2-ZrF4. The
best known model for these systems is the one first put forward by Almeida and Mackenzie(4).

The essential feature of their model, which was based on comparison of Raman frequencies with
those of a limited class of fluorozirconate crystals, invoked a chain-like structure involving six-
coordinated corner-linked Zr-F polyhedra with barium ions occupying between-chain positions.
This model was not supported by early computer simulation studies (5 which indicated a more
three-dimensional linking of more highly coordinated Zr-F polyhedra, and a combination of
more refined simulations and x-ray scattering data(6,7' led to a model in which the coordination
of zirconium by fluorine was closer to eight with a mixture of single and double fluoride bridges.
Most of the recent descriptions of fluoride glass structures (8- 10 ) have contained the latter ele-
ments, though in general much credence still seems to be lent to the original Almeida-Mackenzie
model.

In this paper, we will briefly review the different approaches to determining the structure of
fluoride glass systems and will then provide, as a background for detailed structural studies to
follow, a comprehensive review of the structural motifs and trends in fluorozirconate systems
which are available from analysis and classification of the known crystalline fluoride structures.

There are three distinct and mutually reinforcing approaches to the study of glass structures
which we will consider in the order (1) elastic scattering studies, (2) inelastic scattering or
absorption spectroscopy studies, and (3) computer simulation studies. Of these the first gives the
correct overall average structure but obscures details of particular significance because of over-
lapping of contributions to the total scattering function from the individual pairs. The second
gives important detail but fails to give the overall picture, while the third gives, in principle,
everything but is limited by the artificiality, or approximate nature, of the necessary input infor-
mation in the form of pair (or sometimes manybody) interaction potentials of fundamental
importance to the simulations.

(1) ELASTIC SCATTERING STUDIES
The elastic scattering studies of main importance to fluoride glass structure elucidation are

those involving the scattering of neutrons and x-rays. The two approaches are complementary
since the scattering powers of different atoms are quite different in the two cases. In the case of
neutrons, certain nuclei may even have negative scattering cross-sections which is particularly
useful for refined structure studies to be referred to below.

Primary experimental data are obtained in the form of scattered intensity vs. angle patterns
which are related to the real space distribution of the atomic centers by a Fourier transformation,
after appropriate weighting of atomic scattering powers.(1 2) The Fourier transformation intro-
duces uncertainties into the real space information and may lead to artifacts which experts in the
field are always concerned about.(1 2) Without concentrating on these problems, we note that the
deduced radial distribution functions (RDF) are increasingly difficult to interpret, the larger the
number of different atomic species present in the glass. Already in a two-component glass such
as BaF2-ZrF4, there are difficulties in interpretation of the total RDF beyond the first two
peaks,(13.14 ) and systems with several components are essentially impossible to study profitably
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by the scattering methods in their straightforward forms.

An approach which is more fruitful, both for the simple and the complex systems, is to take
advantage of the fact that different isotopes have different neutron scattering cross-sections and
compare the neutron scattering patterns of glasses which are identical in all respects except for
the isotopic composition. This approach,(15) called the difference neutron scattering method, has
been extensively applied in the study of metal alloys and aqueous solutions, but has had only
very limited application in the study of glassy structures so far.(' 6) The subtraction of one pattern
from the other removes most of the complications of analysis of the real space radial functions,
since the difference pattern contains only scattering from pairs containing the atom whose iso-
topes have been substituted with a third isotope, or isotope composition. Second order differenc-
ing is also possible (though with poorer signal/noise), and even greater structural detail can be
deduced. Disadvantages of the technique are that the isotopes are often very expensive, and the
analysis can be confused by even small departures from identical compositions and also, in the
case of glasses, identical heat treatments. Hopefully, there will be developments based on the
phenomena of "anomalous neutron scattering" and "anomalous x-ray scattering" techniques
which utilize the possibility of scattering from the same sample using two different frequencies,
one which is chosen to fall on a natural resonance of an atom of interest. Again taking the
difference, one has the possibility of eliminating pairs other than those containing the "active"
species. This technique has the advantage of demanding only one sample, but is beset with other
technical problems and has not yet reached a high state of development.

(2) INELASTIC SCATTERING OR ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY STUDIES

This approach has a great many branches and it is not appropriate to attempt any sort of
review in this contribution. Rather we will concentrate on the information available from vibra-
tional spectroscopy and, to a lesser extent, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

Among the former, studies of Raman-active and infrared-active modes have dominated the
field of investigation. Raman spectra of fluorides tend to be problematical because of the rela-
tively low scattering power (due to the small change of polarizability as fluoride ions vibrate
against their neighbors) and there is a danger of artifacts (e.g. otherwise-weak "ghosts" becom-
ing prominent because of the long counting periods required) or degradation of spectral quality
due to surface scattering in powdered or microcrystalline samples. Infrared studies bring a dif-
ferent set of problems associated with the very high absorption intensity and the need to have
very dilute mulls or very thin glass films. Notwithstanding these problems, a large number of
spectra have been published( 17- 20 ) and have, for instance, provided the basis for one of the out-
standing models of fluoride glass structure.(4) The principal point of the present contribution is to
emphasize the need for caution in the interpretation of vibrational spectra of fluoride glasses.
The usual technique of "fingerprinting," i.e. interpreting observations by reference to crystal
spectra, can be deceptive if not practiced with a great deal of circumspection. Trends of
observed frequency with coordination number seen in one class of crystals may be contradicted
by those in a different group. Much depends not only on the coordination number, but also on
the nature of the counter-cation, both its charge and size.

The major contribution of this article is to provide a detailed, and previously unavailable,
background of trends in structural characteristics of fluorozirconate crystals and to discuss their
relation to glass structure and glass vibrational spectra. We defer this to a concluding section.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy offers an alternative and powerfully discriminat-
ing method of obtaining structural information with the special advantage that one can interro-
gate the different atomic species individually. Surprisingly little use of NMR has so far been
made in LMF structure studies, despite the fact that 19F is a very favorable nucleus. The main
problem is that the "motional narrowing" phenomenon that makes it possible to obtain high reso-
lution spectra in liquid samples does not occur in viscous liquids and glasses, and structural stu-
dies therefore require the less readily available high field NMR spectrometers and the "magic
angle" spinning technique which permits the averaging out of chemical shifts and dipole cou-
pling even in solid samples.

The resonance frequency observed for the nucleus in a given magnetic field depends on the
electron density at the nucleus, which in turn depends on the chemical nature, number, and sym-
metry of its nearest (and to a lesser extent second nearest) neighbors in the glass structure. Since
we expect (see below) three distinct "sorts" of fluoride ion in HMF structures, we should expect
three distinct resonance frequencies, and in principle their intensities should give information on
the respective populations.

Unfortunately the effects of different chemical, and symmetry or distance, characteristics
may counteract each other such that two geometrically distinct fluorides could have the same or
very similar resonance frequencies. Even here, however, NMR spectroscopy provides a resolu-
tion, because the species which are degenerate in frequency will frequently have very different
relaxation times, i.e. different time scales on which the excited states induced by the RF field
return to the ground state. This allows the frequency-degenerate sites in a structure to be dis-
tinguished by the simple device of making the observation at different times after the initial
(pulsed) excitation.

In this manner, preliminary 19F studies of a ZBLA glass have resolved three distinct reso-
nances.(2t1) It seems clear that systematic studies using this technique could be very valuable to
fluoride glass structure diagnosis and are strongly to be encouraged.

(3) COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDIES
Computer simulations of liquid and glass structures are concentrated into two groups. The

first is based on the Monte Carlo approach, in which the stable structure is decided by testing
random displacements of particles in an initial configuration and weighting the outcome of "suc-
cessful" moves (i.e. those which lower the energy) by the Boltzmann factor. This approach leads
to equilibrium structures under circumstances where the system is ergodic, but fails to give any
information about the dynamics of structural change. The second approach, called Molecular
Dynamics (sometimes Ion Dynamics) is based on the solution by fast computer of Newton's
equation of motion for all particles in a primary sample of the system, the forces acting on the
particles being assessed by the pairwise evaluation of the unbalanced force acting on each indi-
vidual particle according to an assumed form of pair interaction potential. Details are given in
the literature.(22) The advantage of this approach is that the diffusion mechanisms are obtained in
addition to the average structures, energies. etc. and the loss of ergodicity, i.e. the glass transi-
tion, can be directly observed during cooling. This latter corresponds to a glass transition during
an extremely fast quench and hence occurs at temperatures far above that of the laboratory glass
transition, yet it is a related phenomenon consequent on the cessation of diffusion on the "experi-
mental" time scale. In current developments( 23) the dynamic structure can be depicted in three-
dimensional images by projecting on the monitor screen dynamic images from different perspec-
tives in different colors and using colored spectacles to produce the stereo impression. With the
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option to "zoom" in on small ionic groupings within the primary box, the method offers a very
powerful approach to visualizing in atomic detail the structure and dynamics of any system for
which adequate pair potentials can be devised.

DISCUSSION OF STRUCTURAL MOTIFS IN FLUORIDE GLASSES AND RELATIONSHIP TO
CRYSTAL DATA

The analysis of data acquired by the three different methods discussed above has led to the
suggestion that the structure of fluoride glasses is to be understood in terms of the interplay of
structural motifs of which a most important one is the edge-sharing or double fluoride bridging
motif. The prevalence of this structural motif is found to depend on composition and on den-
sity.(18. 19,24) One approach(6,7) focuses on this motif and regards the structure of the prototypical
fluorozirconate glass as made up of modules of twin polyhedra joined by the double fluoride
bridge and connected to other elements of the structure by single (comer-sharing) bridges. A
more general model(725) recognizes the presence of varying proportions of three fundamental
types of fluoride ion in the structure viz., (double, bridging E (edge), single, bridging C (comer),
and non-bridging T (terminal)), and analyzes the different possible combinations of polyhedral
linkages in a bulk (three-dimensional) fluoride glass. Examples of the unit polyhedra which may
occur in the glass are given in Fig. l(a) an( identified by the crystalline fluorozirconates in
which they are found. Additional polyhedra likely to be found in the glasses are shown in Fig.
l(b). Some of the different ways in which such polyhedra may be linked together in the liquid
and glassy states may be seen in Ref. 7.

The highest fundamental Raman frequency is determined by the fluoride amongst the above
which has the shortest Zr-F distance. This is invariably the non-bridging (or terminal) fluoride,
which vibrates with a frequency determined by the other linkages in the polyhedron to which it
belongs. It is possible to see how this will vary with structure by examining the distances
characteristic of different fluorides in crystalline fluorozirconate compounds. We have
researched the crystallographic literature and identified certain features amongst the crystals
which are undoubtedly of primary importance to the structural characterization of glassy states
containing fluorozirconate elements. We summarize these in the following tables and descrip-
tive passages and look forward to incorporating the information in a broadly based Raman spec-
troscopic study of fluoride glasses and crystals in the future.

In the first place, we have identified in the literature 97 different fluorozirconates mostly
with a single counter-cation species M (usually but not necessarily a metal ion), of which 63
have been characterized in sufficient detail that the Zr coordination number and ECT character
(Fig. la, b) can be extracted. The polyhedra observed range from simple octahedra with all T-
type fluorides to a limiting complexity in the compound Rb5 Zr4 F2 1, which contains no less than
four different polyhedra of coordination numbers ranging from six to eight, each displaying dif-
ferent ECT fluoride combinations.

The complete compilation showing Zr4+ and Mn+ coordination numbers, and ECT charac-
ter, will be reported elsewhere.(26) For the present purposes we extract from this mass of data,
key information on structural motifs or polyhedral linkages, specifically, the Zr - Zr distances for
corner- and edge-sharing linkages and the corresponding Zr - F - Zr angles, designated Zr - C -
Zr for corner-linking and Zr - E - Zr for edge-linking. These are displayed in Table 1 for the 20
cases where sufficient crystallographic data are available for the quantities of interest to be cal-
culated. Details on the analysis and literature references too numerous to include here are given
elsewhere.(26) The outstanding feature of Table I is the contrast in regularity of the edge-sharing
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and comer-sharing polyhedral linkages. The angles involved in corner-linking range from the
linear (1800) in 3-Na 5Zr 2FI3 to a strongly bent 1430 in --BaZr2F10. By contrast, in edge-sharing
the Zr - F - Zr angle is remarkably constant, ranging only between 113J and 1190 over a widely
divergent series of compounds. The average value is 115 ± 20. It is easy to accept, then, that
edge-sharing when it occurs in glasses will be comparably well-defined. However, such tight
constraints imply low entropy which suggests that the edge link may not be as prevalent in the
glassy state as in the lower entropy crystalline state. It is here that a careful fluorine NMR study
would be particularly useful.

The well-defined geometry of the edge-sharing motif discussed above does not necessarily
indicate high stability. Because of the Zr 4 - Zr-4 repulsion the Zr - F bond length in the edge
sharing unit is longer, Zr - E = 2.18 ± 0.02 A, than the average for corner-sharing, Zr - C = 2.11
± 0.04. Both are longer than the terminal Zr - F distance, Zr - T = 2.01 ± 0.05 A. If bond-
breaking is a mechanism for thermal excitation in the liquid state, as seems natural, then the pro-
bability of bond rupture should go as exp (-:b/KT), where Eb is the bond energy, neglecting
entropic factors. On this basis alone the Zr - E bonds should be the most susceptible to rupture
since Eb must scale inversely with the bond length. When we take into consideration the above
obseration that rupture of the geometrically-constrained edge-sharing motif must be strongly
favored entropically we must conclude that the break-up of edge-shared polyhedral linkages
should be a dominant mode of thermal excitation. Indeed it may well be an important source of
the exceptional fragility of the fluorozirconate liquids near Tg, the explanation of which we
noted as an academic challenge in our opening remarks. Again solid state NMR of quenched
and annealed glasses would provide critical evidence on this issue through the fictive tempera-
ture dependence of the E-fluoride population. Already it is known from Raman studies(27) in the
liquid that the band we assign to edge sharing almost disappears with increasing temperature in
the liquid, (though the bridging motif is still very prevalent in molecular dynamics "snapshots"
of the high temperature liquid state(7- 1 1)).

Thus our analysis of the fluorozirconate crystal literature has lent strong support to a model
of fluoride glas- structure in which edge-sharing polyhedra play a prominent role and has led to a
suggestive qualitative interpretation of the outstanding feature of the liquid behavior near Tg.

In a less positive sense, the crystal data also provide strong reasons for believing that
octahedral ZrF 6 groupings are not prevalent in barium fluorozirconate based glasses, and offer
an alternative explanation of the vibrational frequency trends which led to that model in the first
place. For this we turn to Table Il which gives data on a series of isostructural
metafluorozirconates containing octahedral ZrF6 groups in which the divalent cation changes
systematically in size. The last of this group. and that which exhibits the longest Zr-F bond, of
the group 2.09 A is CaZrF6 . and it is metastable. These are simple cubic compounds which can
be easily computer modelled as infinite crystals using our ion dynamics programs. We find that
the dynamic simulation using rigid ion pair potentials reproduces the crystal coordinates, and
even the Raman spectrum, of MgZrF 6 (see Fig. 2). Isostructural crystals with M 2+ larger than
Sr 2  are absolutely (mechanically) unstable and spontaneously collapse (within 20 vibration
periods) to disordered structures with larger Zr coordination numbers (but comparable Zr-F bond
lengths). ZrF 6 octahedra and therefore unlikely to coexist in glasses with Ba2+ counter-cations.
The high vibration frequencies which provided the argument for the ZrF6-based linear chain
model( 4

) seem to be a consequence of the redistribution of electron density in bridged 7- or 8-
coordinate polyhedra such that the Zr-T bonds become as short or shorter than those found in
some isolated octahedral groups. For instance some of the Zr-T bonds in Rb5 Zr4F21, which has
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the polyhedron [ZrT3E4C], are 2.00 f compared with the Zr-T length 2.04 A in the ZrT6 octahe-
dra of Rb2ZrF6, and 2.016 A in the octahedra of Li2ZrF6. In general, increasing bridging causes
decreasing Zr-T distances in crystals, hence presumably higher vibration frequencies. This and
other important correlations relevant to glass structure and vibrational spectroscopy will be
described elsewhere.(26)
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Table I. Data pertaining to fluorozirconate crystals with bridging structures.

Compound (Zr-Zr)c (Zr-Zr)E Zr-C-Zr Zr-E-Zr
a-ZrF4  4.105 3.565 154.70 114.30
j--ZrF4  4.140 - 1620 -
.-ZrF4 ? ? ? ?

oa-BaZrF 6  3.724 115.30
P3-BaZrF 6  3.82 1180

Ct-BaZr2F10  -?-

P-BaZr2F10  3.917 3.617 1430 1130
Cu3Zr 2F14"16H 20 (nc) - 3.663 - 114.60

a-EuZrF6  - 3.76 - 1190
a-K 2ZrF6  - 3.638 - 113.80

K2CuZr2F 2.6H20 (nc) - 3.636 - 114.80
LiT1ZrsF 22* 4.121 - 152.40 -

(1) 4.094 156.30
(2) 4.129 - 151.50 -

(N 2H6)ZrF6  - 3.68 - 1130
y--Na2ZrF6  - 3.602 - 113.60
-Na 5Zr2FI 3  4.215 - 1800 -

Na1 Zr6F31  3.647 113.70
PbZrF6  - 3.77 1190

Rb 5 Zr4F 21** 4,158 3.635 1570 1150
(1) 4.147 3.631 1560 1150
(2) 4.210 3.635 1620 1150
(3) 4.164 - 1570 -
(4) 4.132 3.639 1540 1150

at-SrZrF6  - 3.78 - 1190
TIZrF 5  4,193 3.676 160.30 114.90

nc = not colorless.
*There are two different ZrFg coordination polyhedra for this compound. They are
treated separately in the two rows below this listing.
** There are four different ZrFn coordination polyhedra for this compound. They are
treated separately in the four rows below this listing.
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Table 11. The average Zr-F bond distances for a series of isostructural compounds with
divalent countercations and isolated [ZrF 6

2
- ]lions.

EI Compound M CN M radius Zr-F Refs.
SN iZrF6  6 0.690 1.96 a,b

MgZrF 6  6 0.720 1.96 a,c
CoZrF6  6 0.745 1.98 a,b
ZnZrF6  6 0.750 1.97 a,b
FeZrF6  6 0.780 2.00 a,b,d
MnZrF 6  6 0.830 2.02 a,b

CaZrF6  6 1 1.00 12.09 1a c
[Average ___________ _____2.00 ___

References
a: Poulan, M. and Lucas, j.: Compt. Rend. 1970, 271, 822.
b: Shannon, R. D. and Prewitt, C. T.: Acta Cryst. 1970, B26, 1046.

c: Shannon, R. D. and Prewitt, C. T.: Acta Cryst. 1969, B25, 925.
d: Mayer, H. WV.; Reinen, D.; Heger, G.: J. Solid St. Chem. 1983,50, 213.
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O-BaZi 2F1  a-BaZYF6  P-Ba7.tI, same as in P-BaZr2Fzo crystal similar to a-ZrFA
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ci-ZrF4  (a -Zrl similar to cL-BaZrF 6 ()similar to f3-BaZrF6

Fig. 1. Zr-F polyhedra with types of fluoride characterized as E, C, or T

as found in fluorozirconate crystals (part (a)), or related to those
found in crystals (part (b)).
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Raman Spectrum of MgZrF 6
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Fig. 2. Comparison of observed and computer-simulated

Raman spectra for the crystal MgZrF.



Effects of coordination environment on the Zr-F symmetric stretching
frequency of fluorozirconate glasses, crystals, and melts
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A treatment based on Badger's rule is used to estimate symmetric stretching frequencies v, of
the nonbridging fluorides of various ZrF. groups in the presence of divalent and monovalent
countercations. New vibrational spectra of MgZrF., Ba2 ZrF,, and/-BaZr,Fo are presented
and incorporated into the method. The factors affecting v, are outlined and discussed in detail.
Compilations of estimated frequencies are used to deduce the probable local structure around
Zr ions in binary barium fluorozirconate glasses and in fluorozirconate melts containing
lithium and sodium ions. It is concluded that the results of Raman spectroscopy indicate the
presence of seven- and eight-coordinate Zr in some barium fluorozirconate glasses.

I. INTRODUCTION Finally, we have applied the results to the interpretation of

The possible technological applications and the uncom- the structures of fluorozirconate glasses whose Raman spec.

mon atomic structures of fluorozirconate glasses have pro- tra have been published previously.

yoked a considerable research effort in recent years. The na-
ture of the fluoride-ion arrangements around zirconium has II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
been much debated, but is still not known with certainty. The fluorozirconate crystals were prepared by solid-
Vibrational spectroscopy, especially Raman spectroscopy, state reaction of the appropriate proportions of starting ma-
has proved to be a sensitive indicator of the immediate envi. terials (ZrF4 , MgF2 , and BaF2 ). The 99% ZrF, obtained
ronment of zirconium. In particular, the totally symmetric from Cerac was purified by sublimation before use. A sealed
stretching frequency of the fluorides that are bonded to only reaction vessel is required to prevent the loss of ZrF, during
one zirconium (the nonbridging, or terminal fluorides) has heating. The apparatus shown in Fig. I allowed the samples
been used as a probe of the zirconium surroundings. Several to be sealed into platinum pans without the need for welding.
aspects of the nearby solid-state environment can influence The powdered mixtures were pressed into disks and placed
this symmetric stretch frequency, otherwise known as v,,
but there has been no systematic attempt to categorize or to
quantify these influences. I

This paper describes a general semiquantitative scheme
for predicting v, frequencies of various types of ZrF. units. I 3'16
The success of the method depends on the reproducible con-
tribution made by each of a number of factors. While the
coordination number (CN) of Zr is an important one of Stainless
these factors, it is by no means dominant, as has been as- toCI

sumed tacitly in some previous attempts to use crystal Ra- .- 3,4"

man spectra to deduce Zr coordination numbers in different
media. As will be seen, v, also depends sensitively on the
number and type of bridging fluorides in the ZrF. polyhe- 

L3

dron, as well as on the nature of the modifier cations.
In order to develop this correlation scheme, it has been pan

necessary to obtain new Raman spectroscopic data on some -

key crystals of known structure. These results were used
along with literature data on other fluorozirconate crystals 34"

to produce tables showing the frequency-structure relations.

Present address. Division 1845, Sandia National Laboratories. Albuquer-
que. New Mexico 87185. 5/8

"Present address: Department of Chemistry, Pnnceton University,
Pnnceton. New Jersey 085-4.

"Present address: Department of Materals Science and Engineenng. Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana. Illinois 61801.

' Present address: Department of Chemistry, Anzona State University, FIG. 1. Cross section of the assembly used to synthesize fluorozirconate
Tempe. Arizona 85287. crystals.
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between two shallow Pt pans, one inverted. The rims of the
pans were sealed tightly together by two larger stainless steel
rings connected by screws and bolts. During heating, the
entire assembly was wrapped in Cu foil, which acted as an
oxygen scavenger and slowed the corrosion of the steel. To
further protect against oxidation of the steel, a small flow of
Na was circulated through the furnace during runs. This
simple method of synthesis appeared to work very well.
There was no evidence of ZrF. loss from the reaction vessel.

The samples were heated according to schedules deter- a

mined previously by other authors. Specifically, MgZrF,
was prepared by heating to 850 "C for 24 h' and Ba. ZrF, y
was obtained by heating to 530 'C for 48 h.2 The sample off-
BaZr2 F,0 was kindly provided by Dr. J. P. Laval of the Uni-
versiti de Limoges in Limoges. France. The identities of the
products were verified by x-ray diffraction.

Raman spectra were obtained using a Spectra Physics
Model 165 Ar laser, a Spex Industries model 1403 double 700 600 500 400 300 200

,n of monochromator, a cooled RCA C3 1034-02 photomultiplier
tube (PMT), and standard photon counting electronics. rq seac€'('m

The excitation geometry was such that the samples were illu- FIG. 3. Raman spectrum of Ba2ZrF,.
minated with a focused (0.5 mm) beam of 5 14.5 nm light at a
power of - 150 mW at an angle of 60 from the surface nor-
real. Scattered radiation was collected with anf/0.95 camera Raman spectrum of MgZrF, exhibits a very high totally

Md- lens (D. 0. Industries) orthogonal to the incident light and symmetric stretching frequency v,. Its value of 669 cm -' is
med focused onto the monochromator's entrance slit using f- the highest frequency yet reported for a fluorozirconate
led matching achromatic optics. Spectra were typically record- compound. The identification of this peak as the v, is not

-in& ed using a bandpass of 5 cm determined by the exit slit, 2 s completely unequivocal, due to the near impossibility of ob-
inegration time, and a 0.5 cm - step size. Due to the poly- taining polarization information from polycrystalline sam-

ples crystalline nature of the samples, it was not possible to ob- ples, but its high frequency, strong intensity, and narrow

amn polarization information, bandwidth agree with the hallmarks of fluorozirconate v,

peaks.3 The v, peak of Ba, ZrF, occurs at 544 cm - ' and the
Ill. RESULTS v, of9- BaZr2 Fo is 590 cm - '. The differences between the

The Raman spectra of MgZrF., Ba 2 ZrF,, and 6- prototypical dizirconate glass spectrum (see Fig. 7) and the
BaZr2 F, are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The

=ss

700 0W 300 400 300 20D
700 600 S00 400 300

r- cm .1) FqLey (
late FIG. 2. Raman spectrum of MgZrF.. The intensity of the portion of the

Wpectrum below 400 cm - 'is plotted at half scale. FIG. 4. Raman spectrum of . BaZr, F,,.

J. Chem, Phys., Vol. 94, No 5. 1 Marc, 1991
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b-BaZr F,0 spectrum lend further support to the idea that available for fluorozirconates and (2) we wish to extend the
the structures of the glass and crystalline forms of this com- approach to estimate frequencies of structures which are no
position are significantly different.' known to occur in crystals. The more genera] variable r.,

the radius of the countercation, shows a definite correspn.
IV. METHOD FOR ESTIMATING FREQUENCIES dence with r, for the Zr-T (T = terminal fluoride) separa.

The five factors influencing the v, frequency are: (1) the tion, as shown in Fig. 5 for some sets of isostructural divalen

radius of the countercation (e.g., Ba 2  ); (2) the coordina- and isostructural trivalent fluorozirconate crystals. (Ad

tion number of the countercation; (3) the degree of bridging ionic radii used in this paper are taken from or calculated

between Zr ions; (4) the CN of Zr; and (5) the charge on the from data reported in Ref. 9.) Equation (1) may therefore

countercation. The effects of these conditions will be dis- be written as

cussed individually after the development of some empirical k .- 'a = A +rM + 8 (2
relationships between force constants, the nature of the where kT is the force constant associated with the terminal.
countercation, and bond strengths. fluoride stretch, and A and B are constants for related sets of

Badger6 reported an empirically derived equation relat- compounds. The values of A and B are determined by the
ing force constants of diatomic molecules to internuclear effects of the particular factor influencing v. For example, if
separaion a decrease in the countercation radius increases v, the slope

k - 1/3= a,. r, - bj, (l) of the equation describing this effect will be positive. For a

where k is the force constant, r, is the internuclear distance, given parameter, the slope A would be expected to be rela.
and a, and bY are constants for all diatomic molecules with tively invariant for different sets of compounds.
one element from the ith row and one element from thejth An approximation to kT can be calculated directly from
row of the periodic table. The value of a, the slope of the v, using the relation

equation, is not very variable. In fact, since plots of k - " vs I 1k'r7 \2i
,

r, give straight, almost parallel lines for many different types V'= 2r C\MF

of diatomics, al was originally described' as a universal con-
stant over all molecules. Badger's equation has proved to be rv is in wavenumbers, c is the speed of light in cm/s,
remarkably accurate in its predictions. Waser and Pauling' kr is in dyn/cm, and m is the mass of a fluorine atom inshowd tat t cn b apliedto he oli stte.grams. It is assumed that there is no motion of Zr atomsshow ed that it ca n be applied to the solid state. d r n h y m ti t e c i g vb ai nAs stated above, the variable r, in the Badger rule refers during the symmetric stretching vibration.

As tate eabove thepari mor, gntherameasurement is Equation (3) is strictly applicable only for the case ofto internuclear separation. A more general masrst is harmonic motion in diatomic molecules. In more complex
needed, for two reasons: I) there are not many crystal data molecules, observed frequencies correspond to more com-

plex vibrations that depend on several force constants. This
means that the absolute magnitudes of the kT values calcu-

1.6. lated from Eq. (3) are not accurate. However, in the absence
1.60. of normal coordinate analyses, we will use Eq. (3) as a way
1.55 of monitoring trends in the data. In other words, the relative
.50. values of kT values will be used as a reference framework.

I A5.
L .10
i1.35.
1.30

A. Effect of countercation radius on force constant
1.20

)...... In a set of isostructural crystals, the Zr-T v, values in-1.1o. ... crease as the countercation size decreases. This effect can be
1.05 , seen from Table I, which lists the kT and rM values for some

.0.. isostructural fluorozirconates.
0.95
o9 . The structure of the crystals in Table I can be written in
oss , a "shorthand" manner as M{ IO)ZrT, E,, indicating that
o 80. the countercation is divalent with a CN of 10 and that the Zr
0 7!
070. is eight-coordinate, with four terminal fluorides and four
065 edge (doubly bridging) fluorides. Using the information

9 90 1.95 2050 2.5 2J0 shown in Table I, the effects of different countercations on
r, (4) kT an be written as

FIG. 5. Plot of counlercation radius vs Zr-T internuclear separation for
some isostructural fluorozirconatecrystals. For thesolid line, thecircle rep- k i/ = 0.0660 r 0.5 5 7 (4)
resents ,8-BaZrF, the triangle is PbZrF., and the square is a-SrZrF. ( P for the Mi{l0)ZrTAE 4 type of structure. In analogy with
values from Ref. 25). The dashed line refers to LnZrF, compounds, where t "

Ln is an eight-coordinate lanthanide ion (r, values calculated from daia in the Badger rule, the slope of this equation should be nearly
Refs. 42 and 43). The dotted line contains points for cubic MZrF. com- the same for other isostructural crystals differing only in the
pounds. where M is a sx-coodinate divalent ion (r, values calculated from identity of the countercation. This is seen to be the case for
data in Refs. I and 44) the alkali fluorozirconate crystals listed in Table lI.

J Crnem. Phys.. Vol 94. No 5. 1 Narc!, 1991
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TAULE. 1. Data for uossnactural fluorozircosate crystals containing diva. 0.69
jot couflItceations. The v, v'alues are from Rf. t0.

v, (cm' k, (mdyn/A) r. (;0
____________________________________________________0.67.

5-rrF 79 3.74 1.36

PgrF. 567 3.60 1.40 06
#.BaZrF. 562 3.54 1.52 Pb( 10)

065 i6 ~ o

0.63.

T 13 =.0596.r, + 0.534 (5)
0.61.

forthe (W'{12)) 2 ZrT,0 type of structure. The coordination
ntunber of M' is 9 + 3, and 12 is an acceptable descrip- 0.60.

Since the v, and the r. values for %MgZrF. are known 0.59

(Sec. III), it would be possible to estimate from an appropri-0.
ate equation the frequency expected for an isostructural 05

crystal containing Ba rather than Mg, even though such a 05
crystal does not exist. If an average of the slopes of Eqs. (4)
and (5) is used for the new equation, we obtain 0.5610 . . . . . . . . . . . .

k T /'=Q.0628 -r, + 0.539 (6) 0.7 0809101 . 1 . . . "11 . .

for' the 0.720). Thsryiue atvale of60, c for sxcodnte FIG. 6. The lines with positive slope are plots or k - 'vs countercationMe -is .72.A.) Ths yeld a vlueof 06 c -'forthe radius for different sets of isostructural fluorozirconate crystals. Following
frequency of the hypothetical six-coordinate Ba crystal, the notation used in the text, the solid line refers to M"(IlO1ZrT.E., the
whose r, value is 1.35 A. [The information from Eqs. (4)- dished line t0 (M'{12})jZrT., and the dotted line t0 M"{6}ZrT.. The

(6) is graphed in Fig. 6.] lines with negative slope are plots of k - "' vs countercatton CN (converted
However, the Ba CN in glasses is almost certainly high- to radius using Ref. 9). The solid line refers to (Li{CN}).:ZrT. and the

er than 6. The results of Shafer and Perry'" indicate a value dashed line to Ba{CNIZrT.. The parentheses indicate calculated values.

of 12, and the most common Ba CN in the known barium
fluorozirconate crystals is 11. " For comparison with glass
spectra, it will therefore be necessary to determine the fre- When the data for the crvstal with 12-coordinate Li are

queny fr a a cysta wih a ighr BaCN.compared with the information for a crystal containing six-

coordinate Li, as in Table III, the following equation for

L. Effect of countercation coordination number (Li{CNj).ZrT. results:

Equations (4)-(6) apply to the case of substituting T. ~- 007'M+060 7
couniercations of different sizes into isostructural crystals. This equation shows the effects of changing the counterca-
The effect on v, of changing the coordination number of a tion CN, which has been converted to r, using Ref. 9. It can
given countercation is a separate problem. The force con- be seen that v, is expected to increase as the countercation
stain expected for a hypothetical Li fluorozirconate crystal CN increases. Equation (7) may be adapted to the case of
isostructural with the compounds listed in Table Il (i.e., Ba{CN)ZrT. by using the same slope and calculating a new
containing 12-coordinate Li) can be calculated from Eq. intercept based on the value of 606 cm - 'calculated from
(5). Eq. (6) for the hypothetical Ba{6)ZrT. crystal. This yields

Tf' -0.0275 -r, -.-0.66 1.()

TABLE 1l1. Data for lithium fluorozirconate crystals containing lithium
TABLE 11. Data for isostructural fluorozirconate crystals containing mon- with different coordination numbers. The v, value for the compound %% ith
Cvalent counterrcations. The %,, values for the Rb and Cs compounds are six-coordinate Li is from Ref. 17. and the r., value for a hypothetical 12.
from Refs. ) I and 12. respectively, coordinate Li is from an exponential fit of data found in Ref. 9.

0- Rb. ZrF. 589 3.89 1.72 Li, ZrF. 12 (b06) (4. 12 ) (l.4 )
0. CsZr F. 576 3.72 1.88 Li, ZrF. 6 585 3,84 0.76

.J Cherr 'vS . /o01 S" No 5, 1 Marc?, ' 991
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This means that the BaZrT, crystal with a Ba CN of 12 75% of the terminal force constant kT. For the barium fluor.
(r,= 1.61A) would exhibit a v, of about 616cm -'. Figure ozirconate crystals known to contain bridging fluor.
6 shows Eqs. (4)-(8) graphically. ides,s. 2 6 the sc/S,. ratio is 0.763 and the average sE/

This calculated v, of 616 cm - may be compared with ratio is 0.607, as calculated from Eq. ( I 1 ). For generality,
the results from Raman studies of a series of BaM"VT, corn- we will adopt an average sD/sT ratio of 0.685, where B sign.
pounds containing 12-coordinate Ba. The v, information in ies a bridging fluoride (corner or edge). Equation (10),
Table IV is from Ref. 18. The v, value for BaSnF6 was not which is valid if all bonds around the central cation are of the
included because there is disagreement as to whether it is same type, can be rewritten as
isostructural with the three compounds listed t9"2 ° The ?TST + DB = (13)
original form of the Badger rule [Eq. ( I ) ] could be used for when there are different types ofbonds around the cation. In
the calculation of v, for an isostructural Ba{ 12}ZrT, crys- E n there are re pes o n ubersud teainItal, but rMtIV) [where M (IV) refers to the central cation] Eq. (1 3 ),hT- and n, are respectively the numbers of termina
tal, beuse r ther tha here arefers to the noconsistent r fluorides and bridging fluorides per Zr, and nT + nB = CN.will be used rather than r, because there are no s he values of sT for the different F-about-Zr structures
data for all three substances. The equation is soni al eeotie ysbtttnshown in Table V were obtained by substituting

kF"s=0.48r(tvt +0.522. (9) sB = 0.685ST andZ= 4 into Eq. (13).

This leads to a value of 600 cm - ' for the hypothetical isos- The values of ST from Table V will now be used to pre.
tructural Ba{ l2}ZrT, crystal (rM=,v) - 0.72 A). Both of dict frequencies for various ZrF. polyhedra as a function of
the methods used for calculating the v, of this crystal are the Zr CN and of the degree of bridging around Zr. For the
necessarily in error to some degree. Since it is not known compound Ba2 ZrF3, which is nonstoichiometric and con.
which value is "better," we will use the average of the two tains some fluoride-ion vacancies,2" a bond strength of
608 cm in subsequent calculations. 0.5130 calculated from Eq. ( 11 ) and the Zr-T r, of - 2.093

A was used rather than the value of 0.5000 expected for an
C. The relation between force constant and bond ideal crystal.
strength From the data of Table VI we can write

The concept of bond strength, or bond valence, in inor- k 7 t/3 _ _ 0.0874 In s. - 0.612, (14)
ganic compounds was first described by Pauling. " t IfZis the which gives the effect of bridging on kT for barium fluorozir-
charge on a cation and CN is its coordination number, then conates containing eight-coordinate Zr. Increased bridging
the average bond strength s is given by on Zr for a given CN should increase v,.

Z (10) The data of Table VII yield the equations= - .(0
CN k.-" 3 = -0. 183 InsT +0.549, (15)

In other words, the sum of the bond strengths around a ca- which describes the effect of changing the Zr CN. This effect
tion is equal to the charge on the cation. Brown and Alter- is larger than that due to bridging-the slope of Eq. (15) is
matt 2 devised an empirical relation between bond strength about twice that of Eq. (14). From Eq. (15), the v, frequen-
and r,:

s= e - (11)

The above equation contains constants specific to the case of
Zr bonded to F. Equations ( 1) and ( 11) may be combined to TABLE V. Zr-T bond strengths (ST) for different types ofZrF polyhedra.
yield Terminal and bridging (corner or edge) fluorides are denoted by T and B.

respectively. The degree of bridging increases down a column in the direc-
- CIn s + D. (02) tion from a to h.

The terminal bond strength for a F-about-Zr structure
may be obtained by assuming that the bridging bond ZrCN- 6 7 a
strength is a certain fraction of the terminal bond strength. a ZrT. ZrT, ZrT,
Other authors" 2'" have observed that bridging force con- 0.6667 0.5714 0.5000
stants ks for halogen-bridged complexes are about 50%- b ZrT, B ZrT.B ZrT, B

0.7036 0.5984 0.5205
c ZrT, B, ZrT, B, ZrT. B.

0.7449 0.6279 0.5427
d ZrT, B, ZrT, B ZrT, B,

TABLE TV. Data for BaM "T. crystals containing barium in 12 coordina- d B.,913 B, 0.56 ,
0.7913 0.6606 0.5670

tion. The rMIv' values here refer to the central cation rather than the coun- e ZrTB, ZrT B.
terc2tton. 0.6969 0.5935

f ZrT, B, ZrT, B.
v,(cm -') k, (mdyn/A) rMI,, (A) 0.7373 0.6226

g ZrT. B.
BaSiT, 675.4 5.106 0.400 0.6547
BaGeT. 640.0 4.585 0.530 h ZrTB,
BaTiT. 626.2 4.389 0.605 0.6903
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TABLE V1. Dais for barium fluo roasew crystals containing eight-co. TABLE V111. Data for barium fluorotirconate crystls containing seven-
ainase Zr and different degrees of bridging between Zr ions. The Y, value coordinate Zr and different degrees of bridging between Zr ions. The v,
Sr$.B&ZrF. (Ba CN = 10) has been increaed from 562 cm to reflect value for fl.BaZr2 F,. (Ba CN - 11) has been changed from 590cm' to
12.ordiin of Ba. reflect I 2-coordination or Ba.

v, (cm') k (mndyn..) hv, (CM'' kT (mdvn4) S

p.BaZrF. 565 3.57 0.6223 0- BaZr, F, 592 3.92 0.6969
.54 3.31 0.5S130 (from r,) Ba,.,ZrT, (569) (3.62) 0.5714

cy for the hypothetical Ba,., ZrT, crystal, which has bond considered separately. A table analogous to Table IX can be
strengths of 4/7 =0.57 14, is 569 cm - '. constructed for the case of a monovalent cation. We will use

From the data in Table VIII. the effect of bridging on eight-coordinate Na -and six-coordinate Li 'as the base
seven-coordinate Zr units can be written in the following countercations. The slopes of Eqs. (7) and (8) are applica-
form; ble to monovalent fluorozirconates, because they were de-

kj "~ 0.0842 In sT 0. 604. (16) rived for crystals which have similar structures and differ
T only in countercation size or CN. Equations (14)-( 17), on

The average of the slopes of Eqs. ( 14) and ( 16) can be the other hand, apply to crystals with the same counterca-
used to obtain the equation describing the effect of bridging tion, but with ZrF. units differing in degree of bridging or in
in compounds containing six-coordinate Zr Zr CN. Therefore, Eqs. (14)-( 17) apply specifically to 12-

k "= - 0.0858 InlST -+ 0.588. (17) coordinate Ba and would be expected to have diffierent slopes
T when determined for monovalent countercations.

Obviously, the sparse amount of data available for crys- To illustrate, the frequency for CNa{6)) 2 ZrT. (which
talline fluorozirconates, limits the accuracy of the above is not known to exist) can be calculated from the
method. However, the qualitative trends seem to be clear. If(Li{6})) ZrF6 frequency from the following equation,
other factors are equal, v, increases with decreasing counter- wihhstesm lp sE.()
calion radius, increasing countercation CN, decreasing Zr wihhstesm lp sE.()
CS, and increasing degree of' bridging. Table IX is the result
of attempts to quantify the separate effects of these in-
fluences and should be correct in at least the relative magni- TABLE IX. Estimated barium fluorozirconate frequencies in cm - for dif.
tudes of the frequencies shown- ferent types of ZrF. polyhedra in the presence of 12-coordinate Ba ions.

Terminal and bridging (corner or edge) fluorides are denoted by T and B.
D~. Effect of countercation charge respectively. Diagonal lines enclose structures with the same composition.

The charge on the countercations surrounding a given The compositions are given in mole percent ZrF,.

type of ZrF. group can have a considerable effect on the C 67
symmetric stretching frequency. As an example, Li2 ZrF, I_______________________

and MgZrF, have the same Zr CN (6) and F-about-Zr ar-a r ZTzT
Tangement (discrete ZrT' anions), the same countercation 608 569 51' 33.3 ZrF,
CN (6), and almost the same countercation radius (0.76 A k7 .

for Li vs 0.72 k for Mg). However, the v, for Li, ZrF. is 585 b ZrTSD ZrT~B ZrTD
cm ,1 and for MgZrF, it is 669 cm - .The size difference 625r 57 7.534%ZP

is very small and would account for only about 4 cm of the
difference in frequency. C Zi!Tj 2  Z1TSB2  ZfETBI3

Although it secrs that the substitution of monovalent FZ .

countercations for divalent ones serves to decrease v, there d 2JT) 3  zrTj, ZrTSB2
isapparently no systematic way to predict directly the effects 630 55556 49% ZiP4

of substitution; rather, the two classes of crystals must be Z6.

TABLE vII1. Data for barium fluorozirconate crystals with diff~erent Zr co- ZT2SrTB
ordination nunmbers. The kT value for the hypothetical BaZrT. crystal with 5854 5.1%ZF

l-coardinate Ba was calculated previously. r

W., (cm ') k. (mdyn/;%) $ 7 61%Z

BaZrT. (608) (4.14) 0.6667 Ti
Ba, ZrT. 544 3.POS3(fo')56 90 0 6ZiF.3.31~~~P2 0.13 (fo rS1Z
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TABLE X. Estimated fluorozirconate frequencies in cm -' for different bonded fluoride for every six Zr ions." This probably serve
types ofZrF polyhedra with monovalent countercations. Two frequencies to make the known frequency of 548 cm - artificially lo.
immediately below a ZrF. unit refer respectively to Na{g1 and Li{6} ions.
and a frequency in brackets is the frequency calculated for a Na/Li mole (It would be even lower when adjusted to eight-coordinate
ratio of0.535/0.465. Terminal and bndging (corner or edge) fluorides are Na.) Instead, the v, of 525 cm- 'for (K{8}) 2ZrT, E, from
denoted by T and B. respectively. Diagonal lines enclose structures with the Ref. 17 will be adjusted to the frequency appropriate to
same composition. The compositions are given in mole percent ZrF.. (Na{8}) 2ZrT 4 E. -i.e., 550 cm -'. This means that. within

JZCN- 6 a the limitations of the very approximate framework outlined
a ZT, ZT; 2rT, above, the effect of bridging on v, in fluorozirconates con.

157S) 13661 (581 20.0% ZF, taining monovalent countercations is essentially negligibt
F-Z,. t0 This result agrees with the Raman spectra of lithium/so.

dium fluorothorate melts, which showed no effect on v, as
bridging increased around the seven-coordinate Th ions.2'

ZITAB ZrTO ZfT,B In analogy with the behavior of divalent fluorozircon.
1>575 1-561 15581 2'2 % ZrF4

[~sS7Sl .6 -38 ., ates, it is probable that there is actually a small increase due
to bridging in monovalent fluorozirconates. This increase
would be more pronounced for lower coordination numbers.

ZAs shown in Table V, terminal bond strengths increase moreC ZrT., Zr_$B VTB2
1>571 1-3661 1-5581 25.0 %ZF, rapidly with bridging as the Zr CN is decreased. Table X

,/Zr - 7.0 summarizes the estimated frequencies for sodium and lith-

ium fluorozirconates.

d ZrT3B 3  Z,'~~ ZtT.B,
1>57S5l 1-566 [-558 28.6%ZrF, V. DISCUSSION

Frt -6-

__,__________ 6 A. Origins of environmental effects

1. Countercation radius

ZT.S The general trend of an increase in frequency with de.
.- 5581 33.3 % zF, creasing size of countercation in infrared spectroscopy has

S60 been noted by Adams2 3 and by Ferraro. 3 The same trend is
observed in Raman spectra of fluorothorate melts 29 and

217,T1 fluoroberyllate crystals and melts. 3t The substitution of

1-51 '0.0 % Z1F, smaller countercations requires that the ZrF, species be
FP/2.5 packed together more closely. Apparently, the presence of

smaller countercations increases v, because of increased flu-
oride-fluoride short-range repulsions between the more

k T 0.0628rM +0.592. (18) closely packed ZrF: units.3 '

This yields a frequency of 562 cm - '. In order to change six-
coordinate Na (rM = 1.02 A) to eight-coordinate 2. Countercation coordination number
(r, = 1. 18 A&), we use an equation with the slope of Eq. (7): As the countercation coordination number is increased,

k T'- 0.0275.rM + 0.685. (19) it is expected that the packing around the countercations
would become more efficient, leading to greater fluoride-

This gives 567 cm -t for the 6a position of the new table fluoride repulsions between neighboring ZrF. units and an
(Table X). The crystal Na3 ZrF, contains seven-coordinate increase in v, as in the case of smaller countercations dis-
Na (rM = 1.12 AZ,) and has a -, of 556 cm-i.i7 Its analog cussed above. Thisis seen tobethe case, but the effect isnot
with eight-coordinate Na would have a frequency of 558 very pronounced. The magnitude of the slope of Eq. (61
cm - '. We can now calculate the equation analogous to Eq. (radius) is about three times the magnitude of the slope of
(15) Eq. (7) (CN).

k = 0.0549 In ST + 0.629. (20)

As expected, the slope of the equation for Zr CN dependence 3 Zirconium coordination number
is different for the cases of monovalent and divalent counter-
cations. In fact, the slope of Eq. (20) (monovalent) is only The CN of the central cation is known to exert a predict-
about 30% that of Eq. (15) (divalent). Using Eq. (20), we able and significant effect on Raman stretching frequen-
obtain an estimated v, of 549 cm - ' for (Na{8)),ZrT. cies. 2 3 An increase in CN always leads to a decrease in fre-

To investigate the effect of bridging, it is necessary to quency due to the decrease in bond order, as seen from
know the v, for a sodium fluorozirconate with bridging Tables V and IX. The effect of changing the zirconium co.
fluorides. The compound Na. Zr, F3 , contains Na with an ordination number in fluorozirconates is larger than the ef-
average CN of 10.3 and eight-coordinate Zr with six bridg- fect of bridging. The slope of Eq. (15) (Zr CN) is about
ing fluorides (F/Zr ratio = 5), but there is an "extra," non- twice times that of Eq. (14) (bridging).
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4. Degree of bridging about zirconium of fluoride-ion movement. Any cooperative movement

The occurrence of bridging around Zr (with the CN between different types of fluorides would necessarily entail

kept constant) leads to an increase in v,. It is known from the movement of the zirconiums. Since a zirconium ion is

fiuorozirconate crystal chemistry that bridging gives rise to about five times heavier than a fluoride ion, the Zr ions can

shorter terminal bonds.32 As Zr-T bonds are replaced by be considered to remain motionless on the time scale of flu-

longer, weaker Zr--B bonds, electron density on the Zr is oride-ion movements, and the approximation of separability

shifted to the remaining Zr-T bonds. So, even though the is acceptable in this case. In fact, the v, peak (due to terminal

average bond order as defined by Eq. (10) does not change, fluorides) disappears completely for crystalline HfF, and86-

the terminal bonds (which are the source of the v, band" ) ZrF, which contain only bridging fluorides. " 4" Crystalline

are stronger than before. In addition, the average strength of chlorocadmates (Cd/C weight ratio is - 3) show the same

a bridging bond (assumed earlier to be a certain fraction of trend of increased terminal-ligand frequency with increased

the terminal bond strength) increases with increased bridg- bridging. 6

ing. These trends were recognized by Almeida and Macken- For lighter central cations, however, this picture is ina-

zie,"3 who studied fluorozirconates and fluorohafnates. dequate. In the case of melts containing beryllium fluoride,
The manifestation of the decrease in Zr-T bond length Toth et al." have shown that increased bridging about Be

in the form of v, requires the assumption of separability of leads to a decrease in the totally symmetric stretching fre-

the motions of the different types of fluorides (bridging or quency. Separability cannot be assumed in this case because

nonbridging) about the Zr ion. In other words, separability the weight of a Be ion is about half that of a fluoride ion, and

of fluoride-ion movements means that a normal mode of vi- Be is therefore ineffective in behaving as a "buffer" between

bration can be approximated as involving primarily one type movements of different types of fluorides. The Raman bands
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areduetonormal modes involving the Be, F, polymeric unit two fluorides would have to be bridging in order to satisfy
as a whole- The decrease in frequency is due, not to a de- the dizirconate F-to-Zr ratio of 5; this would lead to an even
crease in overall bond order, but to a greater value of the higher value of the expected frequency. In the end, the pre-
reduced mass of the vibrating species. dicted frequency of the ZrT2 B, unit in Table IX is 570

cm- 1, not too far from the observed v, of 580 cm -'for the
5. Courntercation charge dizirconate glass.

The effect of the countercation charge on v, is related to The v, value of 565 cm - for the 52 mol% ZrF, glass in
the packing effect mentioned above. For a given F-to-Zr ra- Fig. 7 coincides with the expected frequency for bridged,
tio, the number of monovalent countercations needed for eight-coordinate Zr ions. Table IX predicts a value of about

charge balancing is twice the number necessary for divalent 559 cm for the unit in position 8e.

countercations. This means that if all other factors are equal, The glass with 74 mol% ZrF, has a v, of 598 cm -'and
i.e., countercation radius, countercation CN, Zr CN, and Table IX gives an interpolated frequency of about 573 cm- I
degree of bridging, then the packing requirements will be for eight-coordinate ZrF. units. To account for the higher
more stringent in the case ofdivalent countercations, and the measured frequency, it must be assumed that the Zr atoms
v, will be higher. The extra monovalent cations provide containing nonbridging fluorides are mainly seven coordi-
more shielding between the ZrF. units. Perhaps the effec- nate. The interpolated frequency from Table IX for seven-
tiveness of monovalent countercations in separating the coordinate Zr polyhedra at a composition of 74 mol% ZrF,
ZrF, groups helps to explain the greatly lessened conse- is 595 cm -'. Note that this does not necessarily mean that
quences of bridging and Zr CN on the .5 frequencies ofmon- the predominant overall CN of Zr in the glass is 7. As the
ovalent fluorozirconates as compared to divalent fluorozir- percentage of ZrF, becomes large, there will be fewer zircon-
conates- iums with terminal fluorides, so the environment around

these Zr atoms will be disproportionately represented in the

B. Application to interpretation of glass spectra value of v,.
An interesting sideline about the utility of Table IX is its

Assuming that the frequencies presented in Table IX are interpretation of the origin of the high-frequency shoulder at
roughly correct, some possible structures for a fluorozircon- about 628 cm in the spectrum of the 74 mol% ZrF, glass
ate glass with a given composition are immediately pre- in Fig. 7. Almeida and Mackenzie attributed this feature to
cluded. Figure 7 shows the Raman spectra obtained by Al- the presence of five-coordinate Zr in the glass, even though
meida and Mackenzie' for three binary barium five-coordination ofZr has never been observed in fluorozir-
fluorozirconate glass compositions. For the composition conate crystals. The frequency agrees with the interpolated
containing 64 mol% ZrF, (referred to as the dizirconate v, of 626 cm - ' for a mixture of the six-coordinate ZrT, B,
composition), the measured v, value is 580 cm -'. From a and ZrT, B3 units of Table IX.
comparison with the v, of585 cm - 'ofLi, ZrF6 , the authors
concluded that the Zr ions were six-coordinate. From the F- C. Application to interpretation of crystal spectra
to-Zr ratio of the composition, they' added the requirement Another point can be made in the application of Table
that two of the six fluorides be bridging. This structure corre- IX to the explanation of the v. value (560 cm ') of the a-
sponds to the ZrT, B. unit in position 6c of Table IX. How- BaZrF, crystal. In the report of the crystal structure of this
ever, Table IX predicts an approximate v, of 622 cm - ' for pyr, 2 tas n th t the rTBa structure of
this proposed structure in the presence of 12-coordinate polymorph, it was mentionedgua thne ZrT B, structure of
Ba' - countercations. For the dizirconate composition, the CXBaZrF, is clearly more irregular than that found in

K, Cu (ZrF, ) 2 6H, 0 and that the crystal can alternatively
structures possessing the closest frequencies to the experi- be described as containing eight-coordinate Zr units con-
mental one are found in positions 8g and 7e-in other words, nected together in zigzag chains. In this case, Table IX pre-
in the columns containing seven- and eight-coordinate Zr. dicts a frequency of 559 rather than the 579 cm expected

It is reasonable that the ZrT, B, structure would havesut ahis freonl that it Z s B strucrwdae for seven coordination. However, the inclusion of the eighth
such a high frequency, since it applies to six-coordinate Zr relatively distant F from a neighboring ZrF. group does not

with divalent countercations (recall the v, of 669 cm for alter the essential character of the basic ZrT. B unit and

M gZrF. ). In addition, there is bridging in the structure, a a y theesse le a t "hqu asi c r t , s iewd

condition which serves to increase the frequency. So even if may therefore lead to a quasi-ZrT, B," structure, as viewed
by Raman spectroscopy. Table IX shows a v, of 5 54 cma-

the predicted frequency of 622 cm -'is too high by a relative- b annsetocp.TbeI hw ~o 5 m-the lrgeda t reencsy 302 cm is' tohe bfrequy o at- for this structure. This interpretation explains the otherwi3ely large amount, even say 30 cm- , the v, frequency of a puzzling relative order of the v, values of/'- BaZrF,, (562
barium fluorozirconate glass with ZrT4 B, units would still cm - , Ba CNov r of the ) and a-BaZrF, (560 cm-'.
be expected to be much higher than the observed frequency Ba CN of 11, ostensible Zr CN of 7).
of 580 cm- '. Almeida and Mackenzie reject the idea of
eight-coordinate Zr in the glasses on the basis of the v, of
only 525 cm for a-K. ZrF., which is known to contain Zr D. Application to interpretation of melt spectra
in eight coordination, but, as discussed in Sec. V A, the ef- Toth e al."' obtained Raman spectra for fluurozircon-
fects of raising the countercation CN and replacing monova- ate melts containing Li and Na as countercations. They con-
lent cations by divalent ones both contribute to a higher v,. cluded that the melts contained discrete ZrF,- ' complex
Also, since a-K, ZrF has a F-to-Zr ratio of 6, an additional ions, where n is between 5 and 8 (and perhaps can be 4)
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"l'1ble X, prepared for the case of ZrF, units in the presence would be expected to yield detailed information concerning
of eight-coordinate Na or six-coordinate Li, is applicable to the extent of bridging in fluorozirconate melts containing
te interpretation of melt spectra if it is assumed that the only divalent countercations. Currently, there are very few
frequencies do not change drastically with increasing tern- experimental data on this subject, but the higher viscosities
perature (a justifiable assumption, according to Toth et of the melts with divalent cations as opposed to monovalent
i.0) and that Na is close to eight coordinate in the melt. It cations 39"1 may indicate an increased occurrence of bridg-
,ill also be assumed that Li is six coordinate in the melt and ing. Spectroscopic studies focusing on variations in composi-
that the v, values can be calculated from 0.535 times the Na tion and temperature of fluorozirconate melts would be very
,alue plus 0.465 times the Li value, in accordance with the useful. A better understanding of the melt structure would
mole ratios of these ions in the melts, elucidate the properties of "fragile" liquids (as described by

Toth ez al. assumed the existence of eight-coordinate Zr Angell" ) and would probably lend insight into glass forma-
m the melt when the F/Zr ratios were very high (between 8 tion in these systems.
and - 10). This seems to be a viable assumption; they ob-
served melt frequencies of 555 and 554 cm -', and the fre- VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
quency from Table X for ZrF1 - is 558 cm - ' for a F/Zr ratio This paper has presented a frequency-structure correla-
ofg. As the F/Zr ratio is decreased, the v, values increase. tion scheme derived from Raman spectroscopy results. It
This was interpreted by Toth eta!. as evidence for a decrease resolves a long-standing controversy over the Zr coordina-
in the average Zr CN and this also seems reasonable. Table X tion number in barium fluorozirconate glasses as measured
predicts frequencies of 566 and 575 cm -' for ZrF7 - and by x-ray experiments""' and from previous interpretations
ZrF- anions, respectively. of Raman spectroscopy results. 3" Specifically, for the pro-

The lowering of the melt F/Zr ratio below 6 seems to totypical dizirconate (BaZr, F, ) glass composition, x-ray
have caused a somewhat abrupt jump in the v, as well as the results indicate a CN between 7 and 8 for Zr, and the Raman
appearance of a new low-frequency band at 165 cm -'. For results were interpreted as indicating a Zr CN of 6. In the
the 40 mol% ZrF, melt (F/Zr ratio of 5.5), Toth et al. present treatment, the reinterpretation of the Raman data
conclude from the relatively high frequency of 593 cm- ' reveals that the Zr CN is between 7 and 8 (- 7.5) for the
that species with four- or five-coordinate Zr are present. The dizirconate composition, in agreement with x-ray informa-
existence of neutral ZrF, molecules in the melt would be a tion.
little surprising, considering the well-known volatility of For the 52 mol% ZrF, composition, the present paper
Z-F, at elevated temperatures, but five-coordinate Zr has concludes that the Zr CN is about 8, and the CN of Zr atoms
been indicated previously in surface-tension measurements with one or more terminal fluorides in the 74 mol% ZrF,
of fluorozirconate me ts cont:"ninc >ovalent counter- glass is mostly 7, with some si, coordination. As with the
ions.3 The value e: v, predicted fur ZrFi is 586 cm- , dizirc,,nate corr'sition. these coordination numbers are
which is somewhat low. Although the presence of some four- higher than those deduced by Almeida and Mackenzie3 -7
coordinate Zr cannot be ruled out, it is also possible that a for the 52 mol% ZrF, glass, and 6 plus some five coordina-
higherv, could be due to the formation ofZr, F - dimers. It tion for the 74 mol% ZrF, glass.

is conceivable that the occurrence ofbridged five-coordinate As discussed in Sec. V B, the key problem in the pre-
ZrF, groups would lead to an extra feature in the bending vious Raman interpretations stemmed from the use of a
region of the spectrum; this would explain the 165 cm- fluorozirconate crystal containing monovalent counterca-
oeak. The experimental and calculated frequencies are com- tions as the basis for comparison with the spectra of glasses
pared in Table XI. containing divalent countercations. This paper has shown

The effects of bridging, if present, would be expected to that variations in the countercations in fluorozirconate
be much more pronounced in the divalent-countercation glasses or crystals can cause marked changes in the v, fre-
melts. Because of this phenomenon, Raman spectroscopy quencies. It is therefore very important to compare similar

compositions when attempting to interpret fluorozirconate
glass structure from vibrational spectra.

Walrafen et al."" have interpreted their Raman data for
TABLE X1. Measured Raman frequencies for LiF-NaF-ZrF, melts at a many fluorozirconate glasses solely in terms of the stoichio-
cnstant LiF-NaF ratio of 0.465/0.535. Experimental data are taken from metric F/Zr ratio. In other words, their treatment was essen-
Ref. 17.
_tially based on only one variable, the CN of Zr. They com-

MoJ%, F/Zr Measured Calculated pared several quite disparate compositions in spite of the
ZrF. ratio , (cm ") v, (cm ) Species present possibility for serious complications in interpretation. Their

choice of compositions included somewhat random mix-
20 10.14 555 558 ZrF- tures of monovalent. divalent, and trivalent countercations,
25 7.00 554 558 ZrF, and even a combination of network formers (ZrF, and
29 6.45 573 71 ZrF- + ZrF.- ThF, ) was used. Their assumption that bridging has almost

33 6.03 577 575 ZrF - no effect on v, was based on the fact that the measured v, for
40 5.50 593 ? ZrF - + ZrF- their glass with a F/Zr ratio of t is similar to the frequencies

Zr:F.' ZrF,. observed for an aqueous solution of Na2 ZrF, and a melt of
unreported composition, neither of which is expected to ex-
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Vibrational spectra in fluoride crystals and glasses at normal
and high pressures by computer simulation

B. Boulard ', J. Kieffer 2, C.C. Phifer 3 and C.A. Angell
Arizona Staie Unu ersity. Departnent of Chemistr.' Tempe. AZ 85287-1604. USA

Molecular dynamics computer simulation methods to obtain the infrared and Raman spectra of ionic liquids and glasses
are described. These methods are applied to two problems: (1) the simulation and interpretation of the vibrational spectra of
heavy metal fluoride glasses. and (2) the problem of reversible collapse of network glasses and the dramatic spectroscopic
consequences of this collapse observed in recent experiments on SiO.-like glasses. As a contribution to this latter problem.
the case of BeF,. for which our rigid ion potentials should be good appro.mations to the actual interactions, is studied. In
the spectra, an initial network stiffening with increase of pressure. followed by rather sudden collapse to a spectrum
characteristic of a higher coordinated state, is observed. This is correlated with a sudden increase in average coordination
numbers. The changes are mostly reversible on decompression. so the behavior is reminiscent of the transition between
'vitreous polymorphs" observed in the case of vitreous water and vitreous silica.

I. Introduction important role in the development of some cur-
rent models for fluoride glass structures [7-9].

In the development of models for the structure have been in progress for a number of years.
of fluoride glasses. vibrational spectroscopy has However, it is only recently that the programs
played an important and often controversial role necessary to calculate and Fourier transform the
[1-6]. 1\ key problem has been [6] the proper time correlation functions appropriate to the
accounting for all the structural factors which can standard infrared and Raman spectra have been
affect the frequency of the most prominent Ra- developed. In this contribution, we present first
man spectroscopic feature, the symmetric stretch- some tests of the ability of these calculations to
ing mode involving the terminal fluoride ions in reproduce the characteristic spectral frequencies
the Zr coordination shell. An obvious way of of simple crystalline compounds, and then use
obtaining definitive information on the relation them to simulate the spectra of both heavy metal
between structure and vibrational spectra is to fluoride and BeF, glasses. Finally we examine the
calculate both simultaneously for a series of glass spectroscopic consequence of major structural
structures obtained by the method of molecular change induced by compression of the BeF, glass,
dynamics computer simulations. In this labora- and compare this with results of recent diamond
tory, computer simulations, which have played an cell studies on analog oxide glasses.

A key paper in this area is that of Brawer [10],

* Present address: Laboratoire des Fluorures. UA 449. Fac- who compared two alternative approaches to the
ult des Sciences. Universite du Maine 72017. Le Mans calculation of Raman and infrared spectra by
Cedex. France, computer simulation methods and showed that

- Present address: Department of Materials Science. Univer- they yielded comparable results. The first method
sity of Illinois at Urbana. Champaign-Urbana. IL 61801. involves the use of either of the molecular dv-
USA. Sandia National Laboratories. Division 1845. Albu-
querque, NM 871S5, USA. namics or Monte Carlo methods to obtain an
Present address: Sandia National Laboratories. Division equilibrium liquid or a frozen glassy structure and
1845. Albuquerque. NM 87185. USA. also the forces acting between particles in this

(X122.-3093/92 /S05.100 C 1992 - Else\ ier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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particular structure, and then to diagonalize the the total duration of the simulation minus tc,
dynamical matrix for the structure to find the where t, is the time span over which correlation
cigenfrequencies. The second method, which we effects are observed and corresponds to the pe-
have adopted in this work, uniquely utilizes the riod of the vibrational mode with the lowest fre-
molecular dynamics method to calculate the time quency. The resulting correlation function is in-
correlation function for the dynamical property dependent of time origins.
appropriate to the spectrum of interest, and then For the Raman spectrum. there is some debate
obtains the spectrum by carrying out the appro- about the most appropriate time correlation func-
priate Fourier transformation from time to fre- tion to transform. We will not discuss the alterna-
quency domains. Since this procedure invokes tives for lack of space but simply state the choice
none of the quantum mechanical matrix elements we have made (the results for other choices are
which determine, for example. the Raman scat- compared in a more detailed report to be pub-
tering cross-section in real laborator. systems, no lished elsewhere [11]). We concentrate here on
reliable information on spectral intensities can be the high frequency modes involving bond stretch-
expected. However. if the potential functions em- ing rather than bond bending. so the Raman
ployed in the simulations are adequate. then the spectrum is calculated by Fourier transformation
frequencies of absorption peaks should be more of 'the total bond stretching autocorrelation func-
or less correct. tion' obtained by summing the 'group breathing

correlation functions* GBCF (Cj(t)). defined be-
low. over a number of groups. The GBCF is

2. Computational procedures obtained for each 'group' - consisting of a central
particle i and its j nearest neighbors within a

In this work, we have obtained the infrared cut-off distance r 1 (max) - by projecting the
spectrum by Fourier transforming the dipole mo- velocity differences vg - v, between central and
ment correlation function according to neighbor particles onto the bond direction r,):

thus.
1(w) =j dt(M(O)M(t))e - ' t . (I) Cf(t) Y .('f(t) -t.(t))r (t). x. y.Z

i=1

where A1()= '.,(t) is the total dipole moment (4)
of the configuration at time t. The simplest way
of obtaining g, is to consider a charge q, to be and
located at the center of mass r, of an ion and GBCF =C(0)C()), (5)
then sum over all ions Mt) = Eq, r(t). The pro-
gram actually sums qv(t) over all particles, which For lower frequency Raman bands, one would
results in the evaluation of the electrical flux-flux have to examine the angular momentum correla-
correlation function. FFCF. This procedure tion functions which we will not consider here.
makes the recorded signal independent of the
spatial origins. It differs from the previous signal 2.1. Damping and averaging
only by its magnitude and by a phase angle of
90.. Actually. the FFCF is in phase with the In any large collection of particles, even in the
electric field vector of the electromagnetic wave crystalline state, time correlation functions such
emitted by an oscillating dipole: as we discuss here should decay to zero within a

small number of vibration periods - by vibra-
CM) L ,t,q,(t, (2) tional dephasing if not by anharmonic damping.

However. in simulations on small numbers of
FFCF= KC(O)C(t). (3) particles it is normal to obtain functions which

The angular brackets represent an average taken continue to oscillate about zero out to long times.
over all time origins from t = 0 to = t t3 is The low amplitude oscillations are effectively ar-
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tifacts which are partly due to boundary condi- to the correlation function, choosing the parame-
tions and partly due to small number effects. ter a such that the amplitude reduces to zero in a
They must be removed before Fourier transfor- time interval of order 0.5 ps. Thus for the spec-
mation or they cause unphysical ripples and spikes tral intensity 1(w). we have
in the simulated spectra. Two methods are effec-
tive in removine them. One is to average together I(w) = JdtKC(t)(O)) e- (7)

several individual correlation functions from quite The former is preferable, although more time
different (statistically independent) portions of consuming, and is probably essential in cases
the same production run. in which case the non- where the structural correlations are relatively
physical part of the correlation function averages long-ranged as in tetrahedral networks such as
to zero. The second is to apply a damping func- SiO. and BeF,. In these cases the primary box
tion structure at one instant is not fully representative
d(t) exp( -at') (6) of the liquid unless boxes larger than economi-

(a) (b)
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(ref. *2) j (ref. 12)
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-I

CALC. I
0.20 INFRAREDI
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0.
290 370 I

U, 500
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00.0
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Fig. 1. (a) Observed and calculated IR spectra for MgZrF, crystal at 300 K: calculations from flux-flux correlation functions (two

completely indcpendent attempts). (b) Observed and calculated Raman spectra for MgZrF5, crystal at 300 K (two completely
independent attempts): calculations from structure breathing correlation function.
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Table 1 cm-t) but seriously overestimates the lowest fre-
Potential parameters used for computation: A,, = 0.19x 10-12 quency band (290 cm- vs. experiment 240 cm I)

erg; b,, = 34.484 rim - All-in-all. however, the results are quite pleasing

Element :, (e.u.) a, a-, (nm) and encourage the application of the method to
Zirconium +4.0 8.0 0.1517 other structures.
Magnesium -- 2.0 8.0 0.1230
Barium + 2.0 8.0 0.1854 3.2. Fluorozirconate glasses
Beryllium +2.0 2.0 0.0934
Fluorine -1.0 8.0 0.1237 The fluorozirconate glass most appropriate for

study is the BaF, -2ZrF composition which can
be obtained as both crystal and glass in the labo-

cally convenient are used. Brawer [10] encoun- ratory, and which has been the composition ac-
tered the same problem and adopted the averag- corded most attention in attempts to model the
ing procedure to compensate. The parameters glass structure. The crystal of this composition is
used in the two term rigid ion potentials, whose unfortunately not of cubic symmetry and there-
form has been given in our many earlier papers. fore cannot be simulated using our current MD
are presented in table 1. program. (Interestingly enough it is also not pos-

sible to simulate a crystal with the MgZrF struc-
ture in which Mg 2 - is replaced by a significantly

3. Results larger divalent cation, such as Ca2-. The initial
crystal configuration spontaneously disorders to

3.1. CrYstals - MgZrF6  an amorphous form in a few vibration periods.)
Thus we perform the spectral simulations on

Trial runs were conducted on the cubic crystal glassy configurations obtained by 4 ps (2000
MgZrF,. for which both IR and Raman spectra timestep) simulations at high temperatures, 1300
are available [5,61, and have simple forms. The K (where complete structural equilibrium is ob-
observed and calculated IR spectra are shown in tained in a few hundred timesteps), for a few
fig. l(a) and the observed and calculated Raman hundred timesteps. followed by instantaneoulsy
spectra are shown in fig. 1(b). The results for the quenching to 300 K, where the run is continued
Raman spectrum accord rather closely with the for a further 4 ps to acquire the dynamic record
experimental findings although the frequency on which the spectral calculations are performed.
calculated for the Mg-F stretch 640 cm-i is low Because we are seeking information on quite a
by about 30 cm-'. The highest frequency mode in complex system using a rather small sample, in
the simulated infrared spectrum. 600 cm- , on most cases it is likely that all configurations char-
the other hand is slightly higher than the center acteristic of the experimental substance may not
of the broad observed high frequency mode, - be sampled. To estimate the importance of such
560 cm- . The simulation agrees exactly with effects, some structural analyses were performed
experiment for the intermediate IR band (370 on structures obtained with three different sam-

Table 2
Disposition of fluorides in the structures in different box sizes

Boxside Zr CN Terminal Corner Edge Free F
(nm)

1.375 22 7.41 50.0 36.4 12.7 1
1.732 44 7.41 47.3 41.6 9.1 5
1.983 66 7.27 50.6 40.6 7.3 5
Crystal - 7.0 60.0 20.0 2(.0 -
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pie sizes at the same density. It was found that obtained from small box simulations both for an
the intermediate range order was sensitive to average of four almost unsmoothed (a = 2) runs
primary sample size because Zr-Zr radial distri- and for single runs smoothed by use of eq. (6)
bution functions showed different splittings [11], with a = 12. The calculated IR spectral frequen-
indicating different proportions of edge and cor- cies are in rather good agreement with experi-
ner-linking modes for the ZnF. polyhedra. The ment, none of the three bands differing by more
structures were examined quantitatively for dif- than 30 cm' from its laboratory equivalent.
ferences in polyhedral linkage types. The results
are summarized in table 2 which shows that in 3.3. BeF, glass at normal and high densities
larger primary boxes the proportion of edge-shar-
ing polyhedra is diminished in favor of corner- In order to study the effect of coordination
sharing polyhedra. The proportion seems to be number changes induced by changes in pressure
stabilizing for boxes with 50 or more Zr ions. at constant composition rather than by composi-

The laboratory IR [12] and Raman [1] spectra tion at constant pressure (and at the same time to
are compared in fig. 2 with simulated spectra obtain insight into the origin of major but re-

INFRARED, OBSERVED 3.00- INFRARED, CALC. 1 5.OO7 INFRARED, CALC. If
(ref. 12) one run average of four

= a=12 a, =2
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.a -'p.75

(a) 12027 280 1.25113 0
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00.0 ' 00.0
0 200 4o0 600 00.0 4.00 8.60 12.0 16.0 00.0 4.00 8.00 12.0 16.0

Frequency, cm- Frequency, cm - ' Frequency, cm - 1
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220 580C

0]
(b) " 0 96 32440085 >1. 10
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Frequency, cn-1  
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-
'

Fig. 2. BaF 2.2Zr4 spectra: (a) IR spectra, observed and calculated (single run smoothed with a = 12 and average of four runs each
smoothed with a = 2). (b) Raman spectra, observed and calculated (one run smoothed with a = 12).
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versible spectral intensity shift with pressure in particular with respect to the reproduction of a
oxide network glasses studied in diamond anvil sharp IR mode at 400 cm-' which is almost lost
high pressure cells [13-15]), we have chosen to from the spectrum obtained for the larger box
study the simplest available fluoride glass, BeF,. (see fig. 3(a)).

Since Brawer found it necessary to average In fig. 4 we show results of the simulated IR
results of several independent runs in order to spectrum of BeF, glass (in small box) at various
obtain simulated spectra which were comparable isothermal (300 K) compressions as indicated by
with laboratory results (implying that long range the initial-to-final volume ratio on each curve.
correlations exceed computational box dimen- Note how the initial increase of peak frequency is
sions), we have conducted test calculations on followed by a rather sudden change of spectral
samples of two different box sizes containing 40 character between V,,/V= 1.2 and 1.6 in which
and 130 BeF. units (the same size used by Brawer) the sharp Be rattling mode is 'smeared-out' into a
in addition to employing averaging procedures. broad band whose centroid then moves to lower
Interestingly enough, the results for the smaller frequencies with even higher compression up to
box correspond more closely with experiment, in V(,/V= 1.8, where the structure change is pre-

(a) (b)
1 .2 , 1 2 -

Expermeit Experiment
1.0- DOS Calculated o 1-

08 / " o Calculated
0
= 0-o.6 / DOSo6 -.. o,, - I -./-

0.6-

0.2 -- 0.2- /

S0 .2
0.1 ~0.1

0 200 400 600 800 1000 0 200 400 600 800 1000
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,

Z

>1 3.5 L' 40 BeF2
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00.0 200 4.00 600 8.00 10.0 00.0 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.0

Frequency [100cm- ] Frequency [100cm- 1]

Fig. 3. BeF. glass spectra. (a) Observed and calculated infrared spectra. (b) Observed and calculated Raman spectra. The
laborator% data are taken from figs. 2 and 3 in Brawer's paper [10] which contains histograms calculated by him by the dynamical

matrix method.
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0.43 lated IR spectral frequencies with experimental
values is encouraging. Future studies, in which
the mass of one species. e.g. Ba2 - . is changed at

/ constant potential, should help decide whether
V individual IR peaks may be associated with par-

2.0 ticular cation-anion quasilattice vibrations. e.g.
Ba vs. F and Zr vs. F. or whether the interspecies

.31 - 1.9 couplings are too important to permit such a
simple description.

M 1.8 The difference between the simulated and ob-
o served Raman spectra is more important. The
Ln Q25- 1.7 experimental spectrum is non-descript except for
o .the intense band at 580 cm-' which dominates

the HH spectrum. Lacking any scattering en-
e 0.8- _ " / 1.5 hancement mechanism. the simulation could not'. be expected to reproduce the dominance itself.

/1.4 but the band frequency is well reproduced. The
C.12 /t simulated spectrum also has features covering the

1 .3 same spectral range as the experimental spectrum
but is missing the second band at 485 cm- 1 . This

0 -0/ .2 is disconcerting since elsewhere [5] we have asso-
0.36 - ,ciated this band with the

Zr F Zr
0 O~ F.0 50 .0 1 .

2.50 c [ 75010.0 1 ]  linkage which is one of the key structural features
Suoof current models of fluorozirconate glasses [5.9].

Fig. 4. IR spectra for BeF- glass calculated for different In some further simulations performed since this
volume compressions expressed as volume raios. i', / L- work was submitted, a weak band between the

highest two peaks in fig. 2(b). i.e.. at the correct
sumably complete. After this a shift to higher frequency, has in fact been present but is not a
frequencies with further compression is observed, robust feature. A decision on this aspect of the
These shifts are interpreted in the discussion spectrum will have to await the results of current
section. work in which the potentials are modified to

enhance the population of double bridges and
therefore also the associated spectral features.

4. Discussion Turning to the studies of BeF. under compres-
sion, we refer to the dramatic change in the

We briefly discuss reliability of the simulated simulated IR spectrum which occurs at compres-
fluoride glass spectra and means of improving sions (i/l/ ratios) exceeding 1.2. This change is
their interpretation, and then interpret the pres- very similar to changes observed in the experi-
sure induced-effects in BeF. glass. mental IR spectrum of SiO, and analogs com-

Although the elimination of Fourier transform pressed in the diamond anvil cell [13-15]. In our
artifacts in the simulated spectra by averaging of case. we can link the spectral change directly to
several independent CFs is in principle prefer- changes in nearest neighbor populations which
able to smoothing a single CF. fig. 2(a) shows that occur systematically above compressions of 1.2.
appropriate smoothing of a single run yields al- Figure 5 shows the distribution of near-neighbor
most the same results. The agreement of simu- coordination numbers in BeF, as a function of
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100 spectra simulated here, the IR spectrum of the
Z ilaboratory glass is better reproduced than the

8 so- Raman spectrum. More development work is
/¢ needed in each case. Spectroscopic evidence for

c60- , -double fluoride bridges between Zr4  centres
remains indefinite.

.C In BeF, glass, sudden changes in simulated IR"-6 40-
V, spectra correlate with sudden changes in coordi-

S,,nation numbers. Over a narrow range of densi-
- 20- ties, complete and quasi-reversible changes from

S-- > ! a four-coordinated to a six-coordinated glass oc-
0 - cur. "The question raised here is whether or not1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

V0 /V it is proper to think in terms of vitreous poly-
Fig. 5. Distribution of near neighbor coordination numbers morphs of a substance, i.e., whether long-range
for Be in BeF. glass as function of compression O / V. N:. disordered substances can generate sufficient dif-

CN = 7: C .CN = 6: _., CN = 5. x, CN = 4, ferences in their short-range order, when pre-
pared under different conditions. to have distinct
and different thermodynamic properties which
are maintained above the glass transition (when

compression. The percentage of four-coordinated the amorphous is in internal equilibrium) for a
Be atoms drops from nearly 100 at V/IV= 1.2 to finite temperature interval." [17. Even if the
almost 0 at 1.7. The population of six-coordinated latter restriction is lifted, it seems, in view of the
Be on the other hand flattens out at V0/V= 1.8 interconvertibility of the two distinct short-range
where the low frequency feature reverses pres- ordered forms in the glassy state observed here
sure dependence. In between, the number of and in the laboratory, that the concept of 'vitre-
five-coordinated Be atoms maximizes at 1.5 where ous polymorphs' [18] is a reasonable one worthy
the spectrum is broadest. Other spectroscopic of further refinement.
and structural observations will be reported in
more detail separately [111. Here we only notethaeetasi thepacaely of11. ie te olaoty The authors are grateful for the support of thisthat, as in the case of S IP ,, in the laboratoryw r v t e O f c f N v l R s a c n e- work by the Office of Naval Research under
[13.14]. release of pressure at ambient tempera-
tures results in a reversal of most of the structural

French Centre Nationale de Recherches Scien-(and spectroscopic) changes observed on com-
tifiques for support of one of us (B.B.) during thepression . T his inability to preserv e a history w as p e i d o th s r ea c . C ol S m h rn sfirt osered n smultedSiO glss 16] Asin period of this research. Carol Scamehorn is

first observed in simulated SiP, glass [16]. As in thanked for assistance with computational proce-
that case. there is some residual densification of dures.
the four-coordinated glass, as indeed is observed
in practice for SiO,. Interestingly enough, the
behavior is only marginally different when the
compression is carried out in the liquid, as op- References
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The concept of mean-field rigidity percolation at average coordination number (r)-2.4 in covalent)%
bonded inorganic glasses is shown to be relevant to the liquid-state behavior of glass-forming chal-
cogenide systems. In particular it correlates with remarkable variations in -fragility" and excess heat
capacity which we observe in the modcl ternary system Ge-As-Sc. Except near As2SC3, T, itself depends
only on (r) anywhere in the system up to (r) -2.5. These findings provide an important link between key
structural concepts of glass science, the relaxation phenomena, and the thermodynamic problem em-
bodied in the Kauzmann paradox.

PACS numbers: 61.42.+h

The notion that covalent bonding in glasses may be original sample preparation techniques have been refined
optimized when the average coordination number ((r)) is in order to eliminate the oxygen contamination which vi-
2.4 was advanced first by Phillips' to explain the strong tiated the earlier results. High-purity lump elements
glass-forming propensity of some chalcogenide systems. (99.9999%) were melted together in evacuated silica
1# was later refined by Thorpe,2 who predicted, for the tubes at 600-I 150°C, depending upon composition, for
mean-field case, a sudden rise in bulk modulus as the 24 h. They were then cooled at - 15 K/min. Prior to
composition in binary or multicomponent systems passes loading the tubes, the arsenic was placed in an evacuated
through the "rigidity percolation" (or vector percolation) chamber, the bottom of which was heated to 350 0 C
threshold at this same coordination number. while the top was kept at 25 OC. This distilled off arsenic

Some sound-velocity-based observations supporting oxide contamination. The resulting samples, 65 in all,
the idea of rigidity percolation were presented in an ear- contained 100- to 200-ppm oxygen as determined by in-
tier Letter on the model system Ge-As-St. 3 This system frared spectroscopy.6 They exhibited no evidence of cry-
was chosen because the bonding numbers (valences) of stallization in differential-scanning-calorimeter (DSC)
4, 3, and 2, respectively, permit realization of (r) -2.4 at thermograms.
many different chemical compositions ((r) -4Xc, Elastic constants were determined from sound-velocity
+3XA,+2Xs,, where X is mole fraction). This permits measurements as described before, 3 but with an im-
separation of connectivity effects from chemical effects. 3  proved precision of 0.1%. Thermal-cxpansivity (a) mea-
However, these early measurements were later found to surements were made using a Perkin-Elmer model
be affected adversely by oxide contamination of the sam- TMS-2, scanning at 2.5 K/min. The same instrument
pIes. In fact, the absence of a transition at (r) -2.4 has was used, with a beam-bending attachment, to determine
recently been reported, 4 in accord with Thorpe's 5 subse- the viscosity in the range 109-013 Pas with a precision
quent prediction that for real systems with van der and accuracy of ± 5% (based on measurements made on
Waals interactions between unbonded neighbors, the BS710 standard glass). Heat-capacity C and en-
rigidity-percolation phenomena would be smeared out. thalpy-relaxation measurements were made using the
With an interest in checking this prediction, and also in Perkin-Elmer DSC-4 differential scanning calorimeter at
testing our suspicion that the vector-percolation concept scan rates between 2.5 and 40 K/min.
might be more sensitively investigated in the liquid state The absence of universal or dramatic behavior of the
of this system, we have extended the original study not longitudinal mechanical modulus C,, as the mean-field
only in composition range but also in temperature and percolation threshold is crossed 4 is confirmed in this
variety of properties investigated. In particular, we have work for all Se(1 -x)(GetAsI- .), cuts across the ternary
now included measurements of (i) the glass transition system. The results are more definitive than in binary
temperature T., (ii) changes in thermodynamic proper- systems 4 because of the extended (r) range available. In
ties (expansivity a and heat capacity C,) at T, and (iii) the As-Se binary and in Ge-poor glasses, we even ob-
viscosity (the key liquid-state property) with striking re- serve 7 a contradictory maximum in C11 at or near
suits. (r)-2.4. Clearly the study of CI at ambient tempera-

Most of the measurements reported will concern the ture is not fruitful in the present context.
pseudobinary join Set, -x)(Aso.sGeo.s),, chosen by us to Turning to T. (defined as the onset of the rises in C,,
maximize the likelihood of random bonding, and hence or a, as ergodicity is restored during heating at 20 K/min
conformity to mean-field arguments. In this study, our [see Fig. 1, inset (b)), we observe more promising phe-
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FIG. 2. Comparison ot viscosities of pseudobinary (y -0.5)
Ge-As-Se liquids near T, with the -strong" (Ge 2) and -fra-

FIG. 1. (r) dependence of T, from DSC and a, for gile" 12Ca(NO3)2-3KNO 31 extremes of the liquid pattern

Ge-As-Se glasses along various pseudobinary cuts (Ref. 8) from literature data, using a T,-scaled Arrhenius plot.
Se(,-.)(GeySe,), as indicated in inset (a). Inset (b) shows Inset (a) shows present results in more detail (note strong be-
behavior of the heat capacity C, through the glass transition havior at (r) -2.4). Equation (2) D values marked on plots are
for (r) values at, and on either side of, the rigidity-percolation based on measured slopes (Arrhenius: D- -, slope- 16). In-
threshold along the y -0.5 join. set (b) shows how strength is maintained at other (r) -2.4

points in ternary systems (As 2Se3 is exceptional, see text).

nomena. Figure I shows that 7 is a universal function
of (r) up to and somewhat beyond the percolation thresh-

old. It is only above (r)-2.5 that composition-specific whether the viscosity indeed passes through a fragility

effects enter, as different ways of disposing of the minimum at (r) -2.4, as implied by Fig. 1, inset (b).

superfluous bonds are explored. There is, however, no The second is whether this is also evidenced in a compa-

sudden upturn in the (r) dependence of T. to signal a rable minimum in the fragility behavior of the more fun-

threshold crossing. On the other hand, note the contrast damental enthalpy-relaxation time, TH (the time scale on

in shapes of the heat-capacity scans at the threshold (r) which the system relaxes towards the state of zero excess

value, and on either side of it: The heat-capacity "jump" entropy at TK, the Kauzmann 12 temperature), and the

at T, in the vicinity of (r) -2.4 is so small and smeared third is whether or not the volumetric behavior through

out that we at first believed the sample had crystallized. T1, i.e., Aa, will mimic the heat-capacity changes, AC,.
A small heat-capacity jump at T. implies a strong If AaltiC. at the glass transition is not constant for all

resistance to structural degradation in the liquid state, (r), then this system may also provide a test case for dis-

and has been correlated with a minimum "'fragility" tinguishing between "free volume" and "entropy"

(i.e., departure from Arrhenius viscosity behavior) in the theories for liquid relaxation processes. 1,-IS

overall pattern of viscous-liquid behavior.$ (Fragility is The inset (a) in Fig. 2 represents viscosity data on five
a term being used' to characterize and quantify the of twelve compositions studied along the join
anomalous non-Arrhenius transport behavior which de- Se(I-,)(Aso.sGeo.s),, plotted in scaled Arrhenius form
velops in most glass-forming liquids as they approach the where the scaling temperature is the calorimetric T. of
ergodicity-breaking I" glass transition.) This interesting Fig. 1. Within the error of the measurements, the results
possibility stimulates three related questions to which we can be represented by straight lines in apparent confor-
provide answers in Figs. 2 and 3. The first is, of course, mity with the Arrhenius law but with wide variations in
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600 0wide range of temperatures.'

500 v t Of special interest in Fig. 2, of course, is the fact that
2 1 the minimum fragility (minimum Arrhenius slope at

4o, . A&2§3 (ref 20) • T/T-1) observed in the present study occurs not at the
300 highest value of (r) but rather at (r) -2.4, the rigidity-

20 .percolation threshold. Evidently at higher (r) values,
enthalpy specific chemical effects such as the occurrence of double

100 Se bridges
0_ Sc

S> Ge <Sc> Ge <
_ y[known to occur in pure GeS 2 (Ref. 17) enter into con-

4, 2,sideration. These are fragile structural elements. is

o C> The inset (b) in Fig. 2 shows that the same low fragili-
3ty is obtained for other ternary compositions with

Z(r)-2.4, lending credibility to the idea"-2 of constraint
Q counting involving both bond distances and angles'"' 9 in
U C " these systems. The binary glass of (r) -2.4, As 2Se3 is,

_ _ _ however, atypical according to Fig. 2, inset (b), having a
(C) D ? °'l 0.4more fragile character. It also has a larger enthalpy-

:A. ( relaxation activation energy, EH (Ref. 20), and larger
.0.! - - AC, (Ref. 20) (see below). This is probably associated

7 0 200 400 600 with its topological reorganization to give "raft"-like
structures of two-dimensional aspect.

6- o Concerning our second question, the minimum in the
* 1 ..activation energy" seen at (r) -2.4 for viscosity data is

4- indeed also seen in the enthalpy-relaxation phenomena
3 which determines the form of the heat-capacity scan.
2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 Using Moynihan's method of scan-rate-dependent Tg,2

<r> we obtain EH-Rd(lnQ)/d(T-'), where Q is the scan
rate. This quantity, for each of the glasses for which

FIG. 3. r dependence of key relaxational and thermo- viscosity data were presented in Fig. 2, is plotted togeth-dynamic properties of Se(t -)(Gt As -) liquids at y-0 and er with the viscosity activation energy E,, in Fig. 3(a).

0.5: (a) Dependence of activation energies for viscosity and The minimum at (r)-2.4 is even better defined for E ,
enthalpy relaxation. (b) Excess heat capacity AC, measured at t he in ima r isevn bt Einer.
T, showing minima in each case at the rigidity-percolation though the experimental precision of EH is smaller.
threshold (r) -2.4. (c) Excess expansion coefficient Aa show- We now return to the initial observation of Fig. 2 that
ing absence of anomaly at (r) -2.4. Inset: Kauzmann plots for the heat-capacity jump at Tg, ACp, is remarkably small
excess entropy in the cases (r)-2.0 (pure Se) and (r)-2.4 at (r -2.4 compared with the values at higher and lower
(pure As2Sej). Note how T/TK differs according to liquid (r). Figure 3(b) shows this quantity, obtained semiquan-
"'strength." The values of T/Tx are predictable from Eq. (2) titatively (± 10%), as a function (r) for all the x -0.5
using D values based on the position of liquid in the strong- glasses, together with a value for pure Se from Ref. 22.
fragile classification. The correlation of a minimum in fragility with a

minimum in tC,, is to be expected from the Adam-Gibbs
viscosity preexponent as well as activation energy. How- equation, 14

ever, when the same data are presented on the larger r-oexp(C/TS). (1)
scale of Ts/T and compared with literature data covering This is because, when AC,, is very small, S,
a wider range of viscosities and temperature deperi- [S,-f?.,(ACp/T)dT, where Tir is the Kauzmann
dences, it can be seen that the present results simply rci. - liquid-crystal isoentropy temperature Il is almost tem-
resent the high-viscosity end of the same pattern of perature independent and Eq. (1) becomes equivalent to
liquid behavior which has provided the basis for the the Arrhenius law with the strong-liquid preexponent.
.strong" and "fragile" liquids classification for which The great differences in departures from Arrhenius be-
theoretical interpretations are currently being havior seen in Fig. 2 then suggest that a further (and
sought. 9' 10° 16 The remarkable thing is that compositions very important) correlation be sought, as follows.
along a single pseudobinary cut in the present system The pattern of viscosity behavior leading to the strong-
cover almost the whole spectrum from strong to fragile and fragile-liquid classification can be reproduced by a
behavior previously mapped out by combinations of data modification, Eq. (2), of the famous Vogel-Tammann-
from many different liquid systems studied in a very Fulcher (VTF) equation in which the VTF B parameter
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Abstract
We have studied the mechanical responses of supercooled Ge-As-Se

liquids to flexural strains and temperature steps. The departures

from exponential relaxation correlate well with the variations in

connectivity. The structural state dependence of the mechanical

relaxation, detected in pure and weakly crosslinked Se, is completely

suppressed at the percolation threshold <rc> where the liquid

fragility is minimum. The shapes of the decay functions of samples

with <rc> but different composiions are not universal at Tg probably

due to chemical effects near the binary edges of the ternary system.

PACS numbers: 62.40.ti, 64.70.Pf
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By setting off the number of degrees of freedom in a covalently

bonded network glass against the number of its bonding constraints,

Phillips1 predicted a threshold of mechanical stability at average

coordination numbers of <rc> = 2.4. These considerations stimulated

a number of ultrasonic experiments in binary 2 - 5 and ternary 6

chalcogenide systems. However no evidence for anomalous elastic

behavior at <rc> could be obtained. Later on Thorpe7 recognized that

the qualitative Phillips theory can be formulated rigorously as a
problem of rigidity percolation. Several refined analytical and
numerical calculations based on these topological ideas suggested

that below <rc> an increasing number of floppy modes should be
detectable. 8 Experimental results from vibrational, 9 neutron, 10 and

M6ssbauer 1 1 spectroscopies seemed to confirm this prediction.
It was also shown that topological effects rather than chemical

ones must be considered to explain the energetical relaxations among
glassy configurations in Ge-As-Se chalcogenides as probed by
infrared hole burning at cryogenic temperatures. 12 The relevance of
the concept of connectivity has also been explored in the liquid
state. 13, 14 A recent study 14 of ternary chalcogenide alloys provided
evidence for a correlation between the rigidity percolation, the

strength of the entropy crisis near their glass transition, and the
departure from Arrhenius behavior, i. e. the fragility. This raises the
question of whether the other two key aspects of the vitrification
process, viz. the relaxation following external perturbations and the
non-linear effects found when relaxation occurs far from thermal

equilibrium, also show systematic composition dependences in this
model system.

There have been experimental 1 5, 1 6  and theoretical1 7

indications that fragile glass formers relax less exponentially than

strong ones, i. e. those for which the mean relaxation times or the
viscosities follow simple Arrhenius laws in the whole range. On the
other hand there are several examples which seem in conflict with

any such simple generalization. 18 ,19
To obtain additional systematic data on this question, we have

studied the time dependent stress relaxation of Ge-As-Se

2



glassformers after exposing them to flexural strains and temperature
steps. This allowed us to monitor the linear mechanical response as
well as the non-linear structural response.

The melt cooled GeaAsbSec samples used for this study were
taken from batches which had been prepared and characterized
previously. 1 4 From the mole fractions a, b, and c the average
coordination number can be calculated by <r> = 4a + 3b + 2c; at
constant connectivity the composition is further specified by the
fraction y = a/(a + b). Most experiments have been performed on
samples along pseudo-binary cuts in the ternary system with either
<r> (= 2.4) or y (= 0.5) being constant.

Preliminary tests have shown that the viscoelastic properties of
these samples depend to some extent on their geometry. 2 0 Therefore,
unless otherwise stated all measurements were taken on bar samples
cut to identical sizes (1 x 1 x 5 mm 3 ). The tensile stress relaxation at
constant strain was monitored in the flexural (three point bending)
conformation. Data were recorded automatically 2 1 in the time range
10-1 s < t < 105 s and for temperatures between 300 and 600 K. Since
the relaxation time for a liquid in the glass transformation range
usually depends on its structural state (fictive temperature) as well
as the actual temperature, 2 2 we have repeated the runs after various
equilibration times both to ensure equilibration is reached and to
acquire data on this non-linear aspect of the phenomenon.

Figure 1 shows typical results for an equilibrated GejOAsjOSe 8 O
sample (<r> = 2.3, y = 0.5) in its glass transformation range. With
increasing temperature the S - shaped stress relaxation curves shift
to smaller and smaller times and their maximum steepness increases.
This means that the mechanical relaxation of this sample is the closer
to exponential the higher the temperature is. Similar quality data
could be obtained fcr six other compositions at constant y z 0.5, and
for two at <r> = 2.4 but y # 0.5. A good quantitative description of
these data was achieved using the stretched exponential function 2 3

Y(t) = Y(t=0) exp [-(t/-) 13]. (1)
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Here P3 characterizes the broadening and <tc>y = "rI(l+1/P) the average

relaxation time of the tensile stress autocorrelation function.

Although other fitting procedures are usually also applicable to this

type of relaxation function, 2 4 ,2 5 Fig. 1 shows that a three parameter

expression is sufficient to provide an excellent fit to our data. High

quality fits with Eq. (1) were also obtained for the viscoelastic decay

functions of samples with <r> > 2.1, i. e. except for pure and weakly

crosslinked amorphous selenium (a-Se). In these cases the stress

decay was composed of two contributions with distinctly separated

average time scales. The relative strength of the two relaxation
processes was found to be temperature dependent for a-Se. 2 6 In the
vicinity of the glass transition the faster process, which was ascribed

to localized modes, 2 6 relaxed more than 50% of the initial stress. For

the <r> = 2.1 sample, the short time relaxation was responsible for no
more than 5% of the total stress decay. In each case the slower
relaxations could be parameterized satisfactorily using Eq. (1).

The temperature dependences of <tr>y from all our samples

within experimental uncertainty were found to comply with the
Arrhenius law <t>y = co exp [E/(RT)] but with unphysical t 0 . In Fig. 2a

the connectivity dependence of the apparent energy barriers Ey from
these fits is shown together with that determined from viscosity
measurements 14 (En) on the same samples. Near <r> = 2.4 a well

defined minimum shows up for both sets of results. For <r> _< 2.1 the
activation energies Ey (for the slow processes) are substantially
higher than En. We note however that for a-Se the energy barrier of
the short time process within experimental error agrees with En114

raising the possibility that the "constant velocity" condition used in

the viscosity determination may have been located in the initial
relaxation regime. The Arrhenius law when plotted as log t versus
T /T and with Tg = T(<-.>=-g) exhibits a slope

m = d log <:> I d (T /T) = E/[In(10) R T,] = log tg/to. (2)

The latter equality is simply a rewriting of the Arrhenius law for T =

Tg. The quantity m has been called variously the "fragility" 2 7 and
more recently the "steepness index". 17
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In calorimetric experiments the Tg is usually determined by

heating or cooling the specimens with rates of 10 K/min thereby

defining the relaxation time Tg,cal to be 200 s.22 By adopting this

convention for -T, we have calculated the slopes m for the various

average coordination numbers from the present data and plotted

them in Fig. 2b. This plot demonstrates that the fragility of the Se

rich alloys decreases with increasing crosslinking. The minimum of m

at <rc> = 2.4 is very shallow however and the increase of this figure is

very slight at large <r>. This is because beyond the percolation

threshold <rc> the increase in the apparent activation energies is
compensated by increases in Tg. 14 ,2 8 Note that the minimum value m
can reasonably have with the above definition of zg is when to is the

inverse of a vibration frequency, whence m = 16 (as indicated by

the dashed line in Fig. 2).

Several samples with <r> = 2.4 but different compositions (y =

0.2, 0.5, and 1.0) were investigated. For these, m = 29 ± 2 was found

to be constant. From the viscosity data of Ref. 14 for As2Se3 (<r> = 2.4,

y = 0) a larger slope (m = 37) was calculated. As has been pointed out

previously 14 this higher fragility which is also reflected by a relative

large calorimetric anomaly at Tg, is probably due to non-random

bonding distributions in this compound.
In the final part of Fig. 2 we present the variations of the

Kohlrausch exponent 3 with the average coordination as determined

at Tg of various samples with y = 0.5. The relaxation of a-Se is the
most non-exponential (13 = 0.42). With increasing crosslinking 13
assumes larger values and for <r> __ 2.3 is roughly constant at 0.63.
By comparing Figs. 2b and 2c it is clear that the increase in the

fragility m is accompanied by a decrease in non-exponentiality.
Figure 2c also shows that 13(T,) for several compositions at the

constant average coordination number 2.4 is not universal. Chemical
effects probably play an important role for compositions close to the

binary As-Se and Ge-Se edges, i.e. for samples with y = 0 (as
discussed above 2 9 ) and y = 1. Several authors have pointed out that a

nanoscale (50 A) phase separation (into Se chains and GeSe2

'outrigger rafts") may take place in the germanium-selenium system
at <r> = 2.4.9,30
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It is important to note that the detailed shape of the 3 versus

<r> curve (Fig. 2c) depends on the definition of Tg, which is arbitrary.

By requiring the glass transition to correspond to a much longer
relaxation time than <,g>, a slight maximum at <r> = 2.4 would show

up in Fig. 2c, which by extrapolation would become more pronounced

as the Kauzmannn temperature is approached.. This is because the

fractional exponents necessary to describe the viscoelastic spectra of

our samples show a T dependence which is interesting and which we

now discuss.
In Fig. 3 we have plotted the scaled exponents P3(T)/[3(Tg)

versus the temperature T/Tg for samples with constant y = 0.5 (Fig.

3a) and <r> = 2.4 (Fig. 3b). Although thermorheological simplicity [or
3(T) = constant] is an assumption that has widely been made in the

interpretation of viscoelastic (and scanning calorimetry) experiments,

numerous relaxation studies, carried out over wide enough

temperature ranges, have shown that the spectral shape of
mechanical correlation functions in general depend on T. This is also

expected since in the normal (low viscosity) liquid state the
relaxation should be close to exponential. On the other hand it has

been shown for the entropy relaxation of several organic liquids1 6, 3 0

that 3 (T) extrapolates to zero at the "ideal" glass transition

temperature TK, i. e. the one which asymptotically would be reached
at infinitely small cooling rates. The ratio of the conventionally

defined glass transition to the Vogel-Fulcher temperature To
decreases with increasing fragility according to (Eq. 8 in Ref. 26)

T,/To = (1 - 16/m.) - l (3)

Hence for the strong glass formers the degree of non-exponentiality
should not be very (if at all) temperature dependent. Similar

conclusions have been drawn more rigorously by Ngai ct al. who
used arguments based on the Adam-Gibbs equation and a coupling

scheme. 3 2 Consistent with these ideas we find the fractional exponent
of our strongest case) Gej5As 1 5 Se70 (with <r> = 2.4 and y = 0.5),
exhibits the weakest T dependence as compared with other samples

along both the <r> = 2.4 and y = 0.5 pseudobinary cuts (see Fig. 3).
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By extrapolating the P values of Fig. 3 linearly (on T or I/T

scales) to smaller values we have determined that the temperatures

Tp->0 are roughly 1.5 times larger than the To's as calculated from the
data given in Fig. 2 using Eqs. (2) and (3). We suspect that this lack of

coincidence of To and TI3>0 is at least partly due to the fact that any
temperature dependence of the Kohlrausch exponent P3 as

determined from the (simpler and possibly more fundamental) shear

relaxations in the glass transformation range will appear to be mn-oe
pronounced than those obtained from measurements of the tensile
mechanical response. 2 6

The results presented and discussed so far have been taken on
structurally equilibrated samples, i. e. those which within
experimental uncertainty yielded identical stress relaxations in
successive runs. It is well known however, that after changing the
temperature of a supercooled liquid it may take some time for its
structure to reach thermal equilibrium. For instance, the time
constant characterizing this stabilization process was found to be
roughly ten times larger than the equilibrium <->y in a fragile nitrate
melt 33 and (7 ± 2)<,c>y in a-Se.2 6 In those experiments the samples
were quenched from well above Tg to a temperature at which (for

experimental convenience) the average relaxation time is larger than
10 3 s. The temperature steps employed in those studies (and also in
the present work) typically were as large as some tens of degrees.
Under these circumstances the structural equilibration times should
depend on the sign as well as the magnitude of the perturbation, i. e.
the T step. 3 4 These are the hallmarks of the non-linear response

regime.
The evolution of the average non-equilibrium stress relaxation

times <,tn> y recorded during the isothermal stabilization of

(GeO.5As0. 5)1-xSex samples with <r> = 2.1 and 2.4 is depicted in Fig. 4.
For the latter sample no change of <'Zn> Y could be detected. Note that

in these experiments it is not possible to record the initial part of the
structural relaxation, i. e. the one which occurs before the
stabilization of the final temperature (about 15 min) is complete. The
absence of pronounced changes during the annealing of the strong <r>
= 2.4 liquid is compatible with its weak calorimetric anomaly at Tg. 14
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In the fragile <r> = 2.1 sample large changes in <'tn>Y were observed.
However in contrast to the <r> = 2.0 case the structural equilibration,
surprisingly, now proceeds faster than the relaxation following a
bending strain. Therefore the first few <r> = 2.1 points in Fig. 4 are
based on stress relaxation curves which have only been recorded
down to 30 - 50% of the initial stress. We observed that the spectral
width of the autocorrelation functions broaden on annealing (as seen
earlier 3 5 ). However no quantitative analysis of this effect was
attempted because it is very likely that the effective spectral width
was not even constant during each single run.

To summarize we have shown that Ge-As-Se compositions with
low connectivity, typical of fragile liquids, show very non-
exponential and state-dependent mechanical stress relaxations.
Conversely at the vector percolation threshold <rc> the non
exponentiality is small and also weakly temperature dependent, and
a state de'nendence cannot be detected. In overconstrained
conditions the temperature dependance of P, like the larger excess
heat capacity l 4 , returns. However at <rc>, 3 is not solely determined
by <r>, probably because bonding is non-random for high, or low,
Ge:Se.
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Figure Captions

FIG 1. Stress relaxation Y(t)/Y(t = 0) for GelOAsl0Se8o (<r> = 2.3,
y = 0.5) recorded at the temperatures (from left to right): 433.4,
422.6, 413.3, 403.7, 394.5, and 385.3 K. The lines are fits using Eq.
(1) and the parameters displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.

FIG. 2. Connectivity (<r>) dependence of (a) apparent energy
barriers E, (b) fragilities m, and (c) fractional exponents 3 a s

determined at their glass transition temperatures Tg. The squares

represent results from measurements of the viscosity on samples
with y = 0.5 (taken from Ref. 14). The present stress relaxation

experiments yielded data on alloys with y = 0.5 (circles) and off that
pseudo-binary cut with y given near the plusses. The fractional
exponent at <r> = 2.2 was extrapolated 20 from a measurement of a

thicker (2.5 x 2.5 x 5 mm 3 ) sample. The dashed line indicates the
minimum fragility. The solid lines are guides to the eye only.

FIG. 3. Scaled Kohlrausch exponents P(T)/3(Tg) versus scaled

temperatures T/Tg for constant y [= 0.5, (a)] and <r> [= 2.4, (b)]. The

straight lines represent linear least square fits.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the mean relaxation time on annealing for
two different samples with y = 0.5. Prior to taking these data the

samples were cooled with rates of several degrees per minute to the
temperatures given near the curves. The dashed lines indicate the
equilibrium relaxation times calculated using the parameters given
in Fig. 2. The solid line is a guide to the eye only.
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Elastic and viscoelastic properties of amorphous selenium:
Possible identification of the elusive phase transition

R. B6hmer* and C. A. Angell
Department of Chemistry, Arizona State University
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Abstract
Using a broadband mechanical spectrometer, the tensile modulus and
stress relaxation of amorphous selenium was studied in the glass
transformation range. Bimodal spectra were recorded under
isothermal conditions in the time range 10- 1 s < t < 105 s. It was
found that the structural equilibrations of the two contributions to
the stress decay proceed independent of one another. The mechanical
correlation functions of stabilized supercooled liquid Se could be
described using a weighted sum of two stretched exponentials. The
temperature dependences of the relative relaxation strengths were
compared with results from a rotational isomeric state model. They
are consistent with the existence of a sulfur-like polymerization
transition temperature, which has been kinetically inaccessible to
previous measurements, near 305 K.

PACS numbers: 62.40.ti, 64.70.Pf, 81.40.Ef
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I. Introduction
Amorphous selenium (a-Se) has been referred to as one of the

best studied of all substances. 1 Among the reasons that have

stimulated the intense interest in this material are not only its

enormous technical importance, e. g. as a photoconductor, 2 but also

the notion that glassy selenium may constitute one of the simplest

polymers possible. For a long time it has been believed that, by

analogy to liquid sulfur,3 the supercooled liquid state of selenium

contains polymeric chains and eight membered rings, in proportions
which depend on temperature 4 as well as on thermal history. 5 These

beliefs have in part been based on the thermodynamic arguments

developed (in analogy to liquid sulfur 6 ) by Eisenberg and Tobolsky. 7

A number of experiments were interpreted in the spirit of these

arguments. 8. 9 In particular results from infrared (IR) and Raman

spectroscopy seemed to confirm the notion of a ring-chain

equilibrium. 10 , 1 1 The analysis of these measurements was based on

the comparison of the vibrational spectra of a-Se with those of its

trigona11 2  (sometimes called hexagonal) or monoclinicl 3

modifications. These crystalline structures are built from helical

chains (the trigonal form) or contain eight membered rings (the

monoclinic form).

Later evidence from IR, Raman, 14 and neutron1 5 scattering

experiments indicated that the atomic level structure of amorphous

selenium is more complex than that of liquid sulfur. A refinement of

the simple ring-chain picture is due to Misawa and Suzuki who

developed the disordered chain model for a-Se. 1 6 This variety of the

rotational isomeric state model 1 7 assumes that amorphous Se is not

simply a mixture of cyclooctaselenium and polymeric chains but

"includes a molecule having both ring and chain conformations of Se

in a single molecule". 1 6 It remained an open question however

whether the molecular interaction parameters used for this model

are temperature independent. In fact, it has been speculated 1 6 that

increasing molecular cooperation which can be expected to show up

in the vicinity of the glass transition should modify the predictions of

the Misawa-Suzuki model in this temperature range. Despite
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numerous efforts to identify a sulfur-like polymerization transition
in selenium no unambiguous experimental evidence has been

obtained so far.

Another topic of continuing interest has been the study of

stabilization of selenium glass, which obviously is of great technical

importance. The effects of structural state dependence, although a

general feature of the glass transformation range, 1 8 has received

special attention in the case of a-Se because of the proximity of its

calorimetric glass temperature Tg- 310 K to ambient. 19 In a-Se the

structural relaxation has been investigated by a number of means
including calorimetric, 2 0 viscosimetric, 2 1 dilatometric, 2 2 ultrasonic, 2 3 -

25 and dielectric 2 6 techniques. One of the most diret ways to monitor

structural equilibration may be mechanical stress relaxation as

employed in the present study. We have used a broadband

spectrometer also in order to check whether the stress decay is

bimodal as has been suggested previously.2 7 .2 8

II. Experiments and analyses

The amorphous selenium used for this study was taken from
the same batch which has been characterized earlier using

calorimetric and viscosimetric experiments. 2 9 It was prepared by B.

L. Halfpap using high purity starting material (99.9999%) as

described in Ref. 29.

Details of the transient viscoelastometer and of experimental
procedures and checks that have been performed are given
elsewhere. 3 0 Tensile mechanical stress autocorrelation functions of a-

Se have been recorded in the time range 10-1 s < t < 105 s. In this

paper the decay functions are given in normalized form thus

avoiding numerical uncertainties introduced by the geometric form

factor. 30 In addition stress vs. strain curves have been recorded at

several temperatures in and below the glass transformation range.
The time used to built up the total strain (10 - 50 .m) was of the

order of I s so the measurements and the linear behavior needed to
yield Young's modulus at each temperature could be observed up to

temperatures somewhat above the calorimetric glass point at which

the average relaxation time is of the order of 200 s.
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A. Elastic properties
Using ultrasonic measurements in the 1 - 20 MHz range, the

elastic constants of a-Se have been determined by numerous
researchers. 3 1 At low frequencies (f _< 1 Hz) only shear moduli have
been reported as a function of temperature 2 7 . 32 or frequency. 2 8 in
Fig. 1 we compare the temperature dependence of the tensile (or
Young's) modulus Y(T) from the present study with the shear
constants G(T) obtained by Eisenberg and Tobolsky using a 5s
experimental timescale. 2 7 In Fig. 1 the shear modulus commences its
fall towards zero with increasing temperatures before the tensile
modulus. Although some difference would be expected from the fact
that the timescale used for the determination of Y(T) is shorter by a
factor of approximately five it seems from results discussed later in
Sec II.C that the differences in the temperatures where the falls start
is not primarily a time scale effect. It is quite possible that the
complex microstructure of amorphous selenium, leading to the
bimodal stress relaxation spectra presented below, also gives rise to
rather different response times to external shear strains and bulk
compressions.

It is noted that the tensile moduli presented in Fig. I reflect
equilibrium values. We observed that samples quenched from above
the glass transition got stiffer on annealing below T. This can be
viewed as a confirmation of earlier ultrasonic experiments: Here an
increase in the sound velocity with time has been reported for
quenched a-Se samples. 24 Fictive temperature effects which are a
general feature of glass-formers far from structural equilibrium are
discussed in more detail in the following section.

B. Structural equilibration
Amorphous selenium samples were kept at 335 K for at least

30 min in accordance with the suggestions bv Chang and Bestul. 3

These authors noted that heating of a-Se to temperatures above 310
K (=Tg) lead to a completely equilibrated state irrespective of the
previous thermal history. After annealing the samples they were
cooled to several temperatures between 300 and 308 K with rates of
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1-2 K/min while carefully excluding light. 3 4  Immediately after
temperature stabilization an initial stress relaxation measurement
was made followed by repeat runs after various holding (annealing)
periods at the same temperature. Figure 2 shows the results obtained
at an annealing temperature of T = 300.5 K. It is clear that the time
required to relax the initial stress increases rapidly with annealing

time ta.

For a quantitative description of the stress relaxation the

Kohlrausch function 3 5

Y(t) = Y exp [-(t/'r) P] + Yo, (1)

was used. Here the relaxation of the tensile stress is characterized by
a relaxation time t and a fractional exponent 03 - 1. Y and Yo denote

Young's moduli for t -> 0 (as presented in Sec. II.A) and t -> -,
respectively. In the glass transformation range of viscoelastic bodies,

Y o usually approaches zero for long times. It may be non-zero
however in crystalline solids 3 6 and polymeric substances which show
a rubbery plateau. 3 7 The best least squares fit to the ta = 0 curve in
Fig. 2 yielded Yo = 0.03Y. Good fits were also obtained using Yo = 0

(see Fig. 2).

In Fig. 3 structural equilibration data for T > 304 K are
displayed as log[-lnY(t)/Yj vs log t (log denotes the logarithm to the
base 10). This representation gives a straight line if Eq. (1) [with Yo =

0] is obeyed. For T = 304.6 K this is indeed the case. The slope of
these curves give the fractional exponent 1.

The changes of the time constants Alog r used to characterize
the stress decay on annealing at T = 300.5 K and 304.6 K are
summarized in Fig. 4. One notes that the total change Alog r or the

change in the fictive temperature TF3 8 is larger for the stabilization

at the lower temperature. This is expected because in both runs the
samples were quenched using similar cooling rates and hence must
haven fallen out of thermal equilibrium at about the same
temperature. The relaxation of the fictive temperature has
previously been described with Eq. (1) also. 3 9 The quality of the
results presented in Fig. 4 does however not allow us to draw any,
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conclusions about the functional form of the temporal relaxation of

TF in a-Se. In order to estimate the time constant which governs this

process, we have chosen a single exponential decay. The relaxation

times obtained by this procedure are by factors of 5 and 9 larger

than the equilibrium relaxation times <,rs> extrapolated from Fig. 7

below for T = 304.6 K and 300.5 K, respectively. A similar ratio of

equilibration to stress relaxation time (- 10) has been obtained

previously for a nitrate melt. 4 0

The stress relaxation curves obtained at 307.5 K do not give a

straight line in the representation of Fig. 3. Apparently an additional

relaxation process shows up at long times. At first glance the change

in slope suggests that this relaxation is characterized by a smaller 3.

It is however noted that the linearization procedure described above

is expected to work only if the decay function is properly normalized

[Y(t)/Y should go from 1 to 0 as t goes from 0 to -> co]. This condition

is met for neither of the two relaxation processes. A remarkable

feature of these spectra is that the equilibration of the long time

decay is still progressing while the structural relaxation associated

with the faster process is already complete. This observation

suggests that the relaxations have different microscopic origins.

C. Stress relaxation at structural equilibrium

Figure 5 shows the time dependence of the normalized tensile.

stress of carefully equilibrated amorphous selenium. The wide

spectral range of almost six decades accessible with the transient
viscoelastometer used for this work allowed the full detection of

bimodal decays at several temperatures. Indications for such a

composite relaxation have existed before from measurements of the

tensile 2 7 and shear moduli. 2 8 As shown in Fig. 5 the spectral shapes

of the mechanical correlation functions change with T. This casts

doubts on the validity of the thermorheological simplicity

assumption, used in Ref. 27. While the time-temperature

superposition principle has been demonstrated to hold for the

electrical relaxation,4 1 it seems to be more appropriate to describe
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the mechanical properties of a-Se in terms of two independent
processes, weighted by a coefficient z

Y(t) = Y[ exp {-(t/ts) O)s} + z exp {-(t/EL) L}]. (2)

The subscripts S and L stand for short and long time contributions to
the Young modulus, respectively. The quality of the fits using Eq. (2)
is demonstrated in Fig. 5. In the inset of this figure we plotted the
derivative -d[Y(t)/Y] / d[log t/s] of the theoretical curve for T = 307.5
K. It gives a good impression of the separation of the average time
scales of the two processes, and also of their relative widths.

At lower temperatures the slow relaxation appeared to be well
outside our spectral range. If we assume 'Es << TL then the second
exponential in Eq. (2) can be approximated by unity in our time
window. Thus, Eq. (1) is recovered and the weighting factor for a
seemingly unimodal decay function is given by

z = YO/Y. (3)

We will show in the discussion section that z, rather than being a
mere fitting parameter may reflect a pivotal material characteristic
viz. the fraction of Se atoms present in chain conformations. In Fig. 6
the coefficient z, as determined using Eqs. (1) and (2) is seen to
decrease with temperature and approaches zero at low T. Also the
fractional exponent 3S which characterizes the faster relaxation
process strongly depends on temperature (Fig. 6). If PS(T) is linearly
extrapolated (on a T or a 1/ scale) to lower T it crosses zero at Tp3> 0

= 270 ± 10 K. The shape parameter for the long time process is
found to be PL = 0.42 = 0.1 but the temperature dependence could

not be detected.
From the fits to our stress relaxation curves the average

relaxation times 4 2

7(4)



have been calculated for both long and short processes and are given

in an Arrhenius plot (Fig. 7). This plot also contains relaxation times

calculated from the maxima of the frequency dependent internal

friction measured in shear 2 8 and from creep data. 2 1 The relaxation

times determined in susceptibility (or creep J) experiments can be

transformed into modulus (M) relaxation (or retardation) times

according to TM/TJ = J1=0/Jt->* (= Mt>*/M,_o).43 From the longitudinal

sound velocities v of the liquid 44 extrapolated to Tg and the glass, 2 5

it is found that 'M = TJ(Vliq/V'glass) 2  2.7tcj. The time constants

determined from internal friction peaks are also expected to be
larger than iM (but smaller than "j). However no transformation

procedure similar to the one given above is known to us. From Fig. 7
one notes good agreement of the relaxation times <r&s> obtained in the

various experiments. We parameterized our results for both long and

short time processes in terms of an Arrhenius law

<,ts> = As exp (Es/ RT), (5a)

<TL> = AL exp (EL/ RT), (5b)

where A is a prefactor. The apparent activation energy Es used to
describe the tensile relaxation times <Ts> in the glass transformation

range is Es = 485 kJ/mol. R. This value is somewhat larger than that

determined in creep (see Fig. 7), specific heat, 2 1 and viscosity 2 9

measurements none of which distinguish long from short time

processes. However the large value of Es and the unphysical value of

log As = -80 imply that the process under study is highly

cooperative. Indeed, if viscosities over an extended temperature

range are taken into account, deviations from the seemingly

thermally activated behavior become apparent. 5

We note that the relaxation times determined in dielectric

experiments' when extrapolated to sub-audio frequencies are

significantly longer than those presented in Fig. 7. Decoupling of

mechanical (and structural) degrees of freedom is a well known

phenomenon in many solids (includinz ion conductors 4 6 as well as

disordered crystals 4 7 ). It seems to be a peculiarity of (the)
amorphous (semiconductor) selenium that the electrically active

8



modes freeze first on cooling. These modes presumably involve
electron hops between chain end radicals. 4 1

An accurate analysis of the longer relaxation times is hampered
by a considerable experimental uncertainty. From Fig. 7 it is however
clear that the apparent hindering barrier EL necessary to
parameterize the slower process is slightly larger than Es and in fact
may be only the average of a diverging process related to the phase
transition.

III. Discussion
The bimodal spectra of a-Se obtained in this work provide clear

evidence for two independent relaxation processes. In principle there
exist several possibilities for the assignment of these processes. Since
it is generally accepted that there are a large number of long chains
present in a-Se as normally prepared, 14 one might be tempted to
conclude that the step in the correlation functions as presented in
Fig. 5 represents the entanglement plateau. which is a well known
feature in the mechanical spectra of polymers. 3 "7

An alternative view on the two relaxation processes (and one
consistent with the direction of the annealing effect seen in Fig. 3), is
the following: An arrangement of ring-like conformations as
proposed by Misawa and Suzuki, 16 can be deformed relatively easily
under external stress. This is because the bonding between these
structural elements is mediated by van der Waals interactions. After
application of strain, these merely localized modes may be expected
to relax before long ranged deformations of the chains take place. A
quantitative confirmation of this interpretation of our obervations
comes from the computa'1on of the relaxation strength of the faster
process. The relative strength f of this contribution to the stress
decay is calculated prom Eq. (2) for t 0 and gives f = I / (lz). It
reflects the fraction of elastic modes originating from relaxations of
ring-like conformations in the atomic level structure of a-Se and
approaches unity at low temperatures.

In Fig. 8 we compare the fraction f from the present study with
the predictions of the rotational isomeric state model. At
temperatures above the calorimetric glass transition our

9



experimental data are close to the theoretical results of Misawa and

Suzuki. Below T - 307 K strong deviations are noticed. For non-

equilibrated samples one would expect the fraction of ring-like

conformations f to be no larger than its value at the glass transition.
The relative ring relaxation strength from the viscoelastic

experiments in which we have carefully annealed to equilibrium

before taking the data on which this discussion is based, become
systematically larger with decreasing temperatures than that
predicted from the calculations for the disordered chain model, see
Fig. 8. The effect is reversed (z increases) on re-equilibration at
higher temperature, see Fig. 3. Our findings therefore suggest that a
sulfur-like cooperative transition, which is kinetically inaccessible to
most measurements, takes place in supercooled selenium at around
305 K as conjectured by Moynihan. 9

We now examine the relation between relaxational and
thermodynamic characteristics of a-Se and in particular the relation
between the relaxation time and the Kauzmann temperature TK. 4 9

This is the temperature at which the extrapolated configurational
entropy of the supercooled liquid equals that of the crystal. For
selenium it was estimated from calorimetric data that TK is (240 ±
10) K. 3 3 TK may be viewed as the glass transition temperature ,hat
would be measured if the liquid were cooled infinitely slowly.
Therefore this quantity has also been estimated from the
temperature dependence of the relaxation time -. (or the viscosity r)

: = exp [DTo / (T - To)], (6)

by identifying To and TK . The Vogel-Fulcher Eq. (6) is a
generalization of Eq. (5). By evaluating Eq. (6) at T, one finds for the
liquid "strength" index D 5(T,!TK -1) ln(10). The parameter 5 = log
=Zo (or log rLIro) is found to be = 16 for man, glassformers. By

evaluatinz the derivative of Eq. (6) at Tv one finds that the slope m

in a scaled Arrhenius represen:ation is given by 2 9

m'F(Tfl) = [D/ln(10)] (TK r ) (1-TKiT,)-2 (70



Trivially, the slope of the Arrhenius law [Eq. (5)] when plotted vs
Tg/T is given by mA = Ea/[RTg ln(10)]. By using mA - mvF(Tg) and

inserting the above expression for the strength index D one arrives at

TK = Tr (1 - ln(I0) R Tg/Ea). (8)

This relation allows the calculation of TK from the glass transition
temperature Tg = T(10 12 Pa s) and the apparent activation energy Ea
assuming that the process under study has remained coupled to the
fundamental enthalpy relaxation. From the viscosimetric
experiments of Ref. 29 one finds for a-Se TK = 245 K while the
present relaxation times <-s> yield TK = 250 K, both in agreement

with the calorimetric result. 3 3
Note that these reasonable correlations have been made using

data in both calorimetric and transport measurements for T > 310 K
in which cooperative ring-chain effects are minimal (see Figs. 6 and
8) and z changes smoothly with temperature. Extrapolations which
include data in the range 300 - 310 K should give anomalous results
for TK if the ring-chain exchange gives rise to an important enthalpy
contribution.

In the following we will comment on the temperature
dependence of the fractional exponent P S. Although from a
theoretical viewpoint it is not clear at present whether there exists a
minimum p > 0,48 has been observed for several supercooled liquids
that Tp> 0 coincides with the Kauzmann temperature TK.49 In our
case the extrapolation of the data in Fig. 6 yielded at T- -> of 270 K,
greater than TK, however the basis for the extrapolation included
data in the temperature interval 300 - 310 K, hence should be an
overestimate.

On the other hand the extrapolations of 3 could also be
unreliable in our case because of the complication that the width of
the time dependent Young modulus Y(t) = 3 G(t) [1 - v(t)] (where v is
the Poisson ratio) will show a stronger temperature dependence
than the shear modulus G(t) [if the spectral width of G(t) is not a
constant]. This is because the relaxation of the Poisson ratio '(t), if it
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takes place on roughly the same time scale as G(t), will lead to an
additional broadening of Y(t). The degree of this additional
broadening depends on temperature and vanishes as the high-
frequency value of v approaches 0.5 at high temperatures. These
effects are hard to evaluate from the present data since it is not
quite clear whether the time constants which govern the relaxation
of the shear and the bulk moduli (and hence -,) are of similar
magnitude (see Sec. II.A).

IV. Summary and conclusions
We have studied the mechanical response of bulk quenched

amorphous selenium following two types of external perturbations.
Firstly we have used bending strains to measure Young's moduli. The
subsequent relaxation of the tensile stress was monitored over a
range of six decades in time. The isothermal mechanical spectra
obtained that way are composed of two relaxation processes showing
up on distinctly different time scales and having different spectral
shapes. Secondly by using relatively large temperature steps as
perturbations we probed the non-linear structural response. It was
shown that the two relaxation processes are governed by different
equilibration dynamics. We analyzed the carefully stabilized complex
spectra and computed the relative strengths of the two relaxation
processes. Their temperature dependence was compared to
theoretical predictions. Our results together with the Misawa-Suzuki
calculations suggest the occurrence of a sulfur-like polymerization
transition near the calorimetric glass point of a-Se.

It appears that our broadband viscoelastic measurements are
well suited to mapping out conformational changes in polymeric
materials if their structural subunits possess different elastic or
relaxational properties. It would be most interesting to extend our
studies to supercooled liquids the average coordination of which
differs from two in order to suppress or enhance the one or the other
of the relaxation processes observed in selenium. Possible candidates
for the doping of a-Se are halogens,50 which decrease the avera2se
length of the polymeric chains and should lead to a weakening of the

12



long time relaxations and higher coordinated atoms which should

remove the short time processes. For instance we recently 5 1 found

that the degree of crosslinking introduced by replacement of 6 at% Se

by Ge and As is sufficient to lead to an almost complete suppression

of the faster processes. This encourages further investigation of

relaxation phenomena in alloys with even smaller doping levels.
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Figure Captions

FIG 1. Tensile moduli Y(T) and shear moduli G(T) of amorphous

selenium. Open circles are results from the present investigation.

They have been normalized to match Youngs modulus of Y = 9.8 GPa

as d.termined from ultrasonic measurements at ambient
temperature (closed circle). 3 1 Elastic shear constants taken at I - 20
MHz (closed square, Ref. 31) and at a very low frequency from Ref.
27 ("five second moduli", displayed as a solid line) have been
included for comparison. The dashed line is a guide to the eye only.

FIG. 2. Time dependence of normalized tensile stress Y(t)/Y(t:0)
of amorphous selenium which has previously been quenched from

above the glass transition. The labels indicate the times at which the

measurements have been started relative to the first run. The solid
lines are fits using Eq. (1) with 3 = 0.47 and Yo = 0. The variations in

the relaxation times are given in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. Tensile autocorrelation functions log[-ln(Y/Y)l of a-Se as a
function of log t. In this representation Eq. (1) yields a straight line
with slope P. Temperatures T and annealing times ta (in hours after

starting the first run) are indicated near the curves. Measurements

at 304.6 K preceded those at 307.5 K. Note that the strength of the
slow process increases with time as structural equilibrium is

approached from below.

FIG. 4. Variation of the relaxation times with annealing time. The
lines are guides to the eve only'.

FIG. 5 Double logarithmic plot of stress versus time. For clarity

the spectra taken at T = 307.5 K and T = 314.1 K were shifted
downwards by 0.25 and 0.5 respectively. Solid lines represent fits
usirg Eq. () [for T = 300.5 K] and Eq. (2). The inset shows the
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derivative -d[Y(t)/Y)/d[log t/s] of the fit to the data taken at 307.5 K.
A two peak structure is clearly seen.

FIG. 6 Temperature dependence of the fractional exponent P3S

and the weighting factor z from the fits to the tensile autocorrelation

functions of a-Se. Lines are guides to the eye only.

FIG. 7 Arrhenius plot of amorphous selenium relaxation times
obtained using creep measurements 2 1 (solid line) internal friction
measurements 2 8 (+) and tensile stress relaxation measurements (9
for <-.s>, A for <%L> from the present v. ork). Note that the results from

the creep compliance measurements 21 have been transformed into
modulus relaxation times using the procedure described in the text.

The dashed line was calculated using the Es value given in the text.
The dash-dotted line is drawn to guide the eye only; its slope
corresponds to an apparent activation energy EL of 530 kJ/mol and

prefactor log A = -86.

FIG. 8 Fraction f of eight membered rings in amorphous
selenium. From the weighing factors z shown in Fig. 6, the fraction
was calculated as f=1/(1+z). The results from the rotational isomeric
state model are shown as solid line. 16 The thermodynamic model by
Eisenberg and Tobolsky predicts the fraction f to vary according to
the dash-dotted line. 7  Open circles represent the experimental
results from the dissolution studies by Brieilieb. 4
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Connectivity, fragility, and non-exponentiality of mechanical relaxations in
covalently bonded glassformers
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ABSTRACT
Using a broadband transient viscoelastometer we have studied the stress
relaxation of supercooled Ge-As-Se liquids after exposing them to flexural
strains and temperature steps. This allowed us to monitor the linear
mechanical response as well as the non-linear structural response. The
departures from exponential stress relaxation correlate with the variations in
fragility in the chalcogenide system. The structural state dependence of the
mechanical relaxation, observed in pure and weakly crosslinked Se, is
suppressed at the percolation threshold where the liquid fragility is minimum.

1. INTRODUCTION
The notion that the connectivity of covalently bonded glasses should correlate
with their stiffness has stimulated numerous ultrasonic investigations.[ll
However the onset of rigidity at the theoretically predicted threshold,[2] i. e.
at the average coordination of <r>=2.4 has not been detected in elastic
experiments on various chalcogenide alloys. Recently however, it was
recognized that the concept of connectivity is useful in understanding the
composition dependences of various low temperature (T<2K) properties [3] as
well as of characteristics of the glass transformation range, viz. the fragility
and configurational thermodynamic properties of Ge-As-Se liquids.[4] The
interrelation between these key aspects of the vitrification process finds an
explanation in the characteristic topologies of the potential energy
hypersurfaces for different compositions.[5] Following these arguments it has
been suggested that an increase in fragility should be accompanied by
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increases in the non-exponentiality and non linearity (state dependence) of
the dynamical behavior in the glass transformation range.[6]
Despite the wealth of experimental data on the relaxational behavior of glass
formers,[6,7] a systematic investigation of these questions is still missing.
Therefore we have studied the time dependent stress relaxation of Ge-As-Se
glassformers after exposing them to flexural strains and temperature steps.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The melt cooled GeaAsbSec samples used for this study were taken from
batches which had been prepared and characterized previously.[4] From the
mole fractions a, b, and c the average coordination number can be calculated
by <r>=4a+3b+2c. At constant connectivity the composition is further specified
by the fraction y=a/(a+b). The experiments have been performed on samples
along pseudo-binary cuts in the ternary system with either <r> (=2.4) or y
(=0.5) being constant.
Most measurements were taken on bar samples cut to identical sizes (Ixlx5
mm 3 ). The tensile stress relaxation at constant strain was monitored in the
flexural (three point bending) conformation for seven compositions at constant
y=0.5, and for two at <r>=2.4 but y,0.5. Data were recorded automatically [8]
in the time range 10-Is < t < 105 s and for temperatures between 300 and
600K. Since the relaxation time for a liquid in the glass transformation range
usually depends on its structural state (fictive temperature) as well as the
actual temperature,[9] we have repeated the runs after various equilibration
times both to ensure equilibration is reached and to acquire data on this non-
linear aspect of the phenomenon.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 FRAGILITY AND STRESS RELAXATION
The stress relaxation data obtained for the chalcogenide alloys are similar in
quality to those previously reported.[8] For <r> > 2.1 all spectra on the
equilibrated specimen could be described [10] using the Kohlrausch function
[11]

Y(t) = Y(t=0) exp [-(tlt) I1. (1)

Here 13 characterizes the broadening and <t>=tr(±l/13) the average relaxation
time of the tensile stress autocorrelation function. For pure and weakly
crosslinked amorphous selenium (a-Se), i. e. <r> < 2.1, the stress decay was
composed of two contributions with distinctly separated average time scales.
The relative strength of the two relaxation processes was found to be
temperature dependent for a-Se.[12] In the vicinity of the glass transition the
faster process, which was ascribed to localized modes,[12] relaxed more than
50% of the initial stress. For the <r>=2.1 sample the short time relaxation was
responsible for no more than 5% of the total stress decay. In each case the
slower relaxations could be parameterized satisfactorily using equation (1).
The temperature dependences of <r> from all our samples within experimental
uncertainty were found to comply with the Arrhenius law <rc>=ro exp[E/(RT)]



but with unphysical to. In figure la we present the connectivity dependence

of the fragility (or steepness index [13]) defined by

m = d log <z> / d (Tg/T) = E/[ln(10) R Tg] = log rg/-to. (2)

The fragilities m obtained from the present tensile stress relaxation
experiments are in good agreement with those from previous shear viscosity
measurements.[4] The mean relaxation time tg used in equation (2) was

chosen to be 200s which is the typical time scale of the enthalpy relaxations at
Tg,cal as determined in differential scanning calorimetry experiments.[9] The

glass transition temperatures from the present work [Tg=T(<,t>= tg)] are in

agreement with those from numerous calorimetric investigations.[4,14] As
shown in figure la we find that the fragility of the Se rich alloys decreases
with increasing crosslinking. The minimum of m at <r>=2.4 is very shallow and

the increase of this figure is very slight towards larger <r>. Note that the

minimum value m can reasonably have with the above definition of 'tg is

when to is the inverse of a vibration frequency, whence m=16.
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+. indicates the minimum fragility. The
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In the lower part of figure 1 we present the variations of the Kohlrausch

exponent 0 with the average coordination as determined at Tg of various

samples with y=0.5. The relaxation of a-Se is the most non-exponential. With



increasing crosslinking P assumes larger values and for <r> _ 2.3 is roughly P
constant at 0.63. Figure lb also shows that P3(Tg) for several compositions at
<r>=2.4 is not universal, probably due to chemical effects.[15] The results
presented in figure lb demonsrate that the increase in the fragility m is
accompanied by an increase in 3.

In figure 2 we have replotted the results from figure I as fractional exponent
versus fragility m. Also included are results from mechanical spectroscopy

on polymers as compiled by Plazek and Ngai.[13] This plot reveals an
interesting correlation between m and P. It should be interesting to include
even more data from mechanical relaxation studies in order to check whether
the correlation suggested in figure 2 can be further substantiated. We note
that recently this matter has been discussed controversely.[6,7,16]

200 +

+f50 +

4 FIGURE 2. Fragility m versus

,- fractional exponent P at the glass
+0 transition for polymers (circles,

cc taken from Plazek and Ngai [13]) and
C_ mchalcogenides (squares, this work).

+ The broken line indicates the

50 + minimum fragility.

0 --- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- --

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
fractional exponent at Tg

It is important to note that the detailed shape of the 3 versus <r> curve (figure
lb) depends on the definition of Tg, which is arbitrary. By requiring the glass
transition to correspond to a much longer relaxation time than rg, a slight
maximum at <r>=2.4 would show up in figure lb, which by extrapolation
would become more pronounced as the Kauzmannn temperature [5] is
approached. This is because the fractional exponents necessary to describe the
relaxational spectra of our samples show a temperature dependence with

dp/dT being smallest for GelsAsl5Se70 (<r>=2.4, y=0.5), i. e. the least fragile
sample.

3.2 FRAGILITY AND STRUCTURAL RELAXATION
The results discussed so far have been taken on structurally equilibrated
samples, i. e. those which within experimental uncertainty yielded identical
stress relaxations in successive runs. It is well known however, that after



changing the temperature of a supercooled liquid it may take some time for
its structure to reach thermal equilibrium. For instance, the time constant
characterizing this stabilization process was found to be roughly ten times
larger than the equilibrium stress relaxation time <-r> in a fragile nitrate melt
[17] and (7±2)<,r> in a-Se.[12] In those experiments the samples were
quenched from well above Tg to a temperature at which (for experimental
convenience) the average relaxation time is larger than 103 s. The temperature
steps employed in those studies (and also in the present work) typically were
as large as some tens of degrees. Under these circumstances the structural
equilibration times should depend on the sign as well as the magnitude of the
perturbation, i. e. the temperature step.[18] These are the hallmarks of the
non-linear response regime.

annealing time t (104s)
0 0.14 0.8 1.2

4.0 <r> 2.1 T329K----------FIGURE 3. Evolution of the
mean relaxation time on annealing

A for two different samples with y = 0.5.
M Prior to taking these data the samples

were cooled with rates of several
Hdegrees per minute to the tempera-
V ... ................. tures given near the curves. The
o 3.5 dashed lines indicate the equilibrium
0 > 2.4 T=426K relaxation times calculated using the

parameters given in Fig. 2. The solid
line is a guide to the eye only.

3.01
0 2 14 6

annealing time t" (104S)

The evolution of the average non-equilibrium stress relaxation times <'Zn>
recorded during the isothermal stabilization of (Ge0.5Aso.5)j-xSex samples with
<r>=2.1 and 2.4 is depicted in figure 3. For the latter sample no change of < n>
could be detected. Note that in these experiments it is not possible to record
the initial part of the structural relaxation, i. e. the one which occurs before
the stabilization of the final temperature (about 15min) is complete. The
absence of pronounced changes during the annealing of the strong <r>=2.4
liquid is compatible with its weak calorimetric anomaly at Tg.[ 4 ] In the fragile
<r>=2.1 sample large changes in <ta> were observed. However in contrast to the
<r>=2.0 case the structural equilibration, surprisingly, now proceeds faster
than the relaxation following a bending strain. Therefore the first few <r>=2.1
points in figure 3 are based on stress relaxation curves which have only been
recorded down to 30-50% of the initial stress. We observed that the spectral
width of the autocorrelation functions broaden on annealing (as seen earlier



[17]). However no quantitative analysis of this effect was attempted because it
is very likely that the effective spectral width was not even constant during
each single run.

4. SUMMARY
We have shown that supercooled Ge-As-Se alloys with low connectivity,
typical of fragile liquids, show very non-exponential and state-dependent
mechanical stress relaxations. Conversely at the percolation threshold <r>=2.4
the non-exponentiality is small and a state dependence cannot be detected.
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